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ABSTRACT

A completely new 11thological classification is made of the Lannilis
Metamorphic Complex and the Plouguerneau Mi~atites, which lie south and
North respectively of the Porspoder Lineament in the north-west Pays de
Leon. The sequence of metamorphic, magmatic and tectonic episodes is analysed
and a correlation between the two complexes is suggested. The metasedimentary
Iithologies are thought to be derived from Brioverian semi-peli tes, and the
meta-igneous rocks from post-Brioverian intrusions. The later granitic rocks
associated with the Plouguerneau Migmatites are described and classified

in detail for the first time.

The structures which define the Porspoder Lineament itself are also described.
This feature may have originally been an intra-continental fault of transform

type.

Existing geochronological data and new K-Ar mineral dates are used to fit
the geological evidence from the NW Pays de Leon to the absolute time scale.
The importance of the Hercynian orogeny is emphasised; the main metamorphism
and migmatisation are attributed to the Bretonic (Devono-Carboniferous)

phase.

A study has also been made of the Le Conquet Metamorphic Complex in the SW
Pays de Leon. An entirely new interpretation of the field relations and

geochronology of the lithologies previously known as 'Gneiss de Brest',
'Gneiss de Lesneven', and 'Granodiorite des Renards' is presented. A single
major intrusion, the Granodiorite de Brest, is recognised. It was emplaced
into the already deformed and metamorphosed Briverian during the latter stage~
stages of the late-Precambrian/Cambrian Cadomian orogeny, probably at about
550 my. Other intrusions (Granodiorite de Pont-Cabioc ~ and doleritic Filons
de Kermorvan) were also emplced prior to the main regional metamarphism (the
Bretonic phase of the Hercynian orogeny) which produce~taurolite- and
sillimanite-bearing assemblages in the associated (originally Br1over1an)
metasediments. This sequence of events, and later phases of folding and
granite emplacement, are tentatively correlated with events in the NW Pays



de Leon and in the supracrustal terrain of central Finistere.

A special study has also been made of the Bretonic regional metamorphism
of the whole of the western Pays de Leon. Observed assemblages suggest a
geothermal gradient intermediate between the Barrovian and Abukuma types.
Attention is drawn to the long and complex history (Lower Proterozoic or
Pentevrian, Cadomian and Hercynian) represented by the rocks of the western

Pays de Leon.
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INTRODUCTION

A. LOCATION AND TOPOGRAPHY

This study is concerned with the western sector of the district
whose traditional name is the Pays de Leon. The Pays de Leon
forms the NW extremity of the mainland of France. It thus lies
at the tip of the region known as Bretagne (Brittany) which
extends into the Atlantic Ocean and separates the Golfe de
Gascogne (Bay of Biscay) from La Manche (English Channel). The
city of Brest is situated at the southern edge of the Pays de
Leon and the town of Morlaix near its SE corner.The western Pays
de Leon is surrounded on three sides by the sea (south, west and
north). (Figs 1-1 and 1-2).

The south coast consists mainly of cliffs up to about 60 m high
cut into the plateau which forms the interior. The line of
cliffs has many small irregularities but the only major indenta-
tion is at the Anse de Bertheaume at the head of which the coast
is low-lying and sandy. Elsewhere, the intertidal zone is
narrow and rocky.

The west coast is also cliffed and resembles the south coast as
far north as Pointe de Corsen, being also indented by sandy bays
at Anse des Blancs Sablons and Porz-Illien (Fig 6-1).

North of Pointe de Corsen and as far as the vicinity of Portsall
the west coast becomes lower-lying, more indented by small sandy
and rocky inlets and fringed with reefs and rocks mostly
submerged at high tide. The only major indentation is the
estuarine ria of L'Aber-Ildut.

East of Portsall the north coast is much more irregular in plan,
being fringed by a narrow coastal plain largely covered wwith
blown sand, and indented by several rias (L'Aber-Beno1t,
L'Aber-Wrac'h). The actual coast of the mainland consists of
low-lying sand dunes with numerous small rocky headlands.
There is generally an extensive sandy inter-tidal zone from which
project numerous small low-lying rocky islands and reefs;
similar islands and reefs project above the shallow water beyond
the low tide mark.



Inland the topography shows little relief being essentially a
gently undulating plateau with its surface mostly between 50 m
and 100 m above sea level. The plateau is terminated rather
abruptly to the south and west by the coastal cliffs; on the
north it descends by a series of steps to the low-lying coastal
plain. The valleys of the rias mentioned above, and of
numerous small rivers, are incised into the plateau, but for the
most part it is rather featureless and covered with a blanket of
superficial deposits, mostly loess. Natural rock exposures are
rare inland, and there is little control of topography by the
underlying lithology, so that most geological information is
obtained from artificial exposures such as road cuttings, quarries
and other excavations, often temporary. There is however
commonly a narrow line of exposed rock at high tide mark along
the various rias.

Coastal rock exposures are by contrast excellent. The variation
in coastal morphology entails that on the south and west coasts
the rock exposure is virtually continuous but confined to the
line of the cliffs themselves, with only a narrow wave-cut
platform, or none at all, while on the north coast, where most
of the writer's field-work was carried out, rock exposures extend
across a belt several km wide. Within this belt the numerous
islands, reefs, headlands and stacks projecting through sub-tidal,
intertidal or dune sands form a multitude of small patches Qf
well exposed rock.

The Tertiary and Quaternary geology of the Pays de L~on has
been described by Chauris (1966c, p 1-4; 1972c,p.1 7).

B. GEOLOGICAL! SETTING
1. THE MASSIF ARMORICAIN

The Pays de L~on forms the north western extremity of the Massif
Armoricain. The Massif Armoricain is the name given to the sub-
Mesozoic basement in Bretagne (Brittany), Normandie (Normandy)
and Vend~e, including offshore islands such as the Channel Islands,
Ouessant and Groix.



The eastern boundary of the Massif runs approximately southeast
from Cherbourg (Fig 1-1) to Caen and then south to Angers
(Fig 1-3). A convenient geological subdivision of the Massif
is shown in the inset to Fig 1-3.

In this classification the northern part of the Massif can be
regarded as consisting of two 'Domaines' : (i) the rDomaine
Mancellien'; this is a relatively simple terrain of folded late
Precambrian supracrustal rocks (the Brioverian) intruded by
extensive late Precambrian/Lower Palaeozoic granitoid rocks
(the Mancellian Granites); (ii) the 'Domaine Domnoneen'; this
is a more complex and varied zone than the Domaine Mancellien,
comprising a variety of sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic
rocks ranging in age from the Lower Proterozoic (parts of the
Pentevrian: Fig 1-4) to the Upper Palaeozoic. The Pays de L~on
forms the western extremity of the Domaine Domnon~eno

The central part of the Massif (Domaine Centre-Armoricain;
Fig 1-3) consists largely of folded late Precambrian and
Palaeozoic supracrustal formations of low metamorphic grade which
have been intruded by a number of large granitic plutons, mainly
of Hercynian age.

The southern part of the Massif (Domaine Ligerien, Domaine de
LIAnticlinal de Cornouaille and Zone Ouest Vendeen, like the
Domaine Domnon~en, consists of a variety of sedimentary, meta-
morphic and igneous rock; migmatites are widespread. In this
case however the effects of the Hercynian orogeny are more
obvious and pronounced, particularly in the marked WNW ESE
trend of lithological boundaries and other structures (Fig 1-3).

2. SUBMERGED BASEMENT AND OFFSHORE ISLANDS ADJACENT
TO THE WESTERN PAYS DE LEON

The Pays de L~on is flanked to the north by a narrow (10 km)
belt of submerged basement rocks generally similar to those
found along the north coast of the mainland (Andreieff et aI, 1973)
1973). These are overlain to the north below the waters of the
English Channel by Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments. To
the west a group of islands including Ouessant and Molene extends
for about 20 km from the coast of the Pays de L~on westwards
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into the Atlantic. The geology of the island of Ouessant
and its surroundings is similar in many respects to that of
the north coast of the Pays de Leon (Chauris, 1966a;
Andreieff et aI, 1973). The rocks of the Molene archipelago
resemble those of the SW Pays de Leon (Chauris, 1969a;
Collin, 1922, 1924). Further west the submerged basement is
again overlain by Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments (Chauris
et aI, 1972).

3. NEIGHBOURING HERCYNIAN MASSIFS

The Pays de Leon lies c 160 km south of Cornwall, England.
The intervening English Channel is mostly less than 200 m
deep and is floored by Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments which
on geophysical evidence (summarised by Bishop et al 1969,
p 339) overlie a basement which is thought to comprise
Palaeozoic and metamorphic rocks.

The nearest sector of the Cornubian Massif to the NW Pays de
L~on is the mafic-ultramafic complex of the Lizard Peninsula
(Flett and Hill, 1912). Elsewhere in the Cornubian Massif,
Upper Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks and intrusive granites
predominate, and although stratigraphic and structural com-
parisons can be made between these Ii hologies and rocks of
similar age and type in the central Hercynian belt of the
Massif Armoricain (Renouf, 1974); the only counterparts in
the Cornubian Massif of the higher grade regional metamorphic
rocks of the Pays de Leon are relatively small areas of
schists and gneisses which outcrop along the southern margin
of the Massif between Start Point (Tilley, 1923) and the
Lizard Peninsula. No detailed correlation or comparison
between the latter and any rocks in the Massif Armoricain
has been attem~ted.

The Iberian Massif is separated from the Massif Armoricain
by the Golfe de Gascogne which is floored by oceanic crust
CRies, 1974, 1978). Although the two massifs may have been
linked prior to the opening of the Golfe, and the present
continental margins are at a high angle to the trend of
structures in both massifs, the considerable extent of



continental shelf overlain by Mesozoic and Tertiary
sediments to the west of the Massif Armoricain has hindered
any attempts which might have been made to trace individual
features across the gap. Nonetheless close similarities
in Palaeozoic stratigraphy and faunas in Armorica and
Iberia have been recognised (summarised by Bishop et aI,
1969, p 332 and Fig 7), and the two regions share a common
late Hercynian geochronological pattern (Ries, 1979).

C. PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH
1. DEVELOPMENT OF SOME KEY CONCEPTS IN THE

GEOLOGY OF THE MASSIF ARMORICAIN

l.(a) The Brioverian
Bunel (1829-1833) recognised that in Calvados (North
NormandY) a fossiliferous (Lower Palaeozoic) sequence overlay
unconformably an older unfossiliferous slate-greywacke
sequence.

The two divisions were recognised elsewhere in the Massif,
by Dufrenoy (1838) and Dufrenoy and De Beaumont (1841). The
lower division became known as the 'Schistes de st LO' or
rPhyllades de St La' from the type area in Lower Normandy and
in Western Brittany the 'Phyllades de Douarnenez' were
correlated with the Phyllades de st Lo.

Opinions differed as to the age of these groups of rocks.
At a meeting of the Geological Society of France in 1886
Barrois assigned them to the Cambrian, while He bert (1886)
considered them to be Precambrian. Later Barrois (1888)
described them as 'Infra-cambrien'.

Barrois (1895a) introduced the term 'Brioverien' to refer to
the Phyllades de St L8, and divided the formation into a
number of lithostratigraphic units. Controversy concerning
the age and status of various units assigned to the Brioverian
continued. Barrois (1934a) considered that the Lower
Brioverian rocks (by general convention labelled Xa) were
Precambrian, while the Middle and Upper Brioverian (xb + xc
respectively) were assigned to the Lower and Middle Cambrian.



Some clarification of the nomenclature was obviously needed
by this stage, and Pru~ (1949) used the term IBrioverianI
to apply exclusively to what had been known previously as
the ILowerl Brioverian. Further elaboration of the Brio-
verian stratigraphy in the type area was presented by Graindor
(1957) and extended to cover the whole of the Massif by Cogn~
(1962). The Precambrian age of the Brioverian in the type
area was more firmly established by Chauris et al (1956) and
Chauris (1956) who showed that granites intrusive into the
Brioverian were overlain unconformably by Middle Cambrian
sediments.

Radiometric dating of rocks and minerals mainly in the
northeast sector of the Massif has provided some evidence
for the timing and duration of Brioverian sedimentation.
Dates ranging upwards from c 900 my (obtained mainly by
Leutwein and co-workers) from rocks considered to form a
pre-Brioverian (IPentevrianl) basement have been used by
various workers as an older age limit for the Brioverian.
Leutwein (1968) constructed a chronology for Brioverian
sedimentation which, he suggested, lasted from c 750 my to
c 560 my. Roach et al (1972) and Bishop et al (1975)
suggested that the sedimentation occurred in the interval
900-750/650 my.

Relatively little attention was paid to the Brioverian from
a sedimentological point of view until Graindor (1954)
attributed pebbly mudstones developed locally at Granville
to glacial activity. However Winterer (1964) argued that
the most likely explanation for the Granville rocks was
that they were produced by subaqueous turbidity currents;
a similar origin has been suggested for the typical
Brioverian interbanded shale/greywacke lithology elsewhere
(Bishop et aI, 1969; Darboux, 1974).

l.(b) The Cadomian orogeny
Bertrand (1921) introduced the concept of the 'Cadomien'
orogeny to account for the folding, uplift and peneplanation
of the Brioverian in the Massif Armoricain prior to the
deposition of Cambrian sediments, corresponding to the
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Huronian folding in North America. The term has passed
into general use, although its exact sense has inevitably
varied somewhat with the change in status given to the
various divisions of the Brioverian (Graindor, 1957;
Cogne, 1962). The work of Chauris et al (1956) and Chauris
(1956) showed that the intrusion of the rMancellian' granites
was an integral part of the Cadomian orogeny (see Figs 1-3,
1-4). Detailed accounts of the Cadomian orogeny in various
sectors of the Massif have been given by Darboux, (1974),
Brown (1974, 1978) Ryan and Roach (1977) Peucat (1973) etc.

The term Cadomian is now well established, and the concept
of a Cadomian orogeny is useful in order to refer to the
fairly well-defined episode of deformation, metamorphism
and magmatism which occurred in the Massif Armoricain at
around the boundary between the Proterozoic and the
Palaeozoic.

l.(c) The Pentevrian
The presence of Pre-Brioverian basement which he termed
'Pent~vrien' was argued by Cogne (1959) in the area to the
east of St Brieuc; and the presence of comparable basement
in the Channel Islands and Cap de la Hague (west of Cherbourg)
by Graindor (1961) (Fig 1-4). The pre-Brioverian age of
the original 'Pentevrien' in the type-area near St Brieuc
has been disputed by Vidal et al (1974), but the presence of
pre-Brioverian rocks, for which the term Pentevrien has been
retained, in the islands of Guernsey and Alderney, at Cap de
la Hague and possibly in the northern part of the Tr~gor
peninsula is now generally accepted on both geological
and geochronological grounds (Roach, 1977; Leutwein et aI,
1973; Auvray and Vidal, 1973). The geochronological
evidence is particularly strong in the case of the Icart
Gneiss of Guernsey (Adams, 1967a; 1976; Calvez and Vidal,
1978).

At Palus Plage (north of St Quay) gneisses unconformably
overlain by Brioverian metavolcanics have been assigned to
the Pentevrian by Ryan and Roach (1977) and a similar
relationship is seen at Cesson (near st Brieuc) (Barrois,
1895b; Roach, pers.comm.).
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Suggestions have also been made as to the presence of pre-
Brioverian or Pentevrian basement in other parts of the
Massif Armoricain but for the most part these suggestions
refer to areas where the superimposition of Hercynian and
Cadomian structures makes interpretation difficult (Cogne
and Shelley, 1966; Hanmer, 1977a), and where geochronological
evidence is either lacking or gives no independent support to
a Pentevrian date for the rocks in question.

2. SOME RECENT INTERPRETATIONS OF THE GEOLOGY
OF THE MASSIF ARMORICAIN

A major study of the metamorphic and magmatic belt of
southern Brittany was carried out by Cogne (1960). This has
been followed by numerous detailed studies of particular
sectors and aspects of the belt, notably by workers at the
University of Rennes. Of special importance is the
geochronological work of P. Vidal and J-J Peucat. It is now
generally agreed that the south Armorican belt incorporates
a basement of varied late Precambrian and Palaeozoic age
which has been severely deformed, metamorphosed and intruded
by granites during the Hercynian orogeny (see e.g. Vidal,
1972; Cogni, 1974; Hanmer, 1977a,b. ).

In central Brittany Stille (1928) introduced the term
IBretonicI to refer to an early Hercynian fold phase occurring
at the boundary of the Devonian and the Carboniferous. An
influential interpretation of the Palaeozoic basin of central
and western Brittany was given by Pruvost (1949) who
considered that this zone represented a trough (the 'Fosse
Armoricainel) which received sediments throughout the
Palaeo~, being bounded to north and south by older massifs
(called respectively 'Domnonea' and ILigerial (See fig 1-3.)).

Renouf (1974) has produced a comprehensive review of Palaeozoic
stratigraphy and tectonics in the Armorican and Cornubian
Massifs, particular attention being given to the Devonian
and Carboniferous strata of central Brittany. Renouf
emphasised the length and complexity of Variscan (Hercynian)
tectonism in this area. He concluded however that there is
inadequate evidence to support the recognition of such global
tectonic features as subduction zones or island arcs in
Brittany during the Hercynian orogeny.
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In contrast attempts, such as that of Carpenter and
Civetta (1976), to account for the presence of blueschists
on the southern margin of the Massif Armoricain, have led
to the publication of essentially global tectonic interpre-
tations of the Hercynian development of the Massif, such as
that of Chauris (1977). A widely favoured model has
emerged of a northerly dipping subduction zone with high-
pressure metamorphism apprOximately coinciding with the
lIe de Groix blueschists, flanked to the north by a belt
characterised by lower pressure metamorphism and granite
production.

3. GEOLOGICAL STUDIES IN AREASADJACENT TO THE PAYS
DE LEON

A comprehensive geological map of north and west Finistere
was produced by Barrois and published as the 1:80,000 sheets
of Brest, Lannion and Morlaix (1902a, 1905a, 1909a).
Barrois grouped the Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn, the Quartzo-
phyllades de Morlaix and the Phyllades de Douarnenez within
the Brioverian, and considered them to be overlain by the
Lower Ordovician Gres Armoricain. According to this inter-
pretation the Pays de Leon was an anticlinal zone relative to
the Palaeozoic rocks of Central Finistere.

The Palaeozoic rocks of the Presqu'!le de Crozon were mapped
by Kerforne (1901), who also demonstrated the existence of a
major NW-trending strike-slip fault affecting the rocks of
the Crozon and the SW Pays de L~on.

Later workers (Pruvost et aI, 1943; Delattre, 1952) argued
that the Roche Maurice Quartzites, which had been correlated
by Barrois with the Ordovician Gres Armoricain, were of
Devonian/Carboniferous age; inverting Barrois' stratigraphy
and structure they considered the Quartzophyllades (of
LI~lorn and Morlaix) to be younger members of the Upper
Palaeozoic sequence than those occurring in Central Finistere.
According to this interpreation the crystalline rocks of
the Pays de L~on were themselves of Devono-Carboniferous age.

J-T Renouf and J.D. Bradshaw (in Bradshaw et aI, 1967; Bishop
et aI, 1969) once again inverting the stratigraphy and
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structure, recorrelated the Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn
with the Phyllades de Douarnenez, which had universally
been considered to be Brioverian, and recorrelated the
Quartzites de la Roche Maurice with the Ordovician Gres
Armoricain, thus re-erecting Barrois' original arrangement.

This interpretation was accepted and amplified by Chauris
and Hallegouet (1973a), who also argued that the Quartzites
de la Roche Maurice unconforma ly overlie the 'Gneiss de
Brest' at the southern margin of the Pays de L~on.

The Quartzophyllades de Morlaix, considered by Barrois to
be Brioverian and equivalent to the Quartzophyllades de
L'Elorn were still considered by Cabanis (1972) to be
Upper Palaecwic, probably Dinantian, on the basis of micro-
fauna.

The main phase of folding and cleavage-formation in the
Brioverian of Central Finistere was considered by Bradshaw
et al (1967) to be of pre-Ordovician (Cadomian) age, thus
being distinct from the main phase of folding and cleavage
formation in the overlying Palaeozoic.

Darboux et al (1975) recognised a sequence of three phases
of folding in the Brioverian, assigning the major (2nd)
phase to pre-Ordovician activity, thus agreeing on
this point with Bradshaw et al.

Subsequently Darboux and Garreau (1976) recognised an
early phase of recumbent folding in the Devonian of the
Sizun (~Cap Sizun) area; the absence of this early phase
from the Carboniferous of the Ch~teaulin Basin led them
to re-emphasize the importance of the Bretonic (post-
Devonian/pre-Carboniferous) fold phase. Cabanis (1975)
assigned the major phase of deformation and cleavage
formation in the rocks of the Morlaix area to a late
(post-Dinantian) Hercynian phase.
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4 PREVIOUS RESEARCH IN THE PAYS DE LEON

After the publication of the 1:80,000 geological maps of
Plouguerneau, Brest and Lannion (Barrois, l893a,b, 1902a,b,
1905a,b), which defined some of the main lithological units
in the Pays de L~on, little attention was given to the area
for some decades.

4(a) THE SW PAYS DE LEON
In the SW Pays de Leon, Barrois considered that the extensive
'Gneiss de Brest' lithology represented the result of graniti-
sation (in situ transformation into granite) of material
originally similar to the Brioverian Quartzophyllades de
llElorn. This view was generally accepted (e.g. Berthois,
1954: Michot and Lavreau, 1965) until R.Taylor (in Bradshaw
et aI, 1967) pOinted out evidence that the granodiorite was
originally intrusive into the sediments. The latter
interpretation has now gained general acceptance.

De Lapparent (1934) described the petrography of the well-
known staurolite-gamet-mica schists of Le Conquet (Fig 1-2)
and also recorded the presence of polyphase folding in this
lithology. He also discussed the relationship between the
Gneiss de Brest (Granodiorite de Brest) and the lithology
now known as Granodiorite de Tregana at Trez Hir. This
granite is labelled Granite du Trez Hir by Chauris (1967).
See Fig 1-6.

R. Taylor (in Bradshaw et aI, 1967, Bishop et aI, 1968 and
in more detail in his thesis (1969) ), described the
structural, magmatic and metamorphic development of the
SW Pays de Leon between Brest and Le Conquet. He recognised
two successive Cadomian episodes of intrusion of granodiorite
magma (the 'Gneiss de Brest' and the Granodiorite (de la
Pointe) des Renards)(Fig 6-2) and attributed the main
metamorphic assemblages and fabrics to a Cadomian episode
intervening in time between the emplacement of the two
granodiorites. The Rb/Sr whole rock dating of the grano-
diorites by Adams (1967a, 1976, and in Bishop et aI, 1969)
enabled the age of this Cadomian episode to be bracketed
between c. 670 and c. 550 m.y.
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Chauris extended Taylor's interpretation to cover the islands
of the Molene archipelago (1969a) and the remainder of the
mainland SW Pays de Leon (1972c). This classification was
used in the 3rd edition of the Brest 1:80,000 geological map
(Chauris, 1972c; reproduced here as Fig 6-3).

U-Pb zircon dating was carried out by Deutsch and co-workers
(Deutsch and Chauris 1965; Michot and Deutsch, 1970) on the
Gneiss de Brest and other lithologies in the SW Pays de Leon.
The most concordant date obtained by them was c 460 m.y. for
a sample of 'Gneiss de Brest' from Pont-Cabioc'h (Fig 6-1).
The discrepancy between this date and the much older Rb-Sr
whole-rock date obtained by Adams (1967) led Cabanis et al
(1977) to make a new attempt to obtain a Rb-Sr whole-rock
date for this lithology. They concluded that the samples
collected by both Adams and themselves were heterogeneous
and that the Rb-Sr whole-rock 'dates' did not indicate the
date of emplacement. They suggested a possible correlation
of the Gneiss de Brest with the Trondhjemite de Douarnenez
(Barriere, 1972) which occupies a structural position analogous
to that of the 'Gneiss de Brest' on the opposite (southern)
flank of the Palaeozoic synclinovian of West Finistere, and
has a well established Rb-Sr WR date (Barriere et aI, 1971)
similar to the U-Pb zircon date of the 'Gneiss de Brest'
mentioned above.

4(b) THE NW PAYS DE LEON
This area is covered by the 1:80,000 Plouguerneau and
Brest sheets (Barrois, 1893a; 1902a). Barrois used the
term 'Gneiss de Quimperlel to describe the Gneiss de Treglonou
together with similar lithologies further east in the area
of Lanhouarneau and Plounevez-Lochrist (see Figs 1-2 and 1-6).
Barrois (op.cit) also used the same term 'Gneiss de Quimperle'
for part of the granite outcropping north-east of Porspoder
for which the term 'Granite de Landunvez' has been introduced
by the present writer. Barrois used the term 'Gneiss de
Quimperle' where the 'Granite de Landunvez' shows structures
now attributed to localised deformation associated with the
Porspoder Lineament. It was presumably Barrois' intention
to correlate or at any rate compare all these deformed
granitic rocks with similar lithologies in south Brittany
around Quimperl~.
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Barrois also recognised and mapped the 'Diorite micacee de
Lannilisl and included under this heading the lithology
for which the present writer uses the term 'Diorite de
Portsall', (shown as 'Amphibolites quartziques in Fig 1-7).
He also defined and mapped the major granitic intrusions of
the area: the 'Granite Porphyr01de Rose de L'Aber-Ildut',
the Granite de st Renan and the Granite de Kersaint (or
Kersaint-Plabennec). He used the term 'granulite' (=
muscovite-granite) to apply to the granites of Kernilis and
Ploudalmezeau (see Figs 1-6, 1-7 and 1-9, for distribution
of these granitic rocks).

De Lapparent (1934) followed the example of Barrois in using
the deformed character of the granite (Granite de Landunvez)
north east of Porspoder as evidence for its relatively
greater age. He also observed the presence of garnets,
which he considered to be of xenocrystic origin, in the less-
deformed granites (also 'Granite de Landunvez' in the present
writer's classification) near Portsal1.

Shelley (1964, 1966, and in Cogne and Shelley, 1966) made a
detailed study of the area round the L'Aber-Wrac'h and L'Aber-
BenoIt estuaries (Fig 1-8).

He drew attention to the ENE trending zone of localised
deformation and my10nitisation which separates the metamorphic
rocks of the Lanni1is area from the migmatitic terrain to the
north. This zone, for which Shelley used the term 'axe
synclinal mylonitique' was also described around the same
time by Chauris (1965a) who used the term 'zone faillee de
Porspoder'. The structures associated with this feature
are grouped by the present writer under the heading 'Porspoder
Lineament'. Shelley pointed out the synforma1 nature of
the mylonitic zone in the Lannilis sector, and calculated
the sense and amount of displacement across it.

To the south of the IPorspoder Lineament' Shelley
described the increase in metamorphic grade between the mica
schists of L'Aber-Wrac'h and the sillimanite-bearing 'mica-
schistes migmatitiquesf of L'Aber-Beno!t (Figs 1-7, 1-8).
He considered that the metamorphism which gave rise to this
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distribution was a Cadomian episode; but that the metasediments
and 'amphibolite quartzique' (= Diorite de Lannilis) which under-
went this metamorphism had also undergone an earlier
('Pentevrian') episode; the metasediments having been originally
deposited on a volcanic basement terrain now represented by the
Diorite de Lannilis.

To the north of the 'Porspoder Lineament' Shelley argued that
the most widespread lithologies were originally similar to the.
lithologies south of the Porspoder Lineament in the Lannilis
Sector, but had undergone 'granitisation' (in situ transformation
into granite) in an early Hercynian (Bretonic) phase. Thus the
'migmatites' in the northern zone were granitised mica-schists,
while the 'granite sombre' was granitised amphibolite quartzique
(Diorite de Lannilis). Agmatitic and garnetiferous migmatites
in the northernzone were correlated with a Cadomian shear belt
in the south.

Shelley (in Cogne and Shelley, 1966) also made
correlations across the 'Porspoder Lineament'.
he distinguished three phases of minor folds in

structural
To the south
the Mica-

schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h; these he described as Pentevrian,
Cadomian and Variscan (Bretonic) respectively; he also mapped
out major isoclinal folds affecting the 'Diorite de Lannilis'
and the metasediments, attributing these folds for the most
part to the Cadomian. To the north Shelley recognised both
Pentevrian and Cadomian major folds affecting the 'migmatites'
and 'granite sombre', and correlated individual major
Cadomian folds and thrusts between the zones to the north and
south of the 'Porspoder Lineament'.

Chauris (1966c, 1972c; see also Fig 1-9), provided brief
descriptions of most of the metamorphic, migmatitic and granitic
formations of the NW Pays de Leon. He considered that the
Gneiss de Treglonou and similar formations represented the
oldest litho~ogies in the Pays de Leon, forming a basement,
possibly of Pentevrian age, on which the Brioverian, now
represented by the Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h and other
metasediments was deposited (1972). For the zone to the north
of the 'Porspoder Lineament', Chauris used the terms
'Migmatites de Plouguerneau'(Fig 1-6) and 'gneiss granitise et
granite gneissique (Fig 1-7);(See also Fig 1-9). He recognised
four main lithological divisions, which corresponded
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approximately to those of Shelley as shown in Table 1-1 below.

TABLE 1-1
NOMENCLATURE OF LITHOLOGICAL DIVISIONS IN THE NW PAYS DE LEON

Cogne & Shelley
(see Fig 1-8)

Chauris (1966)
(see Fig 1-9)

Present work

Granite sombre Granite a deux -" Granite de Kern an
micas associe Guen
aux migmatites Adamellite de Ste

Marguerite

Granite Granite de Landunvez
mlgmatitlque

Migmatites

Agmatites et zones Migmatites de
riches en gros Plouguerneau
grenats

Migmatites de
Plouguerneau (in
part)

Agmatltes (in part) Amphibolites
quartziques de
Lannills

Migmatites de
Plouguerneau (in
part);Diorite de
Portsall

The Diorite de Portsall does not outcrop within the area
studied by Shelley. Chauris (1966c, p.7) seems to have accepted
Shelley's interpretation of the structure and history of the
area, but he points out that some minor bodies of the 'granite
sombre' have the form of dykes or veins cutting the migmatitic
granite.

Barriere et al (1973) discussed the significance of sillimanite
nodules in the Gneiss de Treglonou, and compared them with
kyanite and andalusite nodules found in southern Brittany.
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Cabanis (1976.) extending his interpretation of a Hercynian
(post-Visean) age for the metamorphism in the Morlaix area and
the Eastern Pays de L€on to include the metamorphic rocks of
the Lesneven and Lannilis areas of the NW Pays de Leon, con-
sidered that the metasedimentary and mafic lithologies in the
Lannilis complex were probably derived from Upper Palaeozoic
sediments and basic volcanics, and that these were laid down on
a pre-Upper Palaeozoic basement represented by the Gneiss de
Treglonou and similar granitic gneisses.

Apart from the descriptions included in the 'notices explicatives'
to the Plouguerneau and Brest sheets (Chauris, 1966c,1972c),
publications on the later granitic formations of the NW Pays de
Leon include that of Chauris (1966b) on the setting contacts,
faCies, petrography and structure of the Complexe Granitique
de L'Aber-Ildut; and on the tin/tungsten mineralisation of the
Granite de St Renan (Chauris, 1964; Chauris and Moussu, 1972).
Barriere et al (1971a) have made a petrographic and mineralogical
study of the Granite de L'Aber-Ildut nearPorspoder; while
Le Guen de Kerneizon (in preparation) has carried out a detailed
petrological study of the Granite de Brignogan (= Granite de
Kerlouan) •

Geochronological investigations on the rocks of the NW Pays de
Leon have been carried out by Deutsch and Chauris (1965);
Adams (1967a); Leutwein et a1 (1969 a,b) and by workers at the
Rennes laboratory (pers.comm). The detailed significance of
these studies,whose main importance has been to emphasize the
effects of the Hercynian orogeny in the history of the area,
will be discussed in chapter 5.

D. PURPOSE AND ARRANGEMENT OF THE PRESENT STUDY

The central aim of the study is the elucidation of geological
relationships and the evolution of the metamorphic, migmatitic
and associated complexes of the NW Pays de Leon; this includes
the Complexe Metamorphique de Lannilis and the Complexe
Migmatitique de Plouguerneau, together with associated
granitic intrusions. This aim was approached by means of
lithological and structural mapping, combined with petrographic
studies, of the rocks outcropping in the Plouguerneau and
Lannilis districts.
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In order to place the geology of this area in a wider context
it was found desirable to carry out certain related studies.
These include:

(i) an attempt to link the history of the predominantly
high -grade metamorphic and migmatitic rocks of the
NW Pays de Leon with that of their lower-grade
counterparts in neighbouring areas in the SW Pays
de Leon and with that of the Brioverian/Palaeozoic
sedimentary succession which outcrops in central
Finistere.

(ii) an attempt to fit the geological evolution of the
Western Pays de Leon to the absolute time scale by
means of a critical assessment and interpretation of
previously published geochronological data on the
area, together with the presentation of some new
data.

It was thought also to be desirable to describe and discuss
the significance of the major metamorphic episode which is
considered to have given the Pays de Leon as a whole its
characteristic distribution of metamorphic and migmatitic
rocks.

The present work is arranged as follows:

An introduction is given in Chapter 1.

Chapters 2 to 5 are concerned with the NW Pays de Leon.

Chapters 2 and 3 take the form of more or less parallel
studies of the areas immediately south and north
respectively of the Porspoder Lineament. In both
chapters descriptions are given of the field relations
and petrography of the chief lithological formations.
Attention is directed towards an understanding of
(a) the field relations and origin of the various

rock types
(b) the metamorphic, magmatic and structural evolution

of the area.
In the case of chapter 2 more attention is devoted to the
metamorphic rocks than to the associated granitic rocks
which have been described in more detail bv Chauris (lQ66b).
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In chapter 3 brief reference is made to the Granite de
Brignogan, but for a more detailed study of this
lithology, the reader is referred to the work of Le Guen
de Kerneizon (in preparation).

Chapter 4 consists of a description and interpretation of
the Porspoder Lineament, a major zone of displacement
and deformation which separates the areas dealt with in
chapters 2 and 3.

Chapter 5 consists of an interpretation of new and
previously published geochronological data concerning
the NW Pays de Leon.

Chapters 6 and 7 are concerned with the SW Pays de Leon.
Chapter 6 consists of a description, based on field
observations and a limited petrographic study, of the
field relations of the various lithological divisions in
this area, together with a new interpretation of its
geological evolution. Chapter 7 consists of a critical
re-assessment of previously published geochronological
data on the SW Pays de Leon.

Chapters 8 and 9 are concerned with the Western Pays de
Leon as a whole. Chapter 8 deals with the climactic
metamorphic and migmatitic episode for which the writer
uses the term M2, and which may have occurred during the
Bretonic phase of the Hercynian orogeny. Chapter 9
consists of a brief conclusion in which the geological
evolution of the Western Pays de Leon as a whole is
summarised.

E. GEOLOGICAL MAPPING PROCEDURES
E. (a) AREAS MAPPED

Much of the fieldwork carried out by the author, has consisted
of systematic lithological and structural mapping of all
accessible exposures. This procedure was found to be
particularly desirable in the area to the north of the
Porspoder Lineament where the coastal exposures are numerous,
extensive and complex and where the previously published maps
(Barrois, 1893a, 1902a; Shelley 1964, 1966, and in Cogne and
Shelley 1966; and Chauris 1966c, 1972c) were thought to be
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oversimplified and difficult to relate to the field evidence.
Owing to the nature of the terrain, Which is subject to great
daily and seasonal variations in tidal range and in the case
of the more offshore sectors to continuous wave action it was
not possible to visit every islet and reef in the time
available but a large proportion of the accessible exposures
in and near the intertidal zone were examined.

In the case of the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex a similar
procedure was followed but in this case the natural exposures
are limited for the most part to a narrow strip at high water
mark along L'Aber-Wrac'h and L'Aber-Benoit. Away from these
estuaries it was found necessary to search for exposures,
which are generally limited to a few quarries and road cuttings.
Many road cuttings, .even when .quite deeply incised, only
display superficial deposits of loess or of solid rock Which is
so severely weathered as to be indeterminable. However in
contrast with the area to the north of the Porspoder Lineament
the previous geological maps of the Lannilis Complex were
found to be generally reliable as far as thef1eld evidence could
allow, and the present author's attention was concentrated on
attempting to establish the relationships between the main
metamorphic formations, and on producing a revised and locally
more detailed geological map than those previously availableo

In the case of that part of the SW Pays de Leon which is
described in Chapter 6, the previously available geological
maps are the 1:80,000 survey maps of Barrois (1902a) and
Chauris (1972c) and the large scale maps included in Taylor's
(1969) thesis.

As the exposures inland in the SW Pays de Leon are minimal the
present writer's attention was concentrated almost entirely
on the coastal section. It was found that Taylor's (1969)
maps indicated the geological boundaries reliably and as
accurately as is possible with the scales he used. (It should
be noted however that the present writer's interpretation of
the field relationships in the area differs in certain
important respects from that of Taylor - see chapter 6 of the
present work). The area mapped by Taylor did not extend
further north on the west coast than the Pointe de Kermorvan
(Fig 6-1) and the writer continued detailed geological mapping
of the coast as far as the Pointe de Corsen, so as to include
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the whole of the mainland coastal sector of the Le Conquet
Metamorphic Complex (Figs 6-6, 6-7).
E. (b) BASE MAPS AND SCALES UTILISED
E.(b)(i) Coastal Sectors
The marine charts published by the Service Hydrographique de
la Marine were found to give the most accurate representation
of coastal and intertidal morphology. Field observations were
therefore recorded on copies or enlargements of these charts.

The west coast of the Pays de Leon between Le Conquet and
Porspoder and the north coast between Porspoder and l'Ile
Vierge are covered by the 1:20,000 charts no. 5721 'De la
Pointe de Kermorvan a L'Ile d'Iock' (1934) and no.5772.'Du
Phare du Four a L'Ile Vierge' (1940). Observations were
recorded on scale copies or approximately 1:5000 enlargements
of these charts. For the sector of the north coast east of
the lIe Vierge the best available representation was given by
the 1:45,300 chart 'Des Roches de Porsal a Pontusval',
published in 1842. In the latter sector observations were
recorded on enlargements at various scales of this chart and
on overlays to a series of air photos taken in 1944 by the
R.A.F. and supplied by kind permis5ion of the curator of the
Department of Geography, University of Keele.

E.(b)(ii) Inland Sectors
Away from the coast and along the L'Aber-Wrac'h and L'Aber-
Benoit estuaries use was made of the recently revised edition
of the 1:25,000 topographic maps issued by I.G.N. Observations
were recorded for the most part on scale copies of the follow-
ing sheets: Plouguerneau 5-6, 7-8; Plabennec 1-2, 3-4;
Plouarzel 3-4.

E. (c) GENERAL
All the geological observations in the NW Pays de Leon were
transcribed onto a single compositel:25,000 outline map on
which lithological boundaries were indicated and units shaded in.
In the case of the coastal sector of the SW Pays de Leon the
geological map was drawn up on a copy of the 1:20,000 chart.
The resulting geological maps are incorporated in Chapters 2,
3 and 6, the larger maps for chapter 3 being placed at the end
of the volume.



CHAPTER 2

THE LANNILIS METAMORPHIC COMPLEX AND ASSOCIATED
GRANITIC ROCKS

A. FIELD RELATIONS AND PETROGRAPHY

1. Metasedimentary types

(a) Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac1h
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

Location
Contacts
Petrography
(I) Psammitic material
(II) Pelitic and semi-pelitic

material
Minor structures

(b) Gneiss a sillimanite de L'Aber-Beno1t
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Location
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CHAPI'ER 2

THE LANNILIS METAMORPHIC COMPLEX AND ASSOCIATED GRANITIC ROCKS

Much of the inland portion of the ~lN Pays de Leon is occupied by a series
of medium and high grade regionally metamorphosed rocks. They are bounded
to the north by the Porspoder Lineament and in other directions by various
post-metamorphic granitic rocks. The best natural exposures are found
along the shores of the drowned valleys (rias) known as L'Aber-Wrac'h and
L'Aber-Benott, which lie to the northeast and southwest respectively of the
town of Lannilis (Fig 2-1). Elsewhere exposures are generally limited to
road cuttings and a few quarries. Previous geological work on these rocks
(which will be referred to as the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex) includes
that of Barrois (1893 a and b, 1902 a and b); Shelley (1964, 1966, and in
Cogn~ and Shelley,1966) and Chauris (1966c, 1972c).

A. FIELD RELATIONS AND PETROGRAPHY

1. METASEDIMENTARY TYPES

(a) Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h

(a)(i) Location - The outcrop of the Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h is
intersected by the L'Aber-Wrac'h estuary between Moulin d'Enfer
(7.625/53.990) and Pont de Paluden (7.610/53.985)(Fig 2-2). The
formation is flanked to the south by the co-metamorphic Diorite de
Lannilis (see section 2 (b) of this chapter) and to the north and north-
west by the post-metamorphic granite of Kernilis (Figs 1-6, 1-7).
East of Paluden the outcrop swings to a more south-easterly trend and is
again intersected by L'Aber-Wrac'h east of Pont Crac'h Gue (7.575/53.970)
also known as Pont du Diable (Fig 2-2).

(a)(ii) Contacts Contacts between the Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h
and the Diorite de Lannilis are approximately parallel with the chief
internal structures in both formations. The actual contact is rarely
visible but can be approached within a few metres east of Loguivy
(7.595/53.985)(Fig 2-1). Concordant bands of Diorite de Lannilis type
are also exposed within the schist outcrop near Le Traon (7.610/53.990).
The Granite de Kernilis displays discordant intrusive contacts with the
schists on both banks of L'Aber-Wrac'h near Moulin d'Enfer (7.625/53.990)
(Fig 2-2).
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(a)(iii) Petrography The formation consists predominantly of psammitic
and pelitic material interbanded on a millimetric to decimetric scale.

I Psammitic material

Psammitic types in the Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wracih have a granulitic,
occasionally poikiloblastic, texture. Quartz and feldspar are generally
in the grain size range 0.05 - 0.5 mm. Aggregates of garnet may be up to
1 mm or so in diameter. Micas are thinly distributed through most
psammitic bands and muscovite may also occur in millimetric bands which
cut across the main foliation. A rare calcareous example contains aggregates
and poikiloblasts of pale pink garnet and colourless clinopyroxene in a
ground mass of 0.1 - 0.3 mm quartz, andesine and garnet, with accessory
sphene and white mica (Plates 2-1, 2-2). More commonly the mineralogy of
psammitic types is garnet; biotite; muscovite; oligoclase and quartz
(constituent minerals listed in reverse order of abundance).

II Pelitic and semi-pelitic material

These differ from the psammitic bands in possessing a more or less pronounced
lepidoblastic schistosity due to the abundance and parallel arrangement of
micas, which may form 30-70% or more of the rock.

Muscovite may also occur as relatively large flakes which have grown across
the schistosity. Quartz remains abundant and most examples contain some
oligoclase. The grain size of the quartzo-feJdspathic minerals is in the
range 0.05 - 0.2 mm. The mica flakes are commonly 0.2 - 0.4 mm across.
A common feature is the presence of micaceous laminae 0.2 - 0.5 mm thick
consisting of muscovite with minor biotite. These laminae may in some
cases be traced round the hinges of syn-metamorphic folds and may represent
clay laminae in the parent sediment.

(a) (iv) Minor structures The schists possess a strong schistosity,
probably of metamorphic origin. This commonly dips north or NNE at
40-500• This schistosity is axial planar to isoclinal or tight minor
folds (often decimetric in scale) which can be divided into two sets, one
with axes trending E-Wand the other with N-S axes. Shelley (1966) has
argued that the E-W set refolds the N-S set. These early structures are
refolded by an upright set of E-W or ENE trending chevron folds. These
folds were described in some detail by Shelley (1966) and Cogne and
Shelley (1966) and the present work does not attempt to improve on these
earlier descriptions. However the significance of the structures in the
schists will be discussed below in section B of this chapter.
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(b) Gneiss a sillimanite de L'Aber-Benoit

(b ~i) Location The main outcrop and only extensive exposures are found
in a belt about 1 km wide which runs parallel to the central section of
the L'Aber-Benoit estuary (Fig 2-3). At least one narrower belt occurs
to the northeast of the main belt. The formation was described as
vMica-schistes migmatitiquest by Cogne and Shelley (1966 p 40) and was
included within a more extensive and probably heterogeneous grouping the
'Gneiss de Lesneven' by Chauris (1972c)(Figs 1-6, 1-9).

(bXU) Contacts At its southern margin the Gneiss de L1Aber-Benoit is
in contact with the Gneiss de Treglonou (see section 2(a) of this chapter).
The actual contact (repeated by a fault) is exposed at high tide mark north
of Locmajan (7.685/53.950). Both here and elsewhere the contact appears
to be approximately concordant with the main internal foliation in both
formations. Similar concordance appears to be the case at the northern
margin of the main belt of Gneiss de L'Aber-Beno!t, and at the margins of
the subsidiary belts where the Gneiss is in contact with the Diorite de
Lannilis. North- west of Moulin du Quinou (Fig 2-1)(7.700/53.995) the
outcrop of the Gneiss de L'Aber-Beno!t appears to be interrupted by the
post-metamorphic Granite de LtAber-Ildut. East of TI€glonou (7.640/53.995)
the various belts of Gneiss de LSAber-Benott swing from an E-W to a NW-SE
strike and have not been followed away from the main valley of the L'Aber-
Benoit. The main outcrop of the 'Gneiss de Lesneven' (Chauris 1972c) lies
in this direction (Figs 1-6, 1-9) but the writer has not had an opportunity
to observe the relationship between the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benolt and the
Gneiss de Lesneven (s.l.). The relationship between the Amphibolites de
L'Aber-Beno1t and the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benoit will be discussed in section
2(c).

(b~iii) Minor structures - The most prominent minor structures are planar
and commonly more or less parallel to each other, typically dipping north

oor northeast at 30-50. At some localities an alternation of psammitic
and micaceous bands can be observed. Elsewhere the more common type of
banding is a rather fine (typically centimetric or millimetric) interbanding
of micaceous and quartzofeldspathic material (Plates 2-3, 2-4) which gives
the rocks the migmatitic character to which attention was drawn by Cogne
and Shelley (1966). Generally parallel to the banding is a pronounced
schistosity produced by the parallel arrangement of platy minerals, mostly
biotite. Folds to which the schistosity is axial planar are much less
commonly observed than in the Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h, although
Shelley (1966, fig 1) has drawn attention to west-plunging folds of this
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type at Meznaot (7.701/53.952) near the western extremity of the outcrop
of the Gneiss. Early north-plunging folds have not been observed but
post-metamorphic minor folds of chevron type areabundant, and frequently
plunge at a moderate angle to the west or wNW, with steep axial planes.

(b)(iv) Petrography Attention has already been drawn to the compositional
banding in the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benoit. On the whole the formation is more
heterogeneous than the Mica-schistes de LIAber-Wrac'h, and the brief
description which follows is not to be considered as a comprehensive or
~ugh description of the formation.

I Psammitic material

The psammites closely resemble those found in the mica-schistes de L'Aber-
Wrac'h. They are fine grained with quartz, oligoclase and minor
quantities of garnet and mica.
generally only a few cm thick.

They have a granulitic texture, and are

II Pelitic material

The pelitic portions of the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benoit are greatly in excess
of the psammitic types. They commonly possess a gneissose or migmatitic
banding on a millimetric to centimetric scale (Plate 2-4). The dark bands
are rich in biotite, which may exceed 50% of the total. Muscovite is
generally only present in subordinate quantity. Sillimanite (both
prismatic and fibrolitic) is common and may form up to 30% of the dark
bands (Plate 2-5). Quartz and plagioclase are also usually present. The
light bands consist predominantly of oligoclase, microcline and quartz with
some muscovite. In some cases these quartzofeldspathic bands thicken into
swells or augen (Plate 2-4). In other cases leucocratic augen are largely
composed of muscovite, which may be replacing some other mineral (feldspars
or sillimanite).

2 ORTHOGNEISSES AND METAIGNEOUS TYPES

(a) Granitic gneisses The Gneiss de Treglonou & related types

I Gneiss de Treglonou I I (i) Location

The main outcrop of granitic gneisses in the Lannilis District lies south
of L'Aber-Benoit. Only the northern sector of the outcrop between Moulin
du Quinou (7.70/53.95) and Treglonou (7.63/53.95) has been examined in
the present study. According to Chauris (1972c) the Gneiss de Treglonou
forms a periclinal dome and has a roughly circular outcrop about 4 km in



diameter surrounded by iGneiss de Lesneven'(Fig 1-7). Away from the
sector examined in the present study exposures are rare.

(a)I (ii) Contacts
As mentioned above in section l(b) the contact of the Gneiss de Treglonou
with the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benott is essentially parallel with the internal
structures in both formations. The Gneiss de Treglonou structurally
underlies the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benoit in the sector examined. The repeti-
tion of the contact north of Locmajan at 7.687/53.952 is thought to be due
to late faulting. Rare concordant sheets of Gneiss de Tr~glonou type up
to 1m thick occur within the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benoit on the south bank of
the ria north west of Trouzilit (Fig 2-1).

Ca)I (iii) Minor structures -
The rock is typically banded with biotite tending to be concentrated in
discontinuous foliae less than 1 mm thick and a few mm apart (Plate 2-6).
There is a well defined schistosity due to the parallel arrangement of
biotite flakes. No folds to which this schistosity is axial planar have
been observed. Post-metamorphic folds or flexures corresponding to those
already mentioned in the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benott are common but are
generally much more open than in the latter formation; insufficient
measurements have been made to define axes or axial planes with any
precision •

(a) I (iv) Petrography-
In the sector examined the Gneiss de Treglonou is relatively homogeneous
in character, contrasting in this respect with the heterogeneous Gneiss de
L'Aber-Benott. The compositional banding has already been mentioned. The
rock is a rather leucocratic gneiss of granitic composition. It is pre-
dominantly composed of microcline-perthite (50-60% of the rock) and quartz
(25-30%). There is 5-10% of biotite, most of which is concentrated in the
discrete bands already referred to, and a subordinate content of sodic
plagioclase. Muscovite and garnet occur in accessory amounts. In the
quarry at Locmajan much of the gneiss displalg the partial metasomatic
alteration of the original biotite gneiss/unfoliated biotite-free tourmaline
granite (Plate 2-7); the garnets found in the gneiss are preserved apparently
unaltered in the tourmaline granite. Biotite is also commonly altered to
an intergrowth of chlorite and an opaque mineral.



Barriere et al (1973) described sillimanite nodules occurring as loose
blocks within the main outcrop of the Gneiss de Treglonou at Guelet ar
C'hoat (7.65/53.91; Fig 2-1) but it seems possible to the present writer
that these occurrences may represent metasedimentary enclaves and should
perhaps be grouped with the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benolt rather than with the
Gneiss de Treglonou itself.

(a) II Other outcrops of granitic gneisses in and near the Lannilis district

(a) II (i) Les Anges and Enez Terc'h
Near Les Aoges (7.682/53.996) and SE of Enez Terc'h (7.672/54.005) (Figs
2-1, 3-A) are limited exposures of rocks closely similar to the Gneiss de
Treglonou. At the former locality they are associated with another type
of gneiss otherwise similar to the Gneiss de Treglonou but with prominent
quartzofeldspathic augen elongated parallel to the main foliation. These
outcrops lie near the northern margin of the belt of post-metamorphic
granites which coincide with the Porspoder Lineament in this sector, and
are therefore separated from the main outcrop of the Lannilis Metamorphic
complex by these granites.

(a) II (ii) Corn ar Gazel _
At Corn ar Gazel (7.737/53.976)(Figs 2-1, 3-A) there is a narrow band (50 m)
of strongly foliated quartzofeldspathic biotite gneisses distinct from the
Gneiss de Treglonou on account of their more continuous and closely spaced
banding, (Plate 2-8). These gneisses at Corn ar Gazel are associated with
rocks comparable with the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benort and the Amphibolites de
LrAber-Benoit, and may represent another fragment of the Lannilis Metamorphic
Complex isolated on the north side of the Porspoder Lineament.

(a) II (iii) Plouider and Plounevez-Lochrist -
To the north and east of the town of Lesneven, (Fig 1-2) which lies
15 km east of Lannilis, there are extensive outcrops of gneisses closely
resembling the Gneiss de Treglonou together with augen gneisses similar to
those found at Les Aoges (Fig 1-7). These gneisses have been variously
named after the villages of Plouider, Plounevez-Lochrist, Goulven, Treflez
and Lanhouarneau, but are probably best considered as a single group.
They are well exposed in a recently active quarry at Plouider, where they
are accompanied by possibly metasedimentary gneisses and migmatites. Also
in this quarry the non-augen type shows patchy metasomatic alteration of
garnetiferous muscovite-biotite gneiss to garnetiferous tourmaline granite
similar to that observed in the Gneiss de Treglonou in the quarry at
Locmajan (see above) (Plate 2-7).
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(b) Metaigneous rocks of intermediate composition:
the Diorite de Lannilis

(b) (i) Location-
Much of the ground which lies between the estuaries of LiAber-Wrac'h and
L'Aber-Benoit is covered by a blalllietof Quaternary loess which obscures the
underlying 'solid' formations. However the distribution of exposures along
the two estuaries suggests that the loess is underlain for the most part by
a distinctive formation, which was known to Barrois (1902 a and b) as
'Diorite Micacee de Lannilis' to Cogne and Shelley (1966) as 'Amphibolites
quartziques (Fig 1-8) and to Chauris (1967 )as tAmphibolites quartziques de
L'Aber-Wrac'h (Fig 1-6). In the eastern part of LiAber-Benott belts of
metasediment (Gneiss de L'Abe~Benott) are interbanded with belts of
Diorite de Lannilis, the latter being of the order of some hundreds of metres
in thickness (Fig 2-3). Thinner bands of similar diorite are also found,
e.g. on the north shore of L9Aber-Beno!t south of Kerdraon (Fig 2-2) (7.68/
53.96). The most continuous outcrop of Diorite de Lannilis is along both
banks of L'Aber-Wrac'h between Kerouartz and Pont du Diable (Fig 2-2). The
total thickness of the unit is probably of the order of 2 km, although this
total may include repetition due to the possible presence of isoclinal
folding on a major scale which has been suggested by Cogne and Shelley (1966)
(Fig 1-8).

(b) (ii) Contacts-
It has already been recorded (section l(a) and (b» that the margins of the
Diorite de Lannilis are apparently concordant with the foliation both of the
Diorite itself and of the neighbouring metasediments. It has not been
possible to obtain evidence as to whether this concordance is inherited from
a primary pre-metamorphic concordance, or is due to syn-metamorphic
deformation of an originally discordant relationship.

(b) (iii) Minor structures -
Locally the rock may appear massive. However more commonly observed is a
weakly developed banding consisting of a fine almost microscopic alternation
of bands with greater and lesser proportions of mafic minerals. In addition,
particularly near the margins and in the thinner sheets the rock may have a
strong planar and weaker linear schistosity (S >L tectonite), which is
generally parallel to the banding if present. The schistosity is caused
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by parallel arrangement of biotite and hornblende crystals. The
lineation is generally sub-horizontal or gently-dipping, while the planar
schistosity generally dips N or ~~ at 40 - 50°. Sj~-metamorphic folds
have not been observed except where early minor crosscutting leucocratic
veins and pegmatites appear to have been deformed during the principal
deformation and metamorphism of the host rock, resulting in ptygmatic folds
or boudinage. Post-metamorphic folds and flexures are generally open, and
of greater amplitude and wavelength than in the metasedimentary formations.
As in the case of the Gneiss de Tr~glonou the difficulty of measurement
makes the attitude of axes and axial surfaces uncertain. Near the mouth
of L'Aber-Benott the Diorite de Lannilis is involved in the deformation
associated with the development of the Porspoder Lineament (Chapter 4) and
a new schistosity with SSE dip has locally been imposed on the previously
north-dipping diorite (Figs 2-4, 4-2).

(b)(iv) Petrography -
The rock is transitional from leucocratic to mesotype and is easily
distinguishable in the field on this account from other metaigneous rocks
in the Lannilis Complex which are either distinctly leucoc~atic (e.g.
Gneiss de Treglonou) or melanocratic (e.g. Amphibolites de L'Aber-Benott).
Mafic minerals total 25-35%, with hornblende generally slightly in excess
of biotite except in the more strongly foliated examples and near the
margins where biotite is in excess. Biotite occurs as scattered brown
flakes with greatest dimension generally in the range 0.2-1.0 mm, but
becoming coarser where it is more abundant. Hornblende, which displays
olive-green/yellow-green/yellow pleochroism and rather strong absorption
(noticeably stronger than in the metabasic rocks from the same area such
as the Amphibolites de LiAber-Benott) occurs as relatively coarse (0.5-3.0)
poikiloblastic grains with extremely irregular 'ragged' margins, and
containing rounded inclusions of quartz and feldspar (Plate 2-9). The
most abundant mineral in the rock as a whole is plagioclase commonly An
40-45 but ranging from calcic oligoclase to sodic labradorite, which may
form 45-55% of the rock. Quartz is an essential mineral, forming 15-20%
of the total and occuring both as fine « 0.2 mm) rounded inclusions in
plagioclase and hornblende, and as coarser interstitial growths. Coarse
(0.1 - 1.0 mm) sphene is commonly present in quantitites (2%) which almost
make it an essential constituent. Apatite is a constant accessory, but
opaque minerals are rare or absent. Microcline may locally occur as an
interstitial mineral.



Where these have been examined the associated early leucocratic veins
are composed of oligoclase in excess of microcline, with quartz. The
petrography of the pegmatitic pods and boudins which occur w~thin the
Diorite along the L~Aber-Benoit near Pont de Treglonou has not been
described by earlier workers or studied by the present writer.

(b)(v) Other outcrops of Diorite de Lannilis type
The Diorite de Portsall, a dioritic metaigneous body of similar
lithology to that of the Diorite de Lannilis but outcropping in the
area to the north of the Porspoder Lineament will be considered in the
following chapter (chapter 3) which deals with the Migmatites de
Plouguerneau and associated rocks.

A number of small bodies of foliated dioritic rocks occur as enclaves
in, or associated with, post-metamorphic granites near the northemmargin
of the Porspoder Lineament. These are intermittently exposed along the
shores of the outer parts of the estuaries of LiAber-Wrac'h and L'Aber-
Benott. These occurences are analogous to and sometimes (e.g. at Les
Anges) (Figs 2-1, 3-A) associated with outcrops of Gneiss de Treglonou
type in the same sector. The most extensive of these bodies is at
Bilou Bihan (7.66/54.00)(Fig 2-1, 3-A) where the mineralogy is closely
similar to that of the Diorite de Lannilis but w~th a rather higher
proportion of hornblende and biotite and a smaller proportion of quartz.
Other examples, for instance at 7.332/53.978 (east of Corn ar Gazel)
(Fig 4-2) are enriched in biotite but depleted in hornblende as compared
with typical Diorite de Lannilis.

(c) Metabasic rocks

I Amphibolites de L'Aber-Benott

(c) I(i) Location -
Along the south shore of L'Aber-Benott between Grand Moulin (7.70/53.94)
and Kerstephan (7.65/53.95)(Fig 2-3) the Gneiss a Sillimanite de L'Aber-
Benott contains numerous small bodies of amphibolite. These
occurrences are concentrated in belts roughly parallel with the strike
and between 50 and 250 m above the'base'of theGheiss (Figs 2-3, 2-4).



(c) I (ii) Form and contacts -
The amphibolites occur in two main forms: (a) as relatively thick
( 10 m) shee~s concordant with the foliation of the enclosing Gneiss
de LfAber-Ben01t; and (b) as smaller (0.5-1.5 m) pods whose internal
foliation may be oblique to the foliation of the country rock; the
latter may itself be 'deflected' round the margins of the boudins.
In this case there may be segregations of quartzofeldspathic pegmatite
at the point where the external foliation diverges.

(c) I (iii) Minor structures -
The less massive varieties possess a more or less marked linear and

planar fabric due to parallel arrangement of hornblendes. Locally a
fine banding is also present.
have been observed.

No folds associated with these structures

(c) I (iv) Petrography -
Most specimens are equigranular. However typical grain size varies
from 0.2-0.4 mm in the more massive varieties to 1.0-2.0 mm in the more
strongly foliated varieties. All specimens seen are predominantly
composed of plagioclase and hornblende (Plate 2-10) which amount to
90% of the total. Plagioclase is about An 55-60 in the more massive
varieties, decreasing to An 30 in strongly foliated types. Hornblende
displays olive-green/yellow-green/yellow pleochroism with weaker
absorption than in the Diorite de Lannilis and may show sieve texture
with fine « 0.05 mm) rounded blebs of quartz and feldspar. Quartz
also occurs interstitially, making up about 5-8% of the rock. Sphene
is abundant (c 2%) in the size range 0.02-0.4 mm, finer grains being
rounded and ovoid, coarser grains having a more irregular outline.
Opaque minerals (pyrrhotite and magnetite) form 2-3% of the rock as
hollow masses and aggregates with inclusions of quartz. Some specimens
have a few gredns of biotite. There is minor chloritisation of mafic
and opaque grains. A garnetiferous variety has been described by
Cogn~ and Shelley (1966 p.5).

(c) II Other amphibolites -
At Corn ar Gazel a few pods of mafic amphibolite have a mode of
occurrence similar to that of the pods of Amphibolites de L'Aber-Benott.
Here however they occur as enclaves in the probably orthogneissic
banded and augen gneisses, rather than in material of metasedimentary
type like the Gneiss de L'Aber-Beno!t. Both massive and foliated
varieties occur. The chief minerals are hornblende (c 55%) and
plagioclase (calcic andesine).
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(c) III Filon basique de L'Aber-Wrac2h -
On the north bank of L2Aber-Wrac'h at 7.623/53.994 a thin «0.2 m)
schistose mafic sheet cuts obliquely across the banding of the t-lica-
schistes de L'Aber-Wrac2h. It appears to be a mafic dyke intruded
into the metasediments prior to the main metamorphic deformation. It
has not however been possible to prepare a microscope section of this
dyke owing to its severely weathered nature.

(c) IV Pyribolite du Pont de Treglonou -
At 7.638/53.952, within the outcrop of the Diorite de Lannilis,there is
a small outcrop (mainly large loose blocks) of a coarse almost pegmatitic
mafic rock. Its relations with the country rock are not clear. The
chief constituents (Plate 2-11) are hornblende (showing yellow-green/
yellow pleochroism and relatively weak absorption, both of which features
distinguish it from the hornblende of the Diorite de Lannilis) together

with pale green clinopyroxene and interstitial plagioclase (An 40-45).
The two mafic minerals tend to be segregated into discrete portions of the
rock. The only other abundant constituent is sphene, which is generally
anhedral, occurring as 0.2-1.0 mm inclusions in hornblende and also as
discrete grains up to 3mm across. Accessory opaque grains are present.
The rock may represent a primary melanocratic segregation in the Diorite
de Lannilis.

(c) V Gneiss h clinopyroxene de Brendaouez -
(i) Location and field relations
This very small outcrop lies some distance to the ENE of the main sector
of the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex, being separated from it by areas
occupied by post-roetamorphic intrusive granites. The outcrop is in an
area of poor exposure near the hamlet of Brendaouez (Figs 2-1,1-9). It
appears to be in the form of an enclave a few tens of metres thick within
a granite of the Kernilis type (see below). Metasedimentary gneisses
comparable to the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benoit also occur in the vicinity
(7.504/54.017) and it seems reasonable to classify the Brendauouez
pyroxene gneisses provisionally as outlying members of the Lannilis
Metamorphic Complex. The occurrence has been briefly described by
Chauris (1966c).

(c) V (ii) Structure
The outcrop as a whole displays a coarse banded structure due to
variation in mineral composition. Most specimens possess a crude
foliation due to elongate concentrations of mafic and feldspathic
components. The rocks are generally non-schistose.
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(c) V (iii) Petrography
Mafic minerals form 40-60% of the rock. All examples examined contain
plagioclase (An 35-50) and green to pale pink pleochroic clinopyroxene.
Clinopyroxene may be the sole mafic mineral or may be accompanied by
either hornblende or garnet (the latter pink in thin section)(Plate 2-12).
Hornblende and pyroxene tend to occur as elongate aggregates. There may
be subordinate quantities of quartz(less than 10%) which increases in
abundance in the hornblendic varieties. Accessories include opaque
minerals (ragged grains up to 0.5 mm), sphene, apatite and scapolite.

(d) Ultramafic Rock: Biotitite Du Carpont

At 7.685/53.953 in the uppermost of the quarries at Le Carpont or
Locmajan (Fig 2-1) there is a single steeply-dipping dyke-like body c.
0.6 m thick which is discordant to the foliation in the Gneiss de Treglonou.
The rock is strongly schistose, the schistosity being oblique both to the
margins of the body and to the schistosity in the host rock. The rock
consists of about 80-90% of brown biotite, most of the remainder being
quartz. No feldspar has been recognised.

The rock appears to have undergone a metamorphic episode comparable with
that seen in the country rock (Gneiss de Treglonou) but its origin or
pre-metamorphic nature is obscure. Its discordant character suggests
an origin as a dyke or intrusive sheet, but its present mineral composition
indicates a chemistry unlike that of any common igneous rock, except
perhaps some mica-lamprophyres. Perhaps a more likely possibility is
that the biotitie may represent a (meta)sedimentary enclave incorporated
in the granite precursor of the Gneiss de Treglonou at the time of its
emplacement. An argument in favour of this interpretation is that the
biotitite is located close to the boundary of the Gneiss de Treglonou and
the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benoit.

(e) Pegmatites Associated with the 1anni1is Metamorphic Rocks

Numerous quartzofeldspathic pegmatites are associated with the
metamorphic rocks of the Lannilis district. Frequently they occur as
large loose blocks whose relationship with the country rock is obscure,
being particularly common on the banks of the upper reaches of LiAber-
Benott. Smaller bodies of similar character occur as pods or
boudinaged sheets, for instance in the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benoit east of
Pont de Treglonou (7.7633/53.951).
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Pegmatites are also associated with pods of Amphibolites de L'Aber-Ben01t
at Locmajan (see above, section 2.c.(i).).

The petrography of the pegmatites has not been studied in detail. One
example associated with a minor sheet of Diorite de Lannilis on the north
bank of LiAber-Benoit at i.68i!53.958 consists of about 50% andesine, 30%
quartz and 15% alkali feldspar, with a little biotite.

Some at least of the pegmatites appear to have been emplaced in the
metamorphic rocks of the Lannilis district prior to the culmination of the
main metamorphic episode (~~) (see below). Shelley (1966) has, however,
drawn attention to post-metamorphic pegmatites cutting the Mica-schistes
de L'Aber-Wrac1h at Paluden.

B. MErAt-IORPHIC .~'mSTRUCTURAL HISTORY
1. I~RODUCTION

All the rocks so far described appear to have undergone a major orogenic
episode which was largely responsible for the mineral assemblages and
associated minor structures observed. Discussion of the physical
conditions which may have prevailed during this episode is deferred until
Chapter 8, where the effects and significance of the climactic metamorphism
in the whole of the western Pays de Leon will be considered. However it
is appropriate at this stage to summarise the metamorphic and structural
evolution of the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex considered in isolation.

The successive metamorphic and tectonic episodes are listed in Table 2-1.
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TABLE 2-1

METAMORPHIC Al'IDSTRUCTURAL EPISODES IN THE LANNILIS m;'I'AMORPllC COHPLEX

D5 LATE FAULTING AND QU~~TZ VEINS

D4 MOVDIENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PORSPODER Lli'illA}u:NT
(FRACTURE CLEAVAGE Al'IDLOCAL MYLONITISATION).

D3 'LATE' OROGENIC EPISODE. CHEVRON FOLDS .tND
OPEN FLEXURES. MINOR RETROGRESSIVE
METAMORPHISM

D2/M2 'MAIN' OROGENIC EPISODE. TIGHT/ISOCLINAL
FOLDS, OFTEN WITH E-W AXES. ASSOCIATED
WITH MEDIUM AND HIGH GRADE MET.AMORPHISM

Dl/Ml t EARLY' OROGENIC EPISODE. ISOCIJINAL FOLDS
WITH AXES NE.tR N-S. ASSOCIATED METAMORPHISM,
OF UNCERTAIN GP~E.
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2. THE Dlit-ll EPISODE

The effects of the earliest orogenic episode demonstrable in the rocks
of the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex are only apparent in the Mica-schistes
de L'Aber-Wrac 'h, although other formations and lithologies nay have been
affected. The evidence for this episode, which was first pointed out by
Shelley (1964, 1966),is to be found in the presence in the schists of two
sets of isoclinal folds to which the metamorphic schistosity is axial
planar. Since the trend and direction of plunge of these two sets is
quite different (approximately N-S and E-W) it follows that the folding
was polyphase.

The question arises as to which of the two sets of folds was the earlier.
Fold interference patterns have proved difficult to find in the field.
Perhaps the most cogent argument is that put forward by Shelley (1966)
who points out that while syntectonic thickening of psammitic bands has
taken place in the hinge zones of both sets of folds, the thickened
hinges of the E-W set appear to be located in the already thinned limbs
of the N-S set, While the converse (location of thickened N-S limbs in
previously thinned zones) has not been observed. This argument indicates
that the E-W set is the more recent. The original trend of the ~-S
set may have been approximately the same as it is at present, and this
indeed seems to be the simplest solution; however since the N-S folds
have been subjected to rotation on the limbs of the E-W folds, it is not
possible to be certain about the original trend of the N-S set. The
abbreviation ID!' will be used to refer to the phase of deformation thought
to be responsible for this early N-S set of folds.

The Dl deformation in the lithology which is now represented by the Mica-
schistes de LIAber-Wrac'h may have been accompanied by metamorphic
recrystallisation. However it is not possible at present to come to any
definite conclusions concerning the metamorphic assemblages and conditions
associated with DI. It may be argued however that since there seem to
be few traces of relict high-grade assemblages in the assemblages formed
during the H2 metamorphism, and primary structures such as compositional
banding probably derived from bedding are quite well preserved in the
schists, any metamorphism accompanying Dl is unlikely to have been of much
higher grade than that accompanying D2. It may be noted however that the
occurrence of higher An content in the plagioclase of the more massive
varieties of the Amphibolites de L'Aber-Benoit than in the varieties with



TABLE 2-2

Effects of the D2/M2 episode in the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex

Rock Unit Foldsz etc. Planar & Linear Mineral assemblagel
structures *

Mica-schistes de Abundant E-W Mica-schistosity musc-bi-olig-qtz
L'Aber-Wrac 'h trending Tight/ ga-olig-qtz

isoclinal.(Possibly ga-cpx-andes-qtz
includps folds in (Plates 2-1 & 2-2)
Plate 2-1)

Gneiss de L'Aber- E-W trending Quartzofeldspathic ga-plag-qtz.
Benoit Tight/isoclinal banding and lamina- (musc)-(Ksp)-(sil1)

Few observed) tion of migmatitic bi-plag-qtz
Boudinage of peg- character. (Plates
matites & quartzo 2-3 & 2-4) Biotite &
feldspathic bands sillimanite schisto- i
(Plate 2-4) sIty ,

~
Gneiss de Treglonou not seen Biotite lamination (musc)-(ga)-olig-

and schistosity bi-qtz-Ksp
(Plate 2-6) !

Diorite de Lannilis not seen Poorly developed Iam- SPh-bi-hb-Olig-qtJ
ination. Biotite (Plate 2-9) I
schistosity.Hornblende I

I

lineation.

Amphibolites de not seen Weak lamination qtz-andes/labr-hh I
LtAber-Benoit Hornblende schistos- (Plate 2-10) I

ity/lineation I
Granulites a not seen Interbanding of horn- BDdeS-CPX-qtZ-hb-1
clinopyroxi:!nede blendic and hornblende- andes-cpx. ga- I

Brendauouez free portions I andes-cpx (Plate I2-12) I--,
I

Pyribolite du none Coarse alternation plag-sph-hb-cpx. iPont de Treglonou I of hornblendic and (Plate 2-11)

Ii
pyroxenic portions

oJ.

s

* Explanation of abbreviations is given in Table 2-3
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strong D2/M2 fabrics may indicate higher grade conditions in a pre-H2
episode, which may possibly have been contemporaneous with the Dl
folding in the ~[ica-schistes de LiAber-Wracih. The term HI will be
used m refer to this inferred early metamorphic episode.

3. THE D2/H2 EPISODE

The main metamorphic episode, which affected all the lithologies in
the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex described in section A of this chapter,
was accompanied by the formation of synmetamorphic folds in the Mica-
schistes de LIAber-Wrac1h and theGGneiss de LIAber-Benott. The main
axial planar schistosity in the metasediments is considered to be the
result of metamorphic recrystallisation during this deformational episode.
It is also argued that the various orthogneissic and meta-igneous rocks
underwent deformation and had imposed on them their most prominent
metamorphic foliation, schistosity and lineation during this same episode.
For convenience this climactic metamorphic and tectonic episode the effects
of which are observed in the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex will be referred
to as the D2/M2 episode.

The effects of the D2/M2 episode are summarised in Table 2-2.

TABLE 2-3 EXPlA"lATION OF ABBREVIATIONS OF MINERAL NAHES IN TABLE 2-2

andes andesine
bi biotite

clinopyroxene
garnet (usually assumed to be almandine-rich)
hornblende
alkali-feldspar
labradorite
white mica (assumed to be muscovite)
oligoclase
plagioclase
quartz
sillimanite or fibrolite
sphene

cpx
ga
hb
ksp
labr
musc
olig
plag
qtz
sill
sph



All the assemblages listed in Table 2-2 can be broadly assigned to the
amphibolite facies of Turner (1968, p 307), or the almandine-amphibolite
facies of other authors. The assemblages observed in the metasediments
signify a metamorphic gradient at the peak of metamorphism, with an
increase in grade southwards from the muscovite-rich sillimanite-free
pelites of L'Aber-Wrac'h to the structurally lower muscovite-poor
sillimanite-bearing pelites of L'Aber-Beno!t.
involved the reaction:

This transition may have

KALSi3 010 (OH)2 +

Muscovite
SiO 2 =

Quartz Alkali-feldspar Sillimanite

It is not possible to locate the sillimanite isograd precisely as the
critical intervening zone between L'Aber-Wrac?h and L'Aber-Benoit
is poorly exposed and largely occupied by the outcrop of the Diorite de
Lannilis whose mineralogy is insensitive to the increase in metamorphic
grade. An attempt has been made to ascertain the variation in An
composition of plagioclase across the outcrop of the Diorite but this
has proved inconclusive.

Other aspects of the M2 metamorphism, including its effects and
significance in the western Pays de Leon as a whole, will be considered
in Chapter 8.

It may be noted in passing that two examples have been found in the
Lannilis Metamorphic Complex of rocks which present an opportunity for
geothermometry using the partition co-efficient of Mg and Fe between
co-existing garnet and clinopyroxene as described by RAheim and Green
(1974). These examples are the mafic garnet-clinopyroxene granulite
at Brendauouez and the garnet-clinopyroxene psammite near Le Traon (7.620
(7.620/53.993).

4. THE D3/M3 EPISODE
4. (a) Major Structures

An episode of folding subsequent to the D2/M2 episode is considered to
have been largely responsible for the present disposition of the
metamorphic rocks of the Lannilis district (Fig 2-4). Most of the
area of L'Aber-Wrac'h and L'Aber-Benoit can be regarded as being
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situated on the northern limb of a major antiformal structure whose
crest or culmination must lie somewhere to the south or south-west
of Treglonou. The half wave length of this structure is in excess of
5 km (measured between the Carriere de Treglonou at 7.638/53.9'102 and
the tidal inlet on the north bank of L'Aber-Wracwh west of Le Traon
(7.61/53.99)(Fig 2-1, Fig 2-4). The trough of a major synform (Fig 2-3
and SW of Plouguerneau on Fig 1-7) runs approximately E-W at the latter
locality (Fig 2-2) and between the two localities the mean dip of the
metamorphic foliation is constantly to the north or ~WE. East of
Treglonou the direction of dip swings round to become NE, which may
indicate the approach to an easterly-plunging fold nose in this direction.
This interpretation is broadly similar to that of Chauris (1966c, 1972c).

4 (b) Minor Structures

The most prominent minor structures which postdate the D2/M2 episode are
the chevron folds, and open flexures of variable orientation and scale
particularly abundant in the more finely foliated rocks such as the
pelitic schists and paragneisses. Other post-metamorphic (is post-M2)
folds of somewhat greater amplitude occur in both the metasedimentary
formations and in the more extensive metaigneous formations, notably the
Gneiss de Tr~glonou and, less commonly, the Diorite de Lannilis. While
it is by no means certain that all these minor folds were exactly
contemporaneous it is considered that it is justifiable to treat them
together as 'D3' folds in the first instance. They have not however
been studied in detail and there exists considerable scope for an analysis
of these minor folds and their relationship to the major structures. It
has been observed that in the case of the major synform at Coat Keririn
(or Le Traon) (7.61/53.99) minor D3 M-folds plunge at about 250 to the
west.

4 (c) Metamorphism

The metamorphic assemblages inherited from the M2 metamorphism appear
to have remained remarkably undisturbed during the severe D3 folding.
It is possible that the common sericitisation of feldspars may have been
associated with the D3 folding, as may be the minor and local chloritisa-
tion of biotite, and local growth of muscovite cutting across the M2
metamorphic schistosity. It should also be emphasised that the Lannilis
Metamorphic Complex is almost surrounded by post-M2 granitic intrusions
belonging to or associated with the L'Aber-Ildut Granite Complex.
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Contact metamorphic effects of these granites are not obvious; this
may be due in part to the stability of the medium and high grade
regional metamorphic assemblages (inherited from M2) when subjected to
the contact heating effects of the granites; but in addition it is
possible that temperatures in the country rocks were still regionally
elevated when the granite emplacement took place. If the latter was
the case, this might also explain the lack of retrogression of the ~~
assemblages during the D3 folding.

Relationship between the D3 Folding and the
L'Aber-Ildut Granite Complex

It may be further remarked that no unequivocal evidence has been found
regarding the relative age of the D3 folding and the emplacement of the
L'Aber-Ildut Granite Complex. Although no minor folds of D3 type have
been observed in the granites it may be pointed out that the typically
massive and homogeneous material of which the granites consist could
hardly be expected to display small-scale folds of this type even if
subjected to conditions which would produce them in more foliated
material. It may also be remarked that the outcrop pattern of the
Complexe Granitique de L'Aber-Ildut and the Granite de Kernilis as
shown for example in Figure 1-7 shows that the distribution of the
granites is related to the major structure of the area, notably in the
absence of outcrops of post-metamorphic granites in the antiformal
area occupied by the Gneiss de Treglonou. Further work is required
to elucidate the D3/Granite relationship.

5. THE D4 DEFORMATION

The deformation associated with movements along the Porspoder Lineament
(indexed D4) will be discussed in Chapter 4. It is however appropriate
at this point to mention certain aspects of this deformation in so far
as it affects the rocks of the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex.

5 (a) L'Aber-Benoit Sector
Towards the mouth of the L'Aber-Benott estuary near Stellac'h (Fig 2-1)
(7.702/54.967) the D2/M2 schistosity of the northerly-dipping Diorite
de Lannilis is cut by a later SSE-dipping fracture cleavage which
increases rapidly in intensity northwards until at Morgan (7.72/53.97)
(Fig 2-4) the early schistosity is locally obliterated by the new
structure. Just further north at Kervigorn the Diorite abruptly gives
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way to an intrusive granite (Granite de Kervigorn (Figs 2-4, 4-2),
which shows no sign of having undergone the earlier metamorphic and
tectonic episodes which have been observed in the rocks of the
Lannilis Metamorphic Complex, but which has been intensely affected
by the same late cleavage producing movements as have affected the
Diorite de Lannilis just to the south (Plates 4-1, 4-2). There
seems to have been relatively little retrogressive metamorphism or
recrystallisation associated with these movements. Biotite and
hornblende both remain apparently stable in the deformed diorite, and
chloritisation has not been obseerved in this sectoro

5 (b) L'Aber-'ilrac 'h sector
Rather similar relationships can be observed on the banks of L'Aber-
Wrac'h at Moulin d 'Enfer (7.625/53.990)(Fig 2-2; also near B on Fig 2-4)
where however it is the Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h which are in
contact with the post-M2 granite occupying the Porspoder Lineament.
The effects of the late deformation appear to be more marked in the
granite, where they again appear as a southerly-dipping fracture-cleavage,
than in the schists where there is only a minor amount of cataclasis
superimposed on the D3 folds. In this sector the boundary between
the schists and the intrusive granite seems to coincide approximately
with the limit of the zone in which D4 fracture cleavage is developed.

It may be noted that Cogne and Shelley (1966, p 6-7) consider that the
development of (D3) chevron folds in the schists and the D4 mylonitic
structure in the granite at this locality are contemporaneous.
However in the absence of firm evidence of contempora neity the writer
prefers to consider the two phenomena independently.

C. PRIMARY NATURE AND PHE-M2 RELATIONSHIPS OF THE LANNILIS
METAMORPHIC COMPLEX

1. INTRODUCTION

This section is concerned with the origin and development, prior to
the climactic metamorphic episode M2, of the rock units which now
comprise the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex. It has been found necessary
to place this section later in the chapter than the section dealing
with the metamorphic and structural history of the complex, as it is
felt the early history of the complex could not be understood without
first establishing the relative significance of the Dl/Ml and D2/M2
episodes.
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2. ORIGIN OF THE METASED~~ARY FORMATIONS

2(a) Introduction
For the purposes of this section the two main metasedimentary groups
in the Lannilis Complex will be considered together, as although they
are now at different metamorphic grades their compositional
similarities are sufficient to suggest that they possess a common primary
origin.

A number of different suggestions have been made concerning the
original nature and age of the metasedimentary rocks of the Pays de
Leon. These will be considered in sequence, starting with the most
ancient origin suggested, and assessed in the light of stratigraphical
and lithological evidence. The geochronolo.gical evidence bearing on
the problem will be considered in Chapter 5.

2(b) The Pentevrian
Cogn~ and Shelley (1966) argued that the presence of an early (Dl in
the present writer's classification) set of folds in the Mica-schistes
de L'Aber-Wrac'h indicates that the schists were involved in an early
phase of deformation in an orogenic episode distinct from and earlier
than that which produced the (D2) structures and (M2) metamorphism.
Cogne &rl Shelley assigned the (D2/M2) episode to the Late Precambrian
Cadomian orogeny whose type area is in Lower Normandy (see Chapter 1)
and which has been widely recognised elsewhere in the Massif Armoricain.
The earlier (Dl in the present writer's classification) structures
were assigned by Cogne and Shelley to the earlier pre-Brioverian possibly
mid-Proterozoic Pentevrian orogeny, which was originally recognised in
northeast Brittany by Cogne (1959), but whose status and extent have
since been the subgect of controversy and re-assessment (e.g. Vidal et a}
197q). The only areas where there is general agreement on the presence
of pre-Brioverian rocks are the islands of Guernsey and Sark, the Cap de
la Hagne area and locally in the north of the Tregor peninsula.
Outcrops of metamorphic and migmatitic rocks in various other sectors
of the French mainland have been assigned to the Pentevrian (Brown,
1978; Hanmer 1977a; Ryan and Roach 1977; and see summary in Roach et
al 1972). It is however, difficult to identify any features in the
Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h or other formations in the Lannilis
Metamorphic Complex which are correlatable with featu~s described in
Pentevrian rocks elsewhere, and in view of the current lack of
agreement over the nature and extent of the Pentevrian it would seem
advisable not to go so far afield in searching for the parent
material of the Lannilis metasediments.
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2 (c) The Brioverian
Taylor (1969) and Bishop et al (1969) have discussed the original nature
of the medium (staurolite) grade metasedimentary rocks of the SW Pays
de Leon (i.e. the Mica-schistes du Conquet, Fig 1-6, etc), which like
those of the Lannilis district consist predominantly of thinly interbanded
psammitic and pelitic material. They are grouped under the same legend
as the Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h by Chauris (1972c) (see Fig 1-9).
Bishop et al considered that the staurolite grade metasediments were the
more highly metamorphosed equivalents of the low grade unfossiliferous
laminated blue-grey shales and siltstones with sandy layers (Quartzo-
phyllades de L'Elorn) which outcrop along the southern margin of the
Pays de Leon. They considered the latter on stratigraphic grounds to
be Brioverian, being unconformably overlain by fossiliferous Lower
Ordovician (Fig I-j). In view of the fairly well-established presence
of Brioverian rocks at the southern margin of the Pays de Leon, it is at
least reasonable in the first instance to consider that not only the
medium-grade metasediments of the SW Pays de Leon but also the medium and
high grade metasediments of LiAber-Wrac'h and L'Aber-Benoit may originate
from the metamorphism of Brioverian sediments similar to those seen in
the Quartzophyllades de l'Elorn.

2 (d) The Palaeozoic
Cabanis (1975) in a study of the regional metamorphism in the Eastern
Pays de Leon, considered the metasediments in the area to be the higher-
grade equivalents of the low grade metasediments found further southeast
in the Morlaix area and known in part as th~ Quartzophyllades de Morlaix
(Fig 1-6) or Schistes Zebres. These consist of finely interbanded
quartzo-albitic and micaceous bands. Fossiliferous Devonian and
Carboniferous rocks displaying similar deformational structures to those
seen in the Schistes Zebres have been recorded in the Morlaix area by
Delattre (1952) and Cabanis et al (1974). Cabanis (1972, P 2129) has
assigned the whole of the Schistes Zebres to the Carboniferous. However
Chauris (1971c, p 2045; see also Fig l-6),followed Barrois' example in
correlating the Quartzophyllades de Morlaix with the Quartzophyllades
de l'Elorn, which are now generally accepted as Brioverian.

Unfortunately exposures are poor in the Morlaix region and the
stratigraphic relations and status of the Schistes Zebr~s or
Quartzophyllades de Morlaix are still matters of controversy. The
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presence of Upper Palaeozoic rocks in the Morlaix area is indubitable.
However it does not seem to have been definitely established that the
Schistes Zebres are themselves of Upper Palaeozoic age.

It should also be emphasised that the metasedimentary rocks of the Pays
de Leon do not appear to include any metamorphic equivalents of the
distinctive lithologies such as thick quartzitic and calcareous units
which characterise the relatively well-exposed and well-understood
Palaeozoic (Arenigian to Devonian) sedimentary succession overlying the
Brioverian in the central part of West Finistere immediately to the south
of the Pays de Leon (Figs 1-5, 7-1).

2 (e) Conclusion
It will be clear from the above discussion that the explanation of the
origin of the metasedimentary rocks of the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex
favoured by the present writer is that they seem likely to have been
derived from material similar to the Quartzophyllades de l'Elorn. The
latter are now generally accepted to be Brioverian.

This view is shared by Chauris (1966c p 8; 1972c p 25), and is consistent
with the conclusions of Bishop et al (1969).

3 ORIGIN OF THE METAIGNEOUS FO~~TIONS k~ ORTHOGNEISSES
(a) Gneiss de Treglonou and other granitic gneisses

As mentioned above Chauris (1966c, 1972c) has put forward the view, with
which the present writer concurs, that the metasedimentary rocks of the
Lannilis District are likely to have been derived from Brioverian parent
rocks. Chauris (op.cit) further argued that the granitic orthogneisses
such as the Gneiss de Treglonou Which underlie the metasediments are by
virtue of this position to be assigned to a pre-Brioverian basement, i.e.
the Pentevrian. Chauris considered that these granitic orthogneisses are
the most ancient rocks outcropping in the Pays de Leon. Cabanis (1976 ),
who considered that the Leon metasediments were derived from Upper
Palaeozoic parent rocks, used similar arguements to thoseof Chauris to
suggest that the Treglonou and similar orthogneisses represent a pre-
Upper Palaeozoic basement on which the sediments were unconformably deposited.

The occurrence of a band of mafic rocks (usually amphibolites) a short
distance above the base of the metasediments at several localities was
used by both Cabanis (op cit) and Chauris (op cit) to support their
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argument that the present base of the metasediments is a significant
stratigraphic horizon. However features commonly associated with major
unconformities such as overstepping relationships or basal conglomerates
do not appear to have been observed or reported at the contacts between
the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benott (or 'Gneiss de Lesnevent) and the Gneiss de
Treglonou (or Gneiss de Plounevez-Lochrist, etc). In the view of the
present writer the fact that the granitic orthogneisses of Treglonou
and Plounevez-Lochrist structurally underlie the LIAber-Beno~t and
Lesneven paragneisses does not necessarily imply that the orthogneisses
are older, or that they constitute a basement.

Two other interpretations of the relations between the Gneiss de
L'Aber-Benoit (and similar types) and the Gneiss de Treglonou (and
similar types) may be considered:

1. The metasediments and orthogneisses may have bean brought
into juxtaposition by tectonic means such as faulting,
thrusting or sliding. There seems however to be no
evidence to support this interpretation.

2. The orthogneisses may have been intrusive into the
metasediments and therefore younger than them.
This interpretation is supported by the following
arguments:
(a) Occasional bands of Gneiss de Treglonou type
occur within the Gneiss de L'Aber-Benott (see section
A2(a)(I)(ii) of this chapter). These may represent
minor intrusive sheets related to a nearby major intrusion.
(b) The sequence of metamorphic and tectonic events is
significantly simpler in the Gneiss de Treglonou than
in the metasediments. Neither early (DI/MI) nor
synmetamorphic (D2/M2) folds have been observed in the
orthogneiss.
(c) The biotitite in the quarry north of Locmajan
(section A.2.(d) of this chapter) is/:~ii\y interpreted
as an enclave or xenolith of pre-existing host rock
rather than as an intrusive sheet.

This interpretation is further supported by the
geochronological evidence (Vidal, pers.comm; see also
chapter 5 of the present work); an Upper Palaeozoic
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(Devonian) Rb-Sr whole rock isochron age has been
obtained from samples of the Gneiss de Treglonou and
the Gneiss de Plounevez-Lochrist.

3 (b) Diorite de Lannilis

Shelley (1964) suggested that the Diorite de Lannilis may represent a
volcanic basement originally of pyroclastic rocks, on which the
sediments now represented by the Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h and the
Gneiss de L'Aber-Benolt were deposited. The diorite was thus of
similar age to or older than the metasediments which Shelley (see above,
section B.2) considered to have undergone a Pentevrian orogenic episode.

Chauris (1972c p 24) also suggested that the Diorite de Lannilis may
have been derived from 'ancient volcanic tuffs'.

However Barrois' use of the term 'diorite' to describe the formation
seems to indicate that he looked on it as possessing some characteristics
of an intrusive igneous rock.

In the opinion of the present writer the discontinuous fine banding
commonly observed in the Diorite de Lannilis which might be used to
suggest a possible volcaniclastic or pyroclastic origin is more easily
accounted for as being the result of severe syn-metamorphic deformation
of a pre-existing unfoliated rock of intermediate igneous composition.

The question arises as to the original nature of the contacts between
the Diorite de Lannilis and the metasediments. Similar possibilities
to tho~considered in the case of the Gneiss de Treglonou may again be
considered:

1. The metasediments and diorite may have been brought
into juxtaposition by tectonic means such as faulting,
thrusting or sliding. There is however no evidence
available to support this explanation.

2. The metasediments may have been uncon-
formably deposited on a basement
~urmed by the diorite. This is essentially the
interpretation put forward by Shelley (1964) (see also
Fig 1-8) but once again features characteristic of
major unconfonnities such as overstepping relationships
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and basal conglomerates have not been reported.
Nonetheless this interpretation cannot be entirely
ruled out.

3. The diorite may have been originally intrusive into the
metasediments. This interpretation is supported by

the follo~ing arguments:
(a) The diorite is typically rather coarse grained and
homogeneous (even when relatively massive and apparently
little deformed).
(b) Like the Gneiss de Treglonou the diorite displays a
structural history ~ich is relatively simple compared
with that observed in the associated metasediments.
(c) At one locality (7.812/53.966)(Fig 3-2) in the out-
crop of the Diorite de Portsall (which is correlated ~ith
the Diorite de Lannilis), a band of migmatitic gneiss of
metasedimentary type occurs as ~at appears to be an
enclave within the diorite, consistent with an original
intrusive relationship.

In view of the above arguments the present writer favours the view that
the Diorite de Lannilis represents a plutonic or hypabyssal intrusion
or group of intrusions into the metasedimentary rocks of the Lannilis
district. A Rb-Sr ~hole-rock geochronological study of the Diorite
is in progress in order to test the hypothesis of its post-Brioverian age.

3 (c) Metabasic rocks

The metabasic rocks comprise both amphibolites and clinopyroxene
granuli tes. Both groups are equivalent in composition to mafic igneous
rocks. They tend to occur as small pods or sheets distributed in
elongate bands more or less concordant with the enclosing metasediments.

Two possible primary relationships between the metabasic rocks and the
metasediments may be considered:

1. The metabasics may represent contemporaneous volcanic
horizons within the metasedimentary group. This
interpretation appears to be favoured by Chauris (1966c,
1972c), and is consistent with the kno~ occurrence of
occasional horizons of basic pillo~ lavas in the
Brioverian of the Baie de Douarnenez (Darboux 1974).
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2. The metabasics may represent minor intrusions into the
metasedimentary group. This interpretation is consistent
with the occurrence of metamorphosed basic dykes (Filons
de Kermorvan) in the SW Pays de Leon (Bishop et al 1969;
see also chapter 6 of the present work).

There is not at present sufficient evidence to exclude either of these
possibilities.

D. POST-M2 INTRUSIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LANNILIS METAMORPHIC COMPLEX
1. INTRODUCTION

This section is largely concerned with the relations between the Lannilis
Metamorphic Complex and various associated post-metamorphic granites.
The brief descriptions of the granites given here are not intended to
supersede those given in the previous publications of Chauris (1966b,
1972c etc) and Barriere et al (197la).

The outcrop of the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex is almost surrounded by
outcrops of granitic rocks which generally lack the foliation, fabric
and mineralogy which characterise the regionally metamorphosed rocks.
Cross-cutting relationships indicating the intrusive nature of the
granites can be obser ed at a few localities, for instance at Moulin
d'Enfer (7.652/53.985) and Corn ar Gazel (7.737/53.951){Figs 2-2 and
3-A).

2 COMPLEXE GRANITIQUE DE ST REN.At~-KERSAINT

The Granites of St Renan and Kersaint ( Fig 1-6), while not directly
in contact with that sector of the Complexe Metamorphique de Lannilis,
which has been described in this chapter, are none the less of
considerable importance in the geology of the Western Pays de L~on,
occupying an extensive E-W belt which separates the metamorphic rocks
of the central and northern parts of the Pays de Leon from those of
the southern and southwestern part. The st Renan-Kersaint Complex
has been the object of several geochronological studies which will be
considered in chapter 5.

The most detailed available description of the Complexe Granitique de
St Renan-Kersaint is that of Chauris (l972c p 18-21) who recognised two
main facies, the Granite de Kersaint and the Granite de st Renan,
which he considered to be essentially contemporaneous. The Granite



de Kersaint is porphyritic, with megacrysts of alkali feldspar (microcline
or orthoclase) and with biotite in excess of muscovite. A major element
chemical analysis given by Chauris (1972c p 29, no la) indicates a rather
potassic granitic composition. The Granite de St Renan is s~ated by
Chauris to be more variable in character but is typically a non-porphyritic
muscovite-biotite-microline granite. Tourmaline is commonly present in
addition to or instead of biotite. Chauris and Moussu (1972) have
described the widespread occurrence of greisenisation and tin-tungsten
mineralisation in association with this facies.

The present writer has only had an opportunity to examine the Complexe
Granitique de St Renan-Kersaint at a few localities. At the quarry of
Langongar near St Renan typical Granite de St Renan predominates; the
only rock type observed here is a tourmaline-free non-porphyritic muscovite
biotite granite which shows no obvious signs of metasomatism, metamorphism
or deformation. South of the Pointe de Corsen (Fig 1-2) the lithology
is more variable, but the most common type, described by Chauris (op cit)
as Granite de st Renan, is a non-porphyritic muscovite-tourmaline granite.

All available evidence seems to indicate that the Complexe Granitique
de St Renan-Kersaint did not undergo any orogenic episode comparable with
the D2 1M2 episode as seen in the Complexe Metamorphique de Lannilis, and
was intruded into the already metamorphosed rocks of the western Pays de
Leon at some time subsequent to that episode. The Granite de St Renan
does, however, locally display evidence of profound metasomatic alteration
(tourmalinisation and greisenisation).

3 COMPLEXE G~~ITIQUE DE L'AB~ILDUT

Including an inferred submarine extension westward to the northern part
of the Molene archipelago, the L'Aber-Ildut complex has an approximately
oval outcrop about 35 km x la km in maximum dimensions (Fig 1-6, 1-7).
Its northern margin is linear, terminating at the Porspoder Lineament.
The most detailed descriptions are those of Chauris (1966b, 1972c p 15-18);
and Barriere et al (1971a). Only a small number of field observations
inl~8~~lex have been made by the present writer.

3 (a) Contacts
Exposed contacts between the L'Aber-Ildut complex and other lithologies
are rather scarce. The complex is considered by Chauris (1966b, p 12)
to be a later intrusion than the Granite de st Renan with which it is
locally in contact on the coast south of Lampaul-Plouarzel (F~g 1-7) but
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the contact at this locality does not appear to show conclusive cross-
cutting relationships. At Porspoder (Figs 1-7, 4-3) the contact with
the Granite de Landunvez has been deformed by the D4 movements along
the Porposder Lineament which have tended to obscure the primary
relationship between the two units. It is possible that there has been
a significant amount of displacement between the units at this locality.

Figures 1-6 and 1-7 show that the main outcrop of the Complexe
Granitique de LiAber-Ildut is in contact with rocks of the Lannilis
Metamorphic Complex ('Gneiss et micaschistes de Lesnevenl) for about
7 km along its eastern margin. No exposures of the contact itself have
been observed by the writer in this sector. Nonetheless comparison of
the relatively undeformed and non-metamorphic character of the rocks of
the L'Aber-Ildut complex near this eastern margin with the highly
deformed and metamorphosed rocks of the neighbouring Gneiss de Treglonou
and Gneiss de L'Aber-Benott, in addition to the evidence provided by the
minor intrusive sheets of granite referred to in section 4 below, leaves
little doubt that the L'Aber-Ildut Complex was intruded into the
Lannilis Metamorphic Complex at some time subsequent to the D2/M2 orogenic
episode.

3 (b) Petrography
The complex consists of two main facies and a number of minor facies.
The minor facies include tourmaline-bearing varieties which occur along
the southern margin of the complex, and various minor sheets of microgranite
(Chauris, 1972c, p l7-l8)(Fig 1-7).

The two major facies consist of an outer porphyritic facies and an inner
aphyric facies, occupying about 80~ and 15% respectively of the total
area of outcrop.

3 (b) (i) Outer porphyritic facies (Granite de L'Aber-Ildut)
1. Pink-feldspar facies
This distinctive lithology is typically a massive coarse pink
granite, with coarse euhedral alkali-feldspar (orthoclase or
microcline) phenocrysts in a matrix of andesine/oligoclase,
quartz and biotite (Plate 2-8). The alkali feldspars
commonly display a preferred orientation. According to
Barriere et al (1971a) the alkali-feldspars are generally
orthoclase but as the northern margin, affected by the
Porspoder Lineament (D4) movements, is approached they
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become microcline of triclricity increasing northwards.
The writer has observed minor alteration of biotite to chlorite.
The rock is characterised by the presence of rounded xenoliths
darker and finer than the country rock, and consisting of the
same minerals but with a larger modal content of biotite and
plagioclase and minor alkali-feldspar. Chauris (1966b) has
divided the xenoliths into two groups: I banded, K-rieh,Ca-poor

II massive K-poor,Ca-rich
The xenoliths are inequidimensional and commonly show a
preferred orientation parallelling that displayed by the feldspar
phenocrysts in their vicinity.

2. Marginal White-feldspar facies
Along the eastern margin of the complex is found a narrow band
of porphyritic granite resembling the pink-feldspar facies in
many respects including the presence and type of xenoliths, but
with phenocrysts somewhat finer and white in colour rather
rather than pink. This facies can be seen in a quarry at
Plouguin (Fig 1-7). A similar lithology also occurs at the
bvundary between the pink-feldspar facies and the Granite de
Landunvez (= unit labelled r~ in Fig 1-7 (Chauris 1966b) at
Porspoder and is correlated by Chauris (1972c p 16) with the
white feldspar facies as seen at Plouguin. However it may be
remarked that there is little evidence to distinguish the
white feldspar granite at Porspoder from the neighbouring
Granite de Landunvez.

3 (b) (ii) Inner non-porphyritic facies (Granite de Ploudalmezeau)
The central facies of the Complexe Granitique de L'Aber-Ildut is also
known as the Granite de Ploudalmezeau (Fig 1~7) and is well exposed in
the quarries south of that town. It is a coarse flaggy leucocratic
granite consisting of microcline perthite and sodie plagioclase in roughly
equal proportions, with about 26% of quartz, 10-15% muscovite and 5%
biotite. In the Ploudalmezeau area the quartz displays mortar texture.
Dykes and minor sheets of granite correlated by Chauris (1972c) with
the Granite de Ploudalmezeau cut the pink-feldspar facies at Porspoder.

3 (b) (iii) Filons microgranitiques
Chauris et al (1977) have described a set of NNE-SSW trending potassic
microgranite dykes which intrude both main facies of the Complexe
Granitique de L'Aber-Ildut between Ploudalmezeau and Ploumoguer (Figs
1-7 and 1-9). The authors state that the microgranites do not appear
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to be affected by the deformation associated with the Lineament Molene-
Moncontour (see Chapter 4) although some of them appear to cross the
Lineament. They may therefore postdate the D4 movements (see Chapter 4).

4 OTHER OCCL~CES I~ THE UL\NILIS DISTRICT OF GRA~ITES SIMILAR TO
THOSE FOUND IN THE COMPLEXE GRA\IITIQUEDE L'ABER-ILDll'T

4 (a) Porphyritic pink-feldspar biotite granite
Granites which resemble the pink facies of the L'Aber-Ildut granite out
crop in two other sectors of the Lannilis district. One of these
occurrences is east of the town of Plouguerneau where a number of poorly
exposed outcrops occur associated with the Granite de Kernilis (Figs
1-6, 1-9). Another is at the peninsula of Corn Ar Gazel (7.737/53.951)
north of the Porspoder Lineament, where a steeply dipping sheet 15-20 m
thick of pink L'Aber-Ildut type cuts obliquely across the gneisses
described in section A.2.(a)(ii) of this chapter (Plate 2-8 Fig 3-a).
This example contains accessory muscovite and displays some mortarisation
of quartz.

4 (b) Granites resembling the Granite de Ploudalmezeau
The Lannilis Metamorphic Complex is bounded to the north and east by
an aph~ leucocratic biotite-muscovite granite (Granite de Kernilis)
(Fig 1-7), closely resembling the Granite de Ploudalmezeau and exposed
in numerous quarries,for instance east of Tariec at 7.589/53.936 (at
the head of L'Aber-Benott on Fig 2-1). Similar granites also occupy
much of the defonned zone associated with the Porspoder Lineament,
commonly displaying a closely spaced parallel fracturation or fracture
cleavage; this feature may be observed for example at the Quarry north
of Kiloudern (Fig 2-1, 4-1; plate 4-5) at 7.564/54.016; and where the
L'Aber-Wrac1h and L'Aber-Benott estuaries intersect the Porspoder
Lineament (Figs 2-2, 2-4, 4-2).

Minor sheets of Ploudalmezeau/Kernilis type intrude the Complexe
Metamorphique de Lannilis at various localities, e.g. north of Locmajan
(Fig 2-3) at 7.690/53.955 (Plate 2-3).

5 OTHER POST M2 GRANITES ASSOCIATED WITH THE LANNILIS
METAMORPHIC COMPLEX AND THE PORSPODER LINEAMENT

5 (a) Granite de Kervigorn
The Ploudalmezeau type granite which occupies the Porspoder Lineament
at the mouth of L'Aber-Beno!t is associated with another granite
(Granite de Kervigorn; fig 4-2) which is finer and darker than the
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Floudalmezeau type, wit-'. biotite equal to or in excess of muscovite.
Both granites are affected by a~ ~~ trending fracture cleavage, and
outcrop in belts or bands which also trend approximately DIE. wl1ere
contacts are exposed the Granite de Kervigorn appears to be the later of
the two, although the evidence is not conclusive. Granite similar to
the Granite de Kervigorn also occurs at other points along the Porspoder
Lineament, for instance on both banks of L'Aber-Wraclb and as far east
as the hamlet of Kerhournaouen (7.51/54.02)(Fig 2-1).

5 (b) Granite de Kerdalzou
Along the bank of L'Aber -BenoIt near the hamlet of Kerdalzou (7.61/53.95)
(Fig 2-1,2-3), a foliated leucocratic biotite granite occurs, mainly as
large loose blocks. Its contacts with the country rock (Diorite de
Lannilis) are not exposed, but the granite appears to be post-metamorphic.
It is described as 'Granites de Lannilis'by Chauris (1972c) but the above
term is preferred.

5 (c) Granite des Anges
On both sides of the outer sector of the L'Aber-Wrac'h estuary both in and
extending to the north of the deformed (D4) zone of the Porspoder Lineament
a porphyritic granite is associated with granite of Kernilis type and with
various fragmentary outcrops of lithologies Sillilarto those found in the
La~ilis Metamorphic Complex (see above, section A.2) (and Fig 3-A). This
granite is visible for instance at Cameleut (7.64/53.99)(Fig 2-1) and near
the post office at the village of L'Aber-Wrac'h. Similar granites can be
recognised further NE near 7.661/54.011 (Perros and Keridaouen)(Figs 2-1,
3-A). It is possible that these granites should be correlated with the
Granites of Correjou and/or Brignogan, which will be discussed in the
following chapter.

5 (d) Other post-M2 granites
The present writer does not claim to have exhausted the list of post-
metamorphic granitic intrusions associated with the Lannilis Metamorphic
Complex. Chauris (1972c, 1:80,000 sheet) indicates a number of bodies of
granite in the vicinity of Lannilis under the heading 'Granites de
Lannd Ld s ! • He comments in the notice explicative that 'Granites of
various facies, often pegmatitic and generally of limited extent, cut
the mica-schists, gneisses and amphibolites in the vicinity of La~ilis'.
Most of these granites are only visible in limited inland and temporary
exposures. The Granite de Kerdalzou (see above, section (b» is
included by Chauris (op cit) in this group.
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E. SUMMARY OF GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE :LiU-.1NILISMETA}lOIlPHICCOMPLEX
~~ ASSOCIATED GRANITIC ROCKS

An outline of the sequence of geological events in the area
covered in Chapter 2 is given in Table 2-4

TABLE 2-4 OUTLINE GEOWGICAL HISTORY OF THE LANNILIS AREA I

EPISODE TECTONO-METAMORPHIC EVENTS ROCK-FORMING EVENTS

Late faulting Quartz veins

Filons microgranitiques

D4 Fracture cleavage and myloniti-
sation associated with movements
along Porspoder Lineament I

Granite de Ploudaimezeau

D3 Orogenic episode. Chevron folds
and open flexures. Minor retro-
gressive metamorphism. IGranite de L'Aber-lldut

Complexe granitique de
St Renan-Kersaint I

D2/M2 I Orogenic episode. E-W tight/ Penecontemporaneous
I isoclinal folds and associated pegmatites

medium and high grade
\metamorphism ~I~

Dl/Ml ~Orogenic episode. Folds, axes I Emplacement of parent rocks.....- (plutonic/hypabyssal)now trending N-S. Probable I\:l of..
associated metamorphism, grade ~ Gneiss de Treglonou and0

CD

uncertain <+ Diorite de Larmilis.I
t::: Possible basic minor intrusions......

Deposition of (possibly
Brioverian) greywacke-shale
sedimentary sequt!!'lcep02sibly
by submarine turbidity currents.
Possibly contemporaneous basic
vo1canics and/or peneeont.empo-
raneous basic minor intrusions.



CHAPTER 3

THE PLOGGlJER.'-JEA.LmGHATlTE COHPLEX A...'ill ASSOCIATED GRAt~TIC ROCKS

A. INTRODGCTION

B. DIORITE DE PORTSALL

1. Location and contacts
2. Petrography
3. Correlation

C• MIG!>fATlTESDE PLOUGUERNEAU
1. Introduction
2. Metasedimentary migmatites and related types

(a) Distribution and extent
(b) Contacts

(i) Contacts with other members of the
migmatitic assemblage

(ii) Contacts with the Granite de Landunvez
(iii) Contacts with the Adamellite de Ste Harguerite

and other late granitic intrusions

(c) Lithological types
(i) Palaeosome

(I) Psammitic and calcareous types

(II) Pelitic types
(rs) Neosome

(I) Melanosome
(II) Leucosome

3. Orthomigmatites
(i) Introduction
(ii) Relations between palaeosome and neosome
(iii)Composition of orthomigmatite palaeosomes

(I) Mafic types
(II) Ultramafic types



(III) Orthomigmatite palaesomes of intermediate composition

a. Coarse-grained types

b. Fine-grained types

(IV) Other migmatised granodiorites

(iv) Leucosomes of the orthomigmatites

4. Unclassified migmatites and other lithologies associated with the

Migmatites de Plouguerneau

(a) Melange of Enez-Croaz-Hent

(b) Migmatites of Greve de Lilia

5. Aplogranites and Leuc ogreisses in the ~Iigmatites de Plouguerneau

(i) Hassive aplogranite type

(ii) 'Pseudogarnet' aplogranites and leucogneisses

(iii)Leucogranites of Greve du Zorn

(iv) Gneiss rubanes de Dibennou

(v) Gneiss de L'lle d'Ioc'h

6. Origin of the Migmatites de Pbuguerneau

(a) Indication of pre-migmatitic nature

(b) New material produced during the migmatisation

(i) Leucosome - palaeosome relationships

(ii) Origin of the leucocratic portions

D. GRA..'ITTEDE LANDUNVEZ

1. Location and distribution

2. Contacts

(a) Contacts with the Migmatites de Plouguerneau and the

Diorite de Portsall

(b) Contacts with Adamellite de Ste Marguerite and related granites

(c) Contact with the Granite de L'Aber-Ildut



3. Petrography
(a) Tremazan facies
(b) Scoune facies
(c) Valcon Bras facies
(d) Roc'h Pelleguent facies
(e) Other granites resembling the Granite de Landunvez

(f) Gneiss de Roc'h Avel
q. Possible structural controls on the distribution of the various

facies of Granite de Landunvez
5. Origin of the Granite de Landunvez

E. ADAMELLITE DE STE MARGUERITE At'ID OTHER LATE GRANITIC INTRUSIONS
1. Western and central sector

(a) .Adamellite de Ste Marguerite

(i) Distribution
(ii) Contacts
(iii) Internal structures

(I) Banding
(II) Jointing
(III) Secondary structures

(iv) Petrography

(b) Granite de Kern an Guen
(i) Distribution
(ii) Contacts
(iii) Internal structures
(iv) Petrography

(c) Other late granites in the central and western sectors
2. St Michel sector

(a) Granodiorite de Trolouc'h
(i) Location and extent
(H) Contacts
(iii) Petrography



(b) 'Ste ~Iarguerit e' type
(c) Granite de Beg ar Spitz and related t)~es
(d) Granite de Correjou

3. Guisseny sector
(a) Granitic dykes of Enez Croaz Bent

(b) Granite de Brignogan

(i) Location
(ii) Contacts at the western margin
(iii) Composition

4. Suggested correlation of the late granitic intrusions north

of theBDrspoder Lineament

F. ASPECTS OF THE STRUCTU1lALGEOLOGY OF THE PLOUGlJEIL.~U- LAi'IDUNVEZ DISTRICT

1. Orientation of structures
(a) Pointe de Landunvez sector

(b) Greve de Tr~ompan sector

(c) Central sector

(d) St Michel sector

(e) Guisseny sector
(i) Migmatites de Plouguerneau

(ii) Granite de Brignogan
(iii) Conclusions

2. The structural relationship between the late granitic intrusions and
the country rocks (Migmatites de Plouguerneau and Granite de
Landunvez).
(a) Adamellite de Ste Marguerite
(b) Granite de Kern an Guen and other late granitic intrusions
(c) Conclusion



G. STRCCTL"RAL AND ~lAGMA.TIC EVOLt"'TION OF THE PLOUGUERI'..TAU -

lA\1)l;:-,'VEZ HIGMATITIC A.'ID GRA.."I\i""ITICCO~1PLEX

1. Introduction
2. Pre-M2 episodes

(a) Pre-M2 lithologies

(b) Pre-M2 structures
3. The M2 episode

(a) Hetamorphic fabrics and associated structures
(b) Migmatisation

4. Post-M2 phenomena
(a) Granite de Landunvez
(b) Adamellite de St~ Marguerite and associated structures
(c) Later granites of Kern an Guen, Beg ar Spitz, Correjou,

Brignogan
(d) Pegmatites
(e) Deformation (D4) associated with the Porspoder Lineament
(f) Faulting subsequent to the Porspoder Lineament deformation
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CHAPIZR ;.

THE FLOUGUE~NEAU MIGMATITE CCMPLEX nNJ ASSOCIATED G~ANITIC ~GCKS

A. II.TR0lJUCTION

The area described in this chapter lies at the Nv.'extrer:ity of the Fays
de Leon and forms an elongate strip between the north coast and the
Porspoder Lineament. The eastern and western extremities are at the
villages of Guisseny (7.89/53.90) and Porspoder (7.49/54.03) respectively
(Fig 3-1). The area is separated from the main outcrop of the Lannilie
Metamorphic Complex and its associated granites by the Porspoder
Lineament, although as indicated in Chapter 2 small outcrops of rocks
similar to those of the Lannilis Complex also occur to the north of the
Porspoder Lineament. The topography of the area has been briefly
described in Chapter 1, and a summary of previous geological work in
the NW Pays de Lion is also included in that chapter. A geological
map of this area (except for its eastern margin - see figure 3-4) is
presented as figure 3-A (rear end pocket).

The arrangement of the chapter is as follows: the first four sections
deal with the main lithological groups recognised in the area in
chronological order of their formation or emplacement, while the fifth
section is concerned with the structure of the area.

B. DIORITE DE PORTSALL

1. Location and contacts

The Diorite de Portsall has a well-d~fined ENE-WSW trending
outcrop of about 3 km x 1 km to the north of the village of
Portsall (Fig 3-2). To the west the diorite is covered by
the sea. On the other three sides it is flanked by later
intrusive granitic rocks. On the north and south the
diorite is intruded by the Granite de Landunvez, which
appears to dip beneath the diorite at the southern margin,
e.g. at Pointe de Penvir (7.825/53.910) and to overlie it
at the northern margin, e.g. at lIe Carne (7.808/53.922)
(Fig 3-2). A sheet of Granite de Landunvez also occurs
within the outcrop of the diorite on the west side of
Greve de Treompan (Fig 3-2). The eastern margin of the
outcrop of the Diorite de Portsall is formed by the steep
N-S crosscutting margin of an extensive body of Adamellite
de Ste r:arguerite (see section E) on the reefs SE of Carrec
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Cros or Fourn Cros at 7.793/53.977 (Fig 3-2).

2. Petrography

In the field the Diorite de Portsall is easily recognisable
for its similarity to the Diorite de Lannilis (Chapter 2).
There are however certain obvious differences inclucing the
abundance of (centimetric to decimetric) leucocratic veins
and migmatitic patches (Plate 3-24); these are generally of
relatively minor volume compared with that of the country rock
(Plate 3-1). Agmatites are however, locally developed
(Plate 3-2) as are more severely migmatised portions (Plate 3-3).
Other obvious differences are the presence of inclusions of more
mafic character (Plate 3-3) and the greater variability in grain
size and intensity of foliation and lineation than is seen in
the Diorite de Lannilis. Thin section studies also indicate a
greater variability in the relative proportions of hornblende
and biotite in the Diorite de Portsall.

There is commonly a gently dipping or flat-lying planar fabric
due to orientation of biotite, sometimes accompanied by a weak
banding (Plate 3-1). There may also be a sub-horizontal
lineation due to orientation of hornblendes. In some cases
however the rock is essentially massive lacking any obvious fabric.

The rock is coarse-grained but non-megacrystic (Plate 3-4). The
colour index varies between 25 and 40, the median value being
about 30. Hornblende and biotite are commonly present in
approximately equal proportions, but the relative proportion can
vary widely from hornblende being in excess of biotite by 2:1,
to cases where hornblende is absent, as near the margins at
Carrec Cros (7.796/53.977) (Fig 3-2). The habit of the horn-
blendes is similar to thatreen in the Diorite de Lannilis,
occuring as coarse crystals up to 2 mm in length and with extremely
irregular outline, enclosing rounded blebs of quartz and plagio-
clase. The biotite is finer than the hornblende, being mostly
in the range 0.2-1.0 mm. It is usually brown in colour, but
occasionally green, and is often slightly altered to an inter-
growth of chlorite and opaque mineral. The bulk of the rock
consists ofaxenomorphic granular intergrowth of quartz (10-15~)
and plagioclase (40-50%). The plagioclase is generally andesine
(c.An 35) while the quartz is sometimes fragmented to a fine-
grained mosaic (mortar texture). Quartz also Occurs as rounded



blebs in plagioclase or hornblende, and mortar texture is not
seen in this type of quartz. Sphene is a constant accessory
and may be coarse and abundant enough in some of the more horn-
blendic examples to be easily visible in hand s~ecimen,
approaching the status of an essential mineral. Apatite, much
finer than the sphene, is always present, but opaque minerals

are scarce or absent, except as an alteration product of biotite.
The leucocratic quartzofeldspathic veins may be discordant or
concordant to the structures within the diorite. They are
heterogeneous, some being apparently offshoots of the neighbouring
Granite de Landunvez, while others cannot easily be related to any
external unit and give a migmatitic character to the diorite.
An example of the latter are the leucodiorite veins at Pointe
de Penvir (7.824/53.960) (Fig 3-2). These consist of euhedral
or subhedral 2-3 mm hornblendes (20-25~6) in a coarse matrix of
plagioclase (c.An 30) (55%) and quartz, with accesory coarse
hematite (Plate 3-23).

3. Correlation

The Diorite de Portsall and the Diorite de Lannilis outcrop on
opposite sides of the Porspoder Lineament; their nearest approach
is c. 5 km, most of the intervening ground being occupied by the
later intrusive Adamellite de Ste Marguerite, or covered by
superficial deposits. However the high degree of mineralogical,

textural and structural similarity between the two diorites
enables one to b~ fairly confident in following the example of
Barrois (l902a,b), and Chauris (1972c) in correlating them.
It should however be emphasised that the present geological setting
of the two diorites is quite different. The Diorite de Lannilis
is flanked by the co-metamorphic metasedimentary schists and
gneisses of L'Aber-Wrac'h and L'Aber-Eenoit, while the Diorite de
Portsall is flanked by post-metamorphic intrusions.

c. MIGMATITES DE PLOUGUERNEAU

1. Introduction

The Migmatites de Plouguerneau occupy most of the coastal outcrop
between Guisseny and St Kichel (7.62;5404) in the eastern sector
of the area north of the Porspoder Lineament, and in t~e central
sector occupy most of another large sector to the north and west
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of 1ilia (7.66;5~.02). Elsewhere they occur as enclaves of
various sizes in the Granite de Landunvez (Figs 3-2, 3-6, 3-A).
Three ma i n CE t egori es cre recognised w i,thin the l·:ir,m&tites de
Plour.uerneau:

(a) retasedimentary mi~mntites and related types
(b) 'orthomi:m3tites'
(c) Leucogneicses and aplocranites

Represent at i ves of all three cat egori ea occur throughout the
area; other mi~mJtitic rocks not easily ac~mmodated by the
above classification are also common, particul~rly in the
Gu i escny area (Fir:3-4).

2. ~etnsedimentary mi;matites and related types

(a) Distribution and extent

gigmatitcs which retain evidence of derivation from
metasedinent~ry materiel are widesprenrl in the
Plousuerneau Complex, althou~h they are subordinate in
volume to mirmatites whose palaeosome anpe&rs to have
been derived from pre-existing iGneous rocks ('orthomi-
gmntites' )*. Towards the eastern extremity of the
Ploufuerneau Complex it becomes increasingly difficult
to differentiate between different types of migmatites
in so far as their parent rocks are concerned. Certain
of the mi~matites out crop~ing between Greve de Correjou
(7.61/53.03) and Guissiny (Fig 3-4) resemble the more
easily identifiable metasedimentary types further west
(Fig 3-A) in some respects and are therefore grouped
with them in this account.

The metasedimentary mibmatites occur in the following ways:

(i) As broad bands in which the most abundant type
of miGmatite is metasedimentary, but intimately
associated ~ith large quantities of concordant
banded leucogranites which appear to have been

• By analogy with the common use of the term 'ortho~neiss'
to inrlicate a metamorphic rock which appears to be
derived from the deformation and metamorrhism of an
if,neous rock, the term 'orthomi~matite' is sugcested
to indicnte a mifm~tite which appe2rs to be derived
from the migmatisation of an i~neous rock.



emplaced during the migmatisation episode. The
most important band of this type outcrops near
Mogueran (7.60/54.02) and including the associated
leucogneisses is about 1.5 km thick. Other narrower
bands of similar character occur further east, e.g.
at Enez Croaz-Bent (7.54/54.04) (Fig 3-4).

(ii) As relatively thin (tens of metres) discontinuous
bands or lenses concordantly interbanded with
'orthomigmatites'. Examples of this type are
common in a belt about 1 km wide and 4 km long
extending from lIe Venan (7.66/54.03) to lIe Cezon
(7.69/54.00) (Fig 3-A).

(iii) As discrete pods and lenses, intimately associated
with aplogranites, occuring as enclaves in the
Granite de Landunvez. There are numerous occurences
of this type, many of which, e.g. at lIe Carne
(7.810/53.972) are a few metres or tens of metres
thick and a few tens or hundreds of metres long
(Fig 3-2). Similar material can be recognised as
enclaves in the Granite de Landunvez at all scales
down to the microscopic, e.g. at Pointe de Landunvez
(7.877/53.937) (Labelled 'sillimanite gneisses' on
Fig 3-2).

(b) Contacts

Three main different types of contact have been recognised:

(i) Contacts with other members of the migmatitic
assemblage

The contacts are often ill-defined owing to the
fact that the various different types of migmatite
generally pass laterally into one another by way of
aplogranitic or 1eucogneissic material indistinguis-
able from the leucosome within the respective types.
In some cases migmatites of different kinds are
intimately ~ntermingled, as for example the mafic
agmatite which is associated with the Mogueran
metasedimentary migmatite band at several points on
the coast north of Creac'h an Avel (7.59/54.02)
(Fig 3-1, 3-A). A better defined margin is however
seen in the case of a metasediment~r screen in the~
Diorite de Fortsa11 at Kerros (7.812/53.967).
In general the contacts between different types of
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migmatites appear to be concordant with the internal
structures, when the latter can be ascertained.

(ii) Contacts with the Granite de 1andunvez

The Granite de 1andunvez is easily distinguishable
from the aplogranitic and leucogneissic material
which is an essential comr-on ent of the migmati tic
assemblage, so it is generally possible to make a
precise demarcation between the metasedimentary
migmatites with their associated aplogranites and
adjacent Granite de Landunvez. In general the
contacts seem to be approximately concordant with the
internal structures in both the migmatitesUithological
banding and mica-schistosity) and the granite (pre-
ferred orientation of alkali-feldspar megacrysts).
The Granite de Landunvez has not been observed to
cut discordantly across internal structures in this
or any other group of migmatites.

(iii) Contacts with the Adamellite de Ste Marguerite and
other late granitic intrusions

The late intrusive granites are typically shar~ly
discordant although locally they are intruded
parallel with the internal structures of the migmatites.

(c) Lithological types

(i) Palaeosome

(I) Psammitic and calcareous types

Small (centimetric· or decimetric*) blocks of psammite
are widespread although not abundant in the metasedi
mentary migmatites. They have not however been
observed east of Greve du Zorn (7.57/54.02). Hore
rarely thin (centimetric) continuous bands of psammite
are seen, as east of Tremazan at 7.838/53.949
(within the 'sillimanite gneiss' on Fig 3-2). The
blocks tend to be isolated and surrounded by
aplogranite neosome. Volumetrically the total amount
of psammitic material in the complex is insignificant,
but its importance lies in the fact th&t it is clearly

• 'centimetric'
'decimetric'

used in the sense 'of the order of 1-10 cm'
used in the sense 'of the order of 10 cm - 1 m'
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identifiable as of sedimentary origin.

~he psammites in some cases display a compositional
lamination which may be derived from sedimentary
bedding. Folded lamin3tion of this type can be
observed at lIe Carne (7.810/53.973) and resembles
similar structures in the psammitic portions of the
Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h.

A typical p&ammite at the fishing harbour of Fortsall
is rather fine-grained, quartz and feldspar being
c. 0.2-0.4 mm. The rock consists of a granulitic
intergrowth of quartz (70%) and oligoclase « 20%)
with minor amounts of biotite (10%; defining a weak
schistosity, and mostly altered to chlorite and
opaque ore), garnet and muscovite (in order of
abundance). A less typical example (Plate 3-5) from
Trolouc'h (7.608/53.936) (Fig 3-A) is also fine-grained,
but appears to be of more calcareous composition.
It consists of quartz (45~.;)plagioclase (An 45-50)
40%, with about 550 each of garnet (pink grains of
0.1-0.3 mm) and irregular or interstitial hornblende.
There are accessory quantities of chloritised biotite,
sphene (giving rise to pleochroic haloes in hornblende)
opaque mineral (associated with hornblende),
translucent hematite (associated with the opaque
mineral) and muscovite. The rock resembles to some
extent the clinopyroxene-garnet psammite described in
Chapter 2 from the Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h,
but is more hydrated, containing amphibole rather
~han pyroxene, and a somewhat larger content of micas.

A rare example of a block of calc-silicate paleosome
has been observed at Creac'h An Avel (.7.580/54.028)
(Fig 3A). The rock consists of a coarse (1-2 mm)
xenomorphic granular associationof almost colourless
tremolite/actinolite (30~), labradorite (c. An 58;
55%) quartz (12%) and opaques.



(II) Pelitic types

Recognisable relitic paleosome materi~l is rare in
dethe Higmatites/Flouguerneau, most pelitic rocks

having been differentiated into discrete melanosome
and leucosome portions. Sowever an examy-Lefrom
near Tremazan (7.833/53.949) is relatively undifferen-
tiated, consisting of augen of microcline string-
perthite in a matrix consisting predominantly of
biotite and fibrolite, with minor quartz and feldspar
and rare muscovite. The schistosity, defined by
parallel arrangement of biotite and fibrolite,diverges
round the augen, within which the perthitic lamina-
tion is bent.

In the area of Enez Croaz-Hent (Fig 3-4) more common
finely banded biotite-rich gneisses (Plate 3-8) lack
sillimanite but in some respects resemble the pelitic
types and can possibly be grouped with them.

(ii) Neosome

Most pelitic material appears to have been
differentiated into melanosome (or restite) and
leucosome (or mobilisate) portions (Plates 3-6,
3-7, 3-9).

(I) ~1elanosome

The essential component of all'melanosomes is biotite,
usually in thin bands or laminae, but occasionally
massive. The most distinctive pelitic melanosome
assemblage is biotite and fibrolite ~ garnet (Plates
3-9, 3-10). All three often occur together for
example south of the fishing harbour' NW of Lilia at
7.668/54.025 (Fig 3-A) and at lIe Carne (7.810/
53.973) (Fig 3-A). More commonly biotite and fibro-
lite occur without garnet, e.g. at Beg Hamon
(7.725/54.00~) (Fig 3-1). Minor quantities of
quartz, oligoclase and microcline commonly occur
within the melanosome bands. A rare but important
assemblage undersaturated with respect to silica has
been discovered insitu at Ar Penvidiqiou (7.676/
54.027) (Fig 3-A) after the occurence of corundum-
bearing beach pebbles in the area had been pointed
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nut to thp writer by ~. B~rri~re. This occurence
is in the form of G pod ( c 1.5 m x 1.0 m) consisting
of biotite (70;,), fibrolite (l0;,) pz.Lelilac corundum
(15~) and microcline perthite (5~)(Plnte 3-:1).
The rock appe~rs to be derived from a highly aluminous
sedimentary parent.

(II) Leucosome

The leucosome or mobilisate portiJn of the pelitic
migmatites consists typically of a coarse-grained
sometimes sub-pegmatitic intergrowth of microcline-
perthite, quartz, oligoclase and chlorite pseudo-
morphs after biotite (in order of abundance).
Quartz and feldspars are commonly in the range 1-3 mm
(quartz grains often display mortar texture however).
Perthite may exceed 55% of the total, and myrmckitic
intergrowths are common.

The leucosomes may merge laterally into more extensive
belts of aplogranite and leucogneiss, and are not
generally distin~uishable petrographically from the
latter.

3. 'Orthomigmatites'

(i) Introduction

The majority of the migmatitic rocks in the Migmatites
de Plouguerneau have paleosomes whose structure and
mineral composition sugge~t that they may be derived from
metamorphosed igneous rocks. They may be schistose or
banded, but the banding is generally on rather a fine
scale and the palaeosomes as a whole present a homogeneous
or even massive aspect. The mineral composition of the
paleosomes approximates to that of a mafic, quartz-dioritic
or granodioritic rock.
Varying degrees of severity of migmatisation are reflected
in variation in the relative proportions and inter-
relationship of the paleosome and neosome components and
in variations in mineral composition of the paleosomes.
The latter variation is superimposed on ori~inal composi-

tional vari2tion in the parent rocks, thus makin~ it
difficult to be certain in many cases what the original
compositionof the parent was.
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f.onetheles£.r t i:o :·t.-lt t h. t t.he mi.ma t i t ce 0:' t hi s type
in the rlou~uerneau Complex arc distinctive enouGh to
warr-ant introduction of the term 'ortnoui r-matites'•

(ii) Rel&ti0nE between palaeosome and neosome

Orthomigm~tites in the Plou~uerneau Complex range from
examnles with rel~tively minor development of heterogeneous
leucocratic veins seen in much of the Diorite de Portsall
(Fig 3-1) (compare Fig 3-13) at one extreme, to examples
where dispersed remnants of amphibolitic or ~ranodioritic
materiel occur in a much greater volume of leucogranite
as seen at Le Zorn (7.568/54.028) (see also Fig 3-17).
These are extreme examples and most commonly the
orthomigmatites are in the form of net-vein complexes,
(Plate 3-14) and agmatites (Plates 3-15 to 3-17) with
anything from 10 to 90% of leucosome penetrating or
enveloping the palaesome. In the less migmatised types
bands of paleosome, commonly foliated biotite granodiorite,
maintain their pre-migmatitic orientation and identitJ
for some tens of metres or as far as they can be followed,
although flanked and penetrated by leucogranite (Plate
3-13). Examples of this type can be seen at lIe Venan
(7.657/54.035). In the most abundant type of
orthomigmatite the paleosome has been penetrated and
disrupted to such a degree that it has been split up into
numerous di3crete blocks, commonly c. 0.5-1.0 m in
greatest dimension (Plate 3-16). Each is surrounded by
leucosome, which commonly for~s 30-70% of the total
volume. At this stage the blocks lose their angular
and rectilinear form and become rounded. They may also
undergo rotation (Plate 3-15), so that the internal
foliation in an individual block may be rotated 8nd
become discordant with that of its neighbours. The
leucosome in this type may be banded (Plate 3-16, 3-18)
with some bands displaying higher concentrations of
biotite. This leucosome banding tends to follow the
margins of neighbouring blocks rather than remain
parallel to the margins of the particular belt of agmatite
itself, sugresting mobile beheviour of the leucosome.

Agmatjtes of these types are both widespread and
abundant; they cen be observed, for instRnce, at
}'orzGrae (7.649/54.03?) (Hate 3-26) and at Penn Enez
(7.604/54.034)(Fig 3-A).
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The shape of individual blocks infue a~~atites is also
variable, being apnroximately equidirnensional in some
cases, (?late 3-15), w~ile in other cases the &~matite
nay ccnsist of oblate slabs (Plate 3-17), which display
a preferred orientation parallel to the marGins of the
asmatite belt. The observaticn of folded foliation
within some oblate blanks of this type at St Michel
(7.616/54.038) may indicete that the oblete form may be
due to a deformational flattenin~ pene-contemporaneous
with the migmatisaticn.

More s~ere migmatisation with progressive anatexis of
palaeosome blocks appears to have taken ~lace in some
localities (Plates 3-17, 3-18, 3-19).

(iii) Composition of orthomigmatite palaeosomes

It may be assumed that the present mineral and chemical
composition of the orthomigm&tite palaeosome has under-
gone metamorphic and fossibly metasomatic alteration
during the migmatisation; none the less it remains
possible to use the present mineral composition to
propose a classification of the palaeosomes which is
related to their su~posed pre-migmatitic character.

(1) Mafic types

These are relatively uncommon and sometimes
consist merely of isolated ?ods associated with
other types of migmatites or occasionally as rare
enclaves in the Granite de Landunvez (e.g. east of
Pointe Scoune, north of Portsall, 7.815/53.968)
(Fig 3-A), where a fine-grained mafic pod with a
biotite content> 45% can be observed. Groups of
mafic pods are found closely associated with the
metasedimentary migmatites, as at lIe Carne
(7.809/53.973) or with migmatites whose palaeo some
is of intermediate composition as at Enez Terc'h
(7.679/54.011) (Figs 3-1, 3-A). }lafic len s es
in leucogranitic occur at Creac'h an Avel (7.593/
54.025) (?late 3-12). Internally the mafic
portions vary from massive to schistose. They
are usually finer-grained than the intermediate
pala~gome agmatites, most grains being <0.5 mm,
although poikiloblasts or aggregates of hornblence
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May be in the range 0.5 - 2.0 mm. Hornblende
(25-55~) is senerally the most abundant mafic
Mineral, in excess of or to be exclusion of biotite
or chlori te (0-30;-J• FlaGioclase (An 40-~0) is
the only feldsp2r, while cuartz is invari2~ly
present both as fine rounded blebs in hornblende
~nd ~lasioclase, and as coarse but partially
mortarised interstitial grains. Chlorite is often
present as an alteration ~roduct of biotite,
com;letely pseudomorphing it in an example from
Creac'h An Avel (7.593/54.025). Replacement of
hornblende by chlorite has only occuued to a
l:imited extent. Apatite and opaques have been
observed in all examfles examined, but snhene and
zircon are not ~rominent. No trace of ryroxene,
~arnet or epidote has been found.

(II) Ultramafic types

Lenticul~r ma~ses some tens of cm long essentially
composed of hornblende have been reported by
Chauris (l966c) as enclaves in 'mi~matites
granitiques' (probably = Granite de Landunvez)
at Ile Trevors or Trevoc'h (7.75/5.398) (Fig 3-1).
Pods of this ty]e are, however, rare in the
j·iigmatites de Plouguerneau.

(III) Orthomigmatite palaeosomes of intermediate
composition.

(a) Coarse grained types

The most abundant ty~e of orthomigmatite
consists of an agmatite with coarse-~rained
blocks approximating to quartz-diorite or
granodiorite in composition. In thin
section the palaeosome blocks may appear
massive or with a foliation of variable
intensity.. The foliation consists of a
fine interbanding of portions with varying
contents of biotite. The biotites display
preferred orientation producing a noticeable
schistosity. The essential mineral
constituents are plagioclase (55-60%) (An ~O-
40), biotite (20-35~:)and quartz (10-205)
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(Flate 3-20). Hornblende has not been
observed in this type. Plario~10se ~ay be

fresh or sericitised; biotite, with prominent
pleochroic haloes, is loc~lly chloritised,
while qu~rtz is loc~lly ~ortarised. Alkali
felds~ar and muscovite ~re rare. The most
pro~inent &nd const~nt accessory is apatite,
and zircon is usually observed. Sphene and
opaques have only been observed in a minority
of scmrles and in smbll amounts.

Agmatites of this type are particularly
abundant ~nd well-displGyed in a broad belt
extending NnE from Petites lIes ',:rac'h
(7.68/54.015) (Fig 3-1).

(b) Fine brained types

Qualitative a2sessment indicates that there
is a bimodal distribution of grain size in
the intermediate palaeosomes The fine-grained
types are of similar mineral composition to
that of the coarse-grained types. The
agmatitic blocks are smaller, mostly - 50 em
in length, and the grain size is generally
c 0.7 mm. The blocks superficially appear

darker than those of the coarse-grained types,
but the modal colour index is only slightly
greater (25-30) in the examples seen.

~uartz and plagioclase are in similar propor-
tions to those seen in the coarse-grained
types. Apatite and opaques are always
present, but sphene has not been observed.
An example of this type occurs at Penn Enez

(7.604/54.034)(Fig 3-1, 3-A) and are abundant
round Enez Croaz-Hent (7.53/54.04) (Fig 3-4)
where some examples may be transitional to the
mafic types described in fue previous section.

(IV) Other migmatised granodiorites

This is a rnther ill-defined grouJ, and it is not
always clear that the palaeosome in this type has
a similar pre-migmatitic metamorphic history to that
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which appears to have affected the palaeosoces of
the majority of the orthomigmatites. They are ~lso
distinguished, in the exam~les seen, from the other
eroups by the presence of minor or essential alkali-
feldspar, in addition to the predominant plagioclase
(An 28-35) (35-45~) biotite (l5-3C~) and quartz
(15-25~). Examples occur at the south end of Ile
Tariec (7.730/53.998), where agmatites of this type
are found, and west of Le VoUgo at 7.562/54.030
(Fig 3-4). It is possible that the deformed and
61i~htly migmatised granodiorite which has an
extensive outcrop (mainly inland) round Kersaint-en-
Landunvez (7.83/53.94) belongs in this category,
although it has been marked as Adamellite de
Ste Marguerite on Fig 3A.

(iv) Leucosomes of the orthomigmatites

It has not in general proved practicable to classify the
orthomigmatite leucosomes in relation to the corresponding
palaeosomes described in the last sub-section, and so
they are considered together here·.

They are of characteristically coarse and variable grain
size, and although macroscopically banded any foliation

onis usually/too coarse a scale to be visible in thin
section. Preferred orientation of biotite may sometimes
be observed. Textures are generally xenomorphic granular.
A typical example is shown in Plate 3-21.

The colour index is in the range 5-15, generally < 10.
The chief coloured mineral is biotite, 'often pseudomorphed
by a chlorite/opaque intergrowth, the chlorite showing
inky-blue interference colours. A few percent of red
garnet is a frequgnt component, and may be very coarse
(up to 2 cm at Castel Ac'h, 7.667/54.028). The most
abundant mineral in every example that has been examined

• Some leucocratic veins in the Diorite de Portsall (Plate 3-23),
as indicated above (Section A.2 of this chapter) appear to have
a mineral composition similar to the composition of the host
rock, and can be regarded as of migmatitic character.
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is string perthite, (35-65%) ~enernlly showin~ microcline
twinning. ~uartz (often mortarised) is in the range

10-30%. Sodie oligoelase is often present in amounts up
to ~5%. }-:yrmekiteis E common feature. (Part of the
variability in the modal contents is probably only apparent,
being a result of the coarseness of grain size).

Accessory minerals include muscovite in most examples.
Apatite, sphene and zircon have also been observed, the
latter two mainly as inclusions in biotite.

4. Unclassified migmatites and other litholo~ies associated
with the Migmatites de Plouguerneau

A minority of lithologies ~hose outcrops are associated with
the Migmatites de Plouguerneau cannot be easily incorporated
into the above classification.

(a) Melange of Enez-Croaz-Hent

In the northern part of the former island (now linked to
the mainland by an artificial wall) of Enez Croaz-Hent
near Le Curnic (7.53/53.04 (Fig 3-4) a belt several hundred
metres wide consists of a mixture of migmatites of the
following three types:

(i) Agmatites with coarse granodioritic palaeosomes
(ii) Agmatites with darker, fine-grained quartz-

dioritie palaeosomes
(iii) Migmatites of possibly metasedimentary type,

but lacking sillimanite and garnet in the
melanosomes.

(b) Migmatites of Gr~ve de Lilia

Particularly well developed in pinnacles (eg at 7.672/
54.032) rising out at the intertidal sands north of the
Lilia fishing harbour are coarsely and irregularly banded
migmatites and gneisses (Fig 3-A) which although
apparently the product of the same migmatitic episode
as the neighbouring agmatites of Enez-ar Vir (7.666/54.030)
(Fig 3-1) lack distinctive palaeosomes and cannot easily be
classified with them.
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5. Aplogranites and leucogneisses in the Higmatites de

Plouguerneau

Intimately associated with the Migmatites de Plouguerneau are
outcrops of leucocratic granitic composition which are commonly
extensive enough to have been mapped at the 1:25,000 scale.
In the eastern part of the area, no tabLy be t.w een Correjou and
Greve de Zorn and near Le Curnic coarsely banded or gneissic
varieties are more common, while further west the granites are
typically massive.

(i) Massive aplogranite type

Constantly associated with the metasedimentary migmatites
in the area between lIe Venan (7.66/54.03) and Pointe de
Landunvez (7.868/53.941), (see Fig 3-A) also occuring as
separate enclaves within the Granite de Landunvez as at
Trelam (7.735/54.005) (north of rle Tariec; fig 3-A) are
bands or masses of aplitic granite a few metres or tens of
metres in thickness. They are generally massive, unbanded,
and coarse-grained (1-3 mm). The colour index is low
(0.5-5). In many examr-Ies garnet is the chief mafic
mineral, with minor chloritised biotite. Garnet may occur
to the exclusion of biotite, as at 7.806/53.968 (marshland
opposi:e lIe Carne Fig 3-2) or biotite to fue exclusion of
garnet. The biotite may be eit~er thinly distributed in
flakes throughout the rock, or concentrated in schlieren.
(Both can be seen at the Blockhaus of Greve de Treompan
(7.801/'53.968) (Fig 3-2). Huscovite is rarely seen, and
aggregates of sillimanite rods have been observed in a
sample from east of Tremazan at 7.837/53.950 (Fig 3-2).
The most abundant mineral is always string perthite (4o-60~)
which may display microcline twinning, followed by quartz
(20-35r) which occurs both as coarse xenomorphic grains,
or as fine blebs in feldspars, and oligocla~e (15-25~).
Myrmekite is commonly present. Apatite is occasionally
observed as an accessory and biotites commonly contain
pleochroic haloes probably caused by sphene or zircon.

The close petrographic similarity between these more
extensive bodies of aplogranite and the leucosomes of both
the metasedimentary and orthomigmatitic types of migmatites
is emphasised. The aplogranites appear to represent ~ore
homogeneous and extensive developments of the material
which forms the leucosomes.
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A dis~inctive litholo~y in the ire~ between ~enn Enez
(7.606/5~.O;3)~nd ~uiss~ny (?i~ 7_A) consists of bands of
aplogranite a few metreL or tens of metres in thickness of
m~ssive or fhintly banded aplocranites interbended with
mirmatites of predominantly metasedimentcry type (Plate 3-22)
These aplo~ranites are characterised by the presence of
equidimensional aggregates 1-2 cm in diameter, composed of
biotite and/or chlorite. It is thought that the aggregates
may be pseudomorphous after garnets, and that these
aplogronites are thus equivalent to the garnetiferous
aplogranites found further west.

(iii) Leucogranites of Greve du Zorn

The leucogranite found just east of 16 Zorn (Fig 3-4) isde
unlike other leucogranites in the lIigmatitesiFlougucrneau,
being noticeably more homogeneous and granitoid than many
of the aplogranites and leucogneisses. It is a weakly
foliated medium to coarse-grained homogeneous biotite
granite with about 5~ biotite (chloritised) 50-60~ perthite,
25 - 30% quartz and some oligoclase.

(iv) Gneiss rubanes de Dibennou

Leucocratic gneisses with a prominent even continuous
band~ng are common in the area of Le Curnic, notably in the
promontories of Dibennou (7.523/54.046) and Beg ar Skeiz
(7.528/54.047) where they are concordantly interbanded with
the sillimanite-free pelitic type of metasedimentary
migmatites (Fig 3-4). These banded gneisses may have
been produced during the main migmatitic episode. The
origin of the banding is uncertain.

(v) Gneiss de L'Ile d'Ioc'h

In the western part of lIe de'loch north of Porspoder,
(Fig 3-A) a group of granitic gneisses appear to occur
as large enclaves in the Granite de Landunvez. It has not
been established whether these gneisses belong to the
~igmatite6 de Plouguerneau, or represent some pre-Granite
de Landunvez granitic orthogneiss, comparable with the
Gneiss de Treglonou.



~he rock material now observ[ble in the rirm~tites de Plouguerneau
can be conveniently divided into two c~teforieB:

(a) Material which retains or directly reflects
characteristics of the ~re-~igmatitic rocks;
this includes material described above as
'palaeosome' and 'melanosome'.

(b) ~aterial which was newly created or introduced
during the migmatization; this includes ~aterial
described above as 'leuco~o~e' and also the
aploer~nites 2nd leucorneisses.

(a) Indications of pre-migmatitic nature

The evidence of the palaeosome and melanoGomes of the
'metasediment~ry' migmatites sURgests that the latter
were derived from a series of metasedimentary rocks whirh
included a large proportion of aluminous or ~elitic material,
together with plentiful psammites and r~ther rarer impure
calcareous rocks. The pelitic and psammitic types wel'e
probzb Ly Ln t Lmr tely aaeo ci s. ted.

The distribution of the various types of 'orthomigmatitic'
palaeosomes, incluaing the Diorite de Portsall, suggests
that the precursors of the 'metasediment&ry' migmatites
were brr.ught into associo.tion wi th a number of different
lithological types of probably icneous origin at some time
prior to the migmatization. Among these supposedly
metaigneous rocks a greater proportion consisted of broadly
intermediate composition, such as diorites, quartz diorites
and granodiorites,. than of more mafic types, but both
intermediate and mafic types were widesrread. The severe
metamorphic "nd possibly metasomntic chances which have
accompanied the migmatisation m~y huve obscured the oririnal
composition so cS to render it uncertain; but the
relatively unaltered condition of the Diorite de IJortsall
enables one to be fairly confident in correlating it with
the Diorite de Lannilis in the Complexe ~~taMorptique de
Lannilis; and it is y05sible that much of the abund~nt and

wi despr-ead rock of tOhalitic composition occuring as
palaeosorre in the ort;,o!~'i0r.1atitea iG .::1so derived from
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parent material similar to the Diorite de Lannilis.
However the mafic mineral content in the ortto~ig~atite
palaeo somes is commonly r::.therlower (20-35~.) than that in
either the Diorite de Portsall (25-407~) or the Diorite de
Lanni1is (25-35~) so that either there were original
di:ferer.ces in com?osition, or there has been significant
metasomatic alter~tion of the orthomigmatite pa1aeosomes.
It is also ~o6sib1c that other placioclEse-rich igneous
lithologies, not now represented in the Complexe Metamorphique
de Lanoi1is, may have been the precursors of some of the
'intermediate' ortc.omi.gmat dt e paLeeosoraes,

The mafic ralaeosornes in the Migmatites de Flouguerneau
have f~irly close counter;arts in the s~oradic minor
occurences of mafic rocks in the Lannilis Com~lex, such as
the ~mphibolites de L'Aber-Beno1t. It is also possible that
some of the mafic palaeosomes have undergone metasomatic
alteration, particularly where they contain biotite rath2r
than hornblende. No undoubted counterparts of the alkali-
granitic Gneiss de Tr§glonop have been found in the
Migmatites de Plouguerneau, although, as indicated in
Cha,ter 2, there are minor outcrops of this type just to the
north of the 'Porspoder'Lineament, and possibly pre-
migmatitic gneisses occur elsewhere; e.g. at TIe d'loch
(Fig 3-A). It is possible that alkali-gr~nitic gneisses of
the Tr~glonou type were not represented in the area now
occupied by the Migmatites de Flouguerneau; another,
perhaps more likely possibility is that material of such
composition could have been present but would have been
liable to undergo more extensive or even complet~ melting at
temperatures at which The other LithoLogi es ',-Iereonly
undergoing partial melting, or resisted ~eltin6 altogether.
In support of this suggestion it ~ay ~e noted that the
Gneiss cieTreglonou is both fairly ho~ogeneous and of a
mineral compo3ition ~nd che~ical com:osition unlikely to be
far re~oved from that of the cotec'ic mini~um for granitE
(Major element analyses of samples of Gneiss de Tr~gloncu
are given by Chauris (1972c, p.28, ~nalysis 17, and 1966b».
In general the associationof metasedimentary and ort~omigmatitic
Li,thoLogi es in the l-:igmatites de r·lo'.lc:u7-rneaudisplays
remarkable si~ilarities to the asscciation of metamorphic
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lithologies in the Complexe M~tamorptique de Lannilis, and
the writer concurs with Chauris (1966c, 1972c) in equating
the two grours in a general way.

The question arises of the rel~tionship between the
episode of migmatisation observed in the Migmatites de
Plouguerneau and the climactic metamorphic episode (r2) seen
in the Lannilis Eetamorphic Complex (Chapter 2).

In this connection it may be noted that Gogne and Shelley
(1966) assigned the (Lannilis) metamorphism (called here ~12)

to a much earlier episode (Cadomian in their view) than the
migmatisation in the (Plouguerneau) mibmatites, which they
considered to have been a Variscan (Herc~nian) episode.

However in the view of the present wri:er there does not seem
to be any evidence to support the hypcthesis of SUGh a long
interval between the two episodes; it seems more straight-
forward to regard the Flouguerneau migmatisation as merely
the result of higher grade conditions in the same tectono-
metamorphic episode that gave rise to the N2 metamorphism
and structures in the Lannilis rocks.

It is nonetheless likely that both the onset of hi~h-grade
conditions and the subsequent cooling were prolonged and
diachronous, so that it is not justifiable to conclude that
the M2 metamorFnic and migmatitic phenomena were exactly
contemporaneous throughout the area.

(b) New material produced during the migmatisation

(i) Leucosome-palaeosome relationships

The field relationships between the palaeosome and
melanosome components on the Ollehand and the leucosoCles,
aplograni tes and leucogneiss:;s on the other suggest that
the latter were invariably the more mobile. The
leucocratic material is discordant to internal structures
within the palaeosomes such as fine lithologic~l banding
2nd schistosity, while structures such 6S banding within
the leucocratic material are approximately concordant
with the m~rgins of the leucocratic ba~d itself.

The composition of the various leucGcratic ~ortions is
mere homogeneous thEn that of the palaeosomes, and
r~rely seems to be directly con~rolled by the compos. tion
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of the i~Medi~tely Bjj2~ent palaeosome; so that
the leucoso~e of the M~:ic orthomicmatites is
generally no more mafic than that of the inter-
~ediate palaeo some migmatites, and each of these
may be as rich in ~lkali-felds~ar as the metasedi-
mentary ~ig~atite leucosomes or the aplocranites.
There is however some evidence that the ortho~ig-
matite leucosomes are locully enriched in biotite or
plaGiocl~se ~hich may be derived from ths nei~hbouring
palaeosome, and the rounded character with occasional
biotite-rich selvedges, of the pal~eo6ome blocks
sUfgests that they have lost some mat2rial ~o their
surroundinhs (see Plates 3-16 to 3-19 for evidence
0: metasomatism of this type).

(ii) Origin of the leucocratic portions

There is noticeable variation in character of the
leucocratic material; banded and unbanded ty;es
both occur, and the variable content of garnet anj
biotite sUGfests vari2tion in H2C ~nd probably Fe
and Mg content. ~onetheless the leucocratic 'ortions
var~ much less than the neighbouring palaeosomes,
indicatins th0t there was a significant degree of
~o~ogenisation of the leucocratic ~~terial which
must have taken place prior to its consolid&ticn.
~fuatever its orizin, it 2pyearS to hove been mobile
over distances of the order of at least some tens of
metres, and cannot be strictly regarded as having
formed 'in situ'. It was acle to move freely
enough to disrupt and ~enetrate the orthomi;matite
palaeosomes, and must therefore have been of fai~ly
low viscosity and ~resumably in the form of a melt,
or ;erhaps a ~ixture of molten and solid material.

As to the source of the m&t~ripl which went to
pro~uce the melt, one need look no Zurther than
the wides?read relics o! pelitic (sillimanite &n~
biotite-bearing) mela~osorne in the rnetasediment~ry
migmatites for an indic~ti0n of the loss from th~
inferred pre-existing metasediments of l~rge
amounts of quartzofeldspathic materi~l; this loss
may be ex~lained by partial meltin~ and r~sult~'nt
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mobilisation of the quartzofeldspathi~ material.
Another possible source for the ~,logranitic material
as suggested in the l~st sub-section, ie the
complete melting of material originally resembling
the alkali-granitic Gneiss de Treglonou.

It may be noted at this point that Cogni and Shelley
(1966) considered thet the migmatites (including
the 'Granite de Landunvez' in the present writer~
classification) in the Plouguerneau area were the
result of in situ metasoma~ic transformation of
material originally similar to the mica-schists of
L'Aber-Wrac'h.
They do not arpear to have recarced the ~ranitic
portions of the migmatites (or the Granite de
Landunvez) as having ':leeneither molten or mobile.

In the present writer~ view the wor~ of Tuttle ~nd
Bowen (1958) and 'dinkler (1967) hae shown that
common metamor:::hicrocks subjected to the tempera-
tures only a little hirher than those ~hich may be
expected in high-grade metamor?hism are likely to
undergo an",exis, the resulting melt gi':ing rise
upon consolidation to migmatites such as those seen
in the Plouguerneau area.

There clearly remains conside~able sco;e :or study
of the chemical and physical properties of the
leucocratic portions of the Migmatites de
Plouguerneau; it is falt that such a study might
throw considerable light on the origin of migmatites
and granites both in the Pays de Leon and elsewhere.

D. GRANITE DE LANDDNVEZ

1. Location and distribution

In the area to the north of the Porspoder Lineament a greater
proportion of the terrain is occupied by the outcrop of what
is here described as the Granite de Landunvez than by that of
any other lithological grcup. In the western part of the area,
between Porspoder (7.89/53.90) and the harbour of Portsall
(7.1:1/53.95) at least 805~ of the area is occupied by the Granite
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de Lanci.l1nVeZj while in the central sector between Fortsall and
the che::el of st !-iichel(7.623/5L.038) abcut jO;o consists of
Granite de L&n~unvez (Fig 3-A).
absent or subsidiary.

Further east the Granite is

The Grc.nite de Landunvez has not been recognised south of the
Porspoder Lineament. Comparable granites l 'Granite de Porsguen')
have however teen recognised on th~ island of Ouessant (Chauris,
1966a) and observations by the present writer). The submarine
geological survey by Andreieff et al (1973) has indicated th&t the
association of lithologies represented on land north of the
Porspoder Lineament extends for about 10 km north of the coast
until the Cretaceous and Palaeogene sedimentary COver is reached;
it is likely that a significant part of this submerged zone is
occupied by granite similar to the Gr?nite de Landunvez.

In the area covered by the present survey :he Granite de
Landunvez occurs in the form of broad (up to 2.5 km wide) belts
approximately concordant with the strike of the Diorite de Portsall
and the Mi~matites de Plouguerneau. In the area between
Presqu'!le Ste Marguerite and 3t Michel (Fie 3-A) the belts are
rather narrower (hundreds of metres) than further west, and west
of Lilia quite narrow bodies (tens of metres thick) occur in the
Higmatites de ?louguerneau. The belts of Granite de Landunvez
are approximately par31lel to the WSW trencing coastline in the
western part of the area, but swing to a nearly northerly strike
and pass directly out to sea in the neighbourhood of St Michel.

The outcrops of Granite de Landunvez are interrupted in many
places by sizable later intrusions such as the ~damellite de
Ste Marguerite and other granites.

2. Contacts

(a) Contacts "lith the 11igmatites de Flougu"rneau and
the Diorite de Ports~ll

These contacts are typically sh&rp and ~ell-defined. Cros3-
cutting reL,tionships rr-ehowever rc,~'elyobserved (e. _'. at

(7.810/53.9St)(Fig 3-2) where the Diorite de Fortsall appears
to be a8matised by the Granite).

Elsewhere contacts with both the :~i~m&tite6 ~nd th~ Diorita
are a~par2ntly eoncord~~~, i.e. p~rallel to th2 chief
internal 3tructurea on ~ithcr side of the cont~ct (~lates
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:--24, 3-2_-, ;-27). Pods er sheets of Migmatites de
Flouguerneau occur as elongate enclaves or bands within
the Granite de Landunvez (a.E. at lle Carne (7.810/53.973)
and at 11e Stagadon (7.7C/54.02)), but the reverse
relationship has not been ob~erved. These contacts are
also sharp ~nd w~ll-defined within a few cm. The contE-ets
between Granite de Landunvez ~nd Migmatites de Plouguerneau
are thus quite different in character from the contacts
between ~he vcrious types of migmutites ~ithin the
Ki€matites de Plouguerneau, which are rel~tively ill-defined.
These observations su:gest that the essential character of
and relat ions be t ween the vr.r t ous mi gmatites were estabIished
:?rior to and inde_·endently of the f or-mat Lcn of the Gr2.nite
de Lbndunvez; the latter is thus probably allocht~onous
with respect to the migmatites.

(b) Contacts w i th the Adame:':.litede Ste Harguerite
and related granites

30th major (e.g. east of Carrec Cros at 7.793/53.978 (Fig 3-5)
and minor (e.g. at Fointe Scoune (7.=30/53.966) (Fig 3-2))
bodies of ste ~arguerite type are sharply discordant to the
internal struct~res (e.g. ~referred orientation of ~elds~ar
megacrysts in the Gr2nite de Landunvez (see also Flates 3-.)4

to 3-37). The Ste Marguerite granites can therefore be
regarded as having been intruded into the Granite de
Landunvez after the consolidation of the latter.

The structural ~ignific~nce of ~elationG between the
Granite de Lan::lunvezand the AdC'.nellitede Ste !<arguerite
will be ~onsidered in section F below.

(c) Contact with the Granite de L'Ab~r-Il~ut

On account of the foverty of ex~osure inland, & visible
contact between th~ Granite de Londunvez ~~d the Gr~ni~e
de L'Aber-Ildut has only been closely B?proached st one
coastal locality nenr Pors?oder (7.9E6/53.903) (~iZ 3-A,
4-3) • Even here a narrow (15 rn)screen of later aphyric
granite separates the pink-feldspar megacr~stic Gr~nite de
L'Aber-lldut and the white-feldspar Granite de Landunvez,
and =11 three granites hove teen deformed to some extent
by an intense fract~ring associated with the D4 (see helow)
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movements alons the Porspoder Lineament. However as far
as +.;heavailable evidence can indicate, the internal feldspar
orientation in both the Granite de ~IAber-Il~ut and the
Granite de Landunvez appears to have been originally parallel
:0 the contact. Chauris (1966b) has observed th~t the
feldspar megacrysts in the Granite de L'Ab~r-Ildut become
finer and tend to lose their pink coloration as the contact
is approached. It may also be observed that within the
Granite de Landunvez at this locality there occur a number
of xenoliths similar to those characteristic of the Granite
de L'Aber-Ildut (Chauris 1966b, p.18); although xenoliths
of this type have not been observed elsewhere in the Granite
de Landunvez.

It may also be recalled (Chapter 2, section D) th~t the
marginal facies of the Granite de L'Aber-Ildut, as seen on
the eastern margin at Plouguin (Figs 2-1, 1-7) is a white-
feldspar megacrystic granite with xenoliths similar in type
to those in the main (pink) facies of the Granite de ~'Aber-
Ildut, and itself resembles the Granite de Landunvez as seen
adjacent to the contact at Forspoder. These observations
lead one to consider the possibility that there may be a
genetic connection between the Granite de L'Ab?r-Il:ut and

the Granite de Landunvez. This possibili ty is of coneLl.erable
interest in that the date of emplacement of the Granite de
L'Aber-Ildut is considered to be known within fairly close
limits (see chapter 5) and such a connection offers the
possibility of correlatin~ the histories of the areas on
either side of che Porspoder lineament more closely. Cn
the other hand the outcrop patterns of the two granites are
quite different; which suggests that their origin may be
different.

3. Petrography

Three main facies of the Granite de Landunvez have been
recognised, namely the Trimazan, ScoJne and Valcon Bras facies.
Each of the three facies has characteristic feat\;res and
ceographic distribution, but distinctions between the three
cannot always be maintained and a fourth (Roc'h Pelleguent)
facies intermediate in character between two of the others is
recognised in the eastern part of the outcrop.



All three f&cies have a number of features in common. The rock
is typically a coarse megacrystic two-f3ldspar biotite granite;
with white perthite megacrysts generally in excess of oligoclase
in the ~round mass. Ehe megacrysts generally display a planar
and/or linear ?referred orientation. Nebulitic and leucopeg-
matitic patches and bands up to a few decimetres acrOSE are
common, as are biotite -rich schlieren (Plate 3-29). Myrmekite
is observable in most examples.

(a) Tremazan facies

This facies (Plate 3-29) which is the most exteusive,
is a continuous belt extending from Porspoder (7.89/53.90)
to Tevenn Penn ar Font (7.78/53.96) (Fig 3-1) and also in
the area to north and west of the Presqu'Ile ste ~arguerite.
It is characterised by an abundance of nebulitic patches,
and by commonly rather anhedral or subhedral megacrysts
smaller (1-2 cm) than those typical of the Scoune facies,
and by the typical ~resence of rink garnets distributed
throughout the rock at concentrations up to 2;~,but usually
much less. Schlieren of biotite and sillimanite T.aybe
observed at some localities. The colour index is about 10,
biotite (showing minor chloritisation) and sarnet being the
on:y mafic minerals. The garnets 2re often coarse (2-5 mm)
but anhedral or frag~entary. Muscovite is sometimes present.
Perthite, sometimes showing microcline twinning, is the most
abundant mineral (~5-55~) in excess of oligoclase (20-3~)
and quartz (20-35~.). The plagioclase may show lloreal
zoning and th2 quartz is either strained or mortarised.
Mortar texture is churacteristic in the vicinity of the
Porspoder Lineament. As mentioned earlier (also in Chapt~r
2, ~ection D.3.(b).(i)(2)), dark xenoliths similar to those

in the 3r~nite de L'Aber-Ildut occur in the 3r~nite de
Landunvez (Tr§mazan facies) at Porspoder.

Varieties noticeably richer in bio~ite (15-20~) and ~ith a
hir:her oligoclase: ~ert:ite ratio, have been noted ct

Kerlaguen (7.875/53.9?7) (Fig 3-1; weRt of ~ointe de
Landunvez) •

(b) ~coune facies

This f. ci es (Flate 3-3C) is di.sting~i3hed f rom theI'~<ima:3an
fi:cies by the .si.zc (2-4 em) and ;nore euhedr-e.L habi t of the
perthite ~egacrysts and b~ the general ab~ence of 3arnets.
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There rr:ayalso be a someHhat scarcer distribution of
nebulitic patches and schlieren.

It outcrops along the northwest margin of the area; in
the Fortsall area it cutcrops to the north of the Diorite
de Portsall (Fig 3-2, 3-A) and is also found further east,
e.g. on the islands of Guenioc (7.744/54.00) and lIe Vierge
(7.c~/54.04) (Fig 3-A).

(c) Valcon Bras facies

This facies (Flate 3-31) is of minor and loc~l extent
~o~tly in the vicinity of Gr~ve de Lilia (Fig 3-A) including
much of the intertidal reef r o-md Valcon 3ra.s (7.6,S2/S4.02<?)
(named on 1:20,000 chart only) (Fig 3-1). The rock is
massive, nebulitic inhomogeneities being rare. r e is
characterised by the abundance (up to 5~c) of coarse (up
to 1 em) garnets and of biotite (15-20~.) anc b~' an excess
of pla~ioclase (oligoclase) over perthite. Accessory

muscovite may be present. The garnets (Plate 3-32, 3-33)
contain inclusions of oligoclase and biotite, and display
closely spaced parallel quartz-filled fractures (Flate 3-33).

In other res~ects the Valcon Bras facies resembles the
Tremazan facies.

(d) Roc'h Pelleguent facies

Granites of variable character but generally intermediate
between that of the 3coune end Tr~mazan facies are present
in a broad zone extending south and south-west from Joc'h
Pelleguent (7.63/54.04) to lIe Garo (7.72/53.98)(?ig 3-A)
The perthite megacrysts (Plate 3-22) are generelly bet t.c r
crystallised than in the Trimazan facies ~hile ~arnet is
loc~lly observed. A sample adjacent to the cont2ct with
agmatites of the Eigmatites de Flouguerneau at Forz Grae
(7.642/54.032)(Plates 3-26 to 3-23) contains abundant
oriented ~erthite phenocrysts with quartz in excess of
oligoclese and about 12;..biotite.

(a) Other granites resembling the Granite de Landunvez

Outcrops of limited extent of granite similar in some
respects to the Granite de Landunvez are interbanded ~ith
the Nigma t it es de P'Louguernea u near Enaz Du (7.51+/53.04)
(Fig 3-4). Some ef these granites are only weakly
megacrystic. Their stratigraphic stftUS is uncertuin.



(f) Gneiss de ~oc'h Avel

A distinctive granitic sneiss Cused by Chauris, 1966b, as ~n
examr.Le of 'c,-r::nite porphyr-oide''cutin the preaent wr i.t er's
view distinct from the Granite de Landunvez), forms the stack
of noc'h Avel (Landeda) (7.723/53.925)(Fig 3-A). It combines
the granitic character of the Scoune facies with the presence
of thin biotite-rich foliae res!mbiinc in some ~es~ects those
of the Gneiss de Treglonou.

4. Possible structural controls on the distribution of the
various facies of the Granite de Landunvez.

It has been observed above (section (b)) that in the Portsall area
the Tremazan facies outcrops to the south of the Diorite de
Portsall while the Scoune facies outcrops to the north of this
diorit.e. Locally, for exampLe at lIe Carne, the Scoune facies
cle~rly structurally overlies the Diorite de Portsall; equally
clearly at Pointe de Penvir the Trimazan facies str~cturally
underlies the diorite. Elsewhere :te contact is not so cle~rly
exposed and the st r-ic tur-aL relations between the diorite and the
two granite facies are uncertain. However as far as the evidence
from the above exposures goes, it appears that the diorite forms
a boundary between the ov=rlying Seoune facies and the underlying
Tremazan facies. It is tempting to infer that the development
of the two different facies may have been controlled in Gome way
by the presence of the intervening diorite. It is however
difficult to envisase the mechanism ~hich may have ~iven r~se to
such a control.

The richly garnetiferous Valeon Bras facies is closely associEted
with particularly thick belts of coarse intermedi~te-palaeosome
agmatites (riorth-we st of Lilia on Fig 3-A). To the north west
both the Migmatites de Plouguerneau and the Gr~nita de 1andunvez
dip predominantly to the NN~, while to the southeast the predoQinant
dip is to the southeast ot SSE. This distribution su~ge~ts the
presen·e of a major antiformal structure (of D3 age? see section
G.4.(b) below) with ~ NE-SW trendinc axis in the vicinity of
Ben Enet (see E'ig3-B); approximately cOincicing '..;ith ';1:.e mozt
abundant outcrops of the Valcon Eras facies. The inference
that the latter facies is new found in the core of a ? la~e
antiform may indicate that development of the facies was favour3d
by crystallis~ticn at a dee~er str~ctural level th~n that



represented by either the Tr~mazen or the Scoune f~cies. ~his
suggestion is however rat~er hypothetical.

5. Origin of the Granite de Landunvez

The rela t1vely :lomoCeneous gr-ani tic cha r a c t e r of the Gra:lite de
L~ndunvez sUbsests that its constituents were in a highly mobile
condition prior to its emplacement and consolidation. Such
mobility is most likely to have been achieved if ~he material now
forming the granite was at least partially molten. ~~is ~i~w
contrasts radically with ~he conclusion of Cogn~ and Shelley (19~6)
that the Granite de Landunvez ('migmatites' in their no~enclature)
was the product of in situ (solid) granitisation of pelitic meta-
sediments. The material now forming the Granite de Landunvez ma~
indeed have been ultimately derived from the destr'!cticn by melting
of pelitic gneisses or other metarncrphic rocks; but it is likely
that the latter were situated at a lower struchural level than th~t
at which the granite subseq~ently crystallised.

The contacts between the Gr~nite de Landunvez and the Migmatites
de Plouguerneau have been described above. It has been pointed
out that the nature of the contacts indicates that t~e esser-tial
character of and relations between the various migmatites were
achieved before the emplacement of the Granite de Landunvez.
The observation that the Granite de Landunvez has undergone little
penetrative deformation subsequent to its emplacement (exce~t in
the vicinity of the Porspoder Lineament) suzgests that the ~resent
relationship b etw een the gr-::nite and the mi gma t i t es is muc h as it
was immediat ely follo'.ving the emplac em errt of the gr::cnite. The
concord~nt nature of the contacts sU6gests that at the time of the
consolidation of the gr~nite the ductility contrast between the
granite and the mi;matites was rat~er low; in otter words, if the
Granite de Landunvez was em~laced as a melt, even a highly viscous
melt, the Migmatites de ?lou;uerneau at the time must h?~e been
of rat~e~ low riSidity. on e ,?ossible expLana t ion for this s t c ·,o
of affcirs is that the ~igmatites de ilousue~neau had not com~let2ly
cooled after the cigmatization, and th~t the climax of ~he
~igmatitic episode ca~ ~ot h~ve been l=ng ~ast. ~ith tiis
interprct&tinn the Gr~nite de L2n3unvez is see~ ~s derived frc~
the meltin~ (or ~artial rneltinc~ presmably at m~ch gre-ter de t~
then is now ex=o~ed, of ~re-existin~ easily-~e:ted crl1~t~1
rnate~ial auch 2d aluminous cet~s~diments or alkali-:r~~i~ic
;-::eissesj =_nu ~:'1e ::"es.._·:t:;nC':l'":-2_1.t \.,'~.,~ C',- ~..... • t'-. - -.....: :: :..c :. en _:t . lot i =- e ..~.llc.
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~nstable to collect and rise to the level at which the
Migmatites de Fioucuerneau had formed. At this ayproximate
level the granite co~s~lidated, its resultant petrographic
char~cter being possibly controlled or influenc~d by the
structural posi~ion within the migmatite com~lex that the
ascending mobile material had reached; so th2t facies of the
Grani te de Landunvez '.-li th var~·in:;degrees of enr-Lchment in
garnet (or loss of garnet; if the garnets are, as su~gested
by De La~parent (l9:4),xenocrystic), and varying euhedralness
of !eldspar megacrysts consolidated in different structural
environr::ents.

Further work is required in order to su~gest possible
mechanisms for the control of granite facies in this manner.

E. ADANELLI':'t:DE STE KA~Gi.E.RITE Mm (;TH~2 LATZ GRAHITIC INTRGSH;NS

More than 20% of the area north of the Porspoder Lineament is
occupied by a variety of granitic rocks whi.chhave one feature
in common which distin;uiches them from other litholoSic2l
groups in the area: their margins sharply and discordantly
truncate the internal structures in the formations with which
they are in contact (Fig 3-3, 3-6, etc). For the purpoaes of
the ~resent descri~tion the area north of the Porspode: Lineament
will be considered in three sectors.

1. ~estern and central sector

This sector extends from Presqu 'Ile St Laurent (7.90/53.90)
(Fig 3-B) near Forspoder in the west to Ile Venan (7.65/54.0~)
(Fig 3-B) north of the village of Lilia. This a~ounts to
about two thirds of the total area north of the lineament.
Two mein late granitic litholosies outcrop in this erea,
namely, the Adamellite de Ste Xarguerite and the Grcnite
de Kern an Guen (Fig 3-B).

(a) Adamellite de Ste Marguerite

(i) Distribution

This lithology occurs in fue form of a number of discrete
outcrops which are fairly regularly distributed through
the sector. They may be divided into two ~rcups on the
basis of their areal extent.
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(1) A small number of more or less separated larger
outcrops which range from Q.5 to 3.0 km in createat
dimension and f~om 0.5 to 2.0 km in width. The
orientation of the greatest dimension does not accord
very closely with the trend of structures in the host
rock except in the case of the mass which trends NE-SW
just west of the village of Lilia. Where the degree
of ex}:osure permits one to make adequate observations,
as for instance on the reef east of Carrec Cros
(7.793/53.977)(Fig 3-5) the margins of thsse larger
bodies are steep, of rectilinear outcrop and
apparently planar in form.

(2) Numerous smaller bodies and dykes (e.g. Plate 3-35)
which may range from a few tens of centimetres to
tens of metres in thickness. These are fairly
evenly distrubuted throughout the western and central
sector, and do not appear to be concentrated near the
larger bodies. The primary trend of the dykes is
variable, although groups of dykes with parallel
trend can be found in some localities; for example
near Pointe Scoune (7.82/53.91) a number of dykes of
Adamellite de Ste Marguerite type trend.1NVi-ESE.
It has been observed that the t~end of the dykes
more commonly oblique to the structures in the host
rock than either at right angles or parallel to them.
Towards the western end of the sector at Presquile st
Laurent (just northwest of Forspoder) the dykes of
Ste Marguerite ty~e have been caught up (together
with the host rock Granite de Landunvez) in the
deformation associated with the Porspoder
Lineament and rotated into sub-parallelism with the
trend of the lineament itself, 'zNE-i'iSW(Fig 4-3).

(ii) Contacts

It has already been pointed out that the margins of the
Adamellite de Ste Marguerite are ty~ically discordant tc
the internal structures in the country rock (Plates 3-36;
3-37). The contacts are often steep. Fine-grained
('chilled') margins have not been observed in the granodiorite
and no contact metamorphic effects have been observed in
the country rocks. The latter f eatur-omay be explained by
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the fact that the country rocks are of similar rrede
mineralogically to that of the adamellite.

(iii) Internal StructurAS

(I) Banding

The adamellite is generally fairly homogeneous within a
single outcrop. Occasionally composition&l vari~tion is
indicated by the presence of lighter bands, ~ither single
bands or in groups which are not more than a few centicetres
thick. At the north end of Presqu'ile Ste Marguerite
(7.704/54.00) such bands display folds, presumably due to
pre-consolidation movements as the granodiorite does not
appear to have undergone post-consolid~.tion deformation
at this point. At the northern extre~ity of lIe de Rosservo
(Fig 3-B) at H';IH (7.786/53.932) compositional inhomogeneity
is particularly well displayed, and the 'bands' are seen to
be elongate lenses, possibly representing flatte~ed xenoliths.

(II) Jointing

In areas where the adamellite has not been affected by the
post-consolidation deformation associated with tee Porspoder
Lineament, it nonetheless commonly appears in the field or
in hand specimen to ~ossess a prominent planar structure
(Plate 3-34, 3-35); Chauris (1972c, p.25) has remarked on
this feature with the words 'des granite 6 a grain fin qui
offrent frequemment une nette foliation'. However in thin
section the degree of preferred orientation of minerals such
as biotite is low or imperceptible. The ~rominent planar
structure is in fact hardly apparsnt in thin section
(Plate 3-4) and on close inspection is seen to consist of a
closely-spaced unidirectional platy jointing. This structure
is so comQon in the Adamellite de S~e Marguerite as to be
typical of it, and it is visible in most ex~)osurE£"'hichare
undisturbed by later deformations. Individual joints may
be a few millimetres or centimetres apart. There appears
to have been little or no displacement related to the
jointing. Cogne and Shelley (19~6, p.2~ end fig 15),
(where the Adamellite de 3te i!-argueriteis indicated as
'Granite sombre - masse principale' and the country rock
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~s 'Migmatites a grenats') have noted that at lle Cezon (7.694/
54.008)(Fig 3-A) the internal strucutre in the 'Granite sombre' is
oblique to the neighbouring contact with the 'migmatites a grenate'.
This feature has been observed by the present writer at other
localities. At Carrec Cros (7.793/53.977)(Fig 3-5) the jointing
is fairly intense and at quite a high angle (c.40o) tothe nearest
contact; but within 5 m or so from the contact the adamellite becomes
more massive, while the (weaker) jointing swings nearer to
parallelism with the contact (see Figs 3-5c, 3-B). This phenomenon
is not readily explicable, and would probably repay further invest.iga-
tion. Some outcrops of the Adamellite de Ste Marguerite, for instance
at lle Tariec, (7.73l/54.002)(Plate 3-40) lack the close undirectional
jointing and have only widely-spaced rectangular jointing separated by
massive granodiorite. Similarly massive adamellite occurs at the

northern extre~ity of Presquile Ste Marguerite (Plate 3-38).

(III) Secondary Structures

It has been mentioned above that primary mineral orientation is
weakly developed or imperceptible in the Adamellite de Ste Marguerit&.
However locally, and especially towards the western extremity of the
sector the deformation assQciated with the Porspoder Lineament has
resulted (e.g. in a sample from Beg ar Garo, 7.890/53.923) in the
cataclasis of quartz and parallel orientation of biotite along closely
spaced secondary fractl1res ('fracture cleavage') (Plate 4-5). This
feature gives the rock a pronounced foliation.

(iv) Petrography

The texture is generally non-megacrystic; locally however sparsely
distributed perthite megacrysts c. 1 cm long occur as at Greve de
Lilia (7.670/54.022) and elsewhere in the eastern part of the sector.
In general the rock is rather fine-grained, most grains being in the
range 0.5-1.0 mm.

Biotite (10-15%) is in excess of muscovite (2-5%), the biotite being
slightly chloritised in most examples. Plagioclase (35-40%) lathlike
or granular in habit is generally zoned (e.g. cores An 37; rims An 25)
and is the most abundant felsic mineral, in excess of anhedral
int~itial string perthite, (20-30%) which sometimes shows micrccline
twinning, and quartz (20-25%) which is sometimes mortarised. In some
variants, e.g. at Tr~mazan (7.853/53.952) microcline is locally in
excess of plagioclase (40:25). Apatite is ubiquitous in < 0.2 mm



diameter rods, and there are usually a few opaque grains. Sphene
has not been observed. A t~~ical exam~le is shown in Plate 3-39.
In an example (Plate 4-5) which has been affected by deform~tion
associated with the Forspoder Lineament muscovite is in excess of
biotite; as the muscovite is concentrated alon~ the 'fracto-recleava~e'
its growth may be related to the D4 deformaticn (see chapter 4).

(b) Granite de Kern an Guen

(i) Distribution

This distinctive granite is of restricted outcrop, mainly in the
vicinity of the intertidal reefs of Kern an Guen (Figs 3-B and 3-6)
(7.72/54.01) also known as 'Kerguen', which can only be reached from
the mainland by boat or at low spring tides. fossibly as a result
of this difficulty of access the Granite de Kern an Guen has not been
recognised by earlier workers as being distinct from the Adamellite
de St Marguerite.

The main outcrop forms a belt trending NE-SW for about 1.5 km,
tapering in width from about 400 m at the northeast end to less than
100 m at the SW end. These are a few scattered outcrops of sirr.ilar
granite elsewhere in the western and central sector.

(ii) Contacts

The main body is located close to the boundary between extensive
outcrops of respectively, Granite de Landunvez to the northwest, and
Adamellite de Ste Marguerite to the south.ast (Fig 3-A). On the Kern

an Guenreef it is separated from the Granite de Landunvez by a thin
(15 m) screen of Adamellite de Ste Marguerite. The relationship
between the two granites is not clear at this locality; however at
the north end of lIe Tariec (7.732/54.003) a contact between the two
is exposed (Plate 3-40) where xenolithic blocks of the adamellite
(Plate 3-41) occur near the margin of the granite. This evidence
indicates that the Granite de Kern an Guen is a younger intrusive
phase than the Adamelli~de Ste Marguerite.

Internal structures

The granite (Plate 3-42) is typically massive and structureless
except for widely s-aeed rectangular jointing. Locally, however,
it displays closely spaced unidirectional joints similar to those
typical of the Adamellite de Ste Harguerite. This feature is
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visible at the above-mentioned contact at the north end of lIe Tariec
(7.732/54.003); the adamellite itself is uncharacteristically massive
at this lO~31ity. The 'exchange' of internal structures between the
Adamellite de Ste Marguerite and the Grenite de Kern an ~uen sug~ests
that the two intrusions are probably genetically connected and
approximately contemporaneous.

(iv) Petrography

Where massive and fresh the rock is distinctively pink in hand
specimen owin~ to the coloration of alkali-feldspars.

The rock is non-megacrystic, with a xenomorphic granular texture. It is
much coarser than the Adamellite de Ste i<arguerite, ~rain size being
gene~ally in excess of 1.5 mm. Muscovite (5-7~-)is in excess of
biotite (3-55~). The biotite is more severely ch:oritised than the
biotite in the adamellite. The most abundant felsic mineral is
anhedral microcline perthite (-2.5 mm)(35-40%), narrowly in excess of
quartz (35~.). There is about 20% of zoned oligoclase (cores c. An 28,
rims c. An 20). Myrmekite, apatite and a few opaque grains are seen
but sphene has not been observed.

(c) Other late granites in the central and western sectors.

The occurrence of more potassic variants of the Adamellite de Ste
Marguerite and of minor outcrops of granite similar to the Granite de
Kern an Guen in the central and western sector has been noted. Although
it has not ~roved possible to categorise every late discordant ~ranite
sheet seen inthis sector, the majority do fit into the above classifica-
tion. Some exceptions are mentioned below.

At 7.714/54.002 a light granitic sheete:1 m thick cut e the Adamellite
de Ste Marguerite.
Kern an Guen.

This sheet may be an offshoot of the Granite de

At 7.823/53.964 an 'en ~chelon' series of leucocratic granite dykes
cuts the internal structures of the Diorite de Portsall at a high angle.

At 7.692/54.003 two foliated micaceous granitic sheets cut the Granite
de Landunvez. These sheets, although grouped by Cogne and Shelley (1966)
with their 'granite sombre' (i.e. the Adamellite de Ste Marguerite) are
much coarser than the latter and resemble more closely the Granite de
Kervigorn (see Chapter 2). They are shown thus on figure 3-A.



2. ST. MICHEL S~CTCR

This sector extends from the eastern end of the previous sector at
Ile Venan (7.r5/54.03) to Le Vougo (7.555/54.029). Four ~ain groups
of late granitic intrusions can be recognised in this sectnr; two
of these groups cear considerable similarity with the two main groups
in the previous sector.

(a) Granodiorite de Trolouc'h

(i) Location and extent

There is a single outcrop of hornblende-granite at TroloUc'h (7.610/
54.037)(Figs 3-1, 3-A). The exposure is limited to an area about 100m
square. The rock ty~e is distinctive and has not been observed else-
where in the N~ Pays de L~on. It may however be compared with certain
occurrences of 'diorite' in the NE Pays de Leon, e.g. at Ile de Batz
(cf Sandrea, 1958).

(ii) Contacts

Only the steep east and west margins of this body are exposed, the
granodiorite being covered to the south by superficial deposits and to
north by the sea. The outcrop can ~robably be regarded as a short
section of a lCO m thick dyke. The granodiorite penetrates and
enclaves the country rock which at this locality is a belt of coarse
granodioritic palaeosome agmatites.
by a thin (c. 1m) granitic dyke.

The granodiorite is itself cut

(iii) Petrography

The rock is massive, and possesses no obvious internal fabric. It is
coarser than the Adamellite de Ste Marguerite, most grains being 1 mm.
The colour index is c. 25-30, of which 15-18% is slightly chloritised
biotite and 10-12% hornblende. The chief felsic mineral is severely
altered andesine/oligoclase in zoned laths (30-35S), in excess of
interstitial anhedral perthite and quartz (both 20-25%). Myrmekite is
present. Accessions include coarse sphene (0.2-1.0 m) (up to 3~),
apatite (common as inclusions in biotite) and rare hollow opaques.

(b) 'Ste Marguerite' type

A few dykes, mostly of composition comparable with that of the
Adamellite de Ste Marguerite, but also including more potassic and
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siliceous types, have been observed in this sector. The dykes are
generelly within 250 of an E~ trend and appear to have been intruded
along sets of fractures at high angles to the strike of the hOEt rocks
(Migmatites de Plou~uerneau and Granite de Landunvez). Examples can
be seen almost adjacent to the margin of the Granodiorite de Trolouc'h
at 7.611/54.038.

No larger bodies have been observed, and the relatively scarcity of
bodies of this type di6tin~uishes the St Michel sector from the
western and central sector.

(c) Granite de Beg ar Spitz and similar types

A non-porphyritic granite occupies most of the yromontory of 3eg ar
Spitz (7.63/54.03)(Fig 3-B). The dimensions of this body are in
excess of 600 x 300 m. The Granite bears some resemblance to the
Granite de Kern an Guen. It intrudes the Migmatites de Plouguerneau
at this locality. Similar granites occur north of lle Venan (near
7.652/54.036) and northwest of Porz Grae at 7.653/54.042. At the
latter locality the rock locally contains sparse large enhedral rather
rand~mly oriented megacrysts of alkali-feldspar, which suggest a compari-
son with the Granite de Correjou (see below).

(d) Granite de Correjou

A distinctive coarse megacrystic granite with ali~ned alkali-feldspar
megacrysts has a steep-sided dyke-like outcrop at least 2.5 km long
and 100-200 m thick extending from Creac'h ar C'ham (7.620/54.023)
to Carrec Cromm (7.587/54.042). (Figs 3-1 and 3-A). The granite also
locally ?enetrates the host rocks some distance from this elongate
belt, e.g. at the northern extremity of Penn Enez (7.604/54.C36). The
main intrusion is discordant to the mean strike of the country rock
migmatites, which trend slightly east of north in this sector.

The Granite de Correjou has been compared by Chauris (1972) with
outcrops of similar late megacrystic granites about 3 km southwest of
CorrEjou at Keridauouen (7.662/54.011). The latter outcrop has in
turn been compared by the ~resent writer with similar granites at
Les Anges (Chapter 2). There seems to be a good case for grouping
together these separated outcroI's of distinctive megacrystic granite
under the heading Granite de Correjou, (see Fig 1-7, after 8hauris,
1966b).
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It is a further possibility that the Granite de ~orrejou in these
outcrops may represent western offshoots of the Granite de Brignogan
(see next section), the w est er-nlimit of whose main outcrop lies 4.5 km
ENE of the nearest exposure of Granite de Corrijou. This ~ossibility
was suggested to the writer by B. Cab~nis (pers.comm.).

The Granite de Correjou has not been observed to be cut by any other
of the late intrusive granitic suite, although it is cut by a coarse
muscovite pegmatite at 7.604/54.036. The relations at the contact of
Granite de Correjou and a sheet of Ste r·:argl'eritetYre at 7.6025/54.03:1,
are ambiguous, but seem to indicate that the Granite de Correjou is

the later of the two.

3. GUISSENY SECTOR

This sector extends from Le Vougo (7.555/54.029) to the north shore of
Port de Treisseny (7.50/54.05) and includes the reefs of Carrec Rir
(7.57/54.04). It is shown on figure 3-4.

(a) Granitic dykes of Enez Croaz Rent

Non-porphyritic late granitic intrusions are not numerous in the
Migmatites de Flouguerneau of the Guisseny area, being confined to a
few ENE _ I;ISW trending dykes which obliquely cut the E-'dstriking
migmatites. These dykes resemble the Adamellite de Ste ~arguerite,
and may perhaps be regarded as a continuation of the E-W set of dykes
of this type in the St Michel sector. At Enez Croaz Rent (7.532/
54.050)(Fig 3-4) two dykes of this type display a prenounced variation
in thickness (3 m - k5 m) resembling pinch and swell structure, coupled
with a prominent planar structure parallel to the margins. A similar
example is seen at Golh!doc (7.558/54.044). It is net clear whether
these str~ctures are penec~ntemporaneous with the empl3cement of the
intrusions, or due to later deformation.

(b) Granite de Brignogan

(i) Location
The eastern limit of the area examined in the present study is the
western margin of a major intrusion which, under various labels, such
as Granite de Kerlouan (Ghauris, 1966c), Granite de Plouescat (Fig
1-6),Granite de Roscoff etc, occupies most of the eastern half of the
north coastal region of the Fays de L~on between Guisseny and St Pol
de Leon (Fig 1-2, 1-6). It is well exposed in the vicinity of the
town of Brignogan (7.40/54.07), and has been the subject of a recent
detailed petrological and geochemical study by Le Guen de Kerneizon
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(in preparation).

(ii) ~ontacts at the western margin

The western ~argin of the Granite de Erignogan nasses about 1 km
west of Guiss;ny (7.40/54.03) an! trends approxima~ely northwest,
passing out to sea through the rr.outhof the estuary between Enez ~roaz
Hent (7.53/54.04) and Loccarrec (7.53/54.06) (Fig 3-4). Several
minor outcrops of Migmatites de Plouguerneau occur to the northeast of
this line, e.g. at Kermarguel (7.492/54.043). Actual contacts with
the country rock are not well exposed at the above lacality, but in
the vicinity of Enez Aman ar Rouz (7.52/54.06) several different
litholo~ies occur as rafts and xenoliths discordantly en~losed by the
Granite de Brrgnogan (Plate 3-43). These enclaves include (1) At
7.524/54.0 3: banded migmatites similar to the sillimanite-free
metasedimentar~ ty~e of migmatites described in the e~rlier part of
this chapter, together with augen gneisses. (2) At 7.525/54.057:
agmatites with palaeosome of intermediate metaigneous type., and
(3) At 7.525/54.060: a medium-grained dark biotite granite of
granodiorite similar to the Adamellite de Ste Marguerite and to the
Granitic dykes of Enez Croaz Rent occurs as a small «1 m ) enclave
in the Granite de Brignogan. A larger (> 10 m) sheet-like body of
similar composition also occurs at this locality, but its relations
with the Gr~nite de Brignogan are unclear.

The angular nature (Plate 3-43) of these enclaves and the highly
discordant rel~tions shown by the surrounding Granite de Brignogan
contrast markedly with, the relations shown by, for instance, the
Granite de Landunvez towards the ~·:igmatites de Plouguerneau. It
seems that the Migmatites de Plouguerneau in the Guisseny sector were
relatively rigid at the time of the emplacement of the Granite de
Brignogan, and may have already been intruded by the late non-
porphyritic granitic dykes seen at Enez Croaz Hent (Fig 3-4).

The field relations of the Granite de Brignogan thus seem to indicate
that it may belong to a later intrusive episode than the Granite de
Landunvez.

(iii) Composition

The Granite de Brignogan is most obviously characterised by the presence
of abundant aligned euhedral white alkali-feldspar megacrysts (Plate
3-43). According to Ch8uris (19F6c) its other main constituents are
oligoclase, quartz, biotite, and muscovite. Chauris (op cit) also
remark~ that the megacrystic character locally dies out.
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LATE GRANITIC INTRUSIONS ASSOCIATEDWITH THE MIGMATITESDE

PLOUGUERNEAUANDTHE GRANITEDE LANDUNVEZ

A. WESTERN AND B. ST. MICHEL C. GUISSENY

CENTRAL SECTOR SECTOR

SECTOR

Granodiorite

de Tro1ouc1h

Adamellite de Dykes of Ste Grani tic dykes

Ste Marguerite Margueri te type of Enez Croaz

Bent, etc.

Granite de Kern Granite de Granite de

an Guen Correjou Brignogan

Granite de Beg
ar Spitz and
related types
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1

2

3
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Le Guen de Kerneizon (pers.corom)has observed that the granite
commonly contains accessory andalusite. This feature offers
another obvious contrast with the ~igmatites de Flouguerneau and the
Granite de Landunvez, as the characteristic A123iC5 mineral associated
with the latter is sillimanite. ~he andalusite-bearing character of
the Granite de Erignogan also suggests that it may be a re18tively
high level intrusion.

4. SUGGESTED CORRELATION OF THE LATE GRANITE INTRUSIONS NORTH
OF TH~ PCRSFODER LINEAMENT

A possible correlation of the late granitic intrusions considered in
this section is given in table 3-1.

F. ASPECTS OF THS STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY OF THE PLOUGUERNEAU - LAN;)UNVEZ AREA

1. ORIENTATION OF STR~CTURES

This section is concerned with a qualitative description of the
orientation of some of the structures in the area north of the
Porspoder Lineament, but for the most part excluding structures
associated with the lineament itself which are discussed in the
following ch~pter. For convenience the area is divided into five
sectors, which will be considered in sequence from west to east.

(a) Pointe de Landunvez sector

In the westernmost sector of the area studied between Porspoder
(7.89/53.90) and Portsall (7.81/53.95) the Granite de Landunvez and
later intrusive bodies of Granodiorite de Ste Marguerite type have
commonly been deformed and earlier structures reoriented by movements
associated with the Porspoder Lineament. Nonetheless enough of th
rocks in this sector have escaped this late deform~tion to allow the
earlier structures to be described.

The predominant primary structure in the Granite de Landunvez is a
preferred orientation of alkali-feldspar megacrysts, which provide a
combined linear and planar structure; the linear comDonent of this
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structure is cOffi~onlyclose to horizontal end strikes at 045-0650•
~he planar component, which is often less obvious than the linear,
is commonly near vertical or dips steeply south; this orientation

itis shared by the nU!:lerousenclaves of Eigmatks de Flouguerneau.
However, towards the western extre!:lityof the sector, for instance at
lIe d'loc'h (7.90/53.92) (Fig 3-A) a more gentle (300_ 60Q) southerly
dip is common, the strike being about 0450•

The contacts of the numerous intrusions of Adamellite de Ste
Harguerite type are generally near E_ltJ or N-Sj but the internal
structures (close jointing etc) are commonly oblique to both margins,
and !:laystrike NE-SW, dipping southeast at 300_ 500•

(b) Greve de Treompan sector

This sector extends from Pointe de Penvir (7.82/53.96) (Figs 3-1, 3p2)
to lIe du Bec (Fig 3-1) (7.77/53.97) and includes the whole outcrop
of the Diorite de Portsall.

Th~ structure in the Diorite de Portsall and the Granite de Landunvez
is composed of both linear and planar components. The lineation in
both rock types is approximately horizontal, and swings from a strike
of 0600 at Pointe de Penvir to c 0900 (E~) at lIe de Rosservo (7.7E/
53.98). An antiform synform pair, probably of D3 age, affects both
lithologies in the lIe Carne-Pointe de Penvir area (Fig 3-3). The
planar component is subordinate to the linear component east of Pointe
Scoune (7.820/53.967) but at lIe Carne (7.810/53.924) the planar
structure dips north at 40°_ 60°.

The margins of many dykes of Adamellite de Ste Marguerite in this
sector strike at 100-1100 as does the southern margin of the major body
of adamellite near Tevenn Penn ar Pont (7.78/53.97) (Figs 3-2, 3-A).
The other margins of the latter body strike at c. 3600_ 0200• The
internal structure (close jointing) in the adamellite, which was
described in section E.I.(a) of this chapter is generally not parallel
either to the margins of the body or to the structure in the host rocks,
but strikes NE-SW (045-065) and dips south-east at 30°_ 70°. Close to
the contacts the structure becomes more nearly parallel with them, and
is less intensely developed.
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(c) Central sector

This sector exte~ds from the reefs north of Lampaul-Ploudalmezeau,
(Coulouarn: 7.76/53.97) in the southwest to lIe Vierge (7.69/54.04)
and lIe Venan (7.66/54.03) in the northeast. This sector is larger

and ~ore complex than the other sectors, but it possesses sufficient
unifying features to justify its treatment as a single unit.

Throughout much of the sector the prevailing strike of structures in
the Migmatites de Plouguerneau and the Granite de Landunvez is
roughly NE-SW (030°_ 0600) with dips to the southeast at 300_ 65°.
However there are extensive zones apparent at the 1:25,000 scale where
the structure swings round to an easte~ly di~ping N-S or even NW-SS
strike; these anomalous zones can be regarded as the short limbs of
a system of ofen easterly plunging folds (D3) which affect both the
Migmatites de Plouguerneau and the Granite de Landunvez. Examples
occur at lIe Trevoc'h (7.75/53.98) (Fig 3-A) at the south end of lIe
Tariec (7.732/53.999) and southeast of lle Vierge(round 7.67/54.04)
(Fig 3-A). The NW-SE trending belt to the north of lle Venan may
also be considered in this category.

Along the northwest margin of the sector northwesterly dips occur at
a number of localities. A significant belt with common northwest
dips extends from the vicinity of the lighthouse at lle V~rge
(7.672/54.043) through lleValan and Plateau de Lezent to lle
Stagadon (Fig 3-1) (7.70/54.02) where northwest di~s of 450_ 750

are common. Although southeast dips also occur in this belt, it
appears to form the northwest limb of 0 major antiformal struct~re
whose axis strikes at about 0450 and passes through the vicinity of
Ben Enet (7.685/54.029) (see section D.4. of this section).

Numerous dykes and larger bodies of Adamellite de Ste Marguerite and
Granite de Kern an Guen intrude the Granite de Landunvez an dthe
Migmatites de Plouguerneau in hhis sector. The largest body of
Ste Marguerite type occupies several km2 in the northern part of the
Presqu'Ile ste Marguerite and the reefs to the west (Fig 3-B). It
is of irregular outline, with some margins trending c 100° and others

045°. bnear Internal structures are variable ut commonly t2end at
010° - 035 ° with moderate south-easterly dips. They are thus
oblique to the margins of the body and to the structures in the
country rocks. Locally the internal structure in minor bodies of
~damellite de Ste Marguerite may have almost any orientation.



(d) St Michel sector

This sector extends from lIe Venan (Fig 3-A) (7.65/54.03) in the west
to Le Vougo (7.55/54.C3)(Fig 3-4) in the east and consists predominantlj
of Migmatites de Plou~erneau and Granite de Landunvez, with minor late
granite intrusions (Fig 3-A).

Throughout the sector easterly dips predominate. Between lIe Venan
and Ar Villien (7.620/54.040) the strike ranges from 1400 to 1800and
the dip from 350 to 700 to the east. The few observati~ns that have
been made on the late Granite de Beg ar Spitz show that its most
obvious internal structure strikes obliquely to and dips more steeply
than the structures in the country rocks.

Between Ar Villien and Le Zorn (Fig 3-1) the strike is ~enerally
between 3600 and 0300 but swings to 0450 near Le Zorn. Dips are
between 400 and 700 to the east or southeast. Post-migmatitic minor
folds have been observed; these ~enerally have short north-dipping
limbs, and rlunge at a moderate angle to the northeast. The main
late granitic intrusion which cuts the migmatites between Ar Villien
and Le Zorn is the Granite de Correjou. The margins and internal
structure (feldspar orientation) are parallel, being vertical and
striking at about 0500; its structures are thus oblique to those of
the neighbouring migmatites.

In the short section between Le Zorn and Le Vougo the migmatites and
leucogranites strike at 0700 and dip south at 45-70°.

(e) Guisseny sector

This sector includes the area north and east of Le Vougo (7.55/54.03)
as far as the eastern limits of the area studied (Fig 3-4).

(i) Migmatites de Flouguerneau

The migmatites in this sector have predominantly northerly dips of
45-70°, striking at 070-100°. Minor post-migmatitic folds have been
observed with long north-dipping E-W limbs and short easterly or north-
east dipping limbs. These folds plunge at moderate angles to the
east or northeast. They may be regarded as belonging to the D3 phase.

(ii) Granite de Brignogan

Close to the contact zone between the Migmatites de Plouguerneau and
the Granite de Brignogan at Dibennou (7.515/54.045) (Fig 3-4) the
internal structure (feldspar orientation) of the·granite dips at 55-700
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north or northeast, striking at 110-1300•

Further north at Aman ar Rouz (7.52/54.06) the strike of the
foliation in the granite is near E-W and it is vertical or dipping
s t.e e p'l y s cu th,

(iii) Conclusion

The east or northeast plunging structure in the Migmatites de
Plouguerneau sug~ests that the main body of the migmatites und~rlies
the Granite de Brignogan. However the attitude of the western
margin of the granite is uncertain. The most prominent internal
strl1ctures in the granite are primary mineral orientations sub-
parallel to the structure in the nei~hbourin~ mi~matites.

2. STRUCTUR~L RELnTICNSHIP 3~TWEEN THE LAT~ GRANITIC INTR~SIONS
,",ND TH":: C~ UNTRY ROCKS (MISM",'nTcSDE PLO(G:';Zi<NE..1._U ~N.., GRAia'l'E
DE LANJUNVL~)

The previous section (F.I) included observations on the orientation
of structures in the Adamellite de Ste Marguerite and other late
granitic intrusions. In this section an attempt will be made to
describe and account for the structural relationships between the
late granitic intrusions, including the Granodiorite de Ste
Marguerite, and the country rocks.

(a) Adamellite de Ste Marguerite

From figure 3-B it can be seen that major bodies of Adamellite de
Ste Marguerite type intrude the older rocks at intervals of 1-3 km
between Presqui'Ile St Laurent in the west and lIe Venan in the
eastern central part of the area. Figure 3-B also enables one to
observe that the larger bodies of grenodiorite are not randomly
distributed, but tend to be located preferentially where the
internal structure of the country rock (Migmatites de Plou~uerneau
and Granite de Landunvez) undergo a change of orientation or are
of variable orientation. Examples of this phenomenon can be seen
infue neighbourhood of lIe de Rosservo (7.78/53.98) where the
strike of the country rock swings from ENE-WSW to E-W. The
extensive body of Adamellite de Ste Marguerite outcropping in the
north and to the west of Fresqui'Ile Ste Marguerite is located in
a sector where the strike of the Granite de Landunvez and the
Migmatites de Plouguerneau is variable in detail owing to the
presence of a number of open post-Granite de Landunvez folds
plunging to the northeast quadrant. Another large body of
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Adamellite de Ste ~larguerite is located southeast of lIe
~tagadon (7.69/54.02) r~ughly coinciding with the axial zone of
the Ben ~net Antiform ~ostulated above.

The major body of Adamellite de Ste ~arguerite just west 0f Lilia
(7.66/54.C2) is located where the strike of the country rocks
swings from a northeast direction at lle Wrac'h (7.885/54.017) to
a NNE or northerly direction at Znes ar Vir (7.665/54.030) and
Ile Venan (7.65/54.03).
Some of the larger bodies of Ste Marguerite type (e.g. at Trimazan,
7.85/53.95) are not obviously associated with any major fold
affecting the country rocks. Nonetheless most major fold hinges
or axes affecting the Migmatites de Plouguerneau and the Granite
de Landunvez in this sector appear to have acted as loci for the
preferential emplacement of post-Granite de Landunvez intrusions,
especially those of Ste Marguerite type.

In this connection it is worthy of note that the develo~ment of
such features as pegmatite intrusions and quartz-filled ter.sion
gashes commonly observed in folded terrains in orogenic belts are
rarely observed cutting the Migmatites de Plouguerneau or the
Granite de Landunvez; it appears that the spaces left during the
opening of fractures at hinge zones and elsewhere on major fold
structures have been occupied not by pegmatites and vein quartz
but by intrusions of Ste Marguerite type.(See section G4(b) and
table 3-2).

(b) Granite de Kern an Guen and other late granitic intrusions

With the exception of the Granite de Brignogan other late gra~itic
intrusions are ~enerally less extensive than the intrusions of
Ste Marguerite type, although the latter become less abundant in
the eastern part of the area studied.

At the type locality the Granite de Kern an Guen is situated
within, but close to the margin of a large outcrop of Adamellite
de Ste Marguerite, and like the latter may have been preferentially
located in the same complex zone of open folds which affect the
older country rocks in this sector.
The outcrops of Granite de Beg ar Spitz and similar types are
located in a NNW trending zone of Granite de Landunvez and
Migmatites de Plouguerneau which have a fairly regular dip and
strike in this Vicinity. The most important body of late granite
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in this sector is the dyke-like Gr~nite de Corrijou, whoee
emplacement a~pears to have been rather late in the magmatic
history of the area. The important and extensive Gr0nite de
Brignogan, which is the largest body of post-Granite de Landunvez
granite outcropping north of the Porspoder Lineament has been
intruded into the Migmatites de Plouguerneau in a zone of relatively
intense folding. It is possible that the Granite de Brignogan,
at least at its western margin, was, like the Adamellite de Ste
Marguerite, preferentially emplaced into the country rock
(Migmatites de Plouguerneau) in a sector where the latter were
undergoing relatively intense post-migmatitic folding.

(c) Conclusion

To sum up the previous ~o sub-sections, the model favoured by the
writer to account for the structural relationship between the late
intrusive suite and the earlier migmatites and Granite de Landunvez
is that the late adamellitic and granitic magma represented by the
Adamellite de Ste ~arguerite and other lete intrusions, was
permitted to penetrate the pre-existing rigid migmatitic and
granitic terrain by the opening of fractures and cavities during
a phase of large-scale open folding (D3; table 3-2), which the
migmatites and Granite de Landunvez appear to have undergone. In
this interpretation, the folding and intrusion appear to have been
genetically related and essentially contemporaneous events. It
is further considered likely that the characteristic development
of closely-spaced unidirectional jointing in the Adamellite de Ste
Marguerite was related in some way to the actual emplacement and
consolidation of the adamellitic magma itself.

The commonly observed obliquity of the joints with resr.ect to the
margins of the body they occur in, and the control of the
orientation of the margins themselves are topics whose analyses
and interpretation are beyond the scope of the present preliminary
study, but appear to offer fertile fields for further structural
investigation, in view of the excellent conditions of rock exposure,
and the now broadly understood sequence of magmatic and structural
episodes in the area (see table 3-2).



TABLE 3-2

SEQUENCE OF GEOLOGICAL EVENTS IN THE PLOUGUERNEAU-LAl.'IDUNVEZCOHPLEX

PHASE OF I STRUCTIJRAL EVThTTS LITHOLOGICAL E\~S
DEFORHAT ION

D5 Late faulting

D4 Porspoder Lineament Local mylonite
deformation

Muscovite and tourmaline-
pegmatites

D3 Major open folds, and Emplacement of later granites
discordant brittle (Kern an Guen, Beg ar Spitz,
fractures in Granite Correjou, Brignogan) with
de Landunvez and older local penecontemporaneous
rocks jointing

Thlplacementof Adamelli te de Ste
Marguerite with ? penecontemp-
oraneous jointing.
Emplacement of Granodiorite
de Trolouc'h

(Continuation of) Emplacement of Granite de
ductile deformation Landunvez

Late of Migmatites de
Plouguerneau

D2
Strain associated with Partial (perhaps locally

Climax mel ting phenomena complete) melting of meta-
morphic rocks; restricted

D2
mobilisation and subsequent
consolidation of resulting melt

structures (foliation+ High-grade metamorphism
Early folds) associated with

high-grade metamorphism

Dl No direct evidence, but inferred by analogy with
Lannilis Complex

Pre- Formation and emplacement of
Dl sedimentary and igneous

parent rocks; possibly includ-
ing emplacement of Diorite de
Ports all
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G. STRUCTURAL AND EAm:ATIC EVOLtJTICN OF THi FLOUGUE,~NEAU-
LAN:;CNVLZ EIGt·1A:ITIC AND GR.:"NITIC COME-LEX

1. INTBODUCTICN

The pu~pose of this section is to summarise the geological
history of the region which is bounded to the south by the
Porspoder Lineament. Structures associated with the Lineament
itself will be considered in more detail in the next chapter
(chapter 4).
The history of the region is perhaps most conveniently considered
if one takes as a reference datum the major metamorphic and
migmatitic episode, which, by analogy with the sequence recognised
already in the Com~lexe Metamorphique de Lannilis, may be labelled
t-:2.

2. PRE-M2 EPISODES

(a) Pre-M2 lithologies

The earliest group of events which can be recognised in the
Complexe ~igmatitque de Plouguerneau is the formation of a
lithological complex of sedimentary and igneous rocks. Inter-
spersed with lithologies which are thought to be derived from
pelitic, psammitic and minor impure calcareous precursors are a
variety of lithologies thought to be derived from characteristically
igneous types such as quartz-biotite-diorite, metabasics, and
others. The original nature of relationships between the various
sedimentary and igneous types is almost unknown as far as evidence
from the Plouguerneau Migmatite Complex itself is concerned.

However, the similarity between the rather fragmentary remains of
pre-migmatitic lithologies in the Plouguerneau Higmatites and the
better preserved metamorphic lithologies in the Lannilis Metamorphic
Complex suggests that the pre-M2 rock types present in both areas
were rather similar and probably had a common origin; the metasedi-
ments may have been ultimately derived from Brioverian sedimentary
material, while the precursors of the Diorite de Portsall and
the various orthomigmatitic litholosies may have been igneous
intrusions into the Brioverian.
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(b) Pre-M2 structures

Pre-metamorphic (as distinct from pre-migmatitic) structures are
not easily recognisable in the Migmatites de Plouguerneau. One
good exam~le, however, is the small-sce.le banding, Frobebly of
sedimentary origin, in psammite at Ile Carne (7.Elr/53.973) which
may be termed So. Deformational structures associated with the
Dl/Ml episode as described for the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex
have not been positively identified in the area.

3. THE M2 EPISODE

(a) Metamorphic fabrics and associated structures

The linear fatric and schistosity observed in the Diorite de
Portsall and the foliation present in the palaeosomes of the
~igmatites de Plouguerneau may be assigned to a high-grade
metamorphic episode comparable with the M2 episode as seen in
the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex; it is therefore given the same
abbreviated label, the suffix (M21)being added to emphasize that
the metamorphic phase preceded the migmatitic phase in units
where both are recognised.

The various structures formed during the metamorphic phase may
be denoted by abbreviations such as D21, F2l, 521, L2l etc. In
practice few F2l folds can be positively identified; the folds
in the lIe Carne psammite may perhaps be attributed to this phase,
but the possibility that they are earlier (?Fl) folds cannot be
ruled out. The M2l metamorphism seems, on the basis of the
mineral assemblages in the migmatites, to have been of similar
character to that of the M2 metamorphism in the Lannili6 Complex.
Clinopyroxene has not been recorded in the Plouguerneau Complex;
but it is in any case rare in the Lannilis Complex.

(b) Migmatisation

The production of various types of migmatites at the expense of
the pre-existing metamorphic rocks is as indicated above a phase
theoretically distinct from but probably continuous with the M2

1
metamorphism. The effects of this migmatisation (M2) varied
considerably from one lithological unit to another, so that there
is now a wide variety of migmatite types, ranging from the
relatively minor development of leuco-neosome in the Diorite de
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Portsall to the formation of essentially new rock in significant
volumes as seen in the aplogranitic and leucogneissic types.
Inter~ediate categories nre represented by the differe,-tiation
into leucosome and melanosome seen in the pelitic metasedimentary
~i~ma:ites, and by the develop~ent of agmatites consisting of
blocks of metamorrhic rocks more resistant to anatexis such as
amphibolites, diorites and psammites, penetrated 2nd surrounded
by leucosome. The leucosomes and leucogranitic rocks which go
together with the palaeosomes to form the migmatite com~lex seem
likely to have formed as a result of partial anatexis on a regional
scale of aluminous metasedimentary (i.e. pelitic) material in the
pre-existing metamorphic complex, together with rather less complete
anatexis of more resistant rock types (psammites, diorites) end
possibly total anatexis of suitably homo~eneous material of low
melting point, such as alkali-granitic gneisses comparable with
the Gneiss de Triglonou in th~ Lannilis Complex.

It should be emphasized that the migmatisation itself was by no
means a simple event; examples occur ubiquitously of, for
instance, one leucosome vein cutting another, indicating that the
migmatitic episode consisted of a number of phases. This feature
is characteristic of migmatite terrains. It is also likely that
some of the small-scale folding of migmatitic banding was itself
an inter-migmatitic phase, which could be labelled F22• It is
further possible that some of the folds affecting the migmatitic
banding, and the flattening deformation observed in some acmatite
blocks, were produced when the migmatisation s.s. had been
essentially completed, but before the emplacement of the Granite
de Landunvez. The folding in the migmatites has not however
been studied in sufficient detail to enable a com~lete description
or classific~tion to be put forward.

4. POST-HZ PHENOMENA
(a) Granite de Landunvez

The contacts of the Granite de Landunvez are concordant, while the
rock itself generally shows relatively little evidence of severe
or penetrative deformation. It follows that the concordance of
the contacts is to be regarded as an original feature of the
granite. If, as the writer believes, the Granite de Landunvez
is allochthonous with res~ect to the Migmatites de Plouguerneau,
then the granite appears to have been emplaced along fractures
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which were more or less parallel with the orientation of structures
in the ~igmatite6. As argued above the ductility contrast between
the ~icrnatites de ~louguerneau and the Granite de Landunvez at the
time of em~lacement ef ·he latter a~pears to have been low; one
explanbticn for this is that the migmatites had not comnletely
cooled. It follows th,t the empl~cement of the Granite de
Landunvez may have occurred a relatively short (but undefined)
interval after the completion of the migmatisation, and may belong
to the closing stages of the same orogenic phase, i.e. M2. The
migmatites may still have been undergoing (D2) strain related to
the mi~matisation.

However comparison of the Granite de Landunvez with the Granite de
L'Aber-Ildut (p. 3/27,8) has led the writer to suggest the
possibility that these two granites may be genetic~lly related; in
which case they may be temporally related as well. It has also been
suggested (chapter 2.D) that the emplacement of the Granite de
L'Aber-Ildut may have been associated with the D3 episode in the
Complexe M~tamorrhique de Lannilis. In ~iew of these discrepancies
it woul~ see~ advisable at present to treat the correlation of
structural, metamorphic and magmatic history between the areas
north and south of the Porspoder Line~ment with some caution.

(b) Adamellite de Ste Marguerite and associated structures

The emplacement of the various bodies of Granodiorite de Ste
Marguerite was associated with the development of two new sets of
structures in the country rocks. These were :

(i) Sharp discordant fractures, often steep, and of
variable orientation, with small-scale brittle
fractures in garnet crystals.

(ii) Major open folds, now plunging in may cases towards
the northeast quadrant.

It is thought that the development of these structures (which may
be labelled D3) controlled the sites where adamellitic magma
was emplaced, while the unidirectional internal jointing in the
Adamellite de Ste Marguerite itself was probably a result of
movements which took place during its emplacement and solidifica-
tion.
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(c) Later granites of Kern an~uen, Beg ar Spitz,
2orrejou, Brignogan

~hile outcrops of the earlier Adamellite de Ste ~arguerite grcup of
granites are concentrated in the central and western sectors of the
area north of the Forspoder Lineament, more potassic gr&nites which
appear in general to be youn~er than the Adamellite de Ste ~arguerite
were emplaced in greater quantity in the eastern sector of the area.
The emplacement of the later granites also appears to have been
associated with the develo~ment of folds and fractures (loosely
describable as D3) in the country rocks. If these granites are
indeed sigr.ificantly later than the adamellite, this may indicate
that the tectonic activity leading to the development of (n~)open
frlds and brittle fractllresin the eastern part of the area was
somewhat later than, or at any rate diachronous with respect to
similar tectonic activity furtter west.

Whatever the temporal relations between the structures in the two
sectors, it ap~ears the magma available for emplacement at the time
of development of the structures was more potassic and perhaps more
silicic in the eastern part of the area.

(d) Pegmatites

Brief mention has been made of the scarcity of cross-cutting
pegmatites in the Plouguerneau-Landunvez complex. A few examples
have however been noted; these commonly cross-cut the latest rocks
outcropping in a given sector; but are locally affected by D4
movements associated with the Porspoder Lineament. A number of
tour~aline-bearing pegmatites occur between Presqu'Ile St Laurent
(7.902/53.905) and Pointe de Landunvez; a muscovite pegmatite cuts
the late Granite de ~orrijou at one locality (p 3/43). These
pegmatites were emplaced in fractures which developed after the
emplacement of the Adamellite de Ste Marguerite and the Granite de
Corrijou, but prior to the latest (n4) movements associeted with
the Porspoder Lineament.

(e) Deformation (n4) associated with the Forspoder Lineament

All the rock tYres in the area are locally affected by the deformation
associated with the Porspoder Lineament (n4). This major structure
will be discussed in the next chapter. It may be noted that little
or no retrogressive metamorphism appears to have been associated with
the D4 movements.



ef) Faulting subsequent to the Porspoder Lineament deformation

By analogy with the 'post-Porspoder' faults locslly exposed in the
Complexe l~tamorphique de Lannilis (Table 2-4) it is to be expected
that comparEble late faulting has affected the Plouguerneau-Landunvez
complex. However, ~robably owing to preferential marine erosion
such faults are rarely if ever exposed north of the Porspoder
Lineament.

The difficulty in recogn1s1ng distinctive stratigraphic horizons or
distinctive lithological units whose offset could be observed means
that the location and orientation of late faults can generally only
be inferred from such features as linear belts with no ex~osure.
The outer sectors of 1'Aber-Jrach and l'Aber-Beno!t estuaries form
NW-S~ trending lineaments, and may coincide with late faults. Other
belts without exposure occur with trend a~proximately at right angl~s
to these, and with other trends. It has not been possible to assess
the sense or amount of displacement across any of these inferred late
faults. Some movements may still be in progress as significant
seismic activity has been recorded in the area during the present
century.
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CHAPT:::R4.

THE PORSPODER LINEAMENT.

A. IXTRODUCTION

A number of references have been made in the previous chapter
to the ~orspoder Lineament and the deformation associated with
it. The term "Porspoder Shear Belt" can be used to refer to
the zone of deformation which is parallel to and to a large
extent coincident with the "Porspoder Lineament". In this
chapter the latter term will be used to refer to both features.

The rocks which occupy the ?orspoder Lineament could be con-
sidered as forming an integral part of both the arec discussed
in Chpater 2 and that desribed in Chapter 3; but it is thought
that the importance of the lineament in its own right justifies
the devotion of a separate chapter to it. The Porsp6der
Lineament has been recognised and discussed by Chauris (1965a)
under the description "Zone de Dislocation (or Zone Faillee)
de Porspoder-Plaugerneau", and by Cogne and Shelley(1966~
under the description "Zone Axiale !f:ylonitique du Synclinal".
The Porspoder Lineament can be traced for a distance of about
50 km including a submerged sector which according to Chauris
(1969a) runs through the Passage de Fromveur between the
islands of Ouessant (known in English as "Ushant") and Bannec
(8.16/53.81 (Fig I - 2». The lineament reaches the mainland
at Porspoder (7.89/53.95; Fig 4 - 3), and from there can be
traced in an 3NE direction across the estuaries of L'Aber-
Beno1t (Fig 4 - 2) and L'Aber-Wrac'h at least as far as the



vicinity of Xiloudern (Fig 4 - 1) (7.564/54,016). The width
of the shear belt which coincides with the lineament is gen-
erally aeout 1 - 1.5 km.

The Porspoder Lineament may be considered in the following
three aspects:
1. As a boundary zone between the main outcrop of,the Lannilis
Metamorphic Complex with its associated granites and the area
occupied by the r1igmatites de Plouguerneau and associated
granites.
'2. As a zone along and adjacent to which a number of major
granitic intrusions broadly associated with D3 structures
were emplaced subsequent to the M2 regional met2rnorphism ~~d
migmatisation.
3. As a belt along which deformation (D4) was concentrated
subsequent to the emplacement of the granites in 2.

B. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE LINEA?·m:TTAS A MAJOR GEOLOGICA!'
BOUNDARY.

It is agreed by Shelley (1964, 1966) and in Cagne and Shelley
and the present writer (Ch.3)(1966), Chauris (1966,c 1974C,~hat certain of the migma tites

thelying to the north of Porspoder Lineament can be regarded
A-

as the more severely modified equivalents of the metamorph1c
lithologies lying to the south of the lineament. It is also
a matter of agreement among the same workers that there is a
more or less abrupt contrast between the lithologic character
of the essentially medium to high grade metamor?hic complex
to the south and the essentially migmati and granitic complex
to the north. These considerations suggest that there has
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been a significant amount of displacement of material on the
one side of the lineament relative to that on the other side.
The question of the sense and amount of such displacement will
be considered belaw in section D of this chapter.

C. FUNCTION OF THE LINEAMENT AS 11 LOCUS FOR ;"'AJOR GRANITIC

DTTRUSIONS.

It has been pOinted out by Chauris (1965b,1966b) and ~mpha~ised
in earlier chapters of the present work that several of the
major granitic intrusions of the N W Pays de Leon possess a
linear margin coinciding with the Porspoder Lineament (Figs
1 - 7, 4 - 1, 4 - 2). The Complexe Granitique de L'Aber-
Ildut and the Granite de Kernilis are bounded to the north
in this manner by the Porspoder Lineament, and extend in lobes
to the south of it; the Granite de Landunvez also has a linear
southern margin along the western mainland sector of the line-
ament. Relatively narrow outcrops of late granites approxi-
mately coincide with the Lineament in the L'Aber-Wrac'h sector
(Fig 4 - 2). Observations of this type have led Chauris \1966
b , p.26) to suggest that the location of these granites may
have been influenced or controlled by the Lineament itself.
The possibili ty that the:P.orspoder Lineament may have: acted
as a zone of weakness permitting or favouring the passage of
granitic magma is certainly worthy of serious consideration.
According to such an interpretation the granites located in
and along the lineament itself could be explained as the result
of magma rising into and consolidating in an Opening fracture;
while the south-facing lobate intrusions of the ~ranite de
L'Aber-Ildut and the Granite de Xernilis could be explained
as originatjng from magma which having risen through the same
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zone of weakness spread laterally to consolid~te in la~o-

lithic form. It would nonetheless be a difficult matter
to demonstr&~e that such a process did in fact occur. The
weakness or absence of significant gravity anomalies asso-
ciated with these granites (see gravity overlay in Chauris,
1967) is consistent with the granites having a relatively

minor vertical extent.

D. DEFOR:·~ATION AND OTHER FEATURES ASSOCIATED y,lITH THE

LINEAfvIENT

D. 1. Primary structures

The primary structures associated with the Porspoder Linea-
ment are those associated with the emplacement of granitic
intrusions along the lineament. These may be in turn divi-

ded into ~wo categories:

D. 1. (a) Contacts

Contacts of granitic rocks emplaced along the lineament with

older rock units such as the Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h
and the Diorite de Lannilis; and also contacts between
successive granitic intrusions within the zone of the linea-
ment itself. Where visible these contacts tend to be steep
and to trend E t~ E. This latter trend Lr; large part defines
the trend of the whole lineament (see for example Fig 4 -2)



D. 1. (b) Internal structures

In several localities primary mineral orientation can be
observed in the-granitic rocks within or adjacent to the
lineament. Chauris (1972c, p 16) has observed that at
Porspoder (7.89/53.50) the primary orientation of felaspar
megacrysts and xenoliths in the Granite de L'Aber-Ildut
strikes E ~ Wand dips north at about 75°. At the other
extremity of the mainland sector of the lineament in the
quarry at Kiloudern (7.564/54.016) the writer has observed
the primary mineral orientation in the Granite de Kernilis
strikes at 086° and dips north at about 70°. It may be
noted that in both these localities (and elewhere) the trend
of the internal primary structure is oblique to the trend
of the lineatlent itself.

D. 2. Secondary (D4) structures

It is the secondary structures concentrated along the
Porspoder Lineament which are its most obvious and charac-
teristic expression. These structures have been referred
to by Chauris (1965a) and Cogne and Shelley (1966). They
will be described in more detail here.

D. 2. (a) Rock types affected

The rock types affected by the secondary structures are
mostly the granitic rocks occurrinb along and near the
lineament, including the Granites of L'Aber-Ildut, Kernilis,
Kervigorn, Landunvez and the Adamellite de Ste Marguerite;
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and also the (pre-lineament met~~orphic) Diorite de Lanillis
(figs 2 - 1, 4 - 1 3). Most of t~ese rocks contain primary
structures which are locally modified or obliterated by the
secondary (D4) structures. It is cO~Jonly ooserved that
the degree of development of secondary structures may
display rapid variation in intensity across the strike of
the Li~eament (cf plates 4 - 1, 4 - 2).

D. 2. tb) Change of shape

The D4 deformation has caused change of shape of rock bodies
in the vicinity of the lineament. This phenomenon is most
obvious in the case of dykes of Adamellite de Ste Marguerite
type at Presqu'Ile St Laurent (7.90/53.50) (Fig 4 - 3).
The dykes themselves are locally thinned and their boundaries
have apparently been rotated to approach parallelism with
the trend of the lineament. The sense of rotation has not
however been determined.

D. 2. (c) Internal structures

D. 2 (c) (i) Parallel fractures

In the field or in hand specimen the most obvious D4 effect
is the development of closely spaced parallel fractures;
the separation between adjacent fractures may be as much
as 4 cm (eg. Plate 4 - 1, where the spacing is up ~o 2 cm)
towards the margins of the zone affected by deformation;
at the most intense (Plates 4 - 2, 4 - 3) spacing may be
less than 1 mm where individual fractures can be differen-
tiated at all. ~he occurrence of displacement along



the fractures is indicated oy for example the disruption
of mica crystals which are traversed by the fractures
(Plate 4 - 5). There may also be growth of new muscovite
within and parallel to the fractures.

D. 2. (c) (ii) Schistosity

Particularly in the case of the finer grained granitic rocks
such as the Granite de Kervigorn and also in the case of
the Diorite de Lannilis the previously mentioned parallel
fractures may be so closely spaced as to virtually obliterate
earlier fabrics and texture and form a new penetrative
schistosity, marked by parallel orientation of platy minerals
or bands of cataclased minerals (Plates 4-2, 4-8).

D. 2. (c) (iii) Cataclasis and Mylonit±sation

In thin sections of rocks from the vicinity of the Porspoder
Lineament the most characteristic texture is the granulation
or development of mortar texture in ~uartz (Plates 4 - 5,
4 - 6). A fine-grained mosaic of ~uartz may occupy frac-
tures in other minerals such as muscovite and appears to
have flowed around the margins of more resistant minerals
such as feldspar (Plate 4 - 6). Biotite may also have
been subjected to severe cataclasis and may form a'fine-
grained amalgam with quartz. Unfragmented micas lPlate
4 - 5) and amphibo~es may be bent. Both alkali feldspars
and plagioclase have tended to resist deformation but may
have undergone minor rounding at the margins. Sphenes,
even when very coarse (5mm) are generally intact. The
following minerals are listed in order of increasing resi-
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stance to cataclastic deformation under the conditions
represented by the D4 deformation quartz; biotite; muscovite;
hornJlende and feldspars; sphene.

The extreme result of cataclastic deforma~ion is the deve-
lopment of a mylonite; where virtually the whole rock has
been ground to a fine-grained schistose rock with only sub-
ordinate coarse~ relics (Plate 4 - 7). In the classifica-
tions of HigginS~~~~! Spry (1969) the majority of the rocks
in the Porspoder Lineament zone are protomylonites; locally
however as at Penfar Creac'h (7.710/53.978) both mylonites
and ultramylonites (Plate 4 - 7) occur.

D. 2. (c) (iv) Lin eat ions

At many localities a pronounced lineation can be observed
in addition to the planar structures. In some cases this
may be an intersection lineation produced by the intersec-
tion of the primary and secondary foliations. In other
cases a lineation may be produced by a linear aggregation
of mineral grains such as mortarised quartz. Cogne and
Shelley (1966, p 8, footnote) (see also Fig 4 - 4) have
drawn attention to the presence of a double lineation
in the severely cataclased rocks at Le Passage t7.710/
53.978). This consists of (a) Subhorizontal striations
tcf Plate 4 - 4 ) Cb) Subvertical preferred
orientation of c-axes of cataclastic quartz grains. Bo tn
these lineations lie in the plane of fracture cleavage.
(It should be noted that the ~uartzes are not elongated
parallel to their c-axes). The orientation of these
linections will be considered below in section (e).



D. 2. (d) Mineralogical changes

Growth of mue ccv i.te in the planes of the f rac tur-e cleavage
has been mentioned above in section (c) (i). This is the
most obvious new mineral growth. There is a general absence
of chloritisati0~ of biotite or hornblende. This observa~ion
appears to indicate that biotite was less prone to alteration
within the Porspoder Lineament than for instance in the rocks
of the Plouguerneau - Landunvez Complex away from the lineament.
Temperatures may have been somewhat elevated in the axial
zone of the lineament during the D4 movements; a similar
case has been described by Sutton and Watson (1959).

An important mineralogical change has been noted by Barriere
et al (197la) in the alkali feldspars of the Granite de
L'Aber-Ildut: as the Porspoder Lineament is approached the
normally monoclinic megacrysts become of progressively greater
triclinicity. Microscopic epidote veins which cut the Granite
de L'Aber-Ildut at Porspoder may also be related to the D4
movements.

D. 2. (e) Orientation of secondary structures

The strike or trend of secondary foliations and lineations
is commonly between 0600 and 0700• Variable trends occur
locally, notably at Presqu'ile st Laurent. The dominant trend
is similar to the trend of the lineament itself. Macroscop-
ically visible lineations commonly plunge at 100_30° ENE.
The direction of dip of the planar structures is more variable.
For instance at Porspoder the predominant dip is about
55°-70° NNW (Fig 4-3); further east southerly dips predominate
and at Kervigorn (7.72/53.79) the secondary structures ~ip SSE
at about 55°-70°; further east again at Kiloudern (7.564/
54.016) the dip is again about 700 north.
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E. DISPLACEMENT ASSOCIJtTED WITH THE LINEAMENT

E. 1. Sense of displacement

The significance of the Porspoder Lineament as a boundary
between the essentially metamorphic complex to the south
and the largely migmatitic complex to the north has been
referred to in section A of t:rischapter. In some locali-ties,
for instance Corn ar Gazel (Fig 3-A).rock associations
charactenstic of the Lannilis MetamorphiC' Complex outcrop
north of the lineament (see Chapter 2); so that the lineament
does not entirely separate the migmatitic zone from the
metamorphic zone. Individual metamorphic units on the south
cannot be directly correlated with individual migmatitic units
on the north. although similar lithologies such as the Diorite
de Lannilis to the south and the Diorite de Portsall to tthe
north can be correlated in a general way. (The specific
correlation between the Diorite de La~nilis and the Adamellite
de Ste Marguerite suggested by Cagne and Shelley (1966) is
incompatible with the present writer's view of the adamellite
as a late post-migmatitic intrusion; see Chapter 3, section E).

Comparison of the distribution of lithological units
outcropping on either side of the lineament gives little or
no indication of the sense or amount of net displacement of
the two sides. Cogne and Shelley (1966, p8) have suggested a
net movement of about 1 km in a predominantly
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vertical sense with the southern complex being uJlifted with
respect to the northern. Their conclusion is based on the
subvertical orientation of quartz c-axes in the mylonised
rocks of ~he lineament (Fig 4 - 4) and on their(unacceptable
to the present writer) correlation of the Diorite de Lannilis
with the Adamellite de Ste Harguerite. In the view of the
present writer the sense of movement within the cataclased
rocks at the locality (Pen ar Creac'h, Fig 4 ~ 2) studied
by Cogne and Shelley (1966) is more likely to be indicated
by the subhorizontal or gently Erm plunging striation arid
lineation than by the sub-vertical quartz c-axis lineation.
The sense of shear deformation of individual mica. grains
at Kiloudern seems to suggest that at this locality the
relative sense of movement in the shear deformation of the
whole rock mass is sinistral. No firm evidence of sense
of dispiacement has yet been obtained from the deformed
dykes at Presqu'lle St Laurent (7.90/53~95). It should be
emphasised that this argument only sugges~the sense of
displacement during the formation-of the D4 structures; ie
movements post-dating the emp~acement of the granites in
and adjacent to the lineament. Some indication of the sense
of movement during the formation of the primary structures
(ie the initiation of a major fracture zone and emplacement
of granites along the Porspoder Lineament) is afforded by
the observation of preferred primary mineral orientation
oblique to the margins of granites emplaced in the lineament
zone (see section C. 1. (b) above. The E-W direction of
this primary mineral orientation as seen for example in the
Granite de L'Aber-Ildut at Porspoder (7.89/53.95) (Fig 4 - 3)
seems to be consistent with a model whereby the granite at
this locality was emplaced in an opening fr2cture where the
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displacement of material on opposite sides of the fracture
had a sinistral component.

If the model of a ~et sinistral movement during successive
phases of movement along the Porspoder Lineament is accepted
then the present attitude of striations and lineation (com-
monly plunging at 100 - 300 to the ENE) suggests that the
rocks to the north of the lineament have also undergone a
net upward movement relative to those on the south, This
conclusion is also consistent with the observation that the
rocks to the north of the lineament are generally of higher
grade and presumably formed at greater depth than those to
the south; it is however incompatible with the. conclusions
of Cogne and Shelley (1966).

E. 2. Amount of displacement

An estimate of a net displacement across the Porspoder
Lineament of about 1 km (in a vertical sense) has been
made by Cogne and Shelley (1966). However their calculation
is based on their correlation between the Diorite de Lannilis
and the Adamellite de Sta Marguerite; as the correlation
is unacceptable to the present writer their resulting cal-
culation is also unacceptable.
The net displacement across the lineament can be divided
into two successive co~ponents.
(i) Displacement prior to and associated with the emplacement
of granitic rocks along the lineament.
(ii) Displacement associated with the formation of the
secondary structures.
The total net displacement (i+ ii) can only be directly
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estimated by measuring the offset of an individual feature
recognisable on both sides of the lineament. Perhaps the
best example of such a feature is the presence of the pet-
rographically.similar diorites of Lannilis on the south and
Portsall on the north. The closest approach of outcrops
of these ~wo formations is about 5.5km between Kervigorn
(7.722/53.970) and Carrec Cros tFig 3 - 1) (7.794/S3.977).
However there seems to be no justification for using this
figure to estimate the amount of offset.

An estimate of the amount of displacement associated with
the D4 structures can be made by integrating the amounts
of offset along individual planes of displacement.
By this method 1) - dN, where
D - total displacement
d • mean displacement on individual planes
N - number of individual planes
~he value of N is probably of the order of lOS - 106 (ie
between 1 and 10 per cm across a distance of 1.5 km).
Unfortunately no satisfactory method for estimating d is
available as it is difficult to measure the offset on a
single plane. In the less severely defor~ed zones the dis-
placement is probably rather less than the separation of
the planes (ie less than 1 cm). If d 0.5 cm and N SxlOS

then D would be equal to 2.5 km. However this figure can
only be regarded as a crude estimate of the order of the
amount of displacement associated with the secondary struc-
tures, and it would be inadvisable to attach much signifi-
cance to it. The true figure is likely to be less than that
estimated for the net displacement along the more i~portant

(1969b)Lineament of :r-~olene-l'1oncontourby Chauri~; 19 less than
about 20 km.
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F. ANALOGOUS STRl:CTURES ELSE~mERE IN THE MASSIF A9J.lORICAIN

F. '1. Lineament HOlene-Moncontour-Alen~on

Chauris t1969b) has drawn attention to another major struc-
ture with certain characteristics in common with the Por-
spader Lineament, which also affects the rocks of the P~ys
de L~on. It is known by the name of Lineament Molene-Alencon
or Lineament Molene-Moncontour (Fig 4 - 5). In the Pays
de Leon it strikes E-W_and intersects the coast at Pointe
de Corsen (Fig 1 - 2). This lineament is on a much larger
scale than the Popoder belt, being traceable for over 200
km (Figs 1 - 3, 3 - 4),and is characterised by severe mylon-
itisation (G. Williams pers comm; L. Chauris pers comm).
As in the case of the Porspoder Lineament a number of gran-
itic bodies are located along the Mol~ne-Moncontour Linea-
ment; they extend in lobes to north and south of it. The
granites have been disrupted and locally mylonitised by
subsequent movements parallel to the lineament and the off-
set of individually recognisable granites such as those
Qf Commana and Plouaret has enabled an estimate of the
post-granite displacement to be made (Chauris 1971c). Th~
is of the order of 20 - 25 km in a dextral sense, contras-
ting with the pro.bably much smaller sinistral disp cement
in the case of post-granite lD4) ~ovements on the ?ors-
poder Lineament.

F. 2. Zone Broyee Sudarmoricaine

An even better known and more prominent lineament, known
as the "Zone 3royee Sudarmoricaine" extends with an a::'cuate
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ESE to southeast trend from the POinte de Raz in southwest
Finist~re to the nei~hbourhood of ~antes (Fig 1 - 1). This
lineament has also acted as a locus for enplacement of
granites and their subsequent deformation along a well-
defined shear-belt. The sense of displacement is dextral.

F. 3. Conclusion

There may have been a genetic connection between the three
analogous strike-slip strllctures in ',lest Finistere. The
main movements on all three were roughly contemporaneous
~Upper Carboniferous) are likely to have bee~ due to simi-
lar or related controls. In this writer's opinion a centrol
comparable to that suggested by Mackenzie ~1972) and Dewey
and Sengor (1979) to account for recent and present-day
movements of "transform" type along the ~~orth Anatolian
Shear :Belt in '!'urkeymay have given rise to this g roup of
late Hercynian structures in the i-IassifArmoricain.

According to,this interpretation the Porspoder and Molene-
Moncontour Lineaments and the Zone Broyee Sudarmoricaine
may be regarded as intracontinental faults of transform
type. They may have developed so as to permit the change
of shape required in a continental plate which was subjected
to a continental collision. A fuller analysis of the strain
history of these structures must, however, await more detailed
field investigations.
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CHAPrlm 5 GEOCBBONOLOGYOF THE IN PAIS DE LEoN

A. IBTBODUCTIOB

In the preceding chapters amphaai8 has been laid on description of the

field relations, strw:ture &Dd petrograph7 at the rocks of the NWPq.

de Lion. Relative chroaological .equences ot event. have been outlined

(Ch.2, section E; Ch.~, section G) aDd a tentative correlation has been

JWie between the event. ob.erYed in the Lazmills Metuorphic Complex to

the aouth of the Porapoder LiDeament aDd the PloU8\18meau/Xeandwrnz Higmati tic

&Dd. Gram. tic Complu to the aorth ot this .tructure. L1ttle 1J:Jd1cation has

80 tar been given ot the ab801ute ap ot lithological unit. and geological

nents. However it vu wggested in Chapters 2 aDd 3 that the _taaedi-
.. nt&r7 tODiations of the Tenn111s Metamorphio Co.plex are likelT to be

the metamorphosed equivalents ot the Brioverian, although suggestions of a

Pantnrian (i.e. pre-Br1over1an) or Palaeozoic origin for the same metasedi-

ment. have been made b,. Cop and Shelley (1966) aDd CabaDis (1916). It

vas alao sugge.ted in Chapter 2 that the _t ... isneous tomations of the

LazmiU. district IIa1 tor the JIOst part represent po.t-Brioverian intrusions

(or, in the oue ot the Jlaf'ic rocke, possibly contemporaneous 'YOlcanic

borizons); onc. ap.in other workers haTe suae.ted that certain ot the

.. t ... i&'neoue lithologie. IIq repres.nt a baa8118nt, possibly Pentevrian on

which the precursors ot the _tuediJlents vere deposited (Shelle,., 1964;

Cabanis 1916 ). The field aDd petrographiC evideDce tor the absolute

chroDOlogr ot the area is tlma a matter of dis&gr881D8l1t,and in this

chapter an &8ses81118nti8 made ot published iactopic datiDg ot roCk8 from

the W PIQ'8 de Lion aDd adjacent areas. In addition 80_ nev K-Ar data

ia presented aDd interpreted. An outliDe absolute chronology ot the NW

P81'8 de Lion is prnented in Table 5-5. The chronology of geolOgical

ft'el1ta in the SW PQ8 de Lion will be considered separately in Chapter 1.

1. Introduction

The on1T available published U-Pb dating ot rocks from the NW Pa;ra
de L50n ia the work ot Deutsoh aDd Chauria (1965). Their results
are quoted here as given in the original publication, where theT
were calculated usiDg the 1'ollovillg deoq constant.:

A 238U • 1.54 % 10.10 yr.l

A 235U • 9.12 % 10.10 yr.l
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Recalculation uaiDg the decq COll8tazlts of Ja.!fe7 et al (1971) would

reaul t in a decrease in the calculated ages of about~. Deutsch and

Chauris do not iDdicate bow the errors which the7 qaote vere calculated.

It .hould be emphasized that in the above studT 01111 single samples of

mineral. (zirco118) vere anal.yaed and therefore discordia-concordia

intersection &ge. uaiDg JIIUl.tip1esize or Jll88D.8ticfractioll8 (.ee, e.g.

Pidgeon aDd Bovee, 1972) cazmot be calculated.

2. L1tbological Un1 ts predatiDg the D2,'X2 orogenic epiBOde

The onl7 fomation in or adjacent to the NW P~ de Lion praciating the

D2;H2 orogenic .pisode f1"Olawhich zUcons were dated b7 Deut.ch and
Chauri. (1965) was BD augen gD8is. trom P101meVez-Lochrist (Fig 5-1).
This gnei.. almost certa:l.nl7 belongs to the Plouider aDd P10UD8Tez-

Lochrist group ot granitic gneieses reterred to in Chapter 2, section

2 (a)(II)(iii) aDd correlated b7 Chmria (1972c) with the Gneiss de

TrigloDOU. The authors mention the prseence of tonrn.' ill8 in their

saaple; in the Tiew of the present vriter the totmllP' ine in this

croup ot grani tio gneiss.s could haTe been introduced during a meta.-

.... tic ... ent di.tiDct troa aDd later than ths main metamorphio aDd

deto~tional 8T811tD2/M2. It i. at least posaible that this meta-

80IIatic event mq have disturbed the uranium and lead s78tema in the

zircona ot the sample, so that the quoted dates mq bear 1ittle relation

to the true age ot the miDeral or the rock.

Deutsch aDd Chau.r1. do DOt give their analrtical data but their

calculated aees tor the zircons troll this gneiss are I .

207Pb/206 Pb I 44O.± 20 •• 7.
207Pb/ 235u I 364.± 10 m.7.

20~/ 238u I 35l.± 10 •• 7.
'!'he authors (OP.cit.p.6l6) consider that the zircOll8 probablY' original17

o%'78talliHCi at or earlier than 450 •• 7. The7 point out bovever that it
i. DOt clear whether the zircons are (i) ot xeIIOC1'7.tic origin

(·ditritique") and thus p088ib17 deriftci troll a b.. ement ot 8.88 greater

thaD 450 •• 7., or (ii) authisenio, in which oase the date giTe. a
II1n1"'111 ap tor the gD8i.... toming event. ID the view ot the pre.ent
vri t.r the recogai tion ot at le .. t three major event. (emplacement,
_tamorphi_ and ID8taaomati") in the hi.to1'7 ot this lithological

unit make. the int.rpretation ot a sillgl.e U-Pb anal18ie excessive17
8IIlbiggoU8,partioularl;y vhen the apparent age is di.cordaDt as in
this c....
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The writer would agree with Deutsch and Chauri. that the zircons in

the sample are probably greater than 450 m.y. old, but the possible

presence of a detrital component in the zircons means that the

emplacement date of the gran! te precursor of the augen gneiss remains

UIltCllOwn, as far as the evidence from this sample is concerned. It
may bave been either earlier or later than 450 m.y. It is possible

tbat the two independent u/Pb dates in the range 365-350 m.y. may

represent an actual geological event at this time; they Dllq on the

other hand represent lead loss at some time subsequent to 365-350 m.y.

In the same stud7 Deutsch and Chauris also analysed a sample of a

granodiori tic gneiss ('Granodiorl te de Pont-Cabioc 'h'; described by
the authors as 'Gneiss de :Brest') from the SWPays de Leon. The

significance of the virtually concordant U-Pb zircon 8ingle sample

age of 207Pb/20~ : 460.± 70

207Pbl35u : 458.±. 30
206 138

Pb tJ : 459.± 15 is discussed in Chapter 1. It is

su!ficient at this stage to point out that if this date approximates

to the date of emplacement of the Granodiorite de Pont-Cabioc'h, then

the def'omational and metamorphic gneiss-foming event which has

affected the granodiorite would appear to bave been subsequent to about

460 m.y. If this gneiss-foming event is correlatable with the D2/M2

episode in the NWPqa de Lion then the latter wuld also appear to have

been later than c. 460 m.y. ago.

3. Lithological Un!ts post-da.ting the D2;M2orogenic episode

(a) Granite de St Renan

Deutsch and Chaaris (1965) analysed a singie sample of zircons

f'rom the Granite de 5t Renan (Fig 5-1). This granite, whose

outcrop marks a convenient boundary between the SWand NWsectors
of' the Pays de Lion has not been studied in detail in the present

work. South ot Pointe de Corsen it can be observed to be
intrusive into the 'Gneiss de Lesneven' (Fig 1-6). At the
looali ty Quarry of LanBongar near 5t RellaD, Fig 5-1, where
Deutsch and ChauYis collected their sample the granite displays

no sign, in the opinion of the present writer, ot any' defo:rma.tional
or metamorphic event comparable with the D2/M2orogenic episode

as •• en in the Lannilia Metamorphic Complex. In view of this,
the nearly concordant tJ-Pb single sample zircon age of 201Pbl06Pb :
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interpreted by Deutsch and Chauris as being close to the emplacement

age of the granite, seems to represent a minimum possible age of

the D2,hI2episode in the NW Pays de Leon.

(b) Granite de L'Aber-Ildut

Deutsch and Chauris (1965) also analysed a single sample of zircons

trom the pink porp~i tic facies ot the ComplexeGran! tique de

L'Aber-Ildut from the quarI7 of Glid t near Lan11dut. The nearly

concordant date of 207Pbj20~ a 278 ± 30; 207Pbf35u : 272 ± 8;

20~j238u I 211 ± 8 was interpreted by the authors as being close
to the emplacement age of the granite. This date however poses a

problem in that it is lover than the K-Ar date of 298 .± 9 m.y.
obtained by Adams (1967a) tor biotite from the same locality and

the S8118 lithology as that sampled by Deutsch and Cha.uris; and

also lover than the Rb-Sr biotite age (303 + 15 it recalculated to
A 87Rb = 1.42 z: 10-llyr -1) obtained by Deutsch and Chauris from

the same sample trom which they extracted the zircons. The

emplac.. ent age ~ indeed have been as great as c.319 m.y. (see

beloy, section C. 3(b) ) • SiDee lJ-Pb systems in zircons are-generally considered to be more resistant to disturbance than

Rb-Sr and K-Ar systems in micas, it is surprising that such a low

date was obtained for the L'Aber-ndut Granite zircons. It i.

possible that in this case the U-Pb .ystem in the zircons was

1101'8 sensitive to SOll8 later disturbance than the Hb-Sr and

K-Ar syst ... in the biotite.. In eDT case further iDYestigation

i. probably desirable to cont'i:t'Dland explain the earlier reaul ts.

c. ll.tmIDItlM-6'l'RONTIOM WOLE-ROCK DATING

1. Introduction

In this section and the folloviJlg one all Rb-Sr dates quoted have
b al 87 -11 -18en e culated or recalculated us1ngX ab .. 1.42 z: 10 yr •

Various workers have carried out Bb and Br analyaes ot whole rock
samples from the NW p~ de Lion and adjacent areas. For the JDOst

part the published dates dari" trom analyses of single samples rather
than set. ot asaple. from a single lithological unit, and. are therefore

model date. (i.e. with an aasmaed initial Sr ratio) rather than
1aochron date ••
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In SOIDecases (e.g. Leutvein et al, 1969a, table 1; Adams, 1967a, table 9)

samples trom distinct and otten widely separated lithological units have

been grouped together in an attempt to obtain isochron ages. Howeverin

the absence ot tim eveidenee that the samples BOgrouped are truly

cogenetic, the validity of thiB procedure ia questionable, and in the

opinion ot the present wr1 ter it is inadvisable to place muchreliance

on the 'isochron' dates so obtained.

In those case. (e.g. Deutsch and Chauri., 1965) where DO analytical

data are included in the publicatioD DO ori tical assessment of the

published dates can be JUde and wbole rock Rb-Sr 'dates' ot this nature
haYe been i8DOredb,. the present writer. In JDOatcae•• however, the

origillal anal.Ttioal data is provided and thus even where only a aingle

sample troll a giTen li thologioal uni t was analY8K SOll8iDfoZlDationas to

the possible age and/or initial 87Sr;B6Sr ratio ot the sample may be

obtained. In the oaee ot 8ingle 88IIIPle8with relativel,. low 87Rb;66sr

ratio (sq <10) it i8 DOtpossible to calculate or estimate a date within

olose liait8, but even tor a wide raDBB ot possible ages the initial Sr

ratio ~ be tairl,. clo.el,. detined. Connrael,., tor aiDgl.e samples with

relatiTel,. hish 87Rb;86Sr (eq greater thaD 20) considerable Tar1ation

iD the (aa~) initial 87sr;B6Sr ratio has relatiTely little ettect on

the calculated date, which ~ thus be estimated within tairly close limits.

Add! tioDal constraints on the oalculated age and/or iD1tial ratio may be

obtained by combination ot publi8hed Rb-Sr analyses of minerals extracted

troa someot the wbole rock samples with the whole rock analyses. It

the Rb/Sr ratio ot the lli.neral is auf'ticiently difterent trom that ot
the whole rock, calculation ot 'Jlineral isochron' dates ~ be possible.

In general such dates would represent a JDinimum. possible age tor the

particular whole rock sample. COUY8raelythe calculated initial Sr

ratio ot a mill8ral-vhole-rock pair represents a max:iJmml tor the initial

Sr ratio ot the whole rock system.

In certain case. there mq be juatitioation tor grouping together

aDalyaea ot wbole rock aamples which were not grouped together iD the
original publication, or which derive trom difterent authors. Thia
...,. be the case where there ia evidence to suggest that the samples
concerned are actually cogenetio. It the raD88 of Rb/Sr ratios of the
samples is auf'ficiently wide, an approximation (albeit not an ideal one)

to a whole rook 'isochron' date (and whole rock initial Sr ratio) may

b. obtaiJled. This prooedure has to be appUed vith some caution,
particularly in case. where the original aDal7aes mq not have been
p.rto~ UDderidentical conditions.
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2. 11thological units pre-dating the D2;M2orogenic episode

The single sample described by AdaIDa (1967a) as 'Mica-gneiss from

St Pabul is in fact a sample of Gneiss de ~onou from the quarry
DOrth of Locmajan on the south bank of L'Aber-BeDOit (Adams, pers.

comm.)(Fig 5-1). Tha high 87Rbl6Sr ratio of this sample (see table

5-1) enables one to placa some constraint on the possible age of the

lithological unit (alwqa aaaaming the whole rock sample has remained

a closed ayatem to Bb and Sr aince its a.placement or foxmation).

If one assumes that the 111n;m1Dl possibla value for the initial 87Srl6sr
ratio of the sample is 0.701, the mexipn1Dl possible age of the rook is
c.382 m.y. (:\ 87Rb .. 1.42 T 10-llyr-l) (sea figure 5-2). An initial

ratio of 0.703 would give an age of 377 m.y. With increasing assumed

initial ratio the maximum possible age for the whole rock system is

< 377 •• 1'. It has however baan observed that much of the typical Gneias

de TrigloDOu lithology in this particular quarry and elaewhere has

undergone apparently metasomatic tow:malinisation at aome time subsequent

to the 1mposition of the gneissic structure. It ia thus not possible

troa this aample alone to be certain that the calculated ages above

represent the origi.nal rock-foming event. There may- have baen aome

disturbance of the whole rock Rb/Sr system associated with the
tourmaJinisation event.

Results obtained by workers at the University of Rennes in conjucction

vi th B.cabanis illdicate that a suite of about seven samples of Gneiss

de Treglonou (both banded. and augen-sneiss) lithology from both the

TrigloDOU and eastern (Plounevez-Lochrist) outcrops tall on a straight

line with a whole-rock Rb-Sr isochron date of c.380 m.y. (Peucat,

pera COJlll.; Cabanis, pen CODlll.). The authors however are uncertain

whether to interpret this date as that ot the original formation of

the precursor of the Gneiss.

Until further infoxmation is obtained, possibly in the form of tJ-Pb

zircon diaoordia-concordia intersections tit would seem advisable to
treat these whole rock Rb-Sr datas for the Gneiss de Tr8glonou with
80mecautiOl1e At present the only available estimates of the date
of the original foxmaticn or emplacement of the precursor of the

Gneisa de Treglonou are given by this figure of c.380 m.y. and the
figure of :> 450 11.1'. derived by Deutsch and Chau1'is (1965) from their
PloUllevez-Lochrist zircon data (section B.2 above).
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3. Lithological units post-da.ting the D2;M2orogenic episode

(a) ComplexeGranitique de St Re~Kersaint

The Granite de Kersaint is considered by Chauris (1972c, p.18) to

be cogenetic with the Granite de St Benan. However in view of the

poor exposure in the interior of the Pays de Lion the relations

between the two granites are nowhere clearly displayed and the

evidence for cogeneticity ia not absolutely conclusive.

A sample of the Granite de Kersa1nt was included by Adams(1967a)

wi th 4 other gran1 te samples, only one of which was from the Pays
de Lion, in a 5-point 'isochron' with a slope giving an age of

332 .t 5 m.y. (A 87Rb = 1.42 x lO-llyr-l). In the opinion of the

present writer the Plouaret, Guingampand Quintin Granites are too

far removed from the outcrop of the Gran!te de Kersaint to justify

the assumption of cogeneticity and a commoninitial Sr ratio (see

Fig 1-1). Combination of Adams' two samples from the Granite de

Kersaint and the Granodiorite de Tregana (from the SWPqs de

L80n,Pig 5-1) enables one to calculate a two point 'isochron' date

of 341m.y. (initial Br ratio = 0.706). The value of this

figure is, however, doubtful.

Another estimate of the age of the ComplexeGran!tique de

Bt Renan-KersaiDt might be obtained by combining Adams sample of

the Granite de Kersaint with a sample from the same complex

analysed by Leutwein et al (1969a). The two samples are of

widely differing Rh/Br ratio (see table 5-1) and the resulting

calculated 'age' is c.~7 m.y. (Fig. 5-2, table 5-4). The

in! tial Br ratio in this case would be 0.701; as this value seems

improbably low it aeems likely that the true figure for the

emplacement date of the granite complex is < ~7 m.y. In ~ case
it Be... possible that not all the assumptions required for

application of the isochron method are satisfied, and so not much

reliaace can be placed on either the date or in!tial ratio
obtained by the above calculation.

A minimum value for the emplacement age of the Gran!te de St Renan
is given by the 201Pb!06Pb zircon age of 341 ± 30 (or 343 ± 30

using the decay constants of Jaffey et al, 1911), and if the
at Renan and Keraaint Gran!tes are in fact cogenetic, the true

888 of the complex would appear to be between 343 m.y. and 387 m.y.



(b) Comple%eGran!tique de L'Aber-Ildut

Adams(1967a) grouped his single sample of Granite de L'Aber-Ildut

(pink megacrystic facies) with 3 samples of the Tregastel (or

Plo1manac'h) Granite Complex(Cotes-du-Nord), and one sample of the

Granite de Flamaoville (}~he) to arrive at an age of 294 ± 5 m.y.

( A 87Rb = 1.42 %lO-llyr-l) for the three complexes. However,

Adams' ownbioti te-wOOle-rock pair from the Gran!te de Flamanville

baa a Ilb-5r S88 of 308 ± 7. which indicates that the whole rock age

of that granite must be "> 308 .t 7 m.,.. It is in any' case Ukel,.

that the Granite de Plamanville, which is widel,. separated from the

Tr8gaatel complex, is not cogenetio with the latter, and should not

be included on the same isochron. A aimilar oonsideration may

apply- to the Graniie de L'Aber-Ildut which is separated b,. moree'
than 60 km from the Trigastel Complex. In view of this problem

regarding the cogenetioity of widely- separated intrusions it seems

inadvisable to group Adams L'Aber-Ildut sample with his 3 Tregastel

aurples.

The Ilb/Sr ratio of .Adame' L'Aber-Ildut sample is rather low,

(table 5-1) and so b,. i tseU the sample is of little value for

deriving a date. HoweverLeutwein et al (1969a) have published

Rb and Sr az:aalyae. of a single sample of the Granite de Plollda1mezeau,

which is the later central facies of the ComplexeGranitique de

L'A.ber-ndut (Pig 5-1). The Rb/Sr ratio of this sample is high

cmough (see table 5-1) to enable calculation of a two point

'isochron' date in coabination with Adams' analysis of the mega-

cr,yatic facies. (Pig 5-2). The reault1ng date is c.319 m.y-.

(error not calculated but lik.l,. to be BII8l1). In the absence

of a full aoale whole rock Hb-Sr isochron studT of the Complexe

Granitique de L'Aber-Ildut, this date is regarded b,. the present

vri tar as the best available estimate of the Rb-Sr whole rock '888'
(and thus the date of 8IIIplacement)of the complex. It mq be

DOted that a blotl te whole rook Rb-Sr date of 0.295 m.y-. has been
obtained tmm the Granite de Ploude1mezeau (ae. below, section D,
2(b».

(c) Filcm IIlicrogran1tiquea

Cbauri. et al (1977) obtained an Rb-Sr whole rock i8ochron date
of 29' ± 5 ••7.*( 81Bb• 1.41 x lO-l~-l) for seven samples of
"ilona a1crogran1tlqua.' trom the aector between Plouda1mezeau
aDd Ploumoguer (... Chapter 2, section D.,). The initial

* Note. this data was received too late to be included in the
tables.
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87sr;B6Sr ratio is 0.7077 ± 0.0010. 11' this date is accepted as
the date of emplacement of the filons microgranitiques, it represents

a minimam age for the emplacement of the other facies of the

ComplexeGranitique de L'Aber-Ildut (the Granite de L'Aber-Ildut

and the Granite de PloudaJmezean).

These results bave cot been iDcluded in table 5-1 or in figures

5-1 and 5-2. Nonetheless the writer is or the opinion that this

date or 293 ± 5 11.7. probablY' represents the most reliabl,.

established isotopic date from the NW Pqs de Leon.

(d) Gran!te de LanduDTez

The Bb/Sr ratio or the sample of Granite de Landunvez (Fig 5-1,
point 9) trom Greve de 'l'riompaIl anal,.sed b,. Leutwein et al (1969a)

is rather low (table 5-1; Fig 5-2) and. BOany' model ~ calculated

rro. their anal,..es is sensi ti ve to error in the value chosen ror

the in1tial 87srl6Sr ratio. The anthon used an arbi trar;r value

ot 0.712 to arrive at their date or 497 ± 30 m.,.. However choice

of a lower initial ratio of. sq. 0.703 would result in a much

greater calculated age or c.859 IR.,..; while it the initial ratio

were greater than 0.712 then the age could be considerabl,. lesB

than 497 •• ,.. Tbe lowest possible ~ tor the fODDation of the

Whole rock would appear to be the Rb-Sr biotite age of the same

sample. Tiz 217 II.,.. (see below). The initial Sr ratio in the

latter case would be 0.717 and this figure therefore represents a

maximum possible value of the ratio for this sample. In fact the

true Rb-Sr whole rock isochron age must be inte~diate between the

bioti te age and the age of the D2;M2orogenic episode, whose climax

predated the emplacement of the Granite de Landunvez. More

precise dating of the emplacement of the Granite de LaDdunvezand
the other granitic rocks to the corth of the Porspoder Lineament
auat await further work using teclmiques such as Rb-Sr whole-rock

iaochron and U-Pb zircon dating.

D. RUBID~TRONTIUM MINERAL DATING

1. Introduction

Leutwein et al (1969a) list a DIDlberof Bb/Sr anal,.ses or IIlinerals

separated from their whole rock samples. The,. oalculated '&ges' for
these miDeral separates ua1ng an arbitr&r7 value for 87Sr!6sr of 0.712.
HoweYermore significant results may in some cases be obtained b,.
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cambining analyses ot a mineral vi th analpes ot the whole-rock that the

mineral is derived trom. AmDlber ot 888S calculated trom the data ot
Leutwein et al using this procedure are shown in table 5-4.

2. Litho logi cal units poat-dating the D2/M2orogenic episode

(a) ComplexeGranitique de St Renan-Keraaint

Leutwein et al (1969a) carried out Rb-Sr analyses ot K-Feldspar,

amphibole and whole-rock troll a single sample ot the Granite de

Keraaint (Table 5-1, Pig 5-2). The whole-rock lIb/Sr ratio is

intermediate between those ot the two llinerals but the whole-rock
point lie. well ott the line joining the two mineral point. on a

Nicolayaen diagram. The latter line has a slope corresponding to
a date ot 326 m.y. (:A,81Rb = 1.42 x 10-llyr-l) with initial 81sr!6Sr
0.110. It is not clear howmuch significance can be attached to

this date. It it is signiticant it is likely to represent a 'm.ixed'

age intemediate between the emplacement ot the gran! te and. some

later disturbance.

(b) ComplexeGrani tique de L'Aber-Ildut

No published lIb-Sr mineral analyses are available tor the outer

megacrystic tacies (Granite de L'Aber-lldut) •

Leutwein et al (1969a) analysed whole-rock, K-Feldspar, biotite

and muscovite trom a sample ot the Granite de Ploudalmezeau

(Table 5-1, Pig 5-2). Reliable dates cannot be calculated tor

the pairs whole-rock/K-Feldspar and biotite/muscovite respectively

aa the lIb/Sr ratios in each case are too close. Combination ot
their biotite analysis with their whole rook and K-Feldspar analysis

gives dates ot 295 m.y. and 291 m.y. respeotively. Similar

combination ot muscovite with whole-rock and K-Feldspar give. dates

ot 285 m.y. and 286 m.y. respectively (Table 5-4). It is thought

that the raDB8 ot Rb/Sr ratios in each ot these cases is aurfioient

to enable one to place some confidence in the signiticance of the
caloulated dates. It is not clear however what interpretation to
place on the dates. Ir the emplacement or the ComplexeGranitique
de L'Aber-Ildut was, aa suggested in section C.3.(b) above, at
about 319 m.y., then these mineral dates may either represent the
te1'JDination or a relatively long period or cooling and uplirt, or
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alternatively some thermal or tectonic disturbance later than and

distinct from the emplacement of the complex.

Anotber posaibili ty is that there may have been in fact a

considerable interval between the emplacement of the two facies.

(c) Granite de Landunvez

Leutwein et al (1969a) anal.7Bedwhole-rock, X-Feldspar and biotite

(Table 5-1) frolll the Granite de Landunvez (Fig 5-1, locality 9)

at GriTe de TriOmpan (Fig 3-1). The authors sugg8steda.,del age

of 350 11.1'. for the X-Feldepar, but the low Rb/Sr ratio of this
mineral means that any variation in their assumed initial Sr ratio

of 0.712 would bave a considerable effect on the calculated age.
Howeverthe same authors' biotite analysis can be combinedwith

8i ther the whole-rock or K-Peldepar anal7Bis to give mineral

'i80chron' ages of 278 or 277 m.y. respectively (Table 5-4). The

great difference in Rb/Sr ratio between the biotite and the other

material enable. :..e to place 80meconfidence in the significance of

thi. date. It i8 not iDIIediately clear, however, what interpretation

to put on the date. It i8 noteworthy' that this date is almost

20 IIl.Y. younger than the analogous biotite date tor the Granite de

Ploudalmizeau (8ee section (b) above). The dirterence between

the tvo dates might be due to greater depth of burial and resulting

slower coding in the case ot the Landunvez biotite.

E. PREVIOUS K-Ali DATING

1. Introduction

K-Ar date. in the publications quoted have been calculated or recalculated

uaing the folloving constant.,

A I( - 0.585 :z:10-10 yr-1

A{3- 4.72:z: 10-10yr-1

4Ox:;x - 1·19 x 10-4

Application of the constant. suggested bT Beckinaale and Gale (1969)
would result in an increase of between 6 and 7 m.T. for dates between

270 and 340 m.y.
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2. Lithological units predating the D2;M2orogenic episode:

Diorite de Lannilis

Adams(1967a) obtained a date of 277 ± 8 m.y. from a sample described

as biotite (K = }.00')6 wt.) from the Diorite de Lamlilis at L'Aber-Beno1t.

This date appears to represent a relatively late event in the history of

the rock unit; its significazlCe will be considered below, where the

resul ta of new K-Ar analY'Beaof hornblendea from the same 11thology

are preaented.

3. Lttholog1cal uni ta post-dat1.ng the D2/M2orogenic episode

(a) Coaplexe Grani tique de St Benan-Kersaint

Leutwein et al (1969b) give a K-Ar date of 340 ± 15 m.y. for

K-Feldspar from the Granite de St Henan at Langongar. This figure

m&7 represent & cooling date subaequent to the emplacement of the

granite.

Adams (1967&) gives a K-Ar age of 303 ± 9 tor biotite froID the

Granite de Keraaint at Bohara. This date appears to result from

Ar loas in some event sub.equent to the emplacement of the gran1 te,

which it this gran1 te vas contemporaneous with the Gran! te de

St Renan, vas earlier than c.34O ID.Y. (aee section B above).

(b) ComplexeGranitique de L'Aber-Ildut

Adams (1961a) reports a date of 298 ± 9 m.y. (Table 5-2) for

biotite frca the pink megac~tic facies (Granite de L'Aber-Ildnt)

at Melon (Fig 5-1, locality 1). Thia date may represent &

'cooling' aee subsequent to the emplacement ot the gran! te or

alternativel.y Ar loss in some post-emplsc81118ntdisturbance.

Leutvein et al (1969a and b) report dates ot 282 ± 25 aDd 210 ± 25
tor IIII18Covi te and biotite (Table 5-2 ) respectively troll the
Granite de Ploudalm8zeau (7ig ;-1, locality e). It is notable

that while the Rb-Sr and K-Ar analyse. give approximately the

.ame date tor muscovite. from thia lithology, the K-Ar date for

'iotite is more than 20 Il.Y. YOlJll88r than the Rb-Sr date tor the
same mineral.

(c) Gram. te de Landunvez

Leutwein et al (1969a) give a K-Ar date of 280 ± 20 m.y. (Table ;-2)
tor biotite fro. the Granite de LaDd~z at Greve de Triompan
(Pig 5-1, localit}r 9). The date is similar to the Rb-Sr date for
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biotite from the same sample (Table 5-1) and ia likelY' to represent

the same event.

F. NEW I-Aa DATING OF MET~'1ORPHIC AMPHIBOLES FROM THE NW PAYS DE LEON

1. Purpose of Study

In view of the illlpOrtacc8 of the D2,h12orogenic episode in the geological

histo%7 of the NWPqa de Lion aDd. the fact that 11ttle or no direct

seochronological endenee of the age of this episode has 78t been found,

it vould be useful to date minerals vhich apparentlY' crytltall1sed during

this episode. With this aim in mind a joint s~ vas undertalcen bY'

the present vri ter and Dr J .G. M1tchell of the Univ.rai t7 of Newcastle-

on-Tyne.

2. Sampling aDd AnalY'81s

Amphibole-bearing samples vere collected from various dioritic and mafic

li thologies in the ComplexeMitamorphique de Laml1lia and the Complexe

Mipatitique de P10'Q8l18l.'DSau. Sample localities are ahovn in Figure 5-3.
Minaral .eparation vas carried out at the Univeraity of Keele using

procedures suggested bY'Dr D.M. Alderton. COllBiderable care vas taken

to 1'eIIIOve1mpurities particularlY' of K-rich minerals such as biotite

which was originallY' present in IIWlY' of the samples aDd. which might have

contaminate4 the amphibole separates. Sphenes vera also separated trom

two of the ssaples. A noticeable quantitY' of pY'rite remained in the

sphene separates, but it is not thought that the amount «~) had a

significant eftect on the analy-tical results.

ADalY'Sesof x: (bY'name phot.cmeter ) aDd. for Ax isotopes

(bY'maes apectDOmeter

of Bewcastle-on-Tyne.

Table 5-3.

) were carried out at the UniveraitY'

Analytical results are given in Figu1'8 5-4 and

3. Interpretation

(a) Distribution of dates using conventional calculation

Using conventional methods of calculation al.l the amphibole dates

fall between 294 ± 4 and 255 ± 4 m.Y'. The most generallY' accepted
wrq to interpret such dates is to conclude that whether cr not the

bombleDdes originallY' crylltallised during an earlier episode (such
as the D2/M2orogenio episode, whioh mq have talcen place scme time
in the interval 380 - 350 m.Y'.) theY' underwent during the interval
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294 - 255 m.,.. either (re)cryatallization or loss of radiogenic

argon, the latter due presumabl,. to Bomethezmal or other disturbance.

The tvo sphene dates IlU88"st that older minerals may have survived

in the complex, but not enough is known about the behaviour of Ax

in this mineral. to be certain about this conclusion. In any case

the K and radiogenic Ar contents of the sphenes are so low that one

cannot attach aD7 precise significance to theBe two dates.

(b) Signi.!icance of possible 'initial' Ar

The variation in the hornblende dates between c.294 m.,.. and

c. 255 m.,.. can be accounted for in a number of different W8.78:

(i) Uplift and cool.ing of the complexes starting before

294 m.,.. aDd coming to a close (soon) atter 255 m.y.

(11) Partial loss of radiogenic Ar in distinct episode(s)

of disturbance sabsequent to 294 m.,..

(iii) Variation in Ar retentivit,. due to variation in such

phJ'a1cal properties as grain size, etc.

(iv) Incorporation in the homblendes of 'initial' Ax

of a different isotopic composition from that of

modem atmospheric Ar.

The remarks of Hayatsu and Carmichael (1970) on the presence of

'initial' Ar in rocks which have undergone an orogenic episode,

aDd. of Pankhurst et al (1913) on 'excess' Ax in metamorphic

hornblendes, suggest the fourth of the above hypotheses could

account for much of the variation in the hornblende dates. Figure

5-4 shows that a best !1t line (drawn by e78) through the hornblende

points on a 4OAr~O di881'8ll has a negative intercept on the Ar
axi., this JUq indicate that small amounts of 'initial' Ar of

40Ar/36 Ar ratio < 296 mq have been incorporated in some of the

bo~lendes at the time when the,. commencedtheir accumulation of

'new' radiogenic Ar. The fact that the points diverge signi1"icanU,.
(in exceBS of experimental error) from the best fit line is
explicable b,. the possibility that the amounts of 1initial' Ar

(relativs to ~O) JUq have varied from one sample to another.

The best fit line has a slope corresponding to an '888' of approxi-
aatel.y 295 m.,.., and all the hornblendes ~ have started to
accamul.ate radiogenic Ar at this time. There is evidence that
variation in the grain size of the homblendes (as represented in



the mesh size fraction obtained in the separation process) may

have bad 80meeffect on the Ax retentivity and thus on the apparent

age obtained, but this effect would seem to have been subordinate.

(c) Geological significance of the hornblende dates

If' it is accepted that the hornblendes commenced(or recommenced)

accumulation of radiogenic Ax at around or shortly after 295 m.,..,

what geological phenomenondoes this date

represent? It abould be emphasized that isotopic dates of this

type essentially represent the cessation of open-878tem conditions;

that is to say, what is beil:Jg dated is the time when the level of

some activity, whether the~, tectonic or other, became

insufficient to cause continued freedom of movementof the radio-

genic element relative to the radioactive element. The climax

of the particular episode of activit,. may have been at an unknown

(but often assumed to be short) interval prior to the date

actually obtained from the analysis.

On the assumption that the_ interval involved was abort one can

consider the followed established geological events as possible

causes of the activity which ceased at around 295 m.y.:

(1) Emplacement of part or the whole of the Complexe

Gram.tique de L'Aber-lldut and other related

gran! tic intrusions;

(il) The D3 orogenic episode, involving regional

tec~c and probably thermal activity in the

metamorphic and migmatitic rocks of the Lannilis

and PlO\18U8rneau-Landunvezdistricts.

The observations of Hart (1964) on the variation in apparent ages

of minerals at varying distances from the contact of a gran! tic

intrusion enable one to conclude that the hornblende samples seem
to have been taken at sufficient distances (tens of metres to

several kilometres) from contacts with major gran! tic bodies to
avoid total loss from the hornblendes of radiogenic Ax

accumulated during the interval between the supposed primary
cr,ystallisation of the metamorphic minerals in the D2/M2episode
(i.e. at about ~350 m.,..) and the emplacement of the postmeta-
morphic gran!tea such as the L'Aber-Ildut complex. It is

probable that the hornblende dates represent a more widespread and

regional event than the intrusion of the L'Aber-lldut complex
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and the most likely explanation is that the dates represent the

cessation of tectonic and the~ activity subsequent to the D3

orogenic episode.

(d) Physical conditions indicated by the K-Axdata

It ia concluded that the physical. condi tiona during the D3

orogenic episode were sufficiently severe on a regional scale to

cause the homblendes either to recrystallize, or more probably,

as there 1s 11ttle indication of the destruction of M2homblende

fabrics and textures, simply to lose their previously accumulated
radiogenic .A.r.

If' the prevailing temperature was the cri tical factor causing Ax

loss, then this is likely to have been in excess of about 4500•
Howeverinsufficient info~tion is available as to the relative

importance of thermal, dynamic, chemical aDd other factors in

causing rocks and minerals to behave as open systems with respect

to radiogenio elements to enable one to attribute the Ax loss in

this case to themal causes alone. Someworkers (e.g. Dr J.A.

Miller, pers.colIIR.) consider that defomation can be more important

than temperature in causing Ax loss.

G. CONCLUSIONS

1. Pre-D2/M2Lithological un1ts

(a) Metasediments

Relativel,. meagre geochronologioal evidence is available for the

hiatory of the NWPays de Lion prior to the D2/M2episode. In

particular no direct geochronological evidence for the see of the
parent rocks of the Mica-achistise de L'Aber-Wrach and Gneiss i
sillimanite de L'Aber-B8D01t is available. All that can be done

i. repeat this suggestion that the mostly likely derivation ot
the I118taaed1mentsi8 from material similar to the Brioverian,
which in the 80uthern part of the Pays de Lion i8 demonstrably
pre-Ordovic1an and also pre-Granodiorite de Brest (i.e. earlier
than about 550 a.y.; see below, chapter 7.)



(b) Granitic gneiases

Since the 'mica-gneiss' from St.Pabu analysed by Adams(1967a) was

a sample of the Gneiss de Treglonou, then the apparent Bb-Sr whole-

rock ~ of this lithology is not greater than 377-382 m.y. (;..,87Rb =
-u -11.42 x 10 yr ). Confirmation of this maximum apparent 888 for

the granitic gneisses of the NW P~s de Lion has been obtained by

P. Vidal and co-workers (personal. cOlllllUDication)in the fom of an
RB-Sr whole-rock isochron date of about 370 ray for samples of the

grani tic gneisses of the Triglo.DOUand Plouider districts. The
201 106Pb Pb date of 440 m.l". for zircon from the gran! tic gneiss at
Plounevez-Locbrist is not necessarily inconsistent with an
emplacement 888 of c.;eo- 310 m.y. for the grani. tic precursors of

the gneisses, as the zircons oould iDclude a oomponent 1nheri ted

from older possibly detrital rooks.

Some c10ubtis placed on the validity of these Rb-Sr dates by the

observation that these g:ranitic gneisses have commonlyundergone

ton",a'ine metasollati8lll.

(c) Dior! tes of Lazmilis and Portsall

The K-Ar sphene dates of 420 Z 50 and 380 Z 20 from the Dior! tes

of Po~all and Lamlilis ms::T represent loss ot Ar trom sphenes which

originally crystallised at some time prior to 420 m.y. At

present theae sphene dates are the only available evidence tor the

early history ot the dior! tes. However, a study is in progresa

in which it is hoped that Rb/Sr whole rock isochron dates for the

two dior! te bodies ~ be obtained. The hornblende and biot! te

K-Ar dates trom the dior! tes and other metamorphic and mie;matitic

rocks in the NWPays de Lion only supply evidence tor the eftect

of later episodes (probably the D3;M3 episode) in the geological
history ot the area •

.
2. The D2;M2orogenic episode

The attempt to date the D2,/M2episode b7 K-Ar dating of hornblendes
which appeared to haTe cr,yatallised during this epi.ode has proved
1DcoDCluaive. However it remains pos.ible to 'bracket' the episode
fairly closely between the msxiTD1111 possible Bb-Sr whole rock 888 of

c. 311-382 ID.7. of the Gneiss de Triglonou and the virtual17 CODCOrdaDt

tJ-Pb zircon date of c. 348 ID_Y.(344 ID.7. using the dec~ constants of
Ja£fq et al, 1971), from the Granite de St Henan. The two
1Ddependent U-Pb uroon dates ot 364 Z 10 and 351 Z 10 from the-
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granitic gneiss at Plounevez-Lochrist ~ represent lead loss during

the D2;M2episode, but this conclusion is tentative.

~. Post - D2/M2granitic intrusions

(a) ComplexeGran1tique de St Renao-Kersa1nt

The lJ-Pb zircon date of c. ~4B m.,.. (or ~44 Ill.,..) and K-Ar K-

J'elcispar date of W .:t 15 tor the Granite de St Renan at Langongar,

together with the leaa reliable Rb-Sr whole rock data from both

main members ot the complex, indicate an emplacement S88 for the

complex of about ~50 m.,..

(b) Complexe granitique de L'Aber-Ildut

The slightly discordant tJ-Pb zircon dates (271 .:t 8 to 278 ± :;0 m.,..)

from the earlier megacrystic facies of the L' Ab.r-Ildut complex are

8DOmalOua in that they are YOUDgerthan the K-Ar biotite date

(298 ± 9 m.,..) from the same facies as vall as YOUDgerthan the

Hb-Sr whole rock isoohron age of the •filons microgran1 tiques'

aDd the Rb-Sr mica datea from the Plonde1mezeau facies. It aeems

that the tJ-Pb date does !lOt therefore indicate the date of emplacement

ot the gran! te. Both main members of the complex JIII18thave been

emplaced before about 295.m.,.. The onl,. other available estimate

of the date of emplacement is the Rb-Sr whole rock pair date of

c. '19 m.,.., but this figure must be regarded as tentative and a

full scale Rb-Sr whole-rock isochron study must be awaited for a

more accurate estimate.

(c) Gran!te de Landunvez

J'ield relations of the Gran! te de Lendunvez indicate that it post

dates the climax of the miema.tisation which is thought to be the
cbief e%pression of the D2jM2episode north of the Porspoder

Lineament. However the only geochronological evidence yet

aTailable for the emplacement date of the Granite de Landunvez is

that it is likely to be earlier than c. 277-280 m.y. (Hb-Sr and

K-Ar dates ot biot! tes from the granitel A study of the geo-

chro!lOlogy of the gran! te has been 1nitiated by the writer

together with B. Caban1s. A sample of the Granite de Landunvez
frolll GriTe de Treompan has been collected for tJ-Pb zircon dating,

aDd samples froll Greve de 'l'riompan and Greve de Lilia for Rb-Sr

whole rook iaoohron dating. The s1.Dgle whole rock Rb-Sr analysis
b,. Leutvein et al (1969a) while throwing 11ttl. light on the age
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of the granite, none the less places some constraint on the in! tial

87sr/6sr ratio of the granite which must have had a rather high

value, between 0.714 and 0.717,consistent with the fODnation of the

granite by anatectic mobilisation of old metasedimentary material.

4. Post D2/M2orogenic episodes

There is considerable endence in the fo:m of U-Pb, :Bb 'Sr and K-Ar

mineral dates of the (re )sett1Da' of mineral isotopic sptems between

approxilla.telT 300 and 270 m.T. (There is also some less reliable evidence

of similar processes operati.ng as late as c. 255 m.y.) It is thought

that these mineral dates represent a regional episode distinct from and

apparently outlasting the emplacement of the granitic complexes of

L'Aber-Ildut and Landuavez. It may coincide with the latter part of the

D3 defo:mational episode, or perhaps with a proloJl89d period of cooling

subsequent to the D3 episode and to the emplacement of the granites.

The considerable spread of mineral dates may in part be accounted for by

the presence of Iinitiall ~ in the hornblendes, as vell as by

inadequate definition of the constants used in the various isotopic

s;ratema.

Chauris et al (1977) state that the 'filona microgranitiques'
associated vith the Complexede LIAber-Ildut are not displaced bT the

Lineament Molene-Moncontourwhere theT cross its outcrop, and apparently

therefore postdate the last phase of movementalong this major strike

slip fault (Fig 4-5). These micrograni tes have an apparently reliable

Rb-Sr wholerock age of c 293 m.y. (see above section C). If the

latest (D4) movements along the Porspoder Lineament coincided with those

on the Molene Lineament, then 293 .:t 5 m.y. is to be regarded as a

minimumage for the D4 deformation at Porspoder.
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TABLE 5-5
Chronology of geological events in the NW Pays de Leon

,U

Approximate date Geolo~ical events in ~:.." Fays de Leon
in m.y. (rounded
to multiples of 5)

255-290 Cooling of rocks and minerals signifying
close of orogenic activity

295 Emplacement of latest members of Complex
Granitique de L'Aber-Ildut (filons micro-
granitiques)

D4 movements in Porspoder Lineament

Greater than 295 ( Emplacement of Granite
( de Ploudalmezeau D3 tectonic activity

possibly up to 320 ( Emplacement of Granite
( de L'Aber-Ildut

340 Cooling of Granite de St Henan K-Feldspars
through Ar blocking temperature

345 Emplacement of Granite de St Renan

Greater than 345 D2/M2 orogenic episode (high-grade conditions
may have persisted longer in more deep seated
zones, such as that represented by the

Less than 380 Migmatites de Plouguerneau and the Granite de
Landunvez )

Greater than 380 Emplacement of granitic intrusive precursors
of Gneiss de Treglonou and Gneiss de Plounevez-
Lochrist

Greater than 450 Origin of zircons in Gneiss de Plounevez-
Lochrist

mil'll episode affecting sedimentary precursors
of Nica-schists de L'Aber-'.lrachI etc.

Greater than 550 Deposition of sedimentary precursors probably
'Brioverian'
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CHAPrER 6

GEOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS IN THE LE CONQUET DISTRICT OF THE SW PAYS DE LEON

A. ~~RODeCTION

This chapter is concerned with some critical aspects of the geology of the

SW Pays de Leon, particularly the mainland coastal section between Pointe de

Corsen (7.92/53.79) and Pointe de St Mathieu (7.90/53.70)(Figs 1-6, 6-1, 6-3).

From an examination of geological relationships in this sector and elsewhere

in the SW Pays de Leon combined ~~th a critical assessment of the geological

descriptions and interpretations available in the literature, a new geological

map of the whole of the SW Pays de Leon has been constructed (Fig 6-7) and with

the aid of a re-interpretation of previously available geochronological data

(Chapter 7) a completely revised interpretation of the geological history and

geochronology of the area will be presented.

The area is located some 12 km or so south of the areas discussed in chapters

2 to 5, being separated from the Complexe Metamorphique de Lannilis and

the Porspoder Lineament by the outcrops of the Complexe Granitique de

L'Aber-Ildut and the Complexe Granitique de St Renan-Kersaint as well as by

the relatively poorly exposed areas of metamorphic terrain ('Gneiss de

Lesneven' and part of the Gneiss de Treglonou) which lies between Treglonou,

Plouguin and Coat-Meal (Fig 1-7). The area attracted the attention of the

author because it presents the opportunity for observation in excellent

coastal exposures of a metasedimentary and metaigneous complex (tComplexe

Metamorphique du Conquet') comparable with the predominantly high-grade

metamorphic and migmatitic complexes of Lannilis and Plouguerneau already

described in Chapters 2 and 3, but with a greater proportion of rocks of

lower metamorphic grade than those found in the NW Pays de Leon. The area

thus provides an opportunity for establishing a link between the high-grade
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rocks of the NlN Pays de Leon and the low-grade Brioverian sediments,

(Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn) ~nich outcrop at the southern margin of the

Pays de Leon. For the purposes of the discussion in the present chapter

the rocks of the SW Pays de Leon ~~ll be divided into two main categories.

The first and larger category for which the term 'Complexe Metamorphique

du Conquet' will be used, comprises the older formations kno~n in the

literature as Gneiss de Brest, Gneiss de Lesneven, Granodiorite de la Pointe

des Renards, Mica-schistes du Conquet, and the Quartzophyllades de LIElorn.

The second, smaller, category comprises later intrusions such as the

Granodiorite de Tregana, the Granite de St Renan and various post-metamorphic

basic dykes. Discussion of the metamorphic geology of the SW Pays de Leon

is however deferred until Chapter 8, where the metamorphic geology of the

whole of the western part of the Pays de Leon will be discussed. The

present chapter is thus concerned for the most part with the classification

of and relationships between the various lithological divisions in the area.

B. PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL WORK IN THE SW PAYS DE LEON

A considerable amount of geological literature concerns the SW Pays de Lean.

The area is included within the 1:80,000 Brest geological survey sheet

(Barrois, 1902a); the lithological divisions on the revised (2nd) edition

of this sheet are briefly described in a 'notice explicative' (Waterlot

after Barrois, n.d.). De Lapparent (1934) published more detailed

descriptions of specific features, including the petrography and structure

of the Le Conquet staurolite schists and the relationships between the

various granodiorites at Trez Hir (Fig 6-1, 6-2). Berthois (1954) described

the petrography of the 'Gneiss de Brest', while Michot and Lavreau (1965)

described the 'Gneiss de Brest' and its setting. All the above authors

apparently considered that the 'Gneiss de Brest' originated by an in situ

transformation (granitisation) of (originally arkosic) sedimentary material.
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A turning point in the development of understanding of the geology of the

SW Pays de Leon was reached with the recognition by R.T. Taylor (Bradshaw

et aI, 19b1; Bishop et aI, 1969; Taylor 1969) of the intrusive nature of the

contacts be tween the 'Gneiss de Brest' and the Quartzophyllades de Ltjhorn.

This reinterpretation has now gained general acceptance (Michot and Deutsch,

1970; Chauris, 1972c, Cabanis et aI, 1977).

Taylor (1969) also provided detailed descriptions of the various lithologies

outcropping in the SW Pays de Leon between the city of Brest in the east and

the we st coast between Pointe de St. Mathieu and Pointe de Kermorvan (Figs

6-1, 6-2). He also recognised, in addition to the granodioritic 'Gneiss de

Brest' a second intrusive granodiorite which he termed 'Renards Granodiorite'

or 'Pointe des Renards Complex'. He considered that the main orogenic and

metamorphic episode in the area intervened in time between the emplacement

of the two granodiorites, and that both the granodiorites and the intervening

orogenic episode were produced during the Cadomian orogeny.

Taylor's geological mapping, "hich did not extend in detail further north

than the Pointe de Kermo r-van , nor include offshore islands, was continued

by L. Chauris (1969a, 1972c) who recognised a similar association of

granodioritic gneiss and granodiorite in the islands of Beniguet, Quemenes and

Trielen in the southern part of the Molene Archipelago (Fig 6-3). In the

3rd edition of the 1:80,000 Brest geological map, Chauris (1972c) extended thi,'

two-fold subdivision to the mainland sector north of Pointe de Kerm~an which

had not been covered in detail by Taylor, using the term 'Gneiss de Lesneven'

in an equivalent sense to Taylor's use of the term 'Gneiss de Brest' in the

Le Conquet area. Chauris also used the term 'Granodiorite de la Pointe

des Renards' for the non-gneissose granodiorite (equivalent to Taylor's

'Renards Granodiorite').

The geochronological literature concerning the SW Pays de Leon will be

considered in Chapter 7. It should be noted however that Michot and

Deutsch (1970) incorporate descriptions of the petrography and zircon morphology
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of their samples in their U-Pb geochronological study.

C. COMPLEXE METAl'10RPHIQUE DU CONQUET

1. GRANODIORITEDE BREST

(a) Definition

It will be seen from Figure 6-7 that a large proportion of the

outcrop in the SW Pays de Lean and the islands of the Molene

Archipelago has been included by the present writer within a

single lithological unit for which the term 'Granodiorite de

Brest' is used. Included under this heading is (i) the

greater part of the lithology described by Barrois (1902a,b),

Bishop et al (1969), Taylor (1969) and Chauris (1972c), as

'Gneiss de Brest'(Figs 1-5,6-2,6-3l(ii)the greater part of the

unit described by Waterlot (after Barrois, n.d.) as 'gneiss
landgranulitiques (xbyl) by Chauris (1966b, 1969a) as 'Gneiss de

Ploumoguer (Fig 1-7);(iii) that part of the unit described by

Chauris (1972c) as 'Gneiss de Lesneven' which lies south of the

outcrop of the Complexe Granitique de St Renan-Kersaint (Figs

1-6, 6-3); (iv) the whole of the formation described by Bishop

et al (1969) as Pointe des Renards Complex (Fig 6-2), by Taylor

(1969) as Renards Granodiorite; and by Chauris (1972c) as

Granodiorite de la Pointe des Renards (Fig 6-3). Included by

other workers with the 'Gneiss de Brest' but excluded from the

'Granodiorite de Brest' are certain gneisses also of granodioritic

character but of distinctly different mineral composition such as

the 'Granodiorite de Pont Cabioctht (see below). Included wi thin

the 'Gneiss de Lesneven' by Chauris (1972c) but excluded from the

'Granodiorite de Brest' are a relatively minor proportion of

lithologies such as banded migmatites and sillimanite gneisses



which appear to be of sedimentary origin.

(b) Contact relationships of the Granodiorite de Brest

(i) Relationships with the Quartzophyllodes de L'Elorn

Bishop et al (1969, p.316) describe undisturbed contacts at the

southern margin of the 'Gneiss de Brest' (i.e. the 'Granodiorite

de Brest' in the writers classification) where the adjacent

Brioverian sediments ('Quartzophyllades de LtElornt) are hornfelsed

by the granodiorite and contain pseudomorphs of typical contact

metamorphic minerals such as andalusite and cordierite. From this

evidence it has become generally accepted that the 'Gneiss de Bresta

in this sector is of intrusive magmatic origin. In the writeris

opinion the original relationships of the Granodiorite de Brest

with neighbouring metasediments in other sectors is likely to have
away

been similar to that now seen at the southern margin; however/ from

the southern margin the intensity of post-emplacement metamorphism

and deformation increases so that the primary relationship is obscured.

(ii) Enclaves in the granodiorite

Throughout the outcrop of the Granodiorite de Brest enclaves or

xenoliths of other lithologies can be found, and these are

particularly abundant in some sectors, notably at Plage des Blancs

Sablons (7.89/53.74). The enclaves have been described in some

detail by Taylor (1969, sections 4.ii and 9.v). The most common

type are psammites and semi-pelitic schists presumably of metasedi-

mentary origin. Also extremely common are xenoliths of quartz,

either granular quartzite or as coarse masses resembling vein quartz.

Enclaves of other rock types are also found; including mafic rocks

such as the amphibolite at Pointe des Renards (7.908/53.727). Where

subsequent deformation has not been too severe the relationship

between the granodiorite and these enclaves retains a sharp cross-



cutting character suggestive of an intrusive origin. However the

granodiorite is also characterised by an abundance of micaceous

schlieren whose relation with the granodioritic material is less

clearly defined, and it has been suggested that these are either

remnants of pelitic material which have been partially absorbed by

the magma, or may represent the unmelted portions of pre-existing

lithologies which gave rise to or contributed towards the production

of the granodioritic magma by a process of anatexis.

(iii) Relationships with belts of metasedimentary

schist and migmatite

Between Pointe de St Mathieu (7.90/53.70) and Anse de Porsmoguer

(7.90/53.78) are a number of metasedimentary belts up to 400 m thick

(Figs 6-2, 6-5, 6-6), which are interbanded with wider belts of

Granodiorite de Brest. The metasedimentary lithologies comprise

garnet-mica-schist, staurolite-garnet-mica-schist, sillimanite

gneiss and banded migmatite, and are strongly foliated showing

evidence of severe deformation and medium to high grade regional

metamorphism. Near the contacts with these metasedimentary belts,

and also commonly elsewhere, the granodiorite is equally strongly

foliated. Where metasediments and granodiorite are adjacent the

foliation in both lithologies is sensibly parallel with the contact

between them, the latter however being typically ill-defined and

difficult to pinpoint.

The observed concordant contacts between the Granodiorite de Brest

and the adjacent metasedimentary belts are interpreted as representing

original intrusive contacts, the present parallelism being the result

of severe deformation during a medium to high grade metamorphic

episode. This interpretation is essentially the same as that put

forward by Bishop et a1 (1969), who considered the Le Conquet Schists
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(Fig 6-2) to have been first, like the Quartzophyllades de L1Elorn,

intruded by the iGneiss' (Granodiorite) de Brest, and then during

a subsequent episode, metamorphosed simultaneously with, but at a

higher grade than, the Quartzophyllades.

(iv) Relationships between various facies of

the Granodiorite de Brest

It has been indicated above (Section C.I.(a» that granodioritic

lithological units known in the previous literature under a number

of different headings, viz. 'Gneiss de Drest', 'Granodiorite de

la Pointe des Renards', 'Gneiss de Lesneven', etc., have been

grouped by the present writer under the single heading

'Granodiorite de Brest'. The term 'Gneiss' has been used by

previous workers in this area where the rock in question has a

prominent foliation, whereas the terms 'Granodiorite de la Pointe

des Renards' (Chauris, 1972c) or 'Pointe des Renards Complex'

(Bishop et aI, 1969) have been used where the rock in question is

relatively massive with little or no planar fabric. Examinations

of numerous well exposed bodies of 'Granodiorite de la Pointe des

Renards' between Pointe des Renards (7.907/53.727) and Anse de

Porsmoguer (7.90/53.78) (Fig 6-1, 6-3) has shown that the

'Granodiorite de la Pointe des Renards' is only seen directly in

contact with the following:

(a) Gneisses of granodioritic composition

('Gneiss de Brest' or'Gneiss de Lesneven')

(b) Later cross-cutting intrusions of various types

(c) Various enclaves in the granodiorite itself

The enclaves have been discussed in section (ii) above. The

cross-cutting intrusions will be discussed below (section (v».



However in the view of the present writer the gradual and transitional

nature of these contacts is better explained if one concludes that the

foliated granodiorite ('Gneiss de Brest/Lesneven'jPlates 6-2, 6-4) is

the result of penetrative deformation under metamorphic conditions of

what was originally massive granodiorite similar to the 'Granodiorite

de la Pointe des Renards' (Plates 6-1, 6-3). According to this

interpretation the 'Granodiorite de la Pointe des Renards' consists

merely of zones of anomalously low deformation within the otherwise

typically strongly foliated and apparently severely deformed tGneiss

de Br~/Lesnevenl (~g 6-5). In this view therefore the bulk of the

material of all three units as now seen in the SW Pays de Leon would

therefore seem to have originated as a single granodiorite intrusion

into the Brioverian. This intrusion, for which the title 'Granodiorite

de Brest' is suggested,is considered to have undergone inhomogeneous

deformation under metamorphic conditions during an orogenic episode

later than and distinct from the episode which gave rise to the

production and emplacement of the granodioritic magma itself.

(v) Contacts with later intrusions

A number of later intrusions cut the Granodiorite de Brest. The

following groups are recognised:

(1) Metamorphosed and deformed basic dykes

(2) Unmetamorphosed basic dykes

(3) Pegmatites

(4) Granitic rocks

Contacts between the rocks of these groups and the Granodiorite de

Brest will be discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter which

deal with the various later intrusions (sections C.4.(b),C.5 and D.)



(c) Petrography

The petrography of the Granodiorite de Brest has been described in the

literature, briefly by Bishop et at (1969 p.315-317) and Chauris (1972c,

p. 22-23) and in more detail by Taylor (1969, chapters 3 and 9). (It

should be noted that in all these cases separate descriptions are given

of the 'Gneiss de Brest' and -Renards Granodiorite' facies).

Where least affected by post-consolidation deformation (Plates 6-1, 6-3)

the rock is a non-megacrystic coarse-grained granitoid consisting of

plagioclase (sodic oligoclase), quartz and biotite, with minor «5%)
muscovite and alkali-feldspar, together with the usual accessories.

In the more strongly foliated varieties (Plates 6-2, 6-4) the schistosity

is defined by the parallel orientation of micas, this schistosity

in some cases being crossed by a later cleavage of 'strain-slip' type.

Quartz commonly displays undulose extinction, but generally lacks mortar

texture in the specimens examined by the writer. Plagioclase may be more

or less sericitised. As mentioned above, the rock typically contains

abundant biotitic schlieren.

(d) Nature and origin of the Granodiorite de Brest

As defined above (section C.l.(a))(Fig 6-7, 7-5) the outcrop of the

Granodiorite de Brest is of considerable extent, occupying about 70%

of the surface of the SW Pays de L~on, and extending both westwards to

the Mol~ne Archipelago and eastwards beyond the city of Brest towards

the eastern margin of the Pays de Leon. It appears to have originated

as a plutonic batholithic intrusion, with features such as its abundance

of biotitic schlieren suggesting an origin by anatexis of pre-existing

supracrustal lithologies. It displays remarkable similarity to certain

of the rocks described by Brown {1974, 1978) in the St Malo district of
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northeast Brittany as 'diatexites' (Chauris, pers.comm. and observations

by the present writer). The similarity is such that one might conclude

that both groups of rocks (Granodiorite de Brest and St Malo diatexites)

are likely to have been formed by similar processes and in a similar

environment. This is not however to suggest that the two groups are of

the same age or belong to the same geotectonic regime. The St Malo

diatexites are considered by Brown to tbe of Pentevrian age (i.e. pre-

Upper Proterozoic), although this view is not universally Accepted

(Brun and Martin, 1978). The question of the date of the emplacement

of the Granodiorite de Brest will be considered in Chapter 7.

2. OTHER GEUU~ODIORITIC GNEISSES IN THE SW PAYS DE LEON

(a) Granodiorite de Pont Cabioc'h

Michot and Deutsch (1970) describe a sample of 'Gneiss de Brest' from

an inland quarry on the western outskirts of Brest at Pont-Cabiocih (Figs

6-1, 6-7). The typical lithology at this locality, which is also

mentioned by Taylor (1969, p.70) is schistose and contains garnet and

greenish-blue amphibole. Since the presence of amphibole has not been

recorded in any of the abundant coastal exposures of the typical

Granodiorite de Brest, there seems to be a prima-facie case for

considering the granodioritic gneiss at Pont-Cabioc'h to be distinct

from the Granodiorite de Brest. Some additional support for this view

is given by comparison of the Rb/Sr ratios of whole rock samples of

granodiorites from the SW Pays de Leon analysed by Adams (1967a)(Fig 7-6).

Most of Adams' samples, which w~e collected for the purpose of Rb-Sr

isotope geochronology, are of typical 'Granodiorite de Brest' lithology,

including samples of both 'Gneiss de Brest' and 'Granodiorite de la

Pointe des Renards' type. However two of Adams samples are stated to have

been collected near Penfeld (Fig 6-1) (i.e. in the vicinity of Pont
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Cabioc'h) and these two samples have Rb/Sr ratios of 0.08 and 0.24;

while the remaining 18 samples of Granodiorite de Brest collected by

Adams from elsewhere in the SW Pays de Leon have Rb/Sr ratios ranging

from 0.51 to 1.60 (Fig 7-6). This discrimination on the basis of a

single trace element ratio does not prove that the bulk chemistry is

significantly different; nonetheless it does indicate that the outcrop

in the vicinity of Pont-Cabioc"h represents a body of granodioritic gneiss

which is distinct in certain chemical features from the Granodiorite de

Brest.

In view of the distinct petrography and possibly also chemistry of the

Pont Cabiocth gneiss, it is suggested that the term 'Granodiorite de

Pont Cabioc'h ' be introduced to refer to this lithology. fue

Pont Cabioc'h quarry lies in an area of limited natural exposure, so the

extent of the outcrop of the Granodiorite de Pont-Cabioc'h cannot be easily

ascertained. It may be of quite limited extent, and there is no evidence

that it exceeds a few km2 (Fig 6-7).

Geochronological data on the Granodiorite de Pont Cabioc'h is discussed

in Chapter 7.

(b) 'Granodiorite de St Marzin'

Taylor (1969, p.150) has described 'albitised' zones in the 'Gneiss de

Brest' at various localities, notably near Pointe de Creac'h Meur

(7.83/53.70) and Fort St. Marzin (7.87/53.70)(Fig 6-1). Taylor suggested

that the leucocratic albite-granodioritic gneisses at these localities

may have originated by metasomatic alteration of the much more mafic

biotite-oligoclase 'Gneiss de Brest' (i.e. the typical foliated

Granodiorite de Brest). Only a brief inspection of one of the localities

(Fort St Marzin) has been made by the present writer. Here the contact

between the leucogranodioritic gneiss and the typical Granodiorite de
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Brest lithology seems to be sharp and distinct, lacking the gradual

transition that one might expect at a metasomatic front. This

observation leads the present writer to ask whether some at least of the

lalbitised' zones may not represent material of composition originally

different from that of the Granodiorite de Brest. Material of thi s

type is, as indicated by Taylor, quite abundant in the vicinity of Fort

St Marzin and the provisional label '7 Granodiorite de St Marzin'
is suggested, thus avoiding the genetic connotations of the term talbitised'.

It is to be noted that the 17 Granodiorite de St Marzinl is apparently

distinct from another lithology which also outcrops near Fort St Marzin

and which is shown as 'leucocratic adamellite' on Taylorts map (1969,

p. 176); this lithology is described by him under the heading tleucocratic

minor intrusions' (Taylor 1969, p.l44-l46).

3. METASEDIMENTARY ROCKS IN THE COMPLEXE METAMORPHIQUE DU CONQUET

In this section only those metasediments outcropping to the west and north

of Anse de Bertheaume (7.81/53.72) will be considered (Fig 6-1). The

relationships of the metasediments occurring to the south and east (i.e.

the Quartzophyllades de LtElorn) ~th the Granodiorite de Brest, have

been referred to in section C.l.(b)(i) of this chapter. Discussion of

the regional metamorphic assemblages observed throughout the whole

western Pays de Leon is deferred until chapter 8.

(a) Form and contacts

The distribution of the metasedimentary schists in the SW Pays de Leon

has been discussed previously in section C.l.b(iii) and is shown in

Figs 6-5 to 6-7. As indicated, the schists form belts or sheets up to

400 m thick whose margins and internal schistosity are essentially

parallel with that of the adjacent Granodiorite de Brest. At some

localitites (e.g. 7.897/53.735) concordant mafic sheets a few metres thick
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occur within the metasedimentary schists.

(b) Petrography and structure

The staurolite-garnet-mica schists of Le Conquet (Plates 6-5, 6-6) have

attracted the interest of many mineralogists and geologists, and

petrographic descriptions are available in the work of De Lapparent (1934),

Taylor (1969 p.209-217) and Chauris (1972c, p.23-24). Even a brief

examination of the rocks indicates a complex history of deformation and

crystallisation. De Lapparent (op cit, p.4.) observed that the main

metamorphic foliation cuts across one set of folds and is itself affected

by another set, and Taylor (op cit) bas recognised up to four phases of

deformation in the schists (see table 6-1). Bradshaw et al (1967) (see

table 6-3) suggested that the main schistosity in the schists may have

been produced contemporaneously with or prior to the intrusion of the

Granodiorite de Brest, while the almandine-amphibolite facies metamorphic

assemblages were produced in a post-Granodiorite de Brest episode in which

the earlier schistosity underwent 'concordant metamorphic overprinting'

(p.587, table 1). They indicate (op cit p.585) that the post-Granodiorite

de Brest episode was the more intense, although they assign the folds to

which the schistosity is axial planar to the earlier episode. Bishop et

al (1969, p.319) conclude that the main metamorphism in the schists was

associated with a deformation which produced a foliation in both the

schists and the Gn iss de Brest (Granodiorite de Brest) (Table 6-2),

and the present author's interpretation of the geological history of the

area is based on an acceptance of this latter conclusion.

In the northern sector of the SW Pays de Leon, tbe metasedimentary material

outcropping in the coastal section between Pors Illien (7.887/53.759)

and Anse de Porsmoguer (7.90/53.78) is at higher grade than the

staurolite-gamet-mica schists of Le Conquet and includes sillimanite

gneisses and banded migmatites (Fig 6-6, Plate 6-7). These outcrops are

not extensive, most of the sector being occupied by the Granodiorite de
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Brest, which is locally rich in sillimanite-bearing enclaves. No

detailed descriptions of the metasediments of this sector are available

in the literature, and the writer has not had an opportunity to study

them in detail.

(c) Origin of the metasediments

Bishop et al (1969) conclude that the staurolite-gamet-mica schists of

Le Conquet are the higher-grade metamorphic equivalents of the Brioverian

Quartzophyllades de LIElom. This conclusion seems the most likely

possibility, and it may be extended to include the yet higher grade

sillima~e gneisses and migmatites of the Illien-Anse de Porsmoguer section

(Fig 6-6). The regional metamorphic episode responsible for the observed

distribution of metamorphic assemblages in the SW Pays de Leon is considered

by Bishop et al (1969) to be identifiable with the late-Precambrian

Cadomian orogeny. Geochronological arguments bearing upon the age of

this metamorphism will be discussed in the next chapter.

4. METABASIC ROCKS IN THE COMPLEXE METAMORPHIQUE DE CONQUET

(a) Enclaves in the Granodiorite de Brest

As indicated earlier the most abundant enclaves or xenoliths in the

Granodiorite de Brest are schists and psammites of metasedimentary type

together with numerous inclusions of quartzite possibly derived from

quartz veins. Occasional mafic xenoliths are also observed. A

prominent example of the latter occurs at Pointe des Renards (7.908/53.727)

where a block of strongly foliated mafic amphibolite about 2m x 1 m occurs

in relatively massive unfoliated Granodiorite de Brest. In the cliffs

west of Pen ar Prat (7.900/53.775)(Fig 6-1) there is an occurrence of

clinopyroxene-granulite interbanded with amphibolite. Isolated mafic

enclaves like these are widespread, though notabundan~ in the massive

Granodiorite de Brest, and it is likely that certain of the mafic sheets
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which are now concordant with the Granodiorite de Brest where the latter

is strongly foliated may represent deformed mafic xenoliths.

The mafic enclaves represent mafic rocks which w~e formed and metamorphosed

prior to the emplacement of the Granodiorite de Brest. It is not clear

what original relationship these mafic rocks may have bad with the

metasedimentary rocks of the area. It seems probable however that both

groups underwent the same early regional metamorphic episode (referred to

as M1 in section E and chapter 8) which reached amphibolite facies in the

neighbourhood of Pointe des Renards.

(b) Filons de Kermorvan

(i) Field relations

Bishop et a1 (1969 p. 316-7) and TaYlor (1969, in cbapter 7 (p.191-194),

and 10 (p.260-263» record two sets of metamorphosed basic minor intrusions

in the SW Pays de Leon.

According to these authors the earlier of the two sets intrudes the

'Gneiss de Brest' (Granodiorite de Brest) at various points between Le

Minou (Fig 6-1) and Pointe de St Mathieu. Taylor (1969, p.191-4) describes

the petrography of these intrusions in some detail (see also Chapter 8 below)

The intrusions have a distinctively metamorphic mineral composition with

such minerals as actinolite, chlorite and garnet being prominent. Taylor

(op.cit. p 193) states that the degree of foliation developed in the

amphibolites is very variable.

The second of the sets recognised by Bishop et al (1969) and Taylor (1969)

is a set of dykes only recognised in the vicinity of Pointe des Renards

(7.900/53.727) and Pointe de Kermorvan (7.91/53.74). These dykes intrude

the 'Pointe des Renards Granodiorite' (Granodiorite de Brest) and where

least deformed trend approximately N-S. Every dyke of this set examined

by the present writer displays evidence of deformation under metamorphic

conditions, although the intensity of foliation may vary from point to
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cut unfoliated granodiorite the dykes may first di~play open folds (as at

Pointe des Renards) and then pass into highly schistose sheets which are

concordant w~th the neighbouring schistose granodiorite (Fig 6-4).

According to Taylor the t)~ical mineralogy in the second set is calcic

andesine, amphibole, biotite, quartz and locally garnet. It has not been

established whether the mineral composition varies with the intensity of

foliation of the dykes.

Taylor considered that the two sets of dykes he recognised represented

distinct and non-contemporaneous phases of basic dyke intrusion separated

in time by the emplacement of the 'Pointe des Renards Granodiorite'.

However if one accepts the present author's conclusion that the 'Gneiss

de Brestl and the 'Pointe des Renards Granodiorite' are essentially a single

unit, namely the 'Granodiorite de Brest', then there seems to be no longer

any justification for separating the metamorphosed basic dykes into two

distinct groups; all the basic dykes which were intruded into the

Granodiorite de Brest and subsequently underwent deformation and

metamorphism together with the country rock can be grouped under a single

heading. The present author suggests the term 'Filons de KermoTVan' to

refer to this group. Their distribution along the coast north from Le

Conquet is shown in Figure 6-6.

Dyk?B which can probably be grouped with the tFilons de Kermorvan' have

also been described by Chauris (1969a, p.l29) in the southern part of the

island of Beniguet (7.99/53.72)(Fig 1-2, 6-7). In view of the fact that

for example, at L'Ilette (7.9lS/S3.743}(Fig 6-4) clearly discordant members

of the Filons de Kermorvan group can be treced within a few metres into

schistose mafic sheets, concordant with the foliated granodiorite, it

is likely that some of the isolated thin concordant mafic sheets

observed within the foliated granodiorite elsewhere, particularly between

Flage des Blancs Sablons and Anse de Porsmoguer, may represent severely
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deformed members of the Kermorvan group. It should be emphasised that

the present author still recognises the presence of two non=corrt-emporaneo u»

sets of metabasic rocks in the SW Pays de Leon namely:

(1) metabasic enclaves in the Granodiorite de Brest

(2) metamorphosed basic dykes which cut the Granodiorite
de Brest

Unambiguous representatives of both sets can be observed in close proximity

at Pointe des Renards (7.908/53.727).

(ii) Affinities of the Pilons de Kermorvan

The question is now raised as to whether the Filons de Kermorvan can be

correlated with any other mafic dykes elsewhere in the Massif Armoricain,

or with any other possibly genetically related geological phenomena.

(The question of the absolute age of the Filons de Kermorvan will be

considered below in Chapter 7).

The lamprophyre (kersantite) and dolerite sheets which are concentrated

in the syncline of Middle and Upper Devonian rocks of the Rade de Brest

(Chauris1972c, p.14) and of which a few representatives intrude the rocks

of the SW Pays de Leon, are undeformed and unmetamorphosed and therefore

most unlikely to be contemporaneous with or genetically related to the

Filons de Kermorvan. The same consideration applies to the important

post-orogenic dolerite dyke which traverses the SW Pays de Leon between

Pointe de Brenterc1h (7.901/53.770) and Porsmilin (7.807/S3.727)(Fig 6-7).

There is a possibility that the intrusion of the KermQrvan dykes may be

connected in some way with the formation of basic pillow lavas and

hyalotuffs, together with apparently contemporaneous basic intrusive

sheets in the Caradocian of the Presquile de Crozon (Bishop et aI, 1969,

p.324-S). The present outcrop of these Caradocian volcanics is only

about IS km southeast of the southern margin of the SW Pays de Leon.

While any such correlation is highly tentative, there does not seem to be
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any conclusive geological argument to dig,miss the possibility of a

genetic relationship between the Kermorvan dykes and the Caradocian

volcanics. This tentative conclusion is also consistent with, although

not proven by, the available geochronological data (see Chapter 7).

(c) Other metabasic rocks in the SW Pays de Leon

Other metabasic rocks, which cannot easily be assigned to either of the

two categories above, also occur in the Le Conquet Complex. An example

is the coarse grained rather 1eucocratic amphibolite sheet at Porz Liogan

(7.896/53.718). The structure and mineralogy of this sheet is described

by Taylor (1969, 263-266). Its composition and texture make it easily

distinguishable from the other metabasic rocks in the area. Its

emplacement clearly predates the main metamorphic and deformational

episode, but its original relationship with the Granodiorite de Brest

is not clear.

5. PEGMATITES AND FOLIATED GRANITIC SHEETS

(a) Pegmatites

Pegmatites are not common in the Complexe Metamorphique de Conquet.

However one prominent example, between one and two metres thick,

intrudes the foliated Granodiorite de Brest on the west coast of the

Presqu~le de Kermorvan (7.914/53.742)(Fig 6-6). This pegmatite dyke is

folded; it appears therefore to have been affected by the deformation

undergone by the country rock. It may be contemporaneous with or earlier

than the main metamorphic and deformational episode.

Chauris (1969c, p.l29) uses the term tlenticulaire' to describe a 2 m

thick pegmatite cutting (granodioritic) gneiss on the west coast of the

island of Beniguet (7.994/53.723). His term suggests the possible presence
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of pinch and swell or boudinage structure which may indicate that the

pegmatite has undergone a phase of deformation.

(b) Foliated granitic sheets

Foliated granitic sheets, mostly less than a few metres thick, and generally

concordant with the foliation of the country rock, are abundant in the

SW Pays de L~on. Some examples are described by Taylor (1969) p. 144-146).

Some of these sheets appear to have been affected by the deformation and

metamorphism undergone by the country rocks. However it has not been

possible to study these sheets in sufficient detail to present an adequate

account of their field relations.

D. POST-METAMORPHIC INTRUSIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

Relatively brief mention will be made in this section of the more

important of the igneous intrusions in the SW Pays de Leon which appear

to have been emplaced subsequently to the major deformation and regional

metamorphism (D2/M2 in section E below), which has affected the Complexe

Metamorphiq ue du Conquet. (Certain of these late intrusions do however

display evidence of local deformation). The writer has not studied the

petrography of these intrusions and the reader is referred to the

literature for fuller accounts.

2. GRANITE DE ST HENAN

The outcrop of this granite, which according to Chauris (1972c) is cogenetic

with the Granite de Kersaint, marks the northern limit of the Complexe
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Metamorphique du Conquet in the SW Pays de Leon (Figs 1-6, 6-7). The

boundary is of roughly E-W trend, and meets the coastline south of

Pointe de Corsen at 7.911/53.786. Here the contact is sharp and near

vertical. The Granite de St Renan appears to be intrusive into the

schistose Granodiorite de Brest at this point.

The petrography of the granite is described by Chauris (1972c, p.19).

It is generally a non-megacrystic alkali-leucogranite ~th muscovite and

either biotite or, less commonly, tourmaline. A number of dykes and

minor sheets of Granite de St Renan type cut the Granodiorite de Brest

further south than the contact mentioned above, for instance at 7.900/

53.778 and at 7.898/53.765 (Fig 6-6).

Geochronological data on this granite is discussed in Chapters 5 and 7.

3. GRANITE DES ROSPECTS (OR GRANITE DES PIERRES NOIRES)

Taylor (1969, p 356-7) describes a distinctive granite which outcrops on a

small group of reefs and stacks just off the south coast of the Pays de

Leon near Pointe de St Mathieu and known as 'Les Rospects' (7.887/53.699)

(Fig 6-1, 607). Chauris (1969a, p. 121-3; 1972, p.22) recognised that

the outcrop of this granite was much more extensive than that observed

by Taylor, including a large number of reefs and stacks extending for

about 12 km west of Les Rospects, and introduced the term 'Granite de la

Chauss~e des Pierres Noires' which is used on the 1:80,000 geological map

(3rd Edn., 1972) (Fig 6-3). The contact zone between the Granite des

Rospects and the Granodiorite de Brest on the mainland is poorly exposed

and apparently occupied by a shear belt. A modal analysis by Taylor

indicates that it is a leucocratic muscovite-alkali-granite.

Taylor (1969) placed the granite aaong the Variscan suite on litho -

structural grounds, while Chauris (1972c) suggested that it might be of
Precambrian age. No geochronological data are available.
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4. GRJL~ODIORITE DE TREGANA

Taylor (1969 p.343-352) and Chauris (1972c, p 21) describe this

distinctive intrusion which has a NE-SW trending outcrop extending on

either side of the Anse de Bertheaume for a total length of about 10 km

(Figs 6-2, 6-3, 6-7). The portions outcropping to the NE and SWZ

respectively of the Anse de Bertheaume are offset by a late NW trending

fault in the vicinity of Porsmilin (7.893/53.727).

The Granodiorite de Tregana displays clearly visible intrusive contacts

with the Granodiorite de Brest. It is an almost hololeucocratic albite-

granodiorite, with minor muscovite, chlorite, microcline and some biotite

schlieren. (Chauris, 1972). The granite is clearly post-metamorphic and

is considered by Taylor to be an early member of the Variscan granite suite,

possibly contemporaneous with the Granite de St Renan. The absolute age

of the Granodiorite de Tregana is discussed in the following chapter.

5. LA}!PROPHY~IC AND ASSOCIATED DYKES

Taylor (l969)p.358-9) has described rare minettes and kersantites in the

SW Pays de Leon. Examples occur to the east of Pointe du Petit Minou

and at Le Dellec (Fig 6-1). These dykes are probably outlying members

of the late Hercynian Iamp rophyric suite which is centred on the

Devonian rocks of the Rade de Brest (Chauris, 1972c, p.14).

The writer has recorded an unfoliated dyke about 4 m thick which cuts

the Granodiorite de Brest between Plage des Blancs Sablons and Pors

Illien at 7.886/53.750 (Fig 6-6). The rock contains megacrysts of

euhedral quartz and altered feldspar, with radial aggregatesof white

mica in a fine-grained dark matrix.

The affinities of this dyke are uncertain; it may be related to the
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Bade de Brest lamprophyric suite.

6. DOLERITES OF PORSMILIN AND BRENTERC'H

A northwest trending vertical dolerite dyke about 40 m thick cuts

the Granodiorite de Tr~gana at Porsmilin (7.893/53.727). This dyke

has been described by Taylor (1969, p 361). A dyke of similar trend

and thickness and approximately aligned with the Porsmilin dyke cuts

the Granodiorite de Brest at Pointe de Brenterc'h (7.900/53.771)(Fig 6-6);

and the two outcrops are considered by Chauris (1972c) to be parts of the

same dyke (Figs 6-3, 6-7).

Another northwest trending dolerite dyke which is possibly related to

the Porsmilin-Brenterc'h dolerite has been recorded by Chauris (1969a,

p.l29 and map 4) on the island of Led~n~z de Qu~m~nes (just north of

Qu~m~n~s, fig 1-2).

Geochronological data on the dolerites of the SW Pays de Leon is referred

to in the following chapter.

E. STRUCTURAL METAMORPHIC AND MAGMATIC EVOLUTION OF THE SW PAYS DE LEON

1. INTRODUCTION

It is appropriate at this point to summarise the geological history of

the SW Pays de Leon in the light of the geological observations and

conclusions both of earlier workers and of the present writer.

The most comprehensive previous attempt to construct the geological

history of the SW Pays de Leon is that of Taylor (1969 p 287-311).

Correlation of Taylor's chronology with that of events in the Brioverian

and Palaeozoic terrain of central Finistere is provided by Bradshaw et

al (1967) and Bishop et al (1969).
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]. D. HnAIlSIIAW u, a. - Tho Development of Brinvcrlau structure»

Correlation of events aJJ'eoting the Ilrioverian over lhe area of west
Finistl:re.-In theHaio duRls the following series of events have been rL'Co!,'lli::ed:-
Sedlmcntntlon followed by fint, second and third foldings. Associated will: the
second folds is a strongly developed Sdlistosity. This forms the best t"crci:ltiuJI
with tho sediments farther north at the: moment and is taken to be uf Fe :1~L'.

Tho first folding (of whim little is known so far) would then be the equivalent
of pte-Ee further north. The third folding iJ a strongly developed strain slip

cle:;vage whidl is probably to be correlated with the strajn slip micro folds.

Southwestem Pays de
Leon Elom valley B:Jio do Douarnenez

sedlmen tation sedimentation sedimentation + pillow
lavas

pre-Ee folding

Fe-lolding (Se schistosity)
and probably "cross-

folding"
-?-

pre-Fe foldlng

Fe folding (Se schistosity)
and intrusion of Gneiss

de Brest
minor intrusions

and metasomatism
in Gneiss de Brest

metamorphism to lower
almandine amphiboiite
Iacies, Concordant

metamorphic overprint-
ing of Se smistosity
late metamcrphie shear
folds

strain slip micro folds
development of the

Rcnards Granite
Complex

static regional meta- - ? -
morplusrn
- - - Interval between Cadcmlan Orogeny and deposition - - -

of the Gn-'s Armoricatn,
Pnlncczoie sedimentatlon over tho UW:I. EpciroJ,(t'netic l·:trlll IIlm't'1II1'lIts aloll!-(

lines of Cadomian weakness, Varlsca» dcforlllatioll hy slip 011 SI'.

Cat::d:lSis, retrogressive metamorphism :1IIt! the development of klnk-hands alfl·et
the llrioverian probably as 0. result of the Variscan ddorlllaliull.

pre-F8 folding

Fe-folding (Se schistosity)and intrusion of Gneiss
de Brest

-?-

metamorphism to low
greenschist facies.
Concordant meta-
morphic overprinting

of Se sdustos! ty
-?-

metamorphism to lowest
greensdust Facies in
Crozon and to south,
Crade rises again Baie
clu !lis

-?-
strain slip micro Iolds

N.n. TIle ~tSO of Eo, pre-E« Ilnd Se wus preferred to \ho IIIOT(! lIsual \\'nnilltllo~y
uf PI • etc. & SIt etc. to avoid thl> nl.'ccssily of IIwkwanlnullIcrical (.:l!all~cs at :1

)at~r date wh~r. tho full sequcnce of structural events 1I:'Is]'(''CII u:1r:1vl'!I\·(1.

TABLE 6-2
EVENTS AFFECTING THE BRIOVERIAN OF WEST FINISTERE
After Bradshaw et aI, 1967.
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FOLD PHASES

cer,
Tight, often recumbent folds

with angular hinges. Axial
trend roughly NW-SE.

CnF,
Upright folds with rounded
hinges which refold CnF 1

structures. Regional de-
velopment of CnS. cleav-
age parallel to axial planes
of CnF. folds. Fold trend
ENE-WSW.M:\IN CADO-
MIAN FOLD PHASE.

:METAMORPHIC EVltNTS OTHER EVltNTS
BRIOVltRlAN 5EIJlMENTATION

Intrusion of leucogranite
veins. Emplacement and
albitization of Gneiss de
Brest granodiorite. In-
trusion of basic dykes.

CnF,

Small angular shear folds
with axial planes parallel
to lineation in Gneiss de
Brest.

CaMI

Regional metamorphism to
almandine amphibolite
facies. Growth of garnet and
staurolite porphyroblasts.
Development of synmeta-
morphic foliation parallel to ,
CaS ••...•.•••••••.•.•• Foliation of Gneiss de Brest

Intrusion of Pointe des Ren-
ards granodiorite. ?De-
velopment of strain-slip
folds. Intrusion of basic
dykes.

CaM.
Static metamorphism. Growth

of gamet in basic dyka cut-
ting Pointe des Renards
granodiorite.

Erosion: peneplanation,
Lower Palaeozoic and
Devonian sedimentation.

VF,
Main Variscan fold phase.

Upright asymmetrical folds
ovenurned towards the
IOUth.

late VFI
Cross-warps on VF 1 folds,

causing fold culmination
and depression and corru-
gation of fold limbs.

Intrusion ofTregana grano-
diorite (age uncertain).

TABLE 6-3

GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF SW PAYS DE LEON

After Bishop et al,1969.
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In this section use will be made of a relative chronological nomenclature

(see table 6-4) comparable with that already used for the rocks of the NW

Pays de Leon in chapters 2 to 5. It should be emphasised however that

although a correlation of events between the northwest and southwest

sectors of the Pays de L~on is suggested and implied by this procedure,

such a correlation is not necessarily proven as yet; difficulties in

proving such a correlation are presented by the probable existence of

significant transcurrent displacement along the Molene-Moncontour Lineament

which separates the two areas, and by the extensive intervening areas

occupied by the post-D2/M2 granite complexes (Figs 1-6, 8-1).

2. PRE D2/M2 EVENTS

(a) Brioverian deposition (So and So' surfaces)

In the opinion of Bishop et al (1969) and Taylor (1969, p 289) the

earliest structure recognisable in the rocks of the SW Pays de Leon is

the compositional banding in the Brioverian Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn.

This structure may be termed So and clearly represents sedimentary bedding.

The compositional banding observed in the higher-grade metasediments such

as the Mica-schistes du Conquet and some of the enclaves in the

Granodiorite de Brest is analogous with So in the Quartzophyllades de

L'Elorn and probably is at least in part of sedimentary origin, although

perhaps modified by such processes as transposition and syn-metamorphic

deformation. The abbreviation So' may be used to refer to such

possibly modified versions of So.

(b) The early metabasic rocks

The mafic enclaves in the Granodiorite de Brest represent a group of

basic rocks which may have been associated with the pre-Granodiorite de

Brest (Brioverian) sedimentary formations. These mafic rocks, although

widely distributed, appear to have been subordinate in quantity to the
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Dolerite Dykes Post Hercynian

POST D3
and mv lon i t i sat.i on
(cf D4 in ~l\' Pay<_;de
Leon)

hi nk ha nd s 111

f'chisto:::erocks,
wi th eh I ori t.i sa....
tion of hiotite

Lat.eHcr cynian

D3 fup]acement of
granitic plutons of
Tregana, Les
~sppcts, St Renan

F3 and F3' fold~
affecting S2 Mid-Hercynian
surfaces in
metamorphi c
rocks

D2/H2 Regi onal metamorphi sm of ini.pl1llpdiate
10'"pressure type wit.hproduction of
S2' L2 and F2 structures

Irrt.rusion of doleri tic Filons de
Kermorvan

Emplacement of Granodiorite de Brest
and possibly other major intrusions

Dl/MI Regional metamorphism with production
of SI and FI structures in metasedi-
mental~ and metabasic rocks

Early (? pene-) contemporaneous basic
rocks
Deposition of semi-pelitic sediments
possibly by turbidity currents

Early
Hercynian
'Bretonic'

? Caradocian
sub-volcanic
activity

Cadomian
orogeny

Brioverian
volcanic
activity and
sedimentation
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sediments. By analogy with the well-documented Brioverian volcanics

of Penn .~ Vir in central Finistere (Darboux, 1974; Bishop et al 1969,

p 315), some of the early metabasic rocks in the SW Pays de Leon may be

derived from volcanic or subvolcanic material (pene-)contemporaneous with

the pre-Granodiorite de Brest sediments. Alternatively they may

represent an unrelated later intrusive group.

(c) The Dl/Ml orogenic episode (SI surfaces)

Both the metasediments and the early mafic rocks have undergone deformation

and metamorphism prior to the emplacement of the Granodiorite de Brest.

Taylor (1969, p 233) records schistosity and a metamorphic mineralogy

(garnets and micas) in metasedimentary xenolithic inclusions in the

'Pointe des Renards Granodiorite' (Granodiorite de Brest). As indicated

above (section C.4.) a metabasic xenolith in the Granodiorite de Brest at

Pointe des Renards retains clearly visible pre-granodiorite foliation of

metamorphic origin, the metamorphism in this case having reached the

almandine-amphibolite facies. Locally a distinct phase of folding prior

to the D2/M2 folds can be recognised in the Brioverian and metasedimentary

schists of the SW Pays de L~on (Pre Fe of Bradshaw et aI, 1967 and CnFl
of Bishop et aI, 1969).· Folds in this category have been recognised at

several localities by Taylor (1969 p 292). They have been most easily

recognised in the Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn but Taylor illustrates one

example in the Mica-schistes du Conquet. The present writer has

observed a set of folds apparently refolded by the D2/M2 folds in the

Mica-schistes du Conquet at Porz Liogan (locality shown on Fig 6-1).

It is possible that the formation of this early set of folds was

contemporaneous with the formation of the early fabrics in the metasedi-

mentary and metabasic enclaves in the Granodiorite de Brest. Taylor

(op cit, p 293 and 322) suggests that some of the early folds appear to

• Tables 6-2. 6-3.
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have had an original trend approximately N-S. * AI though only a few

folds in this category have been recognised in the SW Pays de Leon, and

their significance is not clearly established, the evidence from the

enclaves is sufficient to justify the recognition of a pre-Granodiorite

de Brest orogenic episode, which may be termed Dl/Ml, with associated

planar structures 51' and possible folds Fl' This episode may be

identifiable with the Cadomian orogeny (see Chapter 7).

(d) Emplacement of the Granodiorite de Brest

The next recognisable event in the history of the SW Pays de Leon is

the emplacement of the Granodiorite de Brest. This extensive pluton

of batholithic proportions may have originated from the anatexis of

large quantities of metasedimentary and other material at a deeper level

in the crust than that now exposed.

This anatexis, which may have been a deep-seated expression of the

DI/Ml episode (although there is no obvious demonstration that this was

the case), would have been followed by accumulation of magma, its ascent

in the crust, and intrusion and consolidation in the (originally

Brioverian) supracrustal rocks.

It has been pointed out by some workers (Roach, pers comm; Hanmer, pers

comm) that the coftcordant association of the apparently anatectic

Granodiorite de Brest with sillimanite grade metasediments and migmatites

in the sector north of Illien (Fig 6-6) might suggest that the postulated

anatectk episode in which the granodioritic magma originated was

contemporaneous with the sillimanite grade metamorphism.

• It may be pointed out that folds such as these could have been pro-
duced in a non-metamorphic environment, for instance as 'slump'
folds in a sequence of greywacke type sediments.
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However in the opinion of the writer, and as will be discussed further

in Chapter 8, the sillimanite grade metamorphism seen in the relatively

minor quantities of sillimanite gneisses and leuco-neosome migmatites

in the sector north of Illien is more simply explained as the higher

grade equivalent of the medium-grade regional metamorphism seen in the

Le Conquet sector; and since the latter metamorphism quite clearly

affects not only the schists and the Granodiorite de Brest, but also

the Filons de Kermorvan which must have intruded the Granodiorite at a

significant interval after its consolidation, this metamorphism cannot

be regarded as contemporaneous with or genetically related to the much

earlier anatexis w~ich produced the granodiorite itself.

(e) Filons de Kermorvan

The Kermorvan dykes intrude, and therefore postdate the Granodiorite

de Brest. Their original trend may have been close to N-S in some

cases, but is uncertain owing to rotation and shearing during the D2

deformation. There are grounds for considering that these may be

genetically and temporally related to the Caradocian basic volcanism

of the Presqu'lle de Crozon, although proof of such a relationship is

lacking.

(f) Pre-D2/M2 lithologies of uncertain relative age

(i) Granodiorite de Pont-Cabioc'h

As indicated earlier the Granodiorite de Pont-Cabioc'h occupies a

relatively restricted outcrop in the north-east sector of the SW

Pays de L~on (Fig 6-7). It appears to be of igneous origin and to have

undergone the D2/M2 episode, but its relationship vis-a-vis the

Granodiorite de Brest is uncertain.

in the next chapter.

Geochronological data is reviewed
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(ii) Granodiorite de St Marzin

As indicated above the field evidence at one locality suggests that the

leucocratic granodioritic gneisses at St Marzin are at least in part

distinct in origin from the typical Granodiorite de Brest. However, it

has not been possible to reach any conclusions regarding the relative age

of the two granodiorite lithologies, or the origin of the leucocratic

type.

(iii) Diorite de Dellec, etc.

Taylor (1969, p 111-112) describes the amphibolitic dioritic bodies out-

cropping at Dellec (Figs 6-1, 6-3, 6-7). He considers that the diorites

are enclaves in the 'Gneiss de Brest' (Granodiorite de Brest) and

therefore older than it. They may be temporally or genetically related

to the early mafic bodies referred to above (section (b».

Chauris (1969a, p 128) has described a diorite, possibly of similar

type to those at Dellec, which outcrops on the isolated reef of Ar Zerrou,

SW of the island of Trielen (Fig 1-2), and which is apparently

associated with the granodiorite gneiss (7Granodiorite de Brest) of the

Molene Archipelago.

3. THE D2/M2 OROGENIC EPISODE

All the lithological units referred to in section 2 appear to have

undergone a major episode of metamorphism and deformation which was

responsible for some of the most prominent fabrics and mineral assemblages

present in these rocks. The metamorphic mineral assemblages attributable

to this episode will be discussed more fully in Chapter 8, in which

comparison is made with the M2 metamorphism in the NW Pays de Leon.

For simplicity ~e same abbreviations D2 and M2 are used to refer to the

chief orogenic episode in both the western sectors of the Pays de Leon,
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although it should once again be emphasised that contemporaneity between

the two sectors cannot be considered to be proven as yet.

The grade of the M2 metamorphism increases rather rapidly in a

northerly or northwesterly direction as one passes from the low (chlorite)

grade of the Brioverian and the southern margin of the Granodiorite de

Brest, to staurolite grade round Le Conquet and Trez Hir, and sillimanite

grade, with development of migmatites north of Illien.

The intensity of the combined Dl and D2 foliation seen in the metasedi-

mentary belts remains consistently high once the low grade/medium grade

boundary is passed (Fig 8-1), but the intensity of the S2 foliation in

the Granodiorite de Brest is strikingly inhomogenous, with, particularly
!tLein the Conquet sector (Fig 6-5), but also as far north as Pointe de

Erenterc'h (Fig 6-1), belts of almost undeformed granodiorite alternating

with belts of schistose granodiorite.

The distribution of these belts of anomalously low deformation in the

granodiorite appears to be related to, and possibly controlled by the

distribution of the thicker belts of metasediment which comprise the

Mica-schistes du Conquet. It appears that part of the bulk strain

imposed during D2 in the whole of the SW Pays de Leon which was taken

up by the rocks in the Le Conquet sector was distributed inhomogeneously

on account of the presence of alternating belts of two types of material

which were of the same order of thickness but of widely different

competences. This variation in competence led to most of the strain

being taken up by the less competent material, ioe. the metasediments,

leaving the central portions of the intervening more competent granodio-

rite belts almost undeformed (Fig 6-5 ).
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The minor structures produced during the D2/M2 episode are by no means

simple and much work remains to be carried out on this aspect.

Comparison of the descriptions of the structures classified by Taylor

(Table 13.1, p.289; reproduced here as Table 6-1) as CnF2, CnS2' CnS2
and the penetrative lineation component of his CnF_ (sic) with structures

.J

observed by the present writer in the field and in hand specimen, has led

to the conclusion that all the above listed structures may have been

produced during a single major episode approximately coinciding with the

development of the M2 metamorphic assemblages, and therefore classifiable

as D2 structures in the present writers' scheme.

The most prominent structure which can be assigned to D2 is a metamorphic

schistosity (S2) (and locally a lineation: L2) which is expressed as a

preferred orientation of micas and chlorites, and a co-planar linear

preferred orientation of (e.g.)amphiboles and quartz aggregates which

plunges at moderate angles to ENE or WSW. The S2 schistosity is axial

planar to a set of tight to isoclinal folds which, according to Taylor,

and also in the observation of the pnBent writer, are confined to the

metasedimentary formations (Quartzophyllades de l'Elorn and Mica-

schistes du Conquet). Throughout much of the SW Pays de Leon the S2

schistosity strikes east-north east and dips at moderate to steep angles

to the south. However significant variations in both dip and strike

occur, and can largely be attributed to a post-D2 fold phase ( D3).

North of Pars Illien more intense post-D2 folding has caused grewter

variation in the trend of the S2 schistosity, which commonly strikes

near N-S in this sector (Fig 6-6).

Taylor (op.cit) has described rotational growth of garnet and staurolite

porphyroblasts related to the growth of the (S2) mica schistosity in the

Mica-schistes du Conquet. The staurolite grade metamorphism (M2) thus

appears to be an integral part of the D2 deformational episode in this
sector.
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~. POST-D2/M2 EVENTS

(a) Introduction

In this section the phases of folding which affect and therefore post-

date the D2/M2 schistosity are considered together in the first sub-

section, while the various post D2/M2 granitoid plutonic rocks are grouped

together in the second sub-section. It should, however, be emphasised

that while there is enough evidence available to arrange the fold phases

in a chronological sequence, there does not appear to be enough evidence

at present to demonstrate the relative age of the granitoid plutons com-

pared either with each other or with the phases of post-S2 folding seen

in the metamorphic rocks. It should be further pointed out that some

quite intense although localised, deformation affects the granitoid

plutons themselves.

(b) Post D2/M2 folding and Kink Bands

The S2 metamorphic schistosity in the metamorphic rocks of the SW Pays

de Leon is affected by at least two sets of post-metamorphic folds.

These folds are described by Taylor (1969, p 296-301) under two main

headings 'CnF3' and 'late microfolds', to which he adds a third

category, late kink bands.

Taylor's description of the CnF and late microfolds is as follows:
3

'The CnF folds (in the Le Conquet schists) are usually
3

tight similar folds with angular hinge ••• amplitudes

of the order of 20-40 cm. are common ••• The axial planes

of the folds are always parallel to the schistosity •••

there does not appear to have been anappreciable development

of a new schistosity parallel to the axial planes ••• '
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'This (late microfold) deformation produces (particularly

in the Le Conquet schists) a crenulation of the CnS2 (i.e.

S in the present writer's classification) in those places
2

where the rocks are most strongly foliated The amplitude

of the folds varies from I or 2 mm to c. I cm. Characteristi-

cally the axial planes of the folds dip to th~ SE at a higher

angle than the CnS2 surface •••'

Crenulations of this type are shown in plates 6-5 and 6-6. While

Taylor has clearly demonstrated the presence of more than one set of

post-S2 folds on the basis of the amplitude and style of the folds, it

is not clear that these two sets are necessarily non-contemporaneous.

In view of this uncertainty the writer prefers to group these two sets

of folds (for which the abbreviations F3 and F3' may be used) together

under the general heading of 'D3' structures.

The lack of retrograde metamorphism associated with the F3 and F3t folds

has been noted by Taylor, and may indicate that, at least in the Le

Conquet area, the temperature was not much lower during the D3 deformation

than during the D2/M2 episode.

Major and minor folds which can broadly be assigned to D3 are particularly

well developed in the sector between Illien and Anse de Porsmoguer,

where they typically plU3ge at a moderate angle to the north east.

Late kink-bands are a prominent feature in the Mica-schistes du Conquet

and the more strongly foliated varieties of the Granodiorite de Brest,

and were recorded by De Lapparent (1934). They are described by Taylor
(op.cit.p.304) who records that biotite is retrogressed to chlorite
between the kink-planes. The chloritisAtion may indicate thAt the
formation of the kink-bands took place at a significant interval
after the formation of the F3 and F3' folds, and at a significantly
reduced temperature.



(c) Fost D2/M2 ~ranitoid Magmatism

The granitoid plutons of St Renan, Les Rospects and Tregana (Fig 6-7),
although locally deformed, show no sign of the development of S 2
metamorphic fabrics typical of the rocks of the Complexe Metamorphique
du Conquet. In the case of the St Renan and Tregana plutons the
granitoids appear to cut obliquely across treD2 structures, and the
intrusion of the whole group can be regarded as a post D2/M2 episode.
However cross-cutting relationships between any of these three plutons
or their minor offshoots do not appear to have been recorded, and so
their relative age cannot be ascertained on that basis at present.
Their age relative to that of the F3 and F3' folds is also uncertain.
Folds of the F3 and F3' types have not been recorded in the granitoids,
but theoretical considerations make it improbable that relatively
homogeneous and massive lithologies such as these would register small
scale folds even if the episode which produced such folds in other
lithologies post-dated the emplacement of the granitoids.

(d) Localised Deformation of the Post-D2/M2 Granitoids

(i) Granite de St Renan

The Granite de St Renan, notably in the vicinity of Pointe de Corsen,
(Figs 6-1, 6-3) shows ~elocal development of closely-spaced vertical
E-W fractures along which some transcurrent movement appears to have
taken place. According to Chauris (1969b) this deformation is the
local expression of the Molene-Moncontour lineament, (or North
Armorican Shear Belt). Chauris (pers.corom.) has reported intense
mylonitisation of the Granite de St Renan in inland exposures. These
structures are analogous to the D4 structures in the NW Pays de Leon
(Chapter 4).

(ii) Granite des Rospects

Taylor (1969 p 301) has recorded a narrow (15m) E-W vertical mylonitised
zone which affects the contact between the Granite des Rospects and the
"Gneiss de Brest" (Granodiorite de Brest). It is possible that this
zone, and other similar zones observed within the outcrop of the
Granodiorite de Brest, may represent loci of movement similar in type
to an possibly genetically connected with the more extensive zones of
deformation observed in the Granite de St Renan some 10 km to the north.
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(iii) Granodiorite de Tregana

Deformation comparable ~th the mylCnitic zones in the St Renan and
Les Rospects Granites has not been reported from the Granodiorite de
Tr~gana. It does not however necessarily follow that the Tregana
pluton is younger than the others.

(e) Faulting

(i) Molene-Moncontour Lineament

Some of the effects of transcurrent movements along this major structure
have been briefly mentioned above in the conclusion of Chapter 4. It is
likely that movement took place at more than one period : GoD. Williams
(pers.comm) has reported that in the Guingamp area of North Brittany the
most intense deformation associated ~th this same lineament predated the
emplacement of the Hercynian Granite de Quintin, although minor movements
continued after its emplacement.

(ii) Other faults

It is not proposed to add to the description and analysis of faults in
the SW Pays de L~on presented by Taylor (1969 p 304-308). On p. 305
he mentions the presence of abundant NE and NW trending strike-slip
faults as well as some ENE trending faults. He also states (p 308-9)
that "•• the faulting in the SW Pays de L~on postdates the Tregana
granodiorite and the lamprophyre dykes and precedes the intrusion of
the Porsmilin dolerite. Small movements reactivating existing faults
may postdate the dolerite."

(f) Lamprophyre and Dolerite Dykes

As indicated above the intrusion of the lamprophyre dykes of the SW
Pays de Leon predated the main phase of faulting in the SW Pays de Leon,
and was probably associated ~th other late Hercynian magmatic phenomena
such as the emplacement of granitoid plutons.

The dolerite dykes of Porsmilin-Brenterc'h postdate the main phase of
faulting; and apparently belong to a later, post-Hercynian geotectonic
regime of crustal dilation.
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GEOCHRONOLOGY OF THE SW PAYS DE LEON: A NEW INTERPRETATION
A. INTRODUCTION
B. STRATIGRAPHIC SETTING OF THE SW PAYS DE LEoN

1. The relationship between the Quartzophyllades de
l'Ehorn, the Quartzites de la Roche Maurice and
the Granodiorite de Brest

2. Some important features of the Palaeozoic supracrustal
rocks of west Finistere
(a) The Ordovician to Devonian succession of the

Rade de Brest area
(b) The relationship between the Carboniferous of

the Chateaulin basin and older rocks: the
'Bretonic' phase

(c) The Upper Carboniferous rocks of South Finistere
C. GEOCHRONOLOGY OF THE SW PAYS DE LEON

1. Introduction
2. U-Pb dating

(a) Pre-D2/M2 lithological units
(i) Quartzophyllades de l'Elorn
(ii) Mica-schistes du Conquet
(iii) Granodiorite de Brest
(iv) Granodiorite de Pont-Cabioc'h
Cv) 'Gneiss de Brest' (Landivisiau)

(0) Post-D2/M2 lithological units
3. Rb-Sr dating

(a) Pre-D2/M2 lithological units
(i) Whole-rock Rb-Sr dating: the Granodioritede Brest
(ii) Ordovician and Silurian sediments of

Crozon
(iii) Rb-Sr mineral dates



(b) Post-D2/M2 lithological units
(i) Complexe granitique de St Renan-Kersaint
(ii) Granodiorite de Tregana

4. K-Ar dating
(a) Pre-D2/M2 lithological units

(i) Diorite de Dellec
(ii) Amphibolite (near les Rospects)
(iii) Granodiorite de Brest
(iv) Mafic rocks from the Baie de Douarnenez

(b) Post-D2/M2 lithological units
(i) Complexe Granitique de st Renan-Kersaint
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

D. CONCLUSIONS

Granodiorite de Tregana
Lamprophyres

Doleritesof Porsmilin and Brenterc'h
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CHAPT:S?-7

GEOCHRCNOLOGY J? TH2 SW PAYS DE LEON: A ~£W I~~ERPR=TATIrN

A. I~;l'RODUCTION

In Chapter 5 an attempt was made to relate published and
new geochronological data concerning the WW Pays de ~eon
to the sequence of geological events established on field
evidence and described in Chapters 2 - 4. In this chapter
a similar attempt will be made to relate geochronological
data from the literature to the sequence of geolosical
events in the SW Pays de Lean which was outlined in Chapter
6. ~o new data is presented, but it has been found that
there is considerable scope for the reassessment and rein-
terpretation of data which is already in the literature.
A revised (although still tentative and incomplete) absolu~e
chronology of geological events in the SW Pays de Lean will
be presented.

As a preliminary to an interpretation of the isotopic a~e
data of the S·:T Pays de :Weon, it is appropriate to revi ew
certain key aspects of the stratigraphic setting of the
region, so that the absolute chronology of events in the
predominantly medium to high grade crystalline terrain of
the SW Pays de Leon rr:z.ybe compared wi th the Precambrian
and Palaeozoic s~ratigraphy of the less altered supra-
crustal terrain to the south.
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B. STRATIGRAPHIC SEl'TIliGOF 'THE S W PAYS DE LEON.

B.l. The relationship between the Quartzophyllades de TJ'Elorn,
the Quartzites de la Roche ~Iaurice and the Granodiorite
de brest.

The development up to about 1965 of ideas concerning the
stratigraphical relationships between the Pays de Leon and
the adjacent areas of Late Precambrian and Palaeozoic rocks
to the south is summarised by Bradshaw et al (1967, p 570 - 1).
Barrois argued in several publications from 1900 onwards that
the Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn could be correlated with the
BrioveI'jan of Normandy and that the orthoquartzi te formation
( Quartzites de la Roche Maurice) (Fig 7 - 2) which flanks the
Quartzophyllades to the south was of Ordovician age, being
overlain in turn by the llevonian rocks of the Plougastel and
Crozon peninsulas. According to this interpretation the geo-
logical relations at the southern margin of the Pays de Leon
were similar to that seen on the southern flank of the
Palaeozoic synclinorium of central ~est Finist~re, where a
quartzite formation (known as the Gres Armoricain), litholog-
ically similar to although thicker than the Quartzites de la
Roche Maurice, unconformably overlies the Brioverian rocks of
the Baie de Douarnenez (Fig. 7 - 1).

Subsequently, with the work of Pruvost et al (1943) and
Delattre ~1952) the view became current that both the
Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn and the Quartzites de la Koche
Maurice are younger than the adjacent Lower Devonian rocks,
and therefore themselves of Devonian or Carboniferous age.
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Bradshaw et al (1967) and Bishop et al (1969) argued cogen-
tly in support 0: Barrois' original interpretation of the
stratigraphic position of the Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn
and the ~uartzites de la Roche Maurice. Accordin~ to
these authors, the Quartzites de la Roche Maurice are cor-
relatable with the Gres ~rmoricain and therefore of Lower
Ordovician, probably Arenigian age (Fig 7 - 2).

Subseq~ent to the work of Bishop et aI, sedimentary rocks
occurring stratigraphically between the Quartzites de la
Roche Maurice and the sediments of Devonian age to the
south have yielded Silurian fossils, (Chauris et ai,
1970a) so that the quartzites are now generally accepted
as the basal member of an apparently conformable (or para-
conformable) sequence of Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian
rocks, the Devonian sequence being complete ~p to and in-
cluding Fammenian 11 (Babin et aI, 1972, p 7 - 13).

Chauris and Hallegouet (1973b) have further correlated
certain other quartzites, which outcrop to the north of the
main outcrop of Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn, with the
Quartzites de la Roche Maurice. In their view the Quartzo-
phyllades de L'Elorn occupy -;;hecore of a tight anticline,
while these "Quartzi tes de La Roche Ilaurice" on the northern
limb of the antiforrr:overstep unconformably onto the "Gneiss
de Brest" (presumably Gran01iorite de Brest), where the
quartzites are now preserved in the cores of tight faulted
synclines. These conclusions of Chauris and Hallegouet also
implied that the "Gneiss de Brest" in the area they studied
(between Landerneau and Brest) was uplifted and unroofed
prior to the deposition of the (Arenigian) quartzites. The
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assignment of the Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn to the
Brioverian has gained general acceptance, although the
acceptance is not universal (see 3abin et al,1972,p13).

Although views on the origin of the "Gneiss de Brest"
have undergone a considerable chan[e, from the early hypo-
thesis of in situ granitisation of Quartzophyllades de
L'Elorn which was accepted by IT.ostworkers from Barrois
(1900) to Chauris and :~ichot (1965), to the presently accep-
"ted opinion that the "Gneiss de Brest" is intrusive into
the Quartzophyllades; nonetheless it has always been agreed
that the deposition of the Quartzophyllades preceded the
formation of the "Gneiss de Brest". So that if the Lower
Ordovician age for the Quartzites de la Roche Yaurice is
accepted, then the }ranodiorite de 3rest has a stratigra-
phic age intermediate oetween the Brioverian and the Ordo-
vician.

B. 2. Some important features of the Palaeozoic supra-
crustal rocks of West Finist~re

B. 2. (a) The Ordovician to Devonian succession of the
Rade de Brest area

The stratigraphie succession of Ordovician to Devonian
rocks in west Finist~re has been summarised by Babin et
al (1972, p 7 - 13). The succession generally commences
with a prominent white orthoquartzite formation (Gres
Armoricain and Quartzi tes de la Roche f/Taurice)although
further south in "theBaie de Douarnenez, the orthoquart-
zites are underlain conformably by red and green clastic
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sediments (the Telgruc formation).

The work of Bishop et al (1969) has shown that the ortho-
quartzite thins towards the north as the present outcrop
of the Granodiorite de Brest is approached. This feature
may indicate a progressive marine transgression towards the
north during the Lower Ordovician, with the Pays de ~eon
forming a positive feature relative to the area in the south.

The remainder of the'Ordovician and Silurian succession is
relatively thin and consists for the most part of neritic
sediments with possibly some hiatuses representing periods
of non-deposition. Volcanic horizons are rare, the only
significant episode of vblcanism occurring in the Caradocian,
when an association of basic pillow lavas, hyalotuffs, and
minor intrusions was formed in a belt which now outcrops
for about 50 km from Chateaulin to Lostmarch in the Presqu'
lle de Crozon. (Bishop et al, 1969,'p 325; Chauris, 1972c
p 21 - 2). Philippot (1963) (quoted in Bishop et aI, op
cit) pOinted out that the volcanic rocks die out rapidly

rto the north of the ¥esqu'Ile de Crozon, where the strati-
graphically equivalent horizon consists of sediments showing
features such as "sIumps ''and penecon tempo r'aneous convolu-
tions, iuuicative of deposition under unstable conditions,
which may have been caused by earth movements genetically
related with the volcanism further south.

The Devonian of the Rade de Brest area consists of a sequence
of varied fossiliferous neritic sediments, whose total thick-
ness appears to be rather greater than that of the Jrdovi-
cian and Silurian combined. The sequence apgears to be
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vi~tually complete from Gedinnian to Famennian II.

B. 2. Cb) The relations~ip between the Sarboniferous of
Chateaulin basin and older rocks: the "B'ret oni c"
phase

The Carboniferous rocks of the Chateaulin basin outcrop in
an extensive zone to the east of the town of Chateaulin,
(synclinorium de Ch~teaulin, Fig 1 - 4 ). According to
Daz'boux et al (1977 and pers comm ) the succession consists
predominantly of semi-pelitic or "culm" facies rocks of
Upper Viseen and ~ower Namurian age. A conglomerate at
the case of the se~uence contains pebbles of black shales
similar to those in the nearby Devonian. Stille (1924,1928)
originated the use of the term "Bretonic" to refer to the
tectonic episode intervening between the Devonian and the
Carboniferous in Bri ttany. rvTorerecent wor.chas been sum-
marised by Darboux et al (1977), who produced a. number of
arguments underlining the importance of a tectonic episode
which broadly corresponds to Stille's Bretonic phase. These
arguments include:
(i) the absence of the To~rnaisian and probably ~he Lower
Visean from the Palaeozoic sequence within the Chateaulin
Basin.
(ii) the fact that the Visean and Namurian succession out-
crops not in the cores of the synclines of Devonian rocks
of the Rade de Brest, but in an eccentric position with
respect to the latter, overstepping from Lower Devonian
onto Eriove~ian rocks.
(iii) the presence in the Carboniferous basal conglomerate
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of pebbles of alack shales similar to those within the neigh-
bouring Devonian.
(iv) the recognition by Darboux and Garreau ,1976) of poly-
phase folding in the Devonian of West Finist~re, contrasting
with the single phase of folding and cleavage formation in
the Carboniferous.

B. 2. (c) The Upper Carboniferous rocks of South Finistere

Minor outcrops of conglomerates and carbonaceous deposits
containing plant fossils thought to be of Stephanian age
occur within partly fault-bounded basins near Quimper and
near Pointe du Raz (Fig 1 - 3). These basins lie within
the Zone Broyee Sudarmoricaine in the axial zone of the
South Armorican Metamorphic belt in South Finistere (Fig
1 - 3!) • The sed.iments unconformably overlie the mylonised
granites of the Zone Broyee, and their deposition appears
therefore to post-date the main period of mylonisation.
The Stephanian rncks have undergone minor deformation as a
result of late movements along the shear belt. Comparison
of the mildly deformed state of these rocks with the rela-
tivelyseverely cleaved and folded Visean-Na~urian of the
Chateaulin basin suggests that a major orogenic episode
affected the rocks of central and south Finistere during
the interval between the lower !Tamurian and the Stephanian.
There is however no direct evidence to indicate that the
Pays de Leon, which lies some 40krn to the north of the
nearest Stephanian o~tcrops, was affected by the same
orogenic episode.

A prominent sub-Stephanian unconformity is also recognised
in the Laval area of the eastern Armori/gn I'iassif(Fig 1 -4.).
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C. GEOCHRONOLOGY OF THE SW PAYS DE LEON

C. 1. Introduction

Isotopic dating of rocks from the S~·:Pays de Leon has been
undertaken by a number of different workers at several dif-
ferent centres: work a~ Bruxelles has been carried out by
Deutsch and Chauris (1965), Michot and Deutsch ,1970) and
Cabanis et al (1977); that at Oxford by Adams ,1967a, 1976);
and at Nancy by Leutwein et al (1969a,b,; 1972). More

un-r~cently/published work has been carried out by workers at
the University of Rennes together with B. Cabanis (pers comm).
Data and interpretations in the literature will be discussed
where referred to in the appropriate sub-section below,
which are arranged according to the particular method
(parent-daughter element pair) employed. The locations
of samples used for U - Pb and ~b - Sr geochronology of
the "Gneiss de Brest" and associated lithologies are shown
in Figure 7 - 5 •

C. 2. U - Ph dating

C. 2. \a) Pre - D2/M2 Lithological units

With the exception or a recent analysis reported by Cabania
et al (pers comm) all the available U - Pb data on minerals
(zircons and monazites) from the pre - D2/M2 formations of
the SW Pays de Leon are included in the paper by Hichot and
Deutsch \1970, table l,p 221 and Fig 5). These are r~od-
uced as Figures 7 - 4 and 7 -3 in the pres ent work. No
analytical data are given in their table, but the analytical
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results are plotted on the U - Pb concordia diagram. The
subscripts "a" and "b" refer to fractions separated accor-
ding to their radioactive properties.

C. 2. (a) (i) Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn lsample I)

Sample 1 in Michot and Deutsch (1970) is from the Quartzo-
phyllades de L'Elorn, which the authors consider to be
3rioverian. They consider two alternative hypotheses to
account for the discordant dates obtained:
(1) assuming only recent lead loss has taken place, the
zircons are about 1500 m.y. old.
(2) the zircons consist of a mixture of two groups of
zircons, one group being>1500 m.y. old.

The authors record (p 219) that the zircons are predoninan-
tly rounded; this can be taked to indicate that they are
in large part of detrital origin. The present writer con-
cludes that a significant proportion of the zircons, and
presumably also of the rock material of the Quartzophyllades
de L'Elorn as a whole, was ul timately deriv.ed from the
erosion of a ~errain which had already constituted con-
tinental crust during the Lower Proterozoic (pre - 1700 m.y.;
Fig 7 - 4 I » This conclusion is of some interest, particu-
larly in view of the known presence of basement c 2000 m.y.
old in the Channel Islands area lCalvez and Vidal, 1978).
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C. 2. (a) (ii) Mica-schistes du Conquet lsample II)

From the lithological descriptions given by ~ichot and
Deutsch (1970, p 227) it is argued by the present writer
that ~~ichot and Deutsch's sample' III, which they state to
be relatively poor in rounded zircons of probable detrital
origin, may well represent a schistose facies of the Grano-
diorite de Brest rather than being a semple of (metasedimen-
tary) Mica-schistes du Conquet as they suggest. In view
of this ~heir sa~ple III will be considered in the next
sub-section dealing with the Granodiorite de Brest.

The authors record that the zircons in their sample II,
which is of mo=e typical Mica-schistes du Conquet, are of
heterogeneous morphology, comprising both "stubby" and, in
smaller quantity "rounded!! forms; the rouYlded forms may

erepresent inherited d~rital material, while the stubby
forms may be of metamorphiC ori6in.

The authors point out that the metamorphism which produced
mica-schists has not obliterated the evidence of the great
age (probably >1500 m.y.) of part of the zircon population.
They att~ibute the discordance to the influence of the SUDer-

"

imposed Cadomian and Variscan orogenies.

Comparison of the zircon and monazite U/Pb isotopic ratios
and calculated ages of samples II and III given in table
1 and figure 5 of Michot and Deutsch (op cit) leads the
present w~iter to suspect the possibili~y that the mona-
zite dates given in table 1 of that publication may have
been accidentally reversed. If this is the case, then the
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monazite dates for ~heir sample II (Mica-schistes du Conquet)
would display a discordance pattern remarkably Similar to
that of the zircon dates for the same sample;like the zir-
cons, the monazites would appear to have retained clear
evidence offgJ:eatage -(probably:::ooo1500m.y.) which has not
been obliterated by the later metamorphic episodes under-
gone by the schists.
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C. 2. (a) (iii) Granodiorite de Brest (sample IV, and
probably sample. III).

Michot and Deutsch top, cit.) record that their sa~ple IV,
which comes from the southern margin of the pluton(Fig. 7 - 3)

close to t~e contact with the Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn and
where the post-intrusion metamorphic grade is relatively low
(just within the biotite grade), contains a significant prop-
ortion of elongated zircons probably of magmatic origin, in
addition to the more abundant stubby or almond-shaped types.

The zircons of both radioactive fractions of sample IV display
rather similar discordance patterns with 207pb/ 206pb dates
~ 900 m.y.. The discordance [nay reflect the heterogeneous'
nature of the zircons, with one population inherited from the
possibly supracrustal sedimentary parent rock of the anatectic
granodiorite and another population having been newly crystal-
lised or recrystallised at the time of the formation and emp-
lacement of the granodiorite at some time near to or later
than 600 m.y •• A close estimate of the date of emplacement
cannot however be obtained from this sample.

If sample III, which comes from the area affected by D2/M2

staurolite-grade metamorphism and severe deformation, is in-
deed a highly schistose (and therefore presumably highly
deformed) sample of the ~ranodiorite de ~rest, then it is
likely to have undergone this severe deformation during the
D2/M2 staurolite-grade metamorphism of the adjacent Mica-
schistes du Conquet. In any case the zircons retain little
evidence of any history going back as far as the zircons of
samples I, II and IV, and if the suggested accidental revern-
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al of monazite dates between samples III and IV actually
occurrsd, then the same conclusion applies to that mineral
as to the zirc.ons.

Both the zircons and (probably) the monazite dates of sample
III seem to reflect mainly the effects of a severe disturb-
ance at around 350 m.y. or less on a composite population
originally comparable with that of sample lV, one original
component being presu~ably ofdetrital origin, the other of
magmatic origin. The severe disturbance at around 350 m.y.
or less may have been the D2/M2 episode, although the discor-
dance of both the zircon and the monazite dates prohibits any
precise estimate of the date of this disturbance.

,
C. 2. (a) (iv) Granodiorite de Pont Cabioch (sample V).

In Chapter 6 it was arguedon petrographic and chemical grounds
that the lithology at Pont-Cabioch described by previous workers
as "Gnei,Js de Brest" is best considered as a separate intrusion,
possibly of different age and origin from the "Granodiorite
de Brest"; and the term "Granodiorite de Pont"'Cabioch" was
suggested in order to refer to this lithology (Fig. 6 - 7~.

Deutsch and Chauris (1965) (also reported in r.~ichotand Deutsch
1970) obtained a virtually concordant single sample U - Pb
zircon date of c.460 m.y. ( 206pb/238u: 459:1:l5m.y.; 207pb/
235U: 458::1:30m.y.; 207pb/206pb: 460:1:.70m.y.) The close
approach to concordance seems most easily explained if one
concludes that the zircons crystallised at around 460 m.y.,
and that this was the date of emplacement of the granodiorite.
However as only a single fraction of zircons was analysed the
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possibility remains that the zircons (and their matrix) orig-
inally crystallised somewhat earlier than 460 m.y. and were
affected by a post-460 m.y. disturbance. Such a disturbance
might have been that which gave rise to the pronounced compo-
site linear/schistose fabric and metamorphic mineral assemblage
of the rock observed at the sample locality. Another possib-
ility is that the c.460 m.y. event may have been the tectono-
metamorphic disturbance responsible for the fabric and mineral-
ogy; however it seems unlikely that even a severe event of
this type would have completely obliterated the evidence of
an earlier magmatic origin of the granodiorite. There is no
evidence of any ancient detrital component in the zircons of
this sample.

C. 2. va) (v) "G·neiss de Brest" (Landivisau).

Cabanis et al ~pers. comm.) report a U - ~b zircon age of
c. 450 m.y. from a sample of "G·ne:iJlsde Brest ..collected west
of Landivisiau (some 30 km east of Brest ~Fig. 7 - 1), i.e.
outside the S W Pays de Leon). The present writer has not
had an opportunity to compare the lithology or analytical data
with those of the samples dealt with by Deutsch and Chauris
(1965) and Michot and Deutsch ~1970). Nonetheless the simil-
arity with the zircon date of the Granodiorite de Pcat-Cabio~h
is noteworthy.

Cabanis et al also draw attention to ~he fact that the U - Pb
zircon date of the fiGne:issde Brest" near Landivisiau is very
close to the Rb - Sr whole rock isochron age obtained by
~arriere et al t197lb) for the Trondhj3mite de Douarnenez,
which is a major pre-metamorphic granodiorite pluton occupy-
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ing an analogous position on the southern flank of the Palaeo-
zOic-Brioverian synclinorium of Central Finistere to that of
the Granodiorite de Brest on the northern flank; (Fig. 7 - 1
shown as "granite" west of Douarnenez).

C. 2. (b) Post-D2/M2 lithological units.

The only post D2/ M zi i thology in or near the S Vf Pays de Leon
for which a U - Pb date is available is the Granite de St.
Renan (Quarry of Langongar). This granite, which together
with the Granite de Kersaint forms a convenient boundary
between the metamorphic complexes of the northwest and south-
west sections of the Pays de Leon, appears without much doubt
to postdate the D2/M2 deformation of the Granodiorite de Brest.
The significance of the zircon U -Pb date of this granite is
discussed in Chapter 5. An~logous arguments to those presen-
ted there indicate that the D2/M2 episode in the S ~I{ Pays de
Leon was earlier than the apparently concordant U - Pb zircon
age of this granite, viz about 350 m.y. (344 m.y. using the
decay constants recommended by Steiger and Jaeger, 1977).

C. 3. Rb - Sr dating.

C. 3. (a) Pre-D2/M2 Lithological units.

C.-3. (a) (i) Whole-rock Rb - ~r dating: the Granodiorite de
ljrest.

Three attempts have been made to obtain Kb/Sr whole-rock iso-
chrons from the Granodiorite de Brest (sensu lato). Two of
these attempts (Adams, 1967a, and Cabanis et aI, 1977) involved
samples collected from the "G neass de Brest", while the other
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involved samples from. the "Renards Granite" (Granodiorite de
la Pointe des Renards).

Adams (196Ta.; also reported in Bishop et al, 1969 p. 340;
Adams, 1976, p.238) collected 14 samples of "G~loiss de Brest"
from an area extending for about 35 km from Le Conquet to
the neighbourhood of Landerneau. It is possible that 2 of
Adams' samples (1088,1089) were of "Granodiorite de Pont-

•Cabio,,;h"rather than "Granodiorite de Brest",(Fig. 6 - 7, 7 - 5)

(see also present work, Chapter 6).

Cabanis et al (1977) collected 14 samples of "Gneiss de Brest"
from an area exctendi~g for about 70 km from near Pointe de
St. Mathieu to lIe Callot (north of Carantec) at the eastern
extremity pf the Pays de Leon (Fig. 7 - 5). Their samples
fall into two petrographic and compositional groups, one of
which, comprising 5 samples from a limited area to the west
of Landivisiau, are stated to be of more magmatic character
and have Rb/Sr ratios of c.O.5 or l~ss, while the other 9
samples are stated to be a mixture of magmatic and metamorphic
material and have Rb/Sr ratios ranging from about 1 to 2. The
latter group appears to include the typically rather inhomog-
eneous Granodiorite de Brest type, while the former group is
now thought to be a distinct intrusive phase comparable with
the Trondhjemite de Douarnenez (Cabanis et aI, 1977, p.884).

Both attempts, that of Adams (1967a) and that of Cabanis et
al (1977),result, when the data points were plotted on ~icol-
aysen diagrams, in arrays of points whose best-fit lines have
slopes corresponding to an "isochron" a~e of approximately 675
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m.y.().87Rb=1.42,l(10-11yr-l) (Adama r 675±39 m.,y.; Cabanis et
al 671± 11 m.y.) (Fig. 7 - 5). However the intersection of
tOnebest f't l' .th th 878 /868 " di t d.. 1 1ne W1 err aX1S 1n 1ca e apparent
ini tial 87Sr/86sr ratios of 0.7081 ± 0.0013 in the cas e of
Adams, and 0.702 (error not quoted, but unlikely to exceed
0.002) in the case of Oabanis et al.

Cabanis et al (op. cit.) pOinted out that although the calcul-
ated ages were similar, the significant difference in ap~arent
initial Sr ratios was unacceptable if the rocks belonged to
the same lithological unit. This argument, together with
their observations on the heterogeneous nature of their own
set of samples, led Cabanis et al to reject the c.675 m.y.
"dates" obtained by both Adams and themselves.

The present writer is in agreement with the arguments of
Cabanis et al on this matter; further support to their concl-
usions is given by the present writer's arguments concerning
the heterogeneous nature of the set of samples collected by
Adams (see Chapter 6). Both "isochrons" are in this view,
spurious, the similarity of the slopes arising from the comb-
ination in both cases of two groups of samples from different
lithological units; the distribution of paints and resulting
slopes of the best fit lines in the Nicolaysen diagrams being
controlled more by the difference between the mean Rb/Sr ratios
of the two groups of samples than by the age of the rocks
concerned.

Cabanis et al (op. cit.) in comparing their five samples of
magmatic type from the Lundivisian area with the Trondhjemite
de Douarnenez, remark that the latter has a fairly well-estab.-
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lished Rb/Sr whole rock isochron age of 472 24 :n.y. (l 87Rb
= 1.42 XIO-llyr-l) with an initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 07047.
They pOint out that their five samples would fit reasonably
well on the Douarnenez isochron, and that the age of t~e
Landivisiau samples might well be similar to that of the
Douarnenez pluton.

The present writer ~ould however point out that such an age
for the La~divisiau s&~ples would not necessarily apply to the
remainder of the "Gneiss de Brest", i. e. the tTranodiorite de
Brest. (sensu stricto). An opportunity to obtain a Rb/Sr
whole rock age for the latter is however presented by Adams'
(1967a) analyses of six samples of "Renards Granite",i.e.
relatively unfoliated and undeformed GranQdiorite de Brest;
all the s~:ples having been collected within a radius of 1.5

(2.' a error)

nCoquet. Adams' calculated age was 548 40 m.y.
"( >-.87Rb= 1.42 x 10-11yr-l) and he concluded that

km from 1e

the "Renards Granitelt was emplaced. at this date. An additional
check on this date was carried out by the writer by recalcul-
ating the data for the six samples (kindly made available by
Dr. Adams) using a more recently available programme (P2CHRON)
(made available by permission of R J Pankhurst). The resulting
best fit line has a slope corresponding to an age of 552± 58m.y.
(same ,,87Rb value). Although the "mean" values obtained us i ng
the two programmes are closely similar, the 2~ errors are
rather large, and it appears that some of the paints deviate
significantly from the best fit line. This feature may ~oss-
ibly be explained by the ooservation that the Granodiorite de
Brest near Le Conquet typically contains numerous semi-pelitic
enclaves and biotitic schlieren, which would make sampling of
completely homogeneous and uncontaminated "xiagma ti.c"material
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di£ficul t. The enclaves and schlieren, being commonly richer
in biotite, and therefore probably richer in Rb than the
rock as a wnoLe may have given rise to an inhomogeneous dis-
tribution of radiogenic Sr during the post-emplace~ent meta-
morphic history of the complex (the w.~loleof the sector from
which these six samples come was subjected to conditions in
the upper part of the staurolite grade during the N2 metamor-
phism ~.

In spite of these reservations it ap]ears to the present
writer that a figure of c.550 ± c.50 l:!ey.is at present the
best available estimate of the emplacement age of the six
samples from Le Conquet area collected by Adams, and by
extension the emplacement age of the Granodiorite de Brest
as a whole. It is felt, however, that the observed small-
scale heterogeneity of the ~ranodiorite de Brest may mean
that special techniques may be required in order to exclude
non-magmatic material and thus obtain a more accurate isochron
age.

'I:heconclusions that the "Pointe des H.enards Granodiorite"
and the greater part of the" a:neiss de Brest" represent a
single intrusion, namely the "Granodiorite de Brest", and
that the latter was probably emplaced at around 550± 50 m.y.
entail that tne major orogenic episode (D2/M2) instead of
being a Cadomian episode bracketed between c.675 and c.550
m.y. as envisaged by Adams (1967a, 1976 and in Bishop et aI,
1969) has instead an older age limit of c.550± 50 m.y., so
far as available evidence from the ~ranodiorite de Brest is
concerned. It should be emphasised that the U - Pb zircon·
date of c.460 m.y. of the Granodiorite de Pont-Cabioch provides
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a still later "terminus post quem" for the D2/M2 episode in
the S W Pays de Leon.

C. 3. (a) (ii) Ordovician and Silurian sediments of Crozon.

Bonhomme et al (1968) obtained an Rb - Sr whole rock "isochron"
age of 315 ± 25 m.y. with ihltial Sr ratio of o. 713 ~ 0.005
tan alternative calculation of 320± 19 m.y. is also given in
their publication) from argillaceous fractions of six samples
from six different stratigraphic horizons ttwo mid-Ordovician,
two upper Ordovician and two Silurian) in the Anse du veryaJh
area of the Presqu'Ile de Crozon. They remarked that the rocks
were of very low metamorphic grade, containing significant
quantities of kaolinite andmo.ntrnorillonite.

If the isochron age they obtained represents a real geological
event, the latter may have been a tectonic and perhaps minor
thermal disturbance related to the D3 deformation in the
Complexe ~etamorphique du Conquet; and possibly coinciding
with the pre-Stephanian orogenic episode for which the evi-
dence was given in section B. 2. (c).above.

C. 3. (a) (iii) Rb - Sr mineral dates.

Relatively few Rb/Sr mineral dates on rocks from the S W
Pays de Leon appear in the literature.

Michot and Deutsch (1970) report an Kb - Sr mica date (model
age) for each of the five samples from which they extracted
zircons and monazites for U - Pb analyses. No Rb - Sr data
are given in their publication, but as the Rb/Sr ratios of
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the minerals are likely to have been quite high, the impor-
tance of any error in the assumed initial Sr ratio is dimin-
ished, and it is thought that some confidence may be placed
in the quoted dates. They fall into ~o groups.
(1) Three biotite dates of'between JOO and 280±15m.y. from,
respectively sample II (Mica-schistes du Conquet), sample III
{schistose? Granodiorite de Brest from Le Conquet) and sample
V (Granodiorite de Pont-Cabioah) come from portions of the
metamorphic complex ...rhich appear to have undergone severe
deformation and medium (staurolite/garnet) grade metamorphism
during the D2/M2 episode. However since these Rb - Sr biotite
dates are significantly younger than the suggested minimum
possible age 0: the D2/M2 episode (c.344 m.y., given by the
U - Pb zircon date of the post D2/M2 Granite de St. Renan) the
biotites appear to have undergone Sr loss or homogenisation
during a period significantly later than the D2/M2 episode.
It is not clear however whether the dates represent the term-
ination of a prolonged period of cooling and uplift, or an
episode of disturbance at around 300 - 280 m.y •• If the latter
is the case, then the disturbance may possibly coincide with
the D3 defQrmational event; and would broadly correspond to
the major post-Namurian, pre-Stephanian orogenic episode for
which the evidence is mentioned in subsection E. 2. (c) above.

(2) Hore ambiguous results were obtained by Nichot and Deutsch
(op. cit.) in the case of their sample IV (Granodiorite de
Brest from Hildy) (Rb - Sr biotitsdate of 396± 12 m.y.) and
sample I (Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn from Kerisbihan or
PortziC lighthouse) (Rb - Sr muscovite age of 460 ± 10 m.y.).

Both these samples come from near the southern margin of the
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Granodiorite de Brest, in a zone which has undergone rela-
tively minor post-emplacement deformation and low ~chlorite/
biotite) grade metamorphism. Both dates, and certainly
the biotite date seem to be "mixed"; resulting from the
incomplete redistribution of radiogenic Sr during some
episode or episodes subsequent to the original crystall-
isation of the minerals. The muscovite has been less aff-
ected than the biotite by these later events, but this may
be explained by the fact that the muscovite comes from a
zone in which the N2 metamorpnism did not exceed Chlorite
grade. The coincidence of the muscovite date with the
U - Pb zircon dates from the Granodiorites of ~ont-Cabioc'h
and Landivisiau raises the possib~ity that the muscovite
date is related to the emplacement of these plutons; but
such a hypothesis is tentative.

Leutwein et ~l (1969b) report a single Kb - Sr biotite
date of 340 5 m.y. for "Gneiss de Brest" from near
Landivisiau; this figure may reflect D2/M2 and later oro-
genic redistribution of radiogenic Sr, or perhaps the in-

stfluence of the Complexe Granitique de'Renan~Kersaint whose
emplacement took place at around this tioe. (The Rb/Sr
ratio given is high enough for the caldulated date to be
insnsitive to considerable variation in the assumed initial

,Sr ratio of 0.712).
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c. 3. (b) Post - D2/M2 lithological units.

c. 3. (b) (i) Complexe granitique de St Renan - Kersaint.

Rb - Sr analyses of roc~s and minerals from the Granite
de St Renan and the Granite de Kersaint have already been
considered in Chapter 5. Arguments and conclusions si~ilar
to those concerning the significance of Rb/Sr dates from
the St Renan - Kersaint Complex in the history of the NW
Pays de Lean are also applicable to the SW Pays de Lean.

C. 3. Cb) (ii) Granodiorite de Tregana

Adams (1967a) has included one sample from the Granodior-
ite de Tregana with a sample from the Granite de Kersaint
and three samples from the other granites outside the
Pays de Leon to construct an Rb - Sr isochron for the
early Hercynian granites (333± 5 m.y.). This isochron
age is of doubtful validity for the reasons suggested in
Chapter 5. There does not seem to be any rbal evidence
to support the linking of the Granodiorite de fregana
with the geographically and compositionally distinct
Granite de Xersaint. If the Tregana pluton is taken on
its own, we have only the single Rb - Sr whole rock
analysis by Adams (1967a, table 9, sample 1116). The
Rb/Sr ratio of this sample is so low that very little
87Sr can have accumulated in it since its emplacement; so
no estimate of the d~te of.e~placement can be made from
this analysis. The initial 87Sr/86Sr is how~ver e8sily
established, being virtually equal to the present-day
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value \0.706). This figure indicates a significant crust21
component in the parent roc~s of the granodiorite.

c. 4. K - Ar dating

c. 4. (a) Pre - D2/M2 lithological units

c. 4. (a) (i) Diorite de Dellec

Adams (1967a) obtained dates of 485 16 m.y. and 461 15
m.y. for two hornblende samples from this diorite, which
is an enclave in the Granodiorite de Brest, occurring near
the southern m~rgin of the latter in an area of low-grade
N2 me tamorphdsm , The dates are ,significantly younger than
the best estimate of the date ~f emplacement. of the surr-
ounding country rock (550-::1:50m.y. if the Adams (1967a)
isochron is applicable), and probably earlier than the D2/
M2 episode. The dates may be mixed ages reflecting partial
loss of radiogenic Ar in D2/~2 events or later. (The K
contents of the samples are very low raising the possibility
of significant experimental error; an error of 25 - 35 m.y.
in the calculated age).

c. 4. (a) (ii) Amphibolite (near Les Rospects)

Adams lop. cit.) obtained a K - Ar date of 316± 11 m.y.
for the hornblende from a minor amphibolite sheet assoc-
iated with the Granodiorite de Breat near Lea Rospects.
Whatever the earlier history of tne sheet, the date clearly
reflects partial or complete post D2/M2 Ar loss, possibly
related to ~3 deformation.
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c. 4. (a) (iii) Granodiorite de ,jrest

Adams (op. cit.) carried out K - Ar analyses .n b70 biotites
and one muscovite from the Granodiorite de Brest.

Two samples from the medium grade tstaurolite, approaching
sillimani te) grade ~!2 metamorphic zone near Le Conquet
give dates significantly older (muscovi te 336 * 10 m.y.;
biotite 343±-10 m.y.) than that from the Low=gz-ade southern
margin at La l'oIaisonBlanche Coioti te 300:i:9). It may be
noted that the pattern dispalyed by these K - Ar mica dates
is thus the reverse of that seen in the Rb - Sr dates.
In the presumably more deep-seated zone at Le Conquet
radiogenic Ar was retained more readily in the later ther~o-
tectonic history of the area than radiogenic Sr in the same
mineral group; while in the lower grade zone near the con-
tact between the ~uartzophyllades de L'Elorn and the Grano-
diorite de Brest radiogenic Sr was retained more readily
than radiogenic Ar. This pattern is not easily explained;
but may result from inverse variation in the importance
of two separate controls on the redistribution of radio-
genic isotopes in minerals. It may have been the case,
for example, that elevated temperature in the more deep-
seated zone at Le Conquet was more effective in redistri-
buting Sr "than Ar, while possible increased severity of
brittle deformation in the shallower zone near the south-
ern margin of the Granodiorite de orest may have been
more effective in redistributing Ar than Sr.

bLeu twein et al (1969') report a !.C - Ar age of 317 ± 8 m ,y.
for biotite from "Gneiss de :3restll near i,andivisiau. (Rb
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- Sr age of the same sample is 340 ±15 m.y.; ,see subsection
above). Like Leutwein's other K - Ar dates this one w~s
probably obtained without making allowance for the 36Ar
retained in the sample after laboratory preparation. If
this was the case then the corrected date of this sample
should be slightly less than 317 ± 8 m.y.. The date appeal's
to reflect prolonged post-D2/M2 ccrol±ng or disturbance
during a post-D2/r12 event tpresumably D3).

C. 4. (a) (iv) Mafic roc~s from the Baie de Douarnenez

Reference may also be made at this point to two Z - Ar
dates from basic rocks associated 'IIith the Brioverian of
the Baie de Douarnenez, as although the area lies well to
the south of the Pays de Leon, the dates may oe significant
in an interpretation of the geochronology of lJ\TestFinistere
as a whole.

Adams (1967a, table 9, sample no. 1234) obtajned a K - Ar
date of 375±12 m.y. from a whole rock sample of a (?meta-
morphosed) basic dyke near Douarnenez, while Leutwein et
al (1969a, samp Le r L) obtained a K - Ar date of 352± 20
m.y. from a whole rock sample of Brioverian pillow lava
from Pen-Ar-Vir. Both these dates probably reflect the
influence of the D2/M2 episode on rocks that are much older
(pre-Ordovician in the case of the pillow lava).

C. 4. (b) Post - D2/M2 lithological units

C. 4. (b) (i) Complexe granitique de St Renan-Kersaint

K - Ar dates reported by Adams (1967a) and Leutwein ·et al
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(1969b) from the granites of Kersaint ,biotite:303±9 m.y.)
and St Renan (K - feldspar:340± 15 m.y.) have been refer-
red to in Chapter 5. The feldspar d~te appears to repre-
sent post-emplacement cooling; while the biotite reflects
subsequent (? D3) disturbance, or the end of a period of
slow cooling and uplift.

C. 4. Cb) (ii) Granodiorite de Trbgana

Adams'(1961) K - Ar biotite date of 300±9 m.y. is a
minimum age for the emplacement of the Granodiorite de
,.,., -...regana.

C. 4. (b) (iii) Lamprophyres

Leutwein e t al (1972) report dates of 285±5 w.y., 282±5
m.y. and 254 ± 5 m.y., for whole rock samples of lamprophyres
tkersantites) from the Rade de Brest area. ~he earlier
dates may be close to the emplacement age of the lampro-
phyre suite.

c. 4. (b) (iv) Dolerites of Porsmilin and ~renterc'h

A number of K - Ar whole rock analyses have been published
of the Porsmilin and related post-Hercynian mafic dykes
of West Finistere. (Some samples ar€ from outside the Pays
de L~on).

Leutwein et al (1972) report four aates ranging from 195±
10 to 205±10 m.y •• One of these (204-=6) is from 3renterc'h.
All Leutwein's figures may need to be reduced slightly
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because of the possibility of "initial" 36Ar retained
after s.ample heat treatment.

Adams' (1967a) single date of 191 ± 6 m.y. for a single
whole rock sample from porsmilin may be nearer to the age
of emplacemen~ of these dolerites.

D~ , COl!OLVBI~NB

In table 7 - 1 an attempt is made to correlate the sequence
of geological events in the Complexe Metamorphique du Conquet
and associated intrusions with (i) the absolute time scale
(as indicated by the discussion in this chapter) and (ii) the
contemporaneous sequence of events in the supracrustal terrain
which lies to the south of the Pays de Leon (outlined in
section B above).
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CHAPTER 8

THE M2 t<:;:'TAt-!ORPHISH IN 'iRS WZSTERN PAYS DE LEON: A CROSS
':;:C;CT!QN TERCUGn A HIGH-GRADE NETANORPHIG BELT IN THE h::,RCYliIDES

A. INTRODUCTION

Previous chapters have dealt with specific sectors of the western

Pays de Leon from a general geological and geochronological point

of view. In this chapter the writer's intention is to describe and

analyse a single major metamorphic episode as it is manifested in

the western Pays de Leon as a whole. The eastern limit of the area

of concern is a N-S line running approximately through Landerneau

and Lesneven. The analogous metamorphism in that part of the Pays

de Leon which lies east of this line has been discussed by Cabanis

(1974, 1975) and Cabanis and Fabries (1972).

As indicated in chapter 1, 1:80;000 geological maps of the western

Pays de Leon were produced by Barrois (1893, 1902). Boundaries of

some of the metamorphic formations were mapped, but Barrois made

little attempt to study the metamorphism of the area as such.

However later pUblication by Barrois (1934) and de Lapparent (1934)

include descriptions of some metamorphic rocks from the Pays de Leon.

Shelley (1964, 1966) and Cogne and Shelley (1966) described some

aspects of the metamorphism of the Lannilis and Plouguerneau areas

of the Nw Pays de L~on, and certain of the metamorphic rocks of the

sw Pays de Lean have been described by Hichot and Lavreau (1965),
~Chauris

Bradshaw et al (1967), Bishop et al (1969), (1969a), and Michot and

Deutsch (1970) among others. By far the most detailed of any study

in the region to date is that of Taylor (1969) on the SW Pays de Leon.

Brief descriptions of most of the main metamorphic formations in the

western Pays de Leon are included in the 'notices ex,;licatives' to

the 2nd edition of the Plouguerneau 1:80,000 sheet, and to the 3rd

edition of the Brest 1:80,000 sheet (Chauris, 1966c, 1972c).



Much discussion in the literature has centred on the question of the

'age' of the metamorphic rocks of the Pays de Leon; particularly as

to whether the most prominent regional metamorphism was a Precambrian

or Eercynian (i.e. Upper Falaeozoic) episode. This asrect has been

discussed earlier in the present work and is not an essential concern

of the present chapter, which is mainly concerned with the metamorphism

itself, irrespective of its age. Nonetheless it is necessary to

assume for the purposes of this chapter that the climactic metamorphic

assemblages now observed in the Western Pays de Leon originated for

the most part in a single major episode, for which, in the present

writer's classification, the abbreviation 'M2' is used.

Various workers (Barrois, 1934; Bishop et aI, 1965) have contributed

towards the view that the staurolite-garnet-mica schists of the

Le Conquet district originated by the metamorphism of material

originally similar to the Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn (or Brioverian)

which outcrop along the southern margin of the Pays de Leon. This

concept was taken further by Eishop et al (op cit); and expressed in

detail by Taylor (1969), who considered that certain of the ortho-

gneissic or (meta)igneous rocks of the SW Pays de Leon, such as the

'Gneiss de Brest' were likewise the result of syn-metamorphic

deformation of what were originally igneous intrusions emplaced into

the Quartzophyllades de l'Elorn.

A comparable approach to the metamorphic rocks of the Lannilis area

of the Nw Pays de Leon was made by Shelley (1964) and Cogne and

Shelley (1966) who considered that the 'migmatitic mica-schists'

(Gneiss de L'Aber-Beno1t) of the L'Aber-Benoit sector were the

higher grade metamorphic equivalents of the Mica-schistes de L'Aber-

Wrac'h, and that the 'amphibolite quartzique ' (Diorite de Lannilis)

represented a metamorphosed volcanic formation. According to these

authors the migmatites and associated granites of the central part



of the Plouguerneau-Lancunvez sector of the NW Pays de Lean

originated through the granitisation, or in situ transformation

into granite, of material originally resembling the metamorphic

formations of the Lannilis district.

In the eastern part of the Pays de Leon zones of increasing meta-

morphic grade have been mapped by Cabanis (1975, 1976), who has

traced the low-grade formations of the Morlaix district into the

high-grade terrain of the central Pays de Leon. However, other

workers have suggested that the distribution of metamorphic and

structural zones in the Morlaix district is more complex than

su~gested by Sabanis (2.A. Roach and N. Griffiths, pers.comm.).

The present chapter attempts to combine the various earlier

descriptions of the metamorphism in the Western Pays de Leon with

the writer's own observations so as to present an analysis of the

area considered as part of a single metamorphic belt (sections B
to D). An attempt is also made to account for the observed

distribution of metamorphic zones and isograds in terms of the

possible reactions and physical conditions which may have given

rise to them (section F), and to place the M2 metamorphism of the

Pays de L~on in its regional and geotectonic context (section G).

B. LITHOLOGIES AFFECTED BY TH~ M2 METAMORPHISM

B.l. INTRODUCTION

About 50% of the outcrop of the western Pays de Leon consists of

generally undeformed and unmetamorphosed granitic (sensulato) rocks,

(Figs 1-5, 8-1). These granites include the Complexe Granitique de

L'Aber-Ildut; the Granite de Landunvez; the Adamellite de Ste

Marguerite; the Granite de Kernilis and the Granite de Brignogan in

the NW Pays de L~on; the Granodiorite de Tregana and Granite des

Rospects in the SW Pays de Leon; and the Complexe Granitique de St
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~enan-l\ersaint straddling the boundary between the NW and SW sectors.

These granites are of various ages and types, but all have the one

fecture in common th~t their emplacement appears to postdate the

climactic metamorphism in the various metamorphic and migmatitic

complexes which they intrude. These granites will not be considered

further in this chapter. The remainder of the western Pays de Leon

is occupied by metamorphic and migmatitic complexes containing a

variety of lithological types but all showing the effects of the

major deformational and metamorphic episode for which the writer

uses the term D2/M2.

B.2. METASEDIMENTARY LITHOLOGIES

These occupy only a relatively small proportion (-25%) of the total

area of metamorphic and migmatitic rocks, but are important as

sensitive indicators of metamorphic grade. They consist predominantly

of interbanded psammites, pelites and semi-pelites, with minor amounts

of other compositions such as calcareous types. Arguments have been

presented in Chapter 2 which suggest that these metasediments are for

the most part likely to be the hipher grade equivalents of the

Brioverian (Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn). Included in this category

are the lithological units referred to in the literature as 'Mica-

schistes du Conquet' (Chauris, 1972c) and 'Mica-schistes de L'Aber-

Wrac'h (Chauris, 1966c). In addition, some portions of the composite

formation described as 'Gneiss de Lesneven' by Chauris (1972c),

notably that portion described as 'Mica-schistes migmatitiques' by

Cogne and Shelley (1966) and for which the present writer has

introduced the term 'Gneiss (a sillimanite) de L'Aber-Beno1t; and

also some portions of the 'Migmatites de Flouguerneau' (Chauris,

1966c) may also be grouped under the heading of metasedimentary
lithologies.



TABLE 8-1
METAIGNEOUS LITHOLOGICAL UNITS IN THE WESTERN PAYS DE LEON

Original rock type Present metamorphic unit

Alkali-granite Gneiss de Treglonou
Gneiss de Plounevez-Lochrist

Granodiorite Granodiorite de Brest
(formerly known as 'Gneiss
de Brest' or 'Gneiss de
Lesneven' )

Granodiorite de Pont Cabioc'h

Diorite

(or Biotite-
diorite)

Diorite de Lannilis

Diorite de Portsall
Diorite de Dellec

Mafic Filons de Kermorvan

Amphibolites de L'Aber-Benoit
Granulites a clinopyrox~ne
de Brendaouez
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B.3. HETAIGNEOUS LITHCLOGIZS

These are mo~extensive and varied then the metasediments. In most

cases tteir original field relations with the metasediments and

with each other have been obscured by subsequent deformation and by

the poverty of exposure. However the Granodiorite de Brest, which

occupies a considerable outcrop in the SW Pays de L~on and in the

Molene Archipelago has been shown by Bradshaw et al (1967) to be

intrusive into the Brioverian and locally retains a contact meta-

morphic aureole. The metabasic Filons de Kermorvan are in turn

intrusive into the Granodiorite de Brest, while the Diorite de Dellec

is described by Taylor (1969) as an enclave in the same Granodiorite.

It seems likely to the present writer that, in spite of the incon-

clusive evidence, most of the other metaigneous rocks of the Western

Pays de Leon were also post-Brioverian intrusions; a possible

exception is provided by certain metabasic rocks which may represent

contemporaneous volcanic horizons within the Brioverian. Alternative

views have been put forward: for instance Shelley (1964) and Cabanis

(1976) considered that the Diorite de Lannilis and the Gneiss de

Treglonou respectively represent inliers of (metaigneous) basement

upon which the metasediments were deposited.

The chief metaigneous lithologies in the Western Pays de Leon are

listed in table 8-1.

c.
G.l.

PRE-M2 METAMORPHIC EPISODES

HI (GADOMIAN) REGIONAL METAMORPHISM

According to the present writer's interpretation of the geological
evolution of the region, the Erioverian Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn,
together with associated basic volcanic rocks, underwent an important
orogenic episode (Dl/Hl) prior to the emplacement of the Granodiorite
de Brest and possibly also before the emplacement of many of the other
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metaigneous units. This episode probably occurred near the

beginning of the Phanerozoic and if so can be identified with the

late Pre-:ambrian Cadomian orogeny which was originally defined in

the Caen area of Lower Normandy. In much of the Western Pays de

Leon the metamorphism associated with this episode was apparently

less severe than the succeeding M2 metamorphism, and so assemblages

and fabrics produced during the Cadomian episode have tended to be

superseded and obliterated. However, it may have reached amphibolite

facies in the neighbourhood of Le Conquet, where a gneissose amphibo-

lite (probably produced during MI) occurs as an enclave in almost

undeformed Granodiorite de Brest. More commonly, for example in the

Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h and in the Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn

(Taylor, 1969) a fold phase can be recognised in the metasediments

which precedes that associated with the M2 metamorphism, and can

probably also be assigned to the Dl/Ml or Cadomian episode.

C.2. CONTACT METAMORPHISM ASSOCIATED WITH THE METAIGNEOUS ROCKS

In general later deformation and metamorphism, particularly during the

D2/M2 episode has been so severe as to obliterate any contact meta-

morphic aureoles that may have surrounded the pre-D2/M2 igneous

formations. However adjacent to the southern margin of the

Granodiorite de Brest, Taylor (1969) has described petrographic

features in the Quartzophyllades de l'Elorn which are characteristic

of contact metamorphism. These include pseudomorphs after chiasto-

lite (op.cit.p.53) and the presence of oligoclase similar to that in

the adjacent intrusion (Bishop et aI, 1969).

D. THE M2 METAMORPHISM

D.l. DATE OF THZ M2 EPISODE

Evidence has been presented in earlier chapters which suggests that

the M2 metamorphic episode took place during the 'Bretonic' phase of



the Hercynian orogeny, that is to say a?proximately at the limit of

the Devonian and the Carboniferous c.360-350 m.y. b.p. It is also

thought probable that the main episode of folding, cleavage formation

and low-grade metamorphism in the Lower Ordovician to Upper Devonian

supracrustal succession which occupies the area just to the south of

the Pays de Leon was contemporaneous and genetically related with the

D2/M2 episode in the Pays de Leon.

However, for the purposes of the main sections of the present chapter

it is not necessary to know or assume the exact age of the metamorphic

episode which is being considered; or to correlate it with events

recognised elsewhere. It is merely assumed that the H2 metamorphism

was a single, if prolonged, episode and that it took place at some

time subsequent to the incorporation of the various supracrustal and

igneous lithological units referred to in section B above into a

single complex.

D.2. GEHZRAL DISTRIBUTION OF M2 ISOGRADS

For convenience of description the metamorphic and migmatitic rocks

of the Western Pays de Leon have been divided into three groups

labelled low-, medium- and high-grade respectively. The usage of

these three terms is as follows: (1) the term 'low-grade' is used

for rocks which have not reached biotite grade, and so contain chlorite

rather than biotite, and (generally) albite rather than more calcic

plagioclase; (2) the term 'medium-grade' is used for rocks which

have reached the biotite isograd, and which (generally) also contain

oligoclase/andesine rather than albite; a convenient subdivision is

made between rocks (a) below and (b) at staurolite grade; (3) the

term 'high-grade' is used for rocks which are characterised by (a)

the abundance of sillimanite and scarcity or absence of muscovite and

staurolite and (b) the development of migmatites.
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It will be seen from the accompanying map (Figure 8-1) that the

low-srade assemblages occur near the southern margin of the Pays

de Leon, in the vicinity of and to the east and south of Brest.

Medium-grade assemblages, are found in two separate areas: the

first lies immediately to the north and northwest of the low-grade

area and is centred on the area of Anse de Bertheaume and Le

Conquet; while the other is an 'outlier' surrounded by high-grade

rocks and post-metamorphic granites in the area of L' Aber-'Nrac'h.

High-grade terrains occupy much of the central and northern parts

of the ~estern Pays de Lion. The observed lateral variation in

grade is thought likaly to be due to post-H2 (possiblY D3) folding

and later tilting of isograds which may originally have been more

nearly horizontal (compare the conclusions of Winchester (1974)
on folded isograds in the Caledonian metamorphic terrain of Scotland).

LO'N-GRADE ASSENBLAGES

Informaticn on the low-grade assemblages of the Brest area is mainly

derived from the unpublished work of Taylor (1969). The writer is

indebted to Dr Taylor for permission to refer to this unpublished

data.

Some metamorphic assemblages attributable to the M2 episode found

in the vicinity of Brest are listed in Table 8-2.

Some particularly noteworthy effects of the low-grade M2 regional

metamorphism in the Brest area are:

(a) The conversion of an andalusite-biotite-oligoclase

hornfels from the contact aureole of the Granodiorite

de Brest to a sericite-chlorite-albite assemblage.

(b) Local chloritisation and albitisation of the biotite-

oligoclase granodiorite itself.
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TABLE 8-2

SOME LOW-GRADE REGIONAL HETAMORPHIC ASSEMBLAGES IN THE BREST
AREA OF THE SW PAYS DE LEON

Author Locality Grid Ref Rock Type Assemblage Subfacies
(Winkler,

1967)

Michot Kerisbihan semi-pelite Sericite/and Quarry muscQvite,Deutsch chlorite,
(1970, quartz,
p.225) plagioclase
Taylor (L'Elorn) semi-pelite Quartz,seri- Qtz-ab-ep-(1969, cite,chlori te, chlor (orp.207) albite. Qtz-ab-

musc-chlor
Taylor " semi-pelite Quartz,(op.cit sericite,p.41) chlorite,(after alteredRenouf) oligoclase,

rock fragments
(op.cit Quarry '935,612' grano- Quartz, "p.207) 'north '947,625' diorite chlorite,

of albite (An9)
Baradozic' sericite

(op.cit " hornfels Quartz, "p.55-6) chlorite,
muscovite,
albite (An6)

(op.ci t ~vest of '520,128' basic dyke Albite, "p.192) Le Hinou (margin) actinolite,
chlorite,
epidote (+
sphene, apatite)

(op.ci t " " basic dyke Actinolite, ?Qtz-ab-p.192) (centre) zoned plagio- ep-bi
clase (An 22-
28) quartz,
biotite,
epidote (+
sphene,carbo-
nate)
(feldspar'not
at eqtrllil::rium')
(Transitional
from medium-
grade)

)
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In general the low-grade regional metamorphic assemblages found in the
Brest area are characteristic of the qtz-ab-ep-chlor, and to a lesser
extent the qtz-ab-ep-bi subfacies of the greenschist facies of
Ainkler (1967). Possible metamorphic reactions and the physical
significance of the assemblages will be discussed below in section F.

D.4. MEDIUM-GRADE ASSEHBLAGES

The area of low grade assemblages passes north-westwards into a zone
characterised by the presence of biotite rather than chlorite,
oligoclase/andesine rather than albite and, in rock of suitable bulk
composition, garnet and staurolite. It is not easy to strictly
delimit metamorphic boundaries and isograde because the most wide-
spread and abundant lithology is biotite-granodiorite which is rather
insensitive to variation in metamorphic conditions once the chlorite
grade is exceeded. A similar problem arises in the L'Aber-Wradh
medium-grade 'outlier', where the common biotite-hornblende (meta)-
diorite lithology is not a sensitive metamorphic indicator. In the
S.W. Pays de L~on a zone where staurolite is absent from pelitic
schists is succeeded by a zone where it is present.

Some observed assemblages are listed in tables 8-3, 8-4 and 8-5.

Among the noteworthy features of the medium-grade M2 metamorphic
assemblages of the western Pays de L!on are:

(i) the preservation of compositional banding with alternating
pelitic and psammitic bands probably of sedimentary origin.

(ii) the appearance in the S.j. Pays de L~on of oligoclase at a
significantly lower grade than staurolite
the extreme rarity of kyanite (only recorded at one
locality in the staurolite zone)

(iv) the incoming of sillimanite, often associated with quartz

(iii)

veins in the higher-grade sector of the staurolite zone
(v) the appearance of recrystallised tourmaline in the

staurolite zone
(vi) the presence of clinopyroxene in some mafic and calc-

psammitic bands in the L'Aber-Wradh area.
the scarcity or absence of andalusite and cordierite as
regional metamorphic minerals

(viii) the abundance and size of garnet and staurolite porphyro-

(vii)

blasts in the Mica-schistes du Conquet
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TABLE 8-5

MEDIUM-GRADE REGIONAL MEl'AMORPHIC ASS:E}ffiLAGES :IN THE
L' ABER-WRAC 'H AREA

Author Locality Rock-type Assemblage

Present work general schist muBcovite, biotite,
oligoclase, quartz.

" general psammite garnet, sodic plagioclase,
quartz, ± biotite,
muscovite

" Keradraon calcareous I garnet, clin0pyToxene,
(Le Traon) psammite andesine, quartz.

" Kerouartz biotite- biotite hornblende, oli-
Prat Paul diorite goclase, quartz, sphene
etc.

" Brendaouez mafic (a) garnet, clin0pyToxene,
labradorite, quartz

(b) hornblende, clino-
pyroxene, andesine,
quartz

(also scapolite)
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HIGH-GRADE ASS~MBLAGES

High-grade assembla~es attributable to the M2 episode are more
extensive in the western Pays de Leon than those of low and medium-
grade. They occur in three distinct areas which are separated by
outcrops of post-H2 granites:

D.5.Ca) The S.W. Pays de L~on

D.5.(a)(i) Transitional zone

Between the Le Conquet Estuary and Pors Illien metasedimentary belts
and screens within the Granodiorite de Brest no longer contain obvious
staurolite; this mineral is absent or rare, while both sillimanite
(which has already made an appearance in the upper part of the
staurolite zone) and muscovite, which is particularly abundant and may
be secondary after sillimanite, become more prominent. Garnet remains
abundant in pelites which thus typically contain garnet, biotite,
quartz, muscovite, and sillimanite.
biotite in addition to hornblende.

Mafic rocks may contain minor

The Granodiorite de Brest retains the same mineralogy as at lower
grades, but muscovite becomes locally more prominent. No significant
development of migmatitic banding has been observed in any lithology.
According to the descriptions of Chauris (l969a) a similar association
is found in the offshore islands of Quemenes, Trielen and Litiri.

D.5.(a)(ii) Zone of sillimanite and migmatites

North of Pors Illien the predominant lithology remains foliated biotite
granodiorite (Granodiorite de Brest). But here sillimanite becomes
abundant and prominent both in metasedimentary bands, which may show
migmatitic segregation, and in some portions of the granodiorite which
are rich in metasedimentary inclusions. Locally it may be difficult
to distinguish material of metasedimentary origin from that of meta-
igneous origin. Both appear to have undergone severe deformation and
local migmatitic segregation at sillimanite grade. This lithological
ass~ci~tion continues to crop out on the west coast as far as the
intrusive contact of the Granite de St. Henan; similar gneissic and
migmatitic rocks also occur as enclaves within the latter granite, and,
according to Chauris (l969a, p.l29) are also associated with the
Granite de St. Henan on the island of Mol~ne.
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TABLE 8-6

HIGH-GRADE METAMORPHIC ASSEMBLAGES OF L'ABER-BENOIT

Lithological Lithology Assemblage
unit

Gneiss de Pelitic biotite, quartz, plagioclase, ±
L'Aber- sillimanite, muscovite, alkali-
Benoit feldspar (commonly showing quartzo-

feldspathic lamination)

Psammitic garnet, plagioclase, quartz

Gneiss de Alkali- garnet, biotite, alkali-feldspar,
Treglonou granite quartz, + accessory muscovite,

plagioclase

Diorite de Biotite- sphene, hornblende, biotite~ oligo-
Lannilis diorite clase-e.ndesine, quartz

Diorite de Mafic sphene, plagioclase, hornblende or
Lannilis clinopyroxene

Amphibolites Mafic quartz, andesine, hornblende, +
de L'Aber- accessory sphene, pyrrhotite,
Benoit other opaque



D.5.(b) L'Aber-Beno1t sector of the Complexe Metamorphique de Lannilis

The L'Aber-Beno1t sector which forms the southern and larger sector of
the Complexe Metamorphique de Lannilis, is bounded to the south by the
Complexe Granitique de St. Renan-Kersaint, to the west by the Complexe
Granitique de L'Aber-Ildut, and to the east by the Granite de Kernilis.
The southern inland sector between Coat-M~al and Plouguin (Figs 1-2,
1-7) has not been studied by the writer. There are few natural
exposures except along the banks of L'Aber-Benoit itself, where the
assemblages shown in Table 8-6 occur.
Shelley (1964) and Cogne and Shelley (1966) considered that the
migmatitic and sillimanite-bearing semipelitic rocks of L'Aber-Benolt
(or 'mica-schistes migmatitiques') were the higher grade equivalents
of the muscovite-biotite-schists of L'Aber-Wrac'h. Alkali-granitic
gneisses also have an extensive outcrop north and east of Lesneven,
where they are known as Gneiss de Plounevez-Lochrist, locally displaying
augen structure.
Nodules some tens of cm in length essentially composed of sillimanite
fringed with muscovite are found as residual blocks associated with the
Gneiss de Tr~glonou near Guelet ar C'hoat (Chauris, 1972c).
Barrois, in the 'notice explicative' to the 2nd edition of the Brest
1:80,000 sheet, records the occurence of cordierite (altered to
praseolite or chlorophyllite) in gneisses in the central Pays de L~on,
but localities and associations are not indicated.

D.5.(c) Complexe Migmatitique de Plouguerneau
The Complexe Migmatitique de Flouguerneau, which has been described in
Chapter 3, is considered to be in part the migmatitic equivalent of the
Complexe Metamorphique de Lannilis. The migmatitic complex has been
shown to be confined to the area north of the Porspoder Lineament.
Migmatites predominate between Guisseny in the east and Presqu'ile
Ste Marguerite in the centre. Further west, migmatitic and metamorphic
rocks and minerals occur as enclaves in the Granite de Landunvez, ranging
ranging in size from several km long (Diorite de Portsall) to single
garnet crystals, probably of xenocrystic origin (De Lapparent, 1934)
(cf. plates 3-32, 3-33).
In the Migmatites de Plouguerneau metasedimentary material is for the
most part recognisable as sillimanite-biotite schlieren and psammitic
pods in a leucogranitic matrix. These are generally subordinate in
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TABLE 8-7

SOME MmERAL ASSDmLAGES OBSERVED IN THE COMPLEXE MIGMATITIQUE DE
PLOUGUERNEAU

Bulk Assemblage Wides)r€ad
Composition (W

or L.odal(L)

(a) Paleosome
and

Melanosome

Mafic andesine, hornblende ,quartz <.± biotite) W

labradorite, hornblende, quartz L

andesine, chlorite, quartz, sphene L

andesine, biotite, quartz L

Intermediate andesine,biotite,quartz <.± sphene, W
and muscovite)

Granodioritic
andesine,hornblende,biotite,quartz, CODDD.onin
sphene Diaiie dePortsallj

rareelsewhere

Impure labradorite,pale-green amphibole,quartz L
calcareous biotite,muscovite

quartz,clinozoisite, labradorite, L
muscovite, biotite, garnet

Psammitic quartz, labradorite, garnet <.± ~hg~ole) ridespread as
(some calc- a group, but
psanunitic) quartz,muscovite, chlorite, sphene variable

quartz ,biotite ,muscovite
quartz,alkali-feldspar,biotite,muscovite,
plagioclase,garnet

Pelitic and biotite et muscovite ± quartz,feldspar) W
Melanosome

biotite,sillimanite,garnet <.± quartz, widespread as
plagioclase,muscovite) la group

bi.otite,sillimani te ,muscovi te
biotite ,sillimanite ,alkali-feldspar,
oligoclase,muscovite
biotite,sillimanite,alkali-ieldspar, L
corundum

(b) Leucosome alkali-feldspar,quartz,sodic plagioclase
(± garnet, biotite, muscovite,chlorite W

andesine,hornblende,quartz L _1
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quantity to material which appears to be of igneous origin, generally
dioritic or granodioritic, but with rare mafic rocks, occurring in
the form of agmatitic blocks in a leucogranitic matrix. The only
extensive body of relatively unmigmatised rock is the Diorite de
Portsall, which resembles the Diorite de Lannilis in mineralogy and
structure. Elsewhere, the original material appears to have undergone
a much more severe reconstitution than seen for example in the L'Abe~-
Benoit sector. Even in the case of the Diorite de Portaall, there
appears to have been migmatisation and local replacement of hornblende
by biotite.

Some observed assemblages are listed in table 8-7.
It is likely that the chlorite observed in certain assemblages listed
in table 8-7 represents a disequilibrium assemblage, due to post M2
alteration of biotite to chlorite plus opaque mineral.

Some noteworthy features of the high-grade assemblages observed in the
Complexe Metamorphique de Lannilis and the Complexe Migmatitique de
Plouguerneau are the following:

(a) the abundance of sillimanite in metapelites and the
melanosomes of metasedimentary migmatites

(b) the abundance of garnet in leucosomes o\:igoatites, in
psammites, and locally with sillimanite/melanosomes of
metasedimentary migmatites; garnet being however
rare in metaigneous material

(c) the scarcity or absence of cordierite
(d) the relatively small, though widespread, quantity of

muscovite
(e) the abundance of myrmekitic int rgrowths
(f) the replacement of biotite by chlorite and opaque

mineral, particularly in the more quartzofeldspathic
rocks, such as leucosomes of migmatites

E. METAMORPHISM ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE M2 EPISODE IN AREAS ADJACENT
TO THE WESTERN PAYS DE LEON

E.I. THE EASTERN PAYS DE LEON

Only the Western Pays de L~on has so far been discussed in this
chapter, the writer having had little opportunity to study adjacent
areas, at first hand. However, the Pays de L~on has generally been



regarded as a single lithological and structural complex, and the
writer concurs with this view. The metamorphism of the Eastern Pays
de L~on has been described by Cabanis (1975) who recognised a succession
of isograds and metamorphic zones in the area between St Thegonnec,
Morlaix and St. Pol de L~on. There is a general increase in meta-
morphic grade in a westerly and north-westerly direction as the high-
grade rocks of the central and NW Pays de L~on are approached. (It
should be noted that Cabanis has argued that the main metamorphism in
the Morlaix area is post-Visean, i.e. significantly later than 'M2'),
while Roach and Griffiths (pers comm) consider that the distribution
of metamorphic zones in the eastern Pays de Leon may be more complex
than suggested by Cabanis, possibly including some pre-Hercynian
assemblages and structures.)
A zone characterised by the presence of chloritoid and chlorite occurs
between Morlaix and St Thegonnec. This is succeeded to the N.~. in
the valley of the Penze by a zone where chlorite gives way to biotite
and, at slightly higher grade, chloritoid is lost and garnet appears.
A third zone in the area of Plouvorn is characterised by the occurrence
of staurolite. An andalusite isograd and zone are also shown in this
sector by Cabanis (op.cit). However Cabanis and Fabries (1972) had
earlier suggested that the occurrences of andalusite in the Morlaix
area may have been associated with a granite intruded during a
relatively late episode in the evolution of the areaj they considered
that the growth of andalusite (and possibly certain other minerals)
was possibly contemporaneous with their Phase II fold episode, which,
if the classification used by the present writer in the Western Pays
de Leon is applicable, would be equivalent to D3/M3 rather than D2/M2.
In view of this it seems possible that the presence of an andalusite
zone in the Eastern Pays de Leon, only a short distance to the N.W.
of Morlaix, may likewise be related to apost-M2 episode and/or the
well established late Hercynian granites in the area such as that of
Ste Catherine (Leutwein et al, 1969a).
The widespread occurrence of chloritoid in the chlorite zone and the
lowest part of the biotite zone is a noteworthy feature of the Eastern
Pays de L~on.
E.2. THE AREA IMMEDIATELY SOUTH OF THE FAYS DE LEON
Although there has been disagreement as to the stratigraphic status
(Brioverian or Palaeozoic) of cert~in of the sedimentary formations
in Central Finistere, there is no doubt that the whole succession has
under20ne low-grade metamornhiRm.
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Le Corre (1975) used XRD methods to compare the crystallinity of
phyllosilicates in the Brioverian and Palaeozoic rocks of West
Finistere. He concluded that the Brioverian had undergone higher-
grade conditions than the Palaeozoic and that the metamorphism of the
two groups was therefore not contemporaneous. However in the present
writer's view the variation in crystallinity could have been caused by
a somewhat greater depth of burial and resulting higher temperatures in
the Brioverian during the same episode which caused the metamorphism
of the Palaeozoic. (It should nevertheless be emphasised that the
Brioverian in this sector had undoubtedly undergone the Dl/Ml orogenic
episode prior to the deposition of the Palaeozoic rock~(See section
C above.)

Porphyroblasts of the characteristic low-grade regional metamorphic
mineral chloritoid have been reported in a number of localities in
central Finistere (Chauris, 1971c, p.2045; Darboux and Garreau, 1976,
p.1008). In the latter casefue chloritoid occurs in what are generally
agreed to be Devonian rocks, and is stated to be approximately con-
temporaneous with the earliest phase of folding, while andalusite at
the same locality is associated with a later episode. This evidence
can be taken to suggest that in the area to the south of the Pays de
Leon chloritoid was produced during a low-grade regional metamorphism,
possibly equivalent to the D2/M2 episode in the Pays de Leon itself,
while andalusite was produced during a later pepisode, which may have
been either D3/M3 or the intrusion of the granite of Huelgoat and
Commana. (The structural and textural evidence for these conclusions
has been questioned by some workers (Roach, pers.comm).)

F. METAMORPHIC REACTIONS AND PHYSICAL CONDITIONS DURING THE M2 EPISODE
F.l. INTRODUCTION

This chapter has so far been mainly concerned with description of the
mineral assemblages attributable to the M2 episode in the western Pays
de Leon and adjacent areas. An attempt will now be made to suggest
some of the processes and physical conditions which may have given rise
to the assemblages observed.

F.2. LOW-GRADE ASSEMBLAGES
It should perhaps be re-emphasised that notably in the Quartzophyllades
de L'Elorn, but also to some extent in the schists of Le Conquet and
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L'Aber-Nrac'h, one is dealing with rocks which have undergone both of
the regional metamorphic episodes Ml and M2. As a result some
uncertainty exists as to whether the mineral assemblages and metamorphic
fabrics observed are to be attributed to Ml or M2. Some earlier
authors (e.g. Renouf 1965) have attributed virtually all the metamorphic
minerals and fabrics in the Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn to the Cadomian
(i.e. Ml) episode. However, the present writer considers that the
deformational features and low-grade metamorphic fabrics are of
comparable intensity and apparently concordant in the Quartzophyllades
and in the adjacent Palaeozoic rocks. This observation suggests that
the most prominent metamorphic features in both groups of rocks may
have been produced in the same episode, presumably M2. Any relict HI
assemblages in the Quartzophyllades de L'EIorn are likely to be sub-
ordinate to or have been obliterated by the M2 assemblages.

Low-grade metamorphic assemblages characterised by the presence of
chlorite, chloritoid, albite, and sericite/muscovite are found at the
southern margin of the Pays de Leon and adjacent areas to the south.
In general little textural evidence is available to indicate what
reactions were responsible for the observed ass~mblages.

In the pelitic portions of the Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn the
association of muscovite and albite may have arisen by the reaction
suggested by Hemley and Jones (1964) (quoted in Winkler, 1974, p.201)~

KAlSi3 08 + NaA13Si30l0(OH)2 = NaALSi308+ KAL3Si30l0(OH)2
Alkali-feldspar Paragonite Albite Huscovite

Where the Granodiorite de Brest has been affected by low-grade M2
metamorphism the pa~ biotite + oligoclase has given way to chlorite +

albite. An isochemical reaction cannot be constructed involving these
minerals alone, as any such reaction must account for the potassium in
the biotite; this may have gone to form muscovite, or been in part
lost from the system.

Possible prograde reactions leading to the formation of chloritoid have
been suggested by Frey (1972) and Thompson and Norton (1968)(quoted in
Winkler, 1974 p.205-6)

Pyrophyllite + Fe-rich chlorite = Chloritoid + Quartz + H20
Hematite + Fe-rich chlorite • Chloritoid + Magnetite + Quartz + H20

The sporadic distribution of chloritoid in this and other metamorphic
terrains may be due to particular chemical parameters such as to Fe/~!g
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ratio and AlIK,Na,Ca ratio of the rock which are thought to control
the formation of chloritoid.

The assemblage albite-actinolite-chlorite-epidote-sphene-apatite
observed in the margin of a basic dyke at Le Minou appears to result
from the hydration and retrogression of a dolerite. A relict higher

'

thegrade assemblage is seen in centre of this dyke.

Little is known about the PT conditions controlling any of the possible
reactions mentioned above. Comparison with what is known about the
stability fields of such minerals as staurolite which occur in the
adjacent medium-grade terrain indicates that the low-grade assemblages
were formed for the most part at temperatures less than about 400oC.

F.3. MEDIUM AND HIGH-GRADE ASSEMBLAGES
F.3.a. Plagioclase
Plagioclase (usually oligoclase/andesine) is a characteristic mineral
of metaigneous (granodioritic to mafic) rocks of the western Pays de
Leon, and the failure of this mineral to undergo retrogression to
albite coincides with the lower limit of medium-grade conditions during
the M2 metamorphism. Once medium-grade conditions are attained the
composition of plagioclase is probably controlled more by bulk composi-
tion than by physical conditions and variation within the range oligo-
clase/andesine are ~robably of little use in themselves in indicating
grade or the PT conditions responsible.

F.3.b. Incoming of biotite
Biotite becomes stable in the S.W. Pays de Leon at about the same grade
as oligoclase. However the reactions leading to the formation of
biotite in prograde metamorphism of pelitic rocks do not seem to be
well known. ~inkler (1974, p.209) has suggested the reaction
Phengite + Chlorite = Biotite + Al-rich chlorite + Quartz
but indicates that direct evidence for its occurrence is lacking.
Biotite may also be formed in mafic rocks at the expense of other mafic
minerals (particularly amphiboles). This represents a retrograde
(hydration) reaction in which both K20 and H20 must be supplied.
It is a widely held opinion that the chlorite-biotite transition takes
place at c. 350°- 400°C, but the present writer is not aware of the
experimental backing for this opinion.
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F.3.(c) Incoming of garnet
Garnet (generally assumed to be rich in the almandine component, but
with little direct evidence apart from its pink colour) is abundant in
the Western Pays de Leon, particularly in the metasedimentary schists
and some metabasic rocks.

In the S.W. Pays de Leon it appears in pelites at slightly higher grade
than biotite;
at lower grades
to metabasic).

this absence of garnet from other biotite-bearing rocks
may be due to their bulk composition (granodioritic
Garnet does not appear to have been observed in the

muscovite-biotite pelites of the L'Aber-Wrac'h medium-grade area.

A number of reactions leading to the formation of garnet in pelites,
usually inferred from petrographic observations, have been reported in
the literature. Perhaps the suggestions most relevant to the S.W.
Pays de L~on are those of Thompson and Norton (1968) (quoted in
~inkler, 1974, p.2l0):
Chlorite + Muscovite + Quartz = Almandine + Biotite + H20
Chloritoid + Chlorite + Quartz = Almandine + H20

The grade at which garnet first appears in pelitic rocks is known to
vary significantly with the composition of the garnet, particularly in
spessartine content, and thus may be controlled by the content of Mn
and other components in the whole rock system. In view of this, the
mere observation of the presence of garnet cannot, without further
information, give any precise indication of parameters such as
temperature, and all that can be concluded is that the appearance of
garnet in the S.W. Pays de Leon probably represents a temperature
approaching 4oooc.

F.3.(d) Garnet and cordierite
A distinctive feature of the M2 metamorphism in the Pays de Leon is the
abundance of garnet relative to cordierite. Cordierite «Mg,Fe)2A1 Si5
018) is often regarded as an approximate chemical equivalent of
almandine-pyrope garnet «Fe,Mg)3 A12Si30l2) but stable at rather lower
ranges of pressure than the latter.
Garnet (probably almandine-rich in most cases) is widespread and
abundant in the medium and high-grade metamorphic and migmatitic rocks
of the Western Pays de Leon. There are on the other hand few reports
of cordierite from the area; although it has been recorded by Barrois
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(1:80,000 Brest sheet, notice explicative). The scarcity of records
of cordierite may be due in part to such factors as difficulties of
identification and the proneness of the mineral to secondary alteration.
Nonetheless the scarcity of cordierite associated with the M2 episode
in Leon appears to be real, and must have petrogenetic significance.

Various workers have studied the phase relations between cordierite
and other minerals, particularly garnet. Richardson (1968) using pure
Fe end-members of the cordierite and almandine solid solution series
obtained a curve for the reaction
Fe cordierite + sillimanite = Fe almandine + sillimanite + quartz

His curve has a small negative slope in the range 700°/3.5 kb to 8000/
2.5 kb;combining this curve with that obtained for the reaction
Fe staurolite + quartz = Fe cordierite + sillimanite

which intersects the former curve near 7000/3.5 kb he concluded that
the absence of cordierite from rocks of appropriate composition and
temperature indicates total P >3.5 kb.
Subsequent work by other authors (Hensen and Green, 1973, Currie, 1971)
(discussed by Winkler, 1974, p.224) has drawn attention to the
importance of the divariant field in PT space in which garnet and
cordierite co-exist. The position and extent of this divariant field
is itself controlled by the bulk composition, particularly the FeO/FeO +

MgO value (see Winkler, 1974,fig 14-12).
More recently Holdaway and Lee t1977) have obt~ined a series of PT
curves treproduced here as Fig 8-3) which indicate that cordierite of
any given composition is confined to rather lower pressures than had
been suggested by Currie (op.cit) or Hensen and Green Cop.cit),
particularly if PH20<P total. The general form and approximate
position in PT space of the Fe cordierite stability field as obtained
by both Richardson t1968) and Holdaway and Lee (op.cit) are similar, a
fact which permits one to place some confidence in both sets of results.
Holdaway and Lee's curves for the stability field of Fe cordierite
(PH20 = P total) are included in Fig 8-6.
It is clear that the abundance of garnet and scarcity of cordierite in
the metamorphic rocks of the Western Pays de Leon may be related to
compositional control and PH20 as well as to PT conditions. It may
nonetheless be concluded that the mean geothermal gradient was
significantly lower during the M2 metamorphism in this area than in
regional metamorphic terrains where cordierite is abundant and
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almandine absent, such as the Ryoke-Abukuma belt in Japan (andalusite-
sillimanite type; !·iiyashiro,1961).

F.3.{e) Incoming of staurolite
The appe&rance of staurolite occurs at a significantly higher grade in
the S.W. Pays de Leon that the other minerals (oligoclase, biotite,
garnet) characterising the medium-grade M2 metamorphism.

Although chloritoid has been observed in areas of low-grade M2
metamorphism adjacent to the Pays de Leon it has not been established
that it has been involved in reactions producing staurolite, although
the occurrence of such reactions has been suggested in other metamorphic
belts.

Winkler (1974, p.76 and p.2l2-3) has mentioned a number of possible
reactions to produce staurolite. These include:

Chlorite + Muscovite = Staurolite + Biotite + Quartz + Water
(Hoschek, 1969). In a system where the Mg/Mg+Fe ratio was 0.4 reversals
for this reaction were obtained at 540 + 150C, 4 kb H20

565 + l5°C, 7 kb H20
Reactions producing staurolite may also involve garnet:

Chlorite + Muscovite + Almandine = Staurolite + Biotite +
Quartz + Water (Carmichael, 1970)

Ganguly (1969) concluded that in the absence of an A12Si05 mineral,
chloritoid and quartz could react to form staurolite, almandine and
H20 at about 545 - 5600c, 4 kb. Ganguly also considered that the
formation of staurolite was a temperature sensitive reaction, whether
it forms from chloritoid or from chorite and muscovite, and that its
appearance indicated temperatures of 540 - 5600c at a wide range of
pressures.
A line corresponding to the incoming of staurolite at temperatures
indicated by the above studies has been included in fig 8-6 (H-H).

F.3.(f) Upper limit of staurolite
The upper limit of the medium-grade zone in the S.W. Pays de Leon is
marked by the non-appearance of staurolite in pelitic rocks to the
north of Le Conquet. Sillimanite has already made an appearance in
the higher grade part of the staurolite zone. A number of reactions
have been suggested involving the production of an A12Si05 mineral and
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either biotite or garnet from staurolite in the presence of quartz
and muscovite:
staurolite + muscovite + quartz = A12Si05 + biotite + H20

(Winkler, 1974, p.217)
= Al SiO + almandine + H202 5
Norton, 1969, quoted in Winkler,

1974, p.217)
staurolite + Na-rich muscovite + quartz = A12Si05 + K-rich muscovite
+ albite + almandine + H20(Guidotti, 1970, quoted in Winkler, 1974, p.217)

(Thompson and
staurolite + muscovite + quartz

Although no textural evidence is available to indicate whether any of
the above reactions actually occurred in the S.W. Pays de Leon, th~ fact
that in this area staurolite always occurs with muscovite and quartz,
while sillimanite, biotite and garnet are all abundant in the adjacent
higher-grade zone, suggests that some reaction such as those mentioned
above was responsible for the disappearance of staurolite.

Richardson (1968) investigated the reaction:
Fe-staurolite + quartz = almandine + sillimanite + quartz

However common staurolites normally contain a significant cant nt of
Mg and so for practical purposes the results obtained by Hoschek (1969)
are more relevant.

Hoschek (op.cit) investigated the reaction:
staurolite + muscovite + quartz = A12Si05 * biotite + H20

with staurolite of MgO/FeO + MgO = 0.4, 0.2. The breakdown of
ostaurolite took place at 575 + 15 , 2 kb H20
o675 + 15 , 5.5 kb H20. A curve through these

two points has been included in Fig 8-6 (J-J).

Winkler (1974, p.218) has pointed out that the above reaction is not
valid at PH

2
0>5 kb if anatexis in gneisses takes place and muscovite

in the presence of quartz and plagioclase breaks down to give a
granitic melt. Since the field evidence from the S.W. Pays de Leon
indicates that staurolite becomes absent from pelitic assemblages at
lower grade than the disappearance of muscovite or the onset of
metatexis, one may conclude that prevailing pressures at the level
represented by the disappearance of staurolite were less than about
5 kb. This argument has been taken into account in drawing line
O_Q2 on Fig 8-6.
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F.3.(g) Distribution of A12Si05 polymorphs

The only A12Si05 polymorph which is common in the western Pays de Leon
is sillimanite. It occurs in fibrolitic and prismatic habits, both
commonly observed in a single thin section. Andalusite has not been
reported as a regional metamorphic mineral from this area, although
it occurs in the contact aureole of the Granodiorite de Brest. Kyanite
has only been reported from a single locality, in the staurolite zone.
The early appearance and relative abundance of sillimanite, which
appears in the S.W. Pays de L~on well within the zones where staurolite
and muscovite are still stable, would be consistent with a regional
mean geothermal gradient passing somewhere near the 'triple point'
of the A12Si05 polymorphsj for it is at this point that the stability
field of sillimanite has its greatest extent in the direction of lower
temperature.

Although the general form of the distribution of the stability fields
of the three polymorphs in PT space is agreed by most workers, the
position and orientation of the boundaries have been a matter of
controversy, and attempts to plot the position of the triple point
have led to a great deal of confusion and apparently contradictory
results in the literature.

At present at least three significantly different versions of the
A12Si05 equilibrium diagram are current, namely those of Althaus
tI96?, 1969); Richardson, et al.(1968, 1969) and Holdaway (1971)
(Fig 8-4).Some of the arguments for and against the various versions are
summarised by Anderson et al. (1977), who prefer the Holdaway version
on the grounds of its greater compatibility with thermodynamic data
on the polymorphs. However it is felt by the present writer that the
demonstration by Althaus (1969) that the kyanite-sillimanite reaction
is at least bivariant has not received the attention it warrants by
subsequent workers.
Althaus (1969) subjected his own (1967) starting materials and those
of Richardson et al (1968) (both being a mixture of kyanite and
sillimanite) to identical conditions. He found that the reaction
moved in the kyanite direction for the material supplied by Richardson
et aI, and in the sillimanite direction for his own material
and that this relation held good for material of various grain sizes
(thus apparently meeting the objection of Newton (1969) that Althaus'
(1967) results had been influenced by his use of finely ground starting



materials); and with varying admixtures of quartz. Althaus
concluded that both determinations of the equilibrium were valid, and
that the significant difference between them Cc. 2 kb at 700oC) must
be accounted for by some other control. One possible variable which
has been suggested to account for the variation in extent of the
stability field of sillimanite is the incidence of AI-Si disorder.
However Althaus (1969) argued that another significant variable is
due to the incorporation of impurities in the structure. He argued
that the volume and entropy changes of reactions between the polymorphs
were so small that even small quantities of constituents other than
A1203 and Si02 could markedly affect the differences between the
physical properties of the polymorphs, and thus also significantly
affect the equilibrium conditions of reactions between them.

According to Deer et al (1966, p 35-43) the chief impurity in the
A12Si05 minerals is Fe203 (or FeAlSi05), with Mn03 also entering into
the andalusite structure. Althaus (op.cit) found that the ~e203
content of his own sillimanite was 15 times as great as that used by
Richardson et al., while the Fe contents of the kyanites were
approximately equal, or showed a small inverse relationship. He
concluded that the difference between the two equilibria obtained by
himself and by Richardson et al was due at least in part to the Fe203
content of the sillimanite, the increase in Fe203 content causing a
significant (although undefined) enlargement of the field of sillima-
nite at the expense of that of kyanite. It should further be
emphasised that neither of the two positions for the kyanite-sillimanite
equilibrium can be regarded as limits to a field of bivariant
equilibrium, involving the two phases, as one may assume that more
extreme contents of Fe203 would expand the field even further. In
view of this problem both lines have been incorporated in Figure 8-6
(lines D2 - E2 , D3 _ E3 ) but with the addition of further undefined
fields (barred) representing sillimanite of more extreme composition.
Althaus top.cit.) further pointed out that the difference in thermo-
dynamic properties between andalusite and sillimanite was even less
than in the case of kyanite and sillimanite (the entropy change
being almost an order of magnitude less) and that as a result the
potential influence of impurities on the equilibrium conditions
between these two polymorphs was likely to be even greater, with a
potentially even larger field of bivariant equilibrium separating
fields where only one phase is stable.
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In view of this problem the present writer has incorporated in Figure
8-6 the curves indicating the position of the andalusite-sillimanite
equilibrium obtained by both Holdaway (1971) (Dl - Fl and
Richardson et al (1969)(D2 - F2). It will be noted that the
separation of the two curves is even greater than the separation of
the kyanite-sillimanite curves. It is not however known which
chemical, structural or other controls influence the position of the
andalusite-sillimanite curves. Holdaway (1971) attributed the
difference to the presence of faster-reacting but less stable fibrolite
in the samples used by Richardson et aI, but also implied that variation
in AI-Si disorder could have a significant effect.
It is clear from the above that until more information on the bivariant
or multivariant nature of reactions between the A12Si05 polymorphs is
available, mere observation of the distribution of the polymorphs in a
regional metamorphic terrain such as the Pays de Leon can only give a
very imprecise indication of PT conditions or geothermal gradients.
In the case of the Pays de L~on the abundance of sillimanite relative
to kyanite and andalusite may be related to bulk compositional and
other controls superimposed on the controls provided by the range of
PT conditions.
It may nonetheless be concluded that whatever the equilibrium conditions
between A12Si05 polymorphs were which prevailed during the M2
metamorphism in the Pays de Leon, the relative abundance of sillimanite
suggests that the mean path of prograde M2 metamorphism passed close
to the 'triple point' (or 'triple field') <X-Y-Z on fig 8-6) and that
temperatures at any given pressure were rather higher than in terrains
where kyanite is abundant, and lower than in those where regional
metamorphic andalusite is abundant (see arrows marked 1,2,3 on figure
8-6).

F.3.(h) Formation of sillimanite
Reactions which may have given rise to the abundant sillimanite in the
Western Pays de L!on include those suggested above {sub-section (f))
for the breakdown of staurolite in the presence of muscovite and quartz;
these reactions may well have been active in the SW Pays de Lean where the
staurolite zone passes into a zone without staurolite but with both silli-
manite and muscovite. However staurolite has not been rer,orted from the
Complexe Metamorphique de Lannilis and the transition from the muscovite-
rich Mica-schistes de l'Aber-~rac'h to the muscovite-poor sillimanite-
bearing Gneiss de l'Aber Benoit indicates that some
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such reaction as the often-quoted (and possibly oversimplified)~
KA13Si30l0(OH)2 Si02
Muscovite + Quartz

KAlSi308 A12Si05 H20= Alkali-feldspar + Sillimanite + Vapour
this reaction are summarised bymay have taken place. Data for

Winkler (1974, Table 7-1, p.86).
kb °c
1 580
2 620
3 655
4 680

A curve connecting these points is included in Figure 8-6 (K-K).
In the presence of plagioclase the reaction takes place at temperatures
about 200 less than the above.

F.3.(j) The assemblage Ksp-sill-bi-corundum
This rare assemblage occurs locally in the Migmatites de Plouguerneau
(Chapter 3). A reaction which may produce corundum in pelitic rocks
in a regional metamorphic
the absence of quartz:

KA12(AlSi30l0) (OH)2

terrain is the breakdown of muscovite in

=
Muscovite K-feldspar Corundum Water

This reaction has been investigated experimentally by Evans (1965),
quoted in Turner (1968, p.120). A curve representing the reaction
has been incorporated in figure 8-6 (line L-L).
It may be noted that if this reaction is responsible for the presence
of corundum in the Migmatites de Plouguerneau, then the prevailing
temperature at the peak of metamorphism at this structural level must
have been in excess of 7500C at 4-6 kb H20.
Corundum may however appear at much lower grade in such rocks as
metabauxites, where it is produced by the breakdown of such minerals
as diaspore (Jansen and Schuiling, 1976).

F.3.(k) Metamorphic pyroxenes
Clinopyroxene, sometimes in association with garnet, but more usually
with hornblende, is found in a number of rocks,mostly mafic, in the
medium and high-grade metamorphic terrains of the Western Pays de
Leon (Chapters 2 and 6). No pyroxenes have however been observed
in what may be regarded as the highest grade metamorphic terrain in
the area, that of the Migmatites de Plouguerneau, where the place of
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pyroxene appears to be taken by amphibole. This feature may simply
indicate greater mobility of H20 during migmatisation than during
medium/high-grade metamorphism in this case.

Two occurrences of the mineral pair clinopyroxene + garnet have been
recorded from the N~ Pays de Leon (Chapter 2). In one case the rock
is a calc-psammite interbanded with muscovite-biotite schists (Mica-
schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h). In the other case the rock is of mafic
composition and is interbanded with non-garnetiferous mafic rocks usually
containing hornblende. The latter feature presumably indicates small-
scale variation in P (H20).
The stability field of the assemblage garnet + clinopyroxene + plagio-
clase (or 'garnet-granulite') has mainly been investigated at high T
(>lOOOoC) and P; extrapolation to the much lower temperatures likely
to have prevailed during the M2 metamorphism in the Pays de L~on is
rather uncertain. Green and Ringwood (1972) have suggested that, at
least for rocks of basaltic composition, the 'garnet-granulite' field
may lie in the region shown in Fig 8-6 (between lines R-R and T-T).

However the observation (Winkler, 1974, p.265) that the pressure
required to stabilise garnet in rocks containing pyroxene and plagio-
clase varies considerably with slight variation in bulk composition,
entails that the 'garnet-granulite' field is not to be regarded as very
closely defined, particularly for rocks which diverge widely from a
basaltic composition such as the L'Aber-Wrac'h calc-psammite.

The occurrences of co-existing garnet and clinopyroxene in the Lannilis
Metamorphic Complex nonetheless offer scope for geothermometry using
the Fe:Mg partition co-efficient as described by RAheim and Green
(1974), Saxena (1979) and others. It is hoped to obtain microprobe
analyses for this purpose.
Another possible reaction relevant to co-existing clinopyroxene and
garnet is:
clinopyroxene + 2 garnet + 2 quartz = 3 orthopyroxene + 2 anorthite

These five phases have been found by Green and Rd.ngwood (1967) (quoted
in Winkler, 1967, p.256) to co-exist at 700oC, 8 to 10 kb.
F.3.(1) Anatexis and formation of migmatites
The abundance of migmatites associated with the high-grade metamorphic
rocks of the Western Pays de L~on leads one to consider the possible
processes and conditions that may have caused the formation of these
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migmatites.

A number of different processes have been invoked to account for the
occurrence of migmatites elsewhere (see comprehensive account in
Mehnert,1968); these include:

(i) injection of extraneous·quartzo-feldspathic material
in a molten state
hydrothermal emplacement
partial metasomatism
partial melting of the country rock, with re-
consolidation in situ, qr nearly so.

It is outside the scope of the present work to consider all the

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

arguments for and against the operation of the above processes,
except to observe that persuasive arguments have been proposed to
indicate the importance of each of the processes in individual cases.

All that wIll be attempted here is to consider whether probable physical
conditions during the M2 episode in the Western Pays de L~on were
likely to have given rise to the fourth of the above processes, namely
partial melting with reconsolidation in situ or nearly so.

Tuttle and Bowen (1958) investigated equilibrium among crystals, melt
and H20 in a simplified or artificial granitic system:
Si02 NaAISi30a KAISi

3
0a H20.

Their results can be summarised in the often-quoted 'minimum-melting
curve for H20 - saturated granite', which is commonly incorporated in
petrogenetic diagrams. The usefulness, though not the validity, of
the work of Tuttle and Bowen has been questioned by Winkler (1967, 1974)
and his co-workers, who recognised the importance of making a closer
approximation to the actual composition of real rocks. According to
Winkler the two main drawbacks of the model of Tuttle and Bowen were

(i) failure to allow for the anorthite (CaA12Si208) component
(ii) assumption that the system is saturated with respect to

H20.
The relevant arguments are summarised by Winkler (1974, p.271-311).
Von Platen (1965), quoted in Winkler (1974, p.283) found that the Ab/An
ratio of any rock containing plagioclase, alkali-feldspar and quartz
determines both the composition of the first anatectic melt produced
by heating the rock and the position in PT space of the minimum melting
curve itself. So there exists, not just a single 'minimum melting
curve' but a minimum melting 'band'.



Brown and Fyfe (1970) have pointed out that rocks undergoing anatectic
melting may not be saturated with respect to H20, but may have only a
limited amount of free H20 available, or none at all, the H20 being
supplied by breakdown of hydrated minerals such as micas and amphiboles.
The effect of such non-H20-saturated conditions is that the minimum
melting curve (or 'band') for such rocks is shifted towards regions of
higher temperature, and takes up a positive slope (Fig 8-5). Such
considerations clearly complicate the inclusion of minimum melting curves
curves on petrogenetic diagrams, there being a wide range of possible
positions and slopes for such a curve, depending on the An and H20

content, and hydrated mineral species present in the rock
undergoing anatexis.
However it is clear from Figure 8-5 (reproduced from Winkler (1974,
Fig 18-8, p.293) that melting may be expected to commence in biotite
gneisses, with pressures of 4 to 6 kb, at temperatures from 6500 to
7500• Temperatures in this range are likely to have been achieved in
the Western Pays de Leon at just slightly higher grade than that of the
disappearance of staurolite in the presence of muscovite. Thus the
occurrence of banded migmatites in the sillimanite-bearing high-grade
zone of the S.W. Pays de Leon can quite easily be accounted for by
invoking the incipient partial melting of muscovite - and biotite-
bearing schists and gneisses, whether or not additional free H20
was available.

Winkler and Von Platen (1961) (quoted in Winkler, 1974, p.303) describe
experimental anatexis of 4 naturally occurring greywackes at 2 kb H20.
These began to melt at 6850-7150C and at 7700C were between 60% and
70% molten. Melting on this scale and in this temperature range could
easily account for the development of abundant migmatitic leucosomes
and leucogranite such as are observed in the Migmatites de Plouguerneau.
It may further be argued that more nearly complete melting of supra-
crustal rocks at depths somewhat greater than that represented by the
Migmatites de Plouguerneau could account for the associated occurrence
of large quantities of nebulitic granite such as the Granite de
Landunvez.

F.3.(m) Conclusion
It is concluded that the sector of the crust which is now the Western
Pays de Leon underwent during the M2 episode (broadly identifiable
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with the 'Bretonic' phase of the Hercynian orogeny) conditions which
produced results ranging from very low grade metamorphism to widespread
anatexis. The particular sequence of metamorphic assemblages,
together with what is known about the physical conditions under which
the inferred metamorphic reactions could have taken place, indicates
that at medium and high-grades of metamorphism conditions corresponded
to a mean geothermal gradient of about 130°C per kb. This represents
conditions intermediate between those of the Abukuma or andalusite-
sillimanite type of metamorphism and those of the Barrovian or kyanite-
sillimanite type (Miyashiro, 1961).

G. REGIONAL CONTEXT AND GEOTECTONIC SIGNIFICANCE OF THE M2
METAMORPH1::lt-l IN ~HE W.l:;S'fERN PAYS DE LfoN

c,a, IN'l'RODUCTION AND PREVIOUS MODELS

It has been argued in the present chapter that the distribution of
metamorphic mineral assemblages attributable to the M2 or 'Bretonic'
orogenic episode in the Western Pays de Leon represents a range of PT
conditions corresponding to a mean geothermal gradient intermediate
between that of the low-pressure Abukuma (or andalusite-sillimanite)
type and that of the rather higher-pressure Earrovian (or kyanite-
sillimanite) type. An attempt will now be made to compare this
Bretonic metamorphic episode as seen in the Pays de L~on with possibly
contemporaneous genetically related phenomena elsewhere in the Massif
Armoricain, using information available in the literature.

A number of previous authors have attempted to integrate geological
observations derived from the whole, or large sectors of the Massif
Armoricain; these include approaches from the point of view of
stratigraphy (e.g. Pruvost, 1949; Roach et aI, 1972; Roach, 1977,
Renouf, 1974); geochronology (e.g. Leutwein et al 1968, etc;
Leutwein, 1968; Adams, 1967a, 1976; Vidal, 1976 (These d'Etat, Rennes));
and broadscale regional studies (e.g. Cogne 1960, 1972, 1974). Work
such as the above has enabled a progressively more coherent picture of
the geology of the massif to emerge. With the advent of the new
global tectonics an opportunity has arisen to reinterpret geological
features of the massif in terms of plate movements and related
processes; and global tectonics theories have been used in particular
to interpret the relations between the Ile de Groix blueschists and
the South Armoricain metamorphic belt, e.g. by Carpenter and Civetta
(1976) and Hanmer (1977b). This approach has been expanded by
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Chauris (1977), who has outlined a basically tripartite model for the
development of the Massif Armoricain during the Hercynian orogeny.
His model comprises:

Ca) a trench, being the surface expression of a NE-dipping
subduction zone in which the eclogites, glaucophanic
rocks and serpentinites of Groix and Vendee were produced.

(b) a cordilleran zone, with a thermal dome, Upper Palaeozoic
volcanism, low-pressure high-temperature metamorphism,
and formation of granites; this zone comprises most of
Western and Central Brittany and the Vend~e.

(c) a zone of little or no metamorphism, with an older basement
of folded Brioverian sediments intruded by Cadomian granites
and overlain by relatively undeformed Cambrian and Ordovician

ssediments; this zone, or 'domaine normano-breton' is
located in NE Brittany, Lower Normandy and the Channel
Islands, and corresponds to 'Mancellia' and the eastern
part of 'Domnonea' (Fig 1-4).

Chauris further subdivided the cordilleran zone (b) into two divisions
according to the distribution of different granitic types with :

(i) in the south: a belt characterised by abundant 'subconcordant'
or lobate leucogranites closely associated with intensely
metamorphosed Brioverian

(ii) in the north: a belt characterised by biotite granites and
g~anodiorites of well-defined sub-circular outcrop whose
distribution is not closely related to that of the regional
metamorphic rocks, and whose emplacement was preceded by
the extrusion of Devonian and Dinantian volcanics.

Chauris attributed the glaucophanic rocks and eclogites to high
pressure conditions ~ssociated with a descending slab, while the
lower pressure metamorphism and magmatism in the cordilleran zone are
attributed to the anoma~usly high temperature associated with a thermal
dome overlying a sub-duction zone.

The leucogranites were attributed to anatexis of crustal material while
the more northerly biotite granites and granodiorites are attributed
to anatexis at deeper levels than the 1eucogranites (Chauris, op.cit.
p.897).

Chauris also argued that the parallelism between the (postulated)
Groix subduction zone and the two major (transcurrent) faults of the
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Armorican Massif (zone broyee sudarmoricaine and lineament Hol~ne-
Moncontour) suggested that the latter structures are very deep-rooted
( profondement enracines).

While Chauris' interpretation is felt by the present writer to be
acceptable in most respects some comments and modifications are
suggested below.

G.2. SUGGESTED HODEL
G.2.(a) The lIe de Groix-Vendee high-pressure belt
Although there has been disagreement concerning the geochronology of
the lIe de Groix 'Maluski, 1976; Peucat and Cogne, 1977; Carpenter and
Civetta, 1976), there is general agreement that the regional metamorphic
assemblages found there, which include glaucophane, ~deitic pyroxene
and lawsonite, belong to the blueschist facies, Glaucophane is also of
widespread occurrence in the Vendee. (Guiges and Devismes, 1969"quoted
in Chauris, 1977) as is the rock type eclogite (Velde, 1970).
Serpentinites and eclogitic assemblages have been reported from the
Ile de Groix (Chauris et aI, 1970a) and from the Baie d'Audierne
(Velde, 1972).

There is also a notable absence of granites in close association with
the glaucophanic and eclogitic assemblages.

Such features are characteristic of well-preserved blueschist belts
such as the Sanbagawa belt of Japan (Miyashiro, 1961). However in the
case of the Ile de Groix-Vendee 'belt' marine geological studies have
shown that granitic rocks intervene between and perhaps surround the
various outcrops of blueschist type, so that even if the outcrops
originated as a single belt, it has been subsequently fragmented by
granite emplacement in the later sta0es of the Hercynian orogeny.
Another objection to the application of a simple subduction-type blue-
schist model to the Groix and Vend~e rocks is posed by the fact that
most of the eclogites of the Nantes area (Velde, 1970) occur to the
north of the main branch of the zone broyee sudarmoricaine and also to
the north of the main Hercynian migmatite belt. In addition the age
of the high-pressure metamorphism has only been independently dated as
early Hercynian in the case of the Ile de Groix blueschists (Carpenter
and Civetta, 1976) and even this date is disputed by Peucat and Cagne
(1977) who consider the blueschist metamorphism was rather earlier;
the eclogites of the Nantes area and the serpentinites of Baie



d'Audierne have not been dated and are thought by some workers to be
pre-Hercynian.

Estimates of PT conditions represented by eclogitic assemblages on
Groix have been made by Carpenter and Civetta (1976) at c.40ooc at 8 kb,
giving a rather low mean geothermal gradient of about l7°C/km, and for
the area to the north of Nantes by Velde (970) at ~ 10 kb at 6000c.
Carpenter and Civetta Cop.cit) suggest on the basis of Rb-Sr and K-Ar
dating of glaucophanes and muscovites that these conditions were
realised in the Groix rocks at about 340 ~y ago, i.e. soon after the
climax of the Bretonic phase.
The suggested PT conditions could be expected to be realised at a
destructive plate margin. However there does not seem to be sufficient
evidence from the rocks themselves to conclude that the destructive
plate margin represented convergence between an oceanic and a
continental plate as suggested by Chauris (1977, p.897) rather than
the convergence of two continental plates (continental collision).

G.2.(b) The 'Cordilleran' zone
G.2.(b)(i) Introduction

The fragmentary outcrops of the lle de Groix 'belt' are flanked to the
north by the 'Cordilleran' zone of Chauris (1977). As indicated above
(section G.l.) Chauris (op.cit.) has divided the cordilleran zone into
two parallel belts characterised by different types of granites. The
distribution of the two main types of granites (alkaline two-mica
leucogranites and calc-alkaline granites/granodiorites) is shown on
Fig 1-3. While this subdivision is felt by the writer to be
significant and to represent a real difference between the northern
and southern zones of the Cordilleran belt, some of the granites are
post-Visean and therefore significantly later than the Bretonic phase
and the postulated climax of the M2 metamorphic episode in the Pays de
Leon; while the distribution of the granites may be ultimately under
the same control as the distribution of the regional metamorphic zones
and isograds an alternative subdivision based on the latter is proposed
here.
G.2.(b)(ii) South Armorican Metamorphic Belt

The geology of the South Armorican Metamorphic Belt has been ~scribed
by Cogn~ (1960). Its axis coincides with the Zone Broyee Sudarmoricaine.
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Post metamorphic strike-slip movements parallel with the Zone Broyee
may have been large; it has not known what effects the latter movements
have had on the relative positions of the metamorphic zones on either
side. Cogne (op.cit) considered that the migmatites in the South
Armorican Belt were produced during the Bretonic phase. There is
also evidence that the main deformation and metamorphism in the western
part of the belt post-dated the emplacement of the Granite de Pors-
Poulhan, whose Rb-Sr whole rock isochron age is c. 346 my (Cogne and
Peucat, 1973).
South of the Zone Broyee Sudarmoricain~ Barrois (1934b) has described
a belt of 'morbihanites' extending from the coast SE of Quimper to the
area between Nantes and Angers (Fig 1-1). Morbihanites are described
(Op.cit.p.43) as "mica-schistes riches en mica noir; mica blanc,
sillimanite, quarz, zircon, tourmaline, avec parfois chloritolde,
grenat, cordierite ••• (chlorophyllite), ••• rutile •••". It seems
unlikely that all these minerals form a single paragenesis. Some of
the minerals may be of contact metamorphic origin. The present writer
is uncertain how to classify the 'morbihanite terrain' in terms of
the petrogenetic grid of Fig 8-6; however the reportedly common
association of chloritoid and sillimanite in this terrain may indicate
that sillimanite has formed at rather low grade, and that the path of
prograde metaoorphism may have passed rather near the A12Si05 triple
field (Fig 8-6).
In that part of the South Armorican Belt which lies north of the Zone
Broyee Sudarmoricaine rather different metamorphic assemblages are
characteristic of pelitic schists. Staurolite and garnet are wide-
spread (Barrois, 1934b), while a number of kyanite occurrences are
known. Nodules or pods, approximately concordant with the enclosing
schists, of kyanite, often showing secondary alteration to andalusite
have been reported at several localities by Barriere et al (1973).
These occurrences are indicated on Fig 8-7. They are stated to be in
both Devonian and Brioverian schists. The authors remark that at
Scaer tFig 1-1) staurolite and kyanite appear to have crystallised
simultaneously. The metamorphism in this northern zone of the South
Armorican belt is thus similar in some res-'ects to that of the
'Barrovian' metamorphism of the classical terrain, and is thus
contrasted with the apparently rather lower-cressure metamorphism seen
in the 'morbihanite' terrain.
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G.2.(b)(iii) North Armorican Metamorphic and Granitic Belt

As in the case of the South Armorican Metamorphic and Granitic belt,
fthe corresponding North Armorican belt is characterised by an array

of granitic plutons (some of which are post-Visean and therefore later
than the Bretonic or M2 metamorphism).
~e Lineament Mol~ne-~oncontour lies in an axial position with respect
to these granites, and may h~ve influenced or controlled their
location (Chauris, 1977, p.896). For much of the length of the
lineament (> 200 km) the granites are intruded into Brioverian and
Palaeozoic sedimentary formations which are highly deformed but of
generally low metamorphic grade. The metamorphism in the Morlaix
area, where staurolite and garnet are locally developed, has been
described by Barrois (1934b) and Cabanis and Fabries (1972). Further
west the lineament passes into the medium and high-grade regional
metamorphic terrain of the Pays de Leon which has been described
earlier in this chapter. In the writer's opinion the Pays de Leon
can perhaps be regarded as merely a sector of the North Armoricain
Metamorphic and Granitic Belt where the amount of post-M2 erosion has
been greater; higher-grade metamorphic and migmatitic rocks may
well be present at depth beneath the more easterly sectors of the belt.

An important distinction between the medium and high-grade sector of
the North Armoricain Belt (as seen in the Pays de Leon) and that part
of the South Armoricain belt which lies north of the Zone Broy~e is
shown by the distribution of the A12Si05 polymorph kyanite. This
mineral is scarce or absent in the Pays de Leon, where garnet and
staurolite bearing assemblages pass laterally into extensive sillimanite
sillimanite-bearing and migmatitic zones, while in that part of the

fueSouth Armoricain belt which lie~north of/Zone Broyee kyanite is wide-
spread, sometimes in association with staurolite (Chauris et al 1970a;
Barriere et al 1973). This distinction may perhaps be attributed to
a difference in the geothermal gradient at the peak of metamorphism be
between the two areas; the gradient having been somewhat higher in
the Pays de Leon. There may be a transition between the two areas
at depth below the intervening cover of lower grade rocks.
It should be emphasised that that part of the South Armoricain
Metamorphic and Granitic Belt which lies south of the Zone Broyee is
also characterised by the scarcity or absence of kyanite; in this
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respect it resembles the Pays de Leon sector of the North Armoricain
Belt.

G.2.(c) Zone Normano-breton

The northern boundary of the North Armorican Metamorphic and Granitic
Belt may be traced from the vicinity of Lannion to that of Dinan.
North and N.E. of this line, and extending throughout most of the area
occupied by the Channel Islands and Lower Normandy as far east as the
sub-Mesozoic unconformity is a zone which appears to have largely
escaped the effects of the Hercynian orogeny. Sensitive indicators
of thermal or tectonic disturbance such C'5 K-Ar and R.b-Srmica dates
are predominantly in the range 500-600 m.y.(Adams 1967b), with a fewaslow
as c. 400 m.y. (Leutwein and Sonet, 1965). Except in the vicinity of
Cherbourg Hercynian granites are absent.

A number of distinct subdivisions can be recognised within this zone;
notably 'Mancellia' (Pruvost, 1949) which lies east of a line between
Dinan and Granville and consists of Brioverian sediments intruded and
underlain by a composite Cadomian batholith (Jonin and Vidal, 1975).

Near the northern extremity of the zone, in the vicinity of Cherbourg,
a relatively narrow belt of Hercynian activity intersects the Zone
normano-breton, with deformed Cambrian to Devonian sediments intruded
by the Hercynian granites of Flamanville and Barfleur. Chauris (1977)
has suggested these granites may represent part of a belt of late
Hercynian granites including petrographically similar granites of NW
Brittany (Ploumanac'h, L'Aber-Ildut). They may well represent a
post-Eretonic 'mobile' belt.

Apart from the Flamanville-Barfleur belt of deformation and granite
intrusion, the Zone normano-breton seems to have acted as a stable
or cratonic block during the Hercynian orogeny. It is bounded to
the south by the 'cordilleran zone' of the Massif Armoricain; it
may well be bounded to the north under the English Channel by further
belts of intense Hercynian orogenic activity, forming the easterly
prolongation of the Hercynides of S.W. England.

G.2.(d) Possible correlations with S.W. England
The Hercynian granites of S.W. England are of late Hercynian (post-
Visean) date and some metamorphic mineral dates reflect this post-
Bretonic activity, notably the c.300 m.y. K-Ar dates from the Start
Paint schists (Dodson and ~ex, 1971).
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However earlier work (Dodson, 1961) had resulted in Rb-Sr and K-Ar
mica ages of 350-360 m.y. from the Lizard Gneisses in South Cornwall,
and K-Ar whole rock ages ranging from 286 m.y. to 365 m.y. (with a
concentration at 350-365 m.y.) from the Mylor, GraQscatho and
Dodman slates and phyllites, also in South Cornwall. Hornblende dates
from the Lizard area range up to 492 ~ 26 (Miller and Green, 1961)
but are more commonly in the same range as the mica dates (Adams, 1967a).

There is thus enough geochronological evidence to suggest the
occurrence of orogenic activity, at any rate in South Cornwall, broadly
contemporaneous with the Bretonic phase in Brittany. However the
Bretonic phase does not appear to be represented in S.W. England by a
distinct fold phase or unconformity separating the deposition of the
Devonian and Carboniferous sedimentary sequences; it may none the less
be noted that a prominent volcanic horizon occurs near the Devonian-
Carboniferous boundary in the Boscastle area of North Cornwall. The
latter may perhaps be regarded as an expression of the Bretonic phase
in this sector of the Hercynian orogenic belt.
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CHAPrER 9 CONCLUSIONS

A. SUMMARY OF PRESENT WORK

An introduction to the Western Pays de Leon trom a geological point
ot view is given in Chapter 1, where attention is drawn to the
considerable amount of previous geological literature on the area.

In Chapter 2 a primary distinction is made between metasedimentary
and metaigneous lithologies in the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex. The
former are classified and described according to their metamorphic
grade, the latter according to their bulk composition. It is concluded
that the metasedimentary lithologies in the Lannilis Complex have been
produced by the medium to high grade regional metamorphism of what were
originally Brioverian sediments; while the metaigneous rocks are for the
most part derived from post-Brioverian intrusions, rather than repres-
enting a basement on which the sediments were deposited, as has been
Buggested by earlier workers.

Four main phases of deformation are recognised, the effects of the
earliest (Dl/Ml) being only definitely recognisable in the meta-

sedimentary Mica-schistesde L'Aber-Wrac'h. Most of the existing
metamorphic assemblages and fabrics are attributed to the second
(D2/M2) phase. The emplacement of certain of the post-D2/M2 granitic
in·trusions of the area appears to be related to post-D2 (D3) folding
in the metamorphic rocks.

In Chapter 3 a totally new classification of the migmatitic and granitic
rocks of the area north of the Porspoder Lineament is presented.
The Diorite de Portsall is recognised as the only extensive lithology
to survive without major modification the episode of migmatisation
Which has given rise to the Migmatites de Plouguerneau. It is empha-
sised that if any lithology north of the Porspoder Lineament is
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to be considered as an equivalent to the Diorite de Lannilis on the

south side, then it should be the Diorite de Portsa1l, rather than,
as suggested b1 Cogni and Shelle1 (1966),the 'granite sombre' (the
litholo~ described here as Adamellite de Ste Marguerite).

The petrograph1 of the Migmatites de Plouguerneau is described in detail
for the first time, a distinction being drawn between migmatites with

metasedimentar1 and metaigneous parentage (as indicated b1 the palaeo-
somes or melanosomes). A metasedimentary melanosome of particular
interest has the assemblage biotite-sillimanite-alkali-feldspar-
corundum. It is concluded that the migmatitic features are due to
anatexis and reconsolidation at the the structural level now exposed of
pelitic metasediments and other low-melting-point lithologies.

The Granite de Landunvez is distinguished from the Migmatites de

Plouguerneau, being regarded as a later allochthonous intrusive
phase. Field relations indicate that the granite was emplaced at the
end of the migmatitic episode, but before the migmatites had cooled.
A number of different facies of the Granite de Landunvez have been
recognised and mapped according to the variation in content of
possibly xenocrystic garnets and to the abundance of nebulitic
patches and schlieren. A possible structural control of this variation

is suggested.

The distinct group of late graniticfntrusions which includes the
Adamellite de Ste Marguerite is recognised, classified and described.
Particular attention is drawn to the field relations, which suggest
that this group of granitic rocks was emplaced during a poet-Granite
de Landunvez phase of folding.

A correlation is suggested between the sequence of geological events
recognieed south and north of the Porspoder Lineament and described in



Chapters 2 and 3 respectively.

In Chapter 4 attention is drawn to the polyphase nature of movements
along the Porspoder Lineament. Support is given to the suggestions
of Chauris (1966b) that the lineament, which separates the areas
described in Chapters 2 and 3, has acted as a locus for a number
of major granitic intrusions. The deformational features which were
produced during the later (D4) movements along the lineament are
described more fully than by previous workers. Attention is drawn
to the lack of secondary chlori~!tion in the zone most severely aff-
ected by D4; this feature may indicate that the temperature was higher
in this zone than for instance in the zone to the north where secondary

chloritisation is common. It is suggested that the net displacement
across the lineament was sinistral, and that the displacement was
parallel to the subhorizontal or ENE-plunging lineations, rather than
parallel to the subvertical quartz c-axis lineation as suggested by
Cogne and Shelley (1966). It is concluded that the Porspoder Lineament
in common with other similar transcurrent structures in western
Brittany may have been originally a deep-seated continental fault of
transform type produced during the latter stages of a continental
collision.

In Chapter 5 all the available geochronological literature on the NW
Pays de Leon (the areas described in Chapters 2-4) is reviewed and
reinterpreted. Some new K-Ar d~tes for ho~lendes and sphenes which
are thought to have crystallised during the M2 metamorphism are pres-
ented. The importance of the Hercynian orogeny, particularly the

latter stages,is demonstrated, most mineral dates being post-300 my.
The .D2/M2 episode is considered to be bracketed between the$c380 my
whole rock Rb-Sr Gat. of the Gneiss de Treglonou and related granitic
gneisses and the c345 my U-Pb zircon date of the Granite de St Renan.
Apart from these two dates there is a scarcity of adequate U-Pb or
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Rb-Sr yhole-rock dates from either the pre-D2 (eg Diorite de Lannilis)

or post-D2 (eg Granite de Landunvez, Complexe Granitique de L'Aber-
Ildut) intrusions, and an attempt is made to combine single whole-rock
Rb-Sr analyses from different authors to obtain an estimate of the date
of emplacement of the Complexe Granitique de L'Aber-Ildut.

No geochronological evidence of any Precambrian events in the ~l{Pays

de Leon has been obtained, although as mentioned above no appro-
priate study of the Diorite de Lannilis has yet been made. The
zircons in the Gneiss de Plounevez-Lochrist appear to be ~ 450 my
old.

In Chapter 6 attention is switched to the metamorphic rocks of the
SW Pays de Lean, particularly the field relations in the coastal

sector betYeen Pointe de Corsen and Pointe de St Mathieu, where a
completely ney interpretation of the field relations within the
Complexe Metamorphique du Conquet.has been made. A single major
batholithic intrusion, the'Granodiorite de Brest' is recognised,

whereas previous workers had recognised an older gneissic grano-
diorite, the 'Gneiss de Brest' or 'Gneiss de Lesneven', which was
deformed and metamorphosed during the Cadomian orogeny, and a younger

post-orogenic ~ntrusion, the'Granodiorite de la Pointe des Renards'.
It is now concluded that the 'Granodiorite de la Pointe des Renards'
represents the less deformed portions of a single original intrusion,
which has undergone heterogeneous deformation during an orogenic
episode, the more deformed portions are the lithologies which have
been previously been known as 'Gneiss de Brest' and 'Gneiss de Les-
neven'.

The presence in the Le Conquet area of considerable volumes of
the Granodiorite de Brest which virtually escaped deformation
during the episode which produced a gneissic foliation elsewhere in
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the batholith is attributed to the effects of the presence in

this sector of unueually thick metasedimentary units (Mica-schistes
du Conquet), which being of lower competence than the Granodiorite

de Brest may have taken up a larger share of the bulk strain
imposed on the area during the post-granodiorite deformation.

Th. episode which produced the foliation of the Granodiorite

de Brest is identified with the metamorphic episode which
gave rise to the etaurolite, garnet and sillimanite bearing
assemblages in the associated metasediments. The term 'D2/M2' is
used to refer to this episode, and a possible correlatio~ with
the D2/M2 episode in the NW Pays de Lion is suggested.

The hornblendic Granodiorite de Pont-Cabioc'h,'which was identi-
fied with the 'Gneiss de Brest' by earlier workers, is recognised

as a distinct pre-D2!M2 lithology of restricted outcrop.

The stratigraphic status of the metadoleritic Filons de Kerrnorvan

as a post-Granodiorite de Brest, preD2/M2 dyke swarm is established,

and a possible relationship with the Caradocian volcanicity of the

Presqu'ile de Crozon is suggested.

In Chapter 7 all available geochronological data on the SW Pays de
Leon is reviewed. In the light of the recognition in Chapter 6
that the'Gneiss de Brest' and 'Granodiorite de la Pointe des
Renards' were originally a single intrusion, the whole-rock Rb-Sr
dates obtained from these lithologies by Adams (1967a) and Cabanis
et al (1977) are reassessed. It is concluded that the c550±50 my
'isochron' obtained by Adams (op cit) from six samples of 'Renards

Granite' is the best available estimate of the date of emplacement
of the whole batholith, but that even this date should only be
regarded as provisional and approximate.
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A possibly better established group of dates from the pre-D2jM2
intrusions in the southern Pays de Lion is provided by the c 460 my
(i.e. early Ordovician) U-Pb zircon dates of the Granodiorite de
Pont-Gabioc'h and of 'Gneiss de Brest' from near Landivisiau obt-
ained by Michot and Deutsch (1970) and Cabanis et al (pers corom).

Emphasis is laid on another important result obtained from U-Pb
analyses of zircons and monazites by Michot and Deutsch (op cit).

Their samples of staurolite-garnet-mica schist from near Le Conquet
and of low-grade semi-pelitic Brioverian Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn
from near Brest retain clear evidence of a detrital zircon compon-
ent of Lower Proterozoic ('Pentevrian') age; pre-1700 my in the case
of the ~orn zircons. One may conclude that material which was
ultimately of Lower Proterozoic origin was abundant in the catchment
area of the Brioverian of west Finistere.

The review of geochronological data in Chapter 7 together with the
available information on the Palaeozoic supracrustal history of the
area immediately south of the Pays de Leon (summarised in section

B of Chapter 7) has enabled the writerto correlate the geological
history of the SW Pays de Lion with that of the adjacent supracrus-

tal zone (table 7-1). An important conclusion is that the main
orogenic episode (D2/M2) which affected the rocks of the SW Pays

de L80n is identifiable with the 'Bretonic' phase of the Hercynian
orogeny; in other words it took place at around the Devonian-
Carboniferous boundary. The D3 episode of folding in the SW Pays
de Leon is correlated with the post-Lower Namurian pre-Stephanian
folding and cleavage-formation of south-central Finistere.

In Chapter 8 the first attempt is made to treat the metamorphic
rocks of the whole of the Western Pays de.L~on as part of a single
metamorphic belt. Using petrographic observations both from the
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literature and from the writer's own work an analysis is made of
the distribution of metamorphic assemblages and zones attributable
to the M2 episode. The metamorphism ranges in grade from the low
(chlorite) grade seen in the Palaeozoic and the Quartzophy11ades
de l'E1orn, through the medium grade staurolite-garnet-mica schists
of Le Conquet and the Mica-schistes de L'Aber-Wrac'h, to the high
grade sillimanite-bearing gneisses and migmatites of the central
Pays de Leon and the P10uguerneau district.

Possible reactions and physical conditions which may have given
rise to the observed assemblages are discussed, with some critical
assessment of the experimental literature, particularly in the case
of that on the A12Si05 po1ymorphs. It is concluded that at medium
to high grades of M2 metamorphism the mean goetherma1 gradient in
the area corresponded to a range of conditions intermediate between
those characteristic of 'Barrovian' and 'Abukuma' type terrains.

The M2 or Bretonic metamorphism in the Western Pays de Leon is
compared with approximately contemporaneous phenomena elsewhere in
the Massif Armoricain. It is concluded that the features observed
in the whole region are consistent with the operation of a conver-
gent or destructive plate margin during the Hercynian orogeny as
suggested by Chauris (1977).

A completely new metamorphic map showing the effects of the M2
regional metamorphism of the Western Pays de Leon has been pre-
pared (Fig'8-1)



A significant amount of new lithological and structural mapping
has been carried out in the Western Pays de Leon by the writer.
A completely new lithological survey of the greater part of the
area north of the Porspoder Lineament has been made, and the res-
ulting maps accompany Chapter 3 (including the larger maps at the
end ot the volume). Other areas in which new mapping has been
carried out are the L'Aber-Beno!t sector of the Lannilis Metamorphic
Complex (Fig 2-2) and the coastal section of the Le Conquet
Metamorphic Complex between Pointe de Corsen and Pointe de St
Mathieu (Fig 6-6). A completely new lithological map of the SW
Pays de Leon has been compiled from the writer's own fieldwork
and from a critical reassessment of earlier maps by other workers.

This is provided as Fig 6-7.

B. ~OI£GICAL EVCWTIGIN <F THE WESTERN F.lYS DE mCN

The earliest episode recognised in the rocks of the Western Pays
de Leon is the Lower Proterozoic or Pentevrian episode (~1700 my
ago) indicated by the 207/206pb dates of detrital zircons and

monazites from the Brioverian Quartzophyllades de L'Elorn and

from the Mica-schistes du Conquet. This is likely to have been

an orogenic episode affecting an extensive area.

After an apparently long interval the next recognisable episode
was the deposition of Brioverian turbiditic greywacke-shale
sediments with occasional subaqueous volcanics. The sedimentation
appears to have taken place during the uppermost Precambrian
(and possibly part of the Cambrian).

Near the boundary between the Precambrian and the Palaeozoic the
Brioverian sediments and volcanics were affected by an orogenic
episode for which the label DI/Ml has been used in this work. This
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episode is probably identifiable with the Cadomian orogeny of the
NE Armorican Massif. The orogeny was characterised by folding
(commonly on N-S axes) and regional metamorphism. Metamorphic
grade and fabrics have largely been obscured by the later (Herc-
ynian) D2~12 metamorphism and deformation, but conditions probably
reached amphibolite facies near Le Conquet.

The emplacement of the extensive batholithic Granodiorite de Brest
in the SW Pays de Leon probably took place soon after the climax of
the DI/MI episode; if Adams'(196?) Rb-Sr whole rock date of c.550
~40 my represents the emplacement of the granodiorite then clearly
the DI/Ml episode was somewhat earlier, i.e. Lower Cambrian at the
latest. However in view of the difficulty of sampling homogeneous
material in the Granodiorite de Brest and in view of the size of
the statistical error on the regression line, a more reliable
younger age limit for the DI/Ml or Cadomian orogenic episode in the
Pays de Leon may be provided by the c.460 my U-Pb zircon dates of
the Granodiorite de Pont-Cabioc'h and the Gneiss de Brest

near Landivisiau, and possibly also by the similar whole rock
Rb-Sr date of the Tro~dhjemite d~ Douarnenez i~South Finistere •

.~ ....-

Other intrusions now represented by suc~ metaigneous units as the
Diorites of Lannilis and Portsall and the granitic Gneisses of
Plounevez-Lochrist and Treglonou were probably emplaced during
the interval between Dl/Ml and D2/M2. The diorites are undated
and could even predate Dl/Ml, while the whole rock Rb-Sr date
of c. 380 my for the gneisses may represent an event later than
the emplacement of their granitic precursors.

By the Arenigian (c. 450 my) the Granodiorite de Brest had been
partially unroofed by erosion, and a marine transgression from
a southerly direction had reached the Pays de Leon, resulting in
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the deposition of the orthquartzitic Gres Armoricain and Quartzite
de la Roche Maurice. Mainly neritic sedimentation (with local
volcanism in the Caradocian) continued without major breaks
until the Upper Devonian (Famennian II).

The do1eritic Fi10ns de Kermorvan were emplaced in the rocks of
the SW Pays de Leon after the emplacement of the Granodiorite de

Brest, but before the D2/M2 episode. This localised dyke swarm
may have been related to the Caradocian (c.43O my) volcanism of
the Presqu'i1e de Crozon.

By the end of the Devoni~other major orogenic episode (the

Bretonic or D2/M2 episode) had commenced, possibly induced by
the proximity of a converging plate margin. The Rb-Sr whole rock date
of S c.380 my for the Gneiss de Treglonou/P10unevez-Lochrist may
indicate an early (mid-Devonian) event related to this episode,
although it is not clear that the date represents the emplacement

flaterof the granitic precursors of the gneisses, rather than some event

in their history.

The effect of the D2/M2 episode was to produce tight or isoclinal

folds and the most prominent metamorphic fabrics and assemblages
now observed in (a~'l'heOrdovician to Devonian sedimentary succession
of central Finistere; (b) the Brioverian Quartzophy1lades de L'Elorn;
(c) the metamorphic complexes of Le Conquet and Lanni1is; and
(d) the Migmatites de Plouguerneau. The range of mineral assembl-
ages indicates that the mean geothermal gradient at the peak of
this episode was intermediate between the gradients characteristic
of Abukuma (anda1usite-sillimanite) and Barrovian (kyanite-si11im_
anite) terrains.
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The D2/M2 episode was at its peak at about 350 my; in the central

Pays de Leon the termination of the D2/M2 episode in the metamorphic
complexes of Le Conquet and Lannilis occurred before the emplacement
of the St Re.an Granite (U-Pb zircon date of c. 345 my; K-Ar K-
feldspar date c. 340 my). In the more deep-seated terrain repres-
ented by the Migmatites de Plouguerneau high-grade conditions

/
cooling

may have persisted rather longer; post-migmatitic in the mi!matites
does not appear to have been completed before the emplacement of

the Granite de Landunvez, whose emplacement may have been related
to that ot the(post-Granite de St Renan) Granite de L'Aber'-Ildut.

In the Palaeozoic terrain of central Finistere the D2/M2 or
Bretonic episode appears to be bracketed between r~mennian II
and the Upper Vis5an, that is to say approximately in the interval

360 to '30 my. Here too the climax may have been at around 350 my.

After the D2/M2 episode there appears to have been a close corres-
pondence between, on the one hand, the important post-metamorphic
episode ot folding which affects the regional metamorphic rocks,

migmatites, and the Granite de Landunvez, as well as the Palaeozoic

supracrustal rocks of central Finist~re, and on the other hand,

the emplacement of the later Hercynian granitic intrusions such
as the Adamellite de Ste Marguerite, the Granite de Kern an Guen,

the Granite de Ploudalmezeau and the Granite de Kernilis (also
possibly the Granodiorite de Tregana). This postulated D3 + granite
episode appears to have taken place at between approximately
315 my (Rb-Sr isochron date for the fine fractions of Ordovician
and Silurian sediments in the Presqu'ile de Crozon) and around
}OO my. It may be identified in part with the post-Lower Namurian
pre-Stephanian .pisode of folding and cleavage formation observed
in the supracrustal rocks of the Chateaulin Basin in central
Finistere. In the NW Pays de Leon the emplacement of this later
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group of granites was probably completed before c.295 my (Rb-Sr
whole-rock date of the 'Filons micgogranitiques' which cut the
Granite de Plo~dalmezeau).

Early (pre-n4) phases of movement along the Porspoder Lineament
may have accompanied or influenced the emplacement of some of the
post D2/M2 granites of the NW Pays de L~on (see Chapter 4).

If the n4 deformation in the Porspoder Lineament and the corres-
f

ponding deformation in the Molene-Moncontour Lineament were
contemporaneous, then according to the observations of Chauris
et al (1977), the n4 deformation must itself have been earlier
than the 0.295 my date of the Filons microgranitiques.

Mineral dates from the NW Pays de Leon indicate that thermal and/
or tectonic activity continued until about 275 my. Later K-Ar

hornblende dates (down to 255 my) are thought to be due to the
incorporation of 'initial' Ar of a composition different from that
of modern atmospheric Ar.

An important feature of the geology of the cent+al Pays de L~on
which has hardly been touched upon in this study is the metasomatic
greisenisation and tin-tungsten mineralisation which is mainly

associated with the Granite de St Renan. These phenomena are
probably attributable to a late Hercynian episode comparable with
that known from SW England.

Later tectonic activity in the Pays de Leon and adjacent areas
consisted mainly of strike-slip faulting accompanied by brecciation
and local quartz v~ning; a major fault in this group is the
NW-trending 'Kerforne's' fault which affects the Presqu'ile de Crozon
and the Le Conquet district.
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The dolerite dykes of Porsmilin and Brenterc'h were intruded into
fractures parallel to the Kerforn~'s fault during a Triassic (c.
190 my) episode of crustal dilation, possibly connected with the
initiation of the Atlantic Ocean.

c. POSSIBLE FURTHER WORK

In the light of the conclusions reached in the present study, a
number of recommendations and suggestions may be made for further
geological work in the Western Pays de Leon.

1. Petrology and geochemistry.

(a)The excellent exposures of undeformed migmatitic features found

in the Migmatites de Plouguerneau seem to offer considerable

scope for petrological study, particularly of the mineralogy
and chemistry of the leucosomes and related leucogranites. Prob-

lems are likely to be caused by the fact that almost all the
exposed rocks in in the Plouguerneau Complex have been affected

by superficial alteration due to the action of sea water.

(b)The numerous exposures of Diorite de Lannilis along L'Aber-Wrac'h
and L'Aber-Benott offer scope for a geochemical and mineralogical
study of an igneous intrusion of intermediate composition which
has been deformed and metamorphosed at medium to high grades of
regional metamorphism. Fresh rock can be easily obtained in this
case.

(c)As suggested earlier the two occurrences of the mineral pair
garnet-clinopyroxene in the Lannilis Metamorphic Complex offer
scope for gefthermometry using the Fe/Mg partition co-efficient.
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(d)The alkali-granitic Gneiss de Treglonou, fresh exposures of which
are obtainable in the quarry at Locmajan, could be studied
geochemically with a view to assessing whether, when subjected
to high grade conditions such as those which produced the Migmatites
de Plouguerneau,it could have given rise to large quantities of
granitic melt.

(e)It is thought that the staurolite-sarnet-mica schists of Le

Conquet have not yet received the attention they deserve from
a petrogenetic point of view.

2. Structural geology.

(a)A more detailed study of the structures associated with the
emplacement ot the Adamellite de Ste Marguerite and related
granites could be made. Such a study might throw considerable

light on the mechanisms of emplacement of igneous intrusions

in an orogenic environment.

(b)The excellent exposures of the Granodiorite de Brest in the
Le Conquet area offer scope for a study of the development
ot foliation in a major pluton undergoing inhomogeneous

deformation under regional metamorphic conditions. A point of
particular interest is the relationship of essentially undeformed
zones in the granodiorite to the proximity of thick belts of
relatively incompetent metasediment.

(c) Inspection ot existing geological maps of the area indicates
the possible presence of major told interterence patterns in
the northern Pays de Lion. (See rig 1-6). There may be scop.
for a study of major and minor D3 folds to elucidate this feature.
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(e)The polyorogenic structural and metamorphic sequence in the

Mica-schistes du Conquet has not been unravelled as yet.

,. Geochronology.

There remains considerable scope for geochronological work in the
Western Pays de Leon, particularly the use of Rb-Sr whole-rock

isochrons and U-Pb zircon discordia-concordia intersections
to date the emplacement ot both pre-D2/M2 (Diorites ot Lannilis
and Portsall) and post-D2/M2 (Granite de Landunvez, Adamellite de
Ste Marguerite, Granite de L'Aber-Ildut) intrusions.

The question of the date of the emplacement of the Granodiorite
de Brest has not been satisfactorily answered, and there remains
doubt about the significance of the Rb-Sr whole-rock isochron date

ot the Gneiss de Tr~glonou/Plounevez-Lochrist.

It is suggested that in the case of Rb-Sr whole-rock isochron
studies sampling should normally be confined to a single quarry
or exposure, so as to minimise deviation trom a common initial
Sr ratio and from a common post-emplacement history, while in the
case ot U-Pb mineral studies sutficient material from' a single
site should be sampled to permit the separation of multiple size
Or magnetic tractions, so that a discordia line may be obtained.

4. Lithological mapping.

The central sector of the Pays de Leon , particularly the extensive
zones shown as Gneiss de Lesneven north of the main outcrop of
the Complexe Granitique de St Renan/Kersaint, has not been mapped
using the lithological classification introduced by this writer,
and remapping of this poorly exposed sector is desirable.
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